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Abstract: With the explosion of traffic demand in recent years, the integration of satellite optical
networks and terrestrial networks (ISTN) creates a promising networking solution for future low-
latency, high-rate, and high-capacity communications. Owing to the high cost of deploying and
maintaining a satellite optical network, it is critical to carefully design and plan the network to ensure
the performance of the network. Thus, a semi-physical simulation platform based on software-defined
networks (SDNs) is developed to simulate a satellite optical network and evaluate the performance
of the proposed label-based advanced orbiting system (AOS) frame switching method that adheres
to the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems’ recommended standard (CCSDS). The semi-
physical simulation platform has two major innovations: (1) adapting and integrating network
protocols between the CCSDS and open system interconnect (OSI) reference models, particularly at
the data link layer, and (2) the foundation for an SDN-based satellite optical network. In the control
plane, real-time VxWorks Simulators serve as controllers to establish and manage various network
protocols and the link manager protocol (LMP). Here, network protocols include open shortest path
first (OSPF) for routing managing and controlling messages, constraint shortest path first–traffic
engineering (CSPF-TE), and constraint-label distribution protocol (CR-LDP) for routing data services.
LMP is used to assign and reserve satellite optical link resources. The performance of the architecture
and protocols is evaluated via a semi-physical simulation platform.

Keywords: software-defined networks; integrated satellite–terrestrial network; semi-physical simula-
tion platform; label-based CCSDS AOS frame switching

1. Introduction

With the exponential growth of traffic demands and data services over recent years,
deploying satellite networks based on microwave communications has received much
attention but has faced some challenges, including limited microwave frequency band
resources, inaccurate transmission direction, and inadequate network capacity. On the
other hand, free-space optics (FSO), which applies optical lasers to transmit data streams
between two satellites, is becoming a substitute communications technology in satellite

Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, 6674. https://doi.org/10.3390/app12136674 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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networks. As compared to microwave and other radio communications, FSO offers a
higher frequency band, higher link capacity, lower power consumption, lower interference,
and easier to identify interceptions or eavesdropping, and so FSO has been widely used in
space-terrestrial broadband communications [1–5].

On the other hand, software-defined networks (SDNs) offer a novel architecture to
achieve various network services, e.g., routing and load balancing, in an efficient and
flexible way. SDN applies two basic strategies to facilitate flexible network management
(1) SDN decouples the control plane of a network from its data plane, and (2) SDN con-
ceptually concentrates on the entire viewing of the network intelligence (i.e., the control
plane), and hence abstracts the underlying network architecture and improves the applica-
tion optimization. In general, an SDN physically comprises controllers and a number of
forwarding-rule-based white-box switches. The controllers make the routing decisions and
forwarding rules based on the statistics sent from the switches, and the switches simply
forward data based on forwarding rules from the controllers over the southbound interface,
such as OpenFlow. Thus, SDN can potentially enhance the flexibility of network manage-
ment through programmability and simplify network administration via abstracting the
underlying network architecture. The existing satellite optical networks typically employ
traditional network design, i.e., the control and data planes are dispersed in each switch,
and thus it is challenging to develop an efficient routing strategy that can be adaptive
to the network dynamics. In [6,7], SDN is applied in a satellite optical network, where a
satellite–terrestrial station gateway may function as a controller to run the control plane that
manages the whole satellite optical network and monitors the statistics of all the satellite
nodes, and which only conducts routing and forwarding configurations according to the
forwarding rules given by the controller. However, [6,7] suggest only an SDN-based end-
to-end fragment-aware routing algorithm without considering the real-world on-satellite
data link protocol, which is unique to the terrestrial network protocol.

Traffic congestion could severely degrade the network performance and is generally
caused by imbalanced traffic load among different links and inadequate resource distri-
bution [8]. The traditional routing protocols (e.g., open shortest path first (OSPF)) may
lead to traffic congestion because they are mainly routed concerning the packets via the
shortest path without considering the available resources and quality of services (QoS), re-
sulting in label switching routers (LSRs) being overused for multiple label switching paths
(LSPs) [9]. Traffic engineering (TE) is proposed to optimize network resource assignment
via bandwidth allocation based on resource statistics. The optimized routing strategy can
substantially balance the traffic load, increase the network throughput, and reduce network
latency. In terms of routing algorithms, the current SDN-based routing algorithms can
be classified into two categories: (1) Shortest routing method [10] employs OSPF-based
congestion control (i.e., the Dijkstra algorithm) in the SDN-based low earth orbit (LEO)
satellite network. However, the Dijkstra algorithm does not evaluate the network state and
always picks the same forwarding route for the same source–destination pair, which may
cause link congestion and throughput reduction. (2) The QoS routing method evaluates
the QoS of different routing paths and selects the one that can provide the best service for
a source–destination pair. However, the major issue with the QoS routing method is it
is difficult to achieve multi-constraint routing, which is a well-known non-deterministic
polynomial-hard (NP-hard) problem. If services are not distinguished, services with high
QoS needs and high priority cannot be handled in time, resulting in network performance
deterioration. Therefore, it is critical to design a routing algorithm that considers the dy-
namic features of satellite network structure, varied QoS needs of different traffic, and traffic
load and capacity of different links [11]. On the other hand, the mentioned works only
evaluate their proposed routing algorithms via simulations, which may not be feasible to
be implemented in a real satellite network.

In order to bridge the gap between simulation and real satellite networks, an SDN-
based semi-physical simulation platform is built to evaluate satellite networking and
routing in this paper. The major contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
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1. A novel label-based Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) ad-
vanced orbiting system (AOS) data link layer protocol, optimized OSPF protocol,
constraint shortest path first–traffic engineering (CSPF-TE), and constraint-label dis-
tribution protocol (CR-LDP) protocol are designed for integrated satellite–terrestrial
networks (ISTNs). In addition, a simulation platform is built to verify the perfor-
mance of label-switching-based elastic ISTNs with no restrictions on simulated nodes
based on a software environment, i.e., INTEL VxWorks, an embedded real-time
operating system;

2. We develop the southbound interface of simulated nodes (act as controllers) in IN-
TEL VxWorks to communicate with field-programmable gate array (FPGA) boards
(which act as switches) to fully verify the performance of label-switching-based elastic
ISTNs, which follows and expands the recommended standard of the CCSDS AOS
protocol [12,13];

3. The programming codes running in the INTEL VxWorks simulated node could be
easily applied to different micro-chip architectures according to the board support
packages, e.g., Acorn RISC Machine (ARM), performance optimization with enhanced
RISC–performance computing (PowerPC), and microprocessor without interlocked
piped stages (MIPS), thus having high compatibility.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, principles and
methods of SDN-based ISTNs are introduced. Sections 3 and 4 give an explicit description
of the experimental results in terms of software simulation platform and semi-physical
simulation platform, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks and future work are given
in Section 5.

2. Principles and Methods

2.1. Principles of SDN-Based ISTNs

It is challenging to design an efficient networking solution for space networks due to
the complexity and dynamical changes of network topology. Moreover, some studies have
been working on optimizing the space network management, but they do not combine
space networks and terrestrial networks together. Currently, some constellation satellite
systems, such as the Starlink project, have been deployed, trying to compete with or even
replace the existing terrestrial core networks. On the other hand, the integration of satellite
networks and terrestrial networks can substantially increase the coverage and capacity of
the Internet, but many challenges have not been addressed yet. In this paper, we propose a
basic SDN-based ISTN system, as illustrated in Figure 1, that mainly includes a satellite
optical network, satellite access users, and terrestrial user access networks with gateways.
Here, the satellite optical network is the key part of the backbone network and comprises a
number of high earth orbit (HEO) satellites, e.g., geostationary orbit (GEO) and inclined
geosynchronous orbit (IGSO) satellites, and middle earth orbit (MEO) satellites. FSO is
used to transmit data between two satellites in the satellite optical network. Each satellite
in the satellite optical network can be considered as a label switching router with its own
link-state database (LSDB). Different space access users, such as airplanes, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), and LEO satellites, are interconnected together via the satellite optical
network to achieve positioning, navigation, data transmission, and so on. Note that LEO
satellites can also be part of the satellite optical network. In this case, each LEO satellite is
viewed as a label switching router with its own LSDB.

Each HEO satellite is able to communicate with a terrestrial access network via a
terrestrial gateway, which plays a vital role in realizing the integration between satellite and
terrestrial networks through protocol conversion, e.g., between the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP)/IP protocol (used in the terrestrial access network) and the label-based
AOS protocol (used in the satellite optical network). Note that only HEO satellites but
not MEO satellites can communicate with terrestrial gateways due to the stability of HEO
satellites, i.e., the locations of HEO satellites are more stable than MEO satellites in terms of
maintaining FSO links that connect to terrestrial gateways. An SDN controller is deployed
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in the terrestrial network to control the behavior of satellites in the satellite optical network
via the corresponding gateway to achieve constellation topology control and management,
and allocate data channels for terminals in the user access network. In general, the purpose
of the proposed SDN-based ISTN system is to interconnect space access users and terres-
trial access networks, and achieve efficient inter-satellite routing and network operation
administration and maintenance (OAM). This novel network architecture will pave the way
to realizing an information-centric and/or content-centric networking Internet that offers
network providers and users secure, high-performance, adaptable, and resilient services.

Management and 
control messages

GEO/IGSO
(LSR with LSDBs)

MEO
(LSR with 

LSDBs)

Satellite
optical

network

Terrestrial 
network 

Free-space optical link
User access 
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Network
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network Cable link
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(LSR with
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MEO
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Gateway
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Figure 1. The typical application scenario of ISTNs.

Establishing and maintaining a satellite network is costly since (1) although the capital
cost of the satellite decreases, launching a satellite to space is still expensive, and (2)
repairing and changing the hardware settings of satellites is difficult owing to the harsh
space environment. Hence, building a semi-physical satellite network platform to emulate
various network services is necessary to ensure the correct network configurations before
deploying a satellite network in space. Here, a semi-physical satellite network platform
is a hardware and software co-designed simulator, where different FPGA boards are
used to emulate the behaviors of satellites in a satellite optical network, and the whole
communication network is built in a simulation environment. Satellite network designers
may use the semi-physical platform to analyze and evaluate system performance, optimize
network parameters, and significantly decrease the cost of maintaining the network. Semi-
physical simulation, also known as hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS), is a type of
simulation technology that incorporates some real hardware implementations into the
simulation loop to better emulate the whole system. The method is regarded as one
of the most important tools in the development of space systems in the aerospace field
that can enhance the confidence level of the simulation results and address the system
modeling challenges.

2.2. The Label Switching-Based ISTNs
2.2.1. Principles of Label Switching

In the data plane of ISTNs, various packets are categorized into different flows accord-
ing to their information, e.g., source/destination IPv4 and/or IPv6 address. The packets
that are transmitted over the same path are considered as a forwarding equivalence class
(FEC). It may be feasible to employ a single label for a set of FECs, which is called link
aggregation. A local unique fixed-length label will be appended to the packets in the same
type of FEC. Once receiving an incoming packet, the label switching router extracts the in-
label of the packet, replaces it with the out-label, and forwards the packet to the egress port
according to the local label forwarding information base (LFIB) table, and thus transmits
the packet to the neighbor label switching router. The packet is switched by different label
switching routers until the egress label edge router is reached. In some ways, the ISTNs

4
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act similarly to a multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) network. The uni-directional data
path, along which a data packet is transmitted in the MPLS domain, is defined as a label
switching path. Currently, there are three typical methods of routing path calculation and
label switching path setup:

1. Distributed routing and label switching path setup. All the label edge routers and
label switching routers maintain their own link-state databases, and conduct routing
computation and label switching path setup by themselves, without having terrestrial
controller involvement;

2. Centralized routing, distributed label switching path setup. With the global knowl-
edge of network status, a terrestrial controller is able to cause computer routing paths
to meet multiple QoS requirements from the ingress label edge routers. Meanwhile,
the ingress label edge router constructs a label switching path according to the related
routing paths calculated by the terrestrial controller;

3. Centralized routing and label switching path setup. The terrestrial controller would
calculate both routing paths and label switching paths and deliver them to routers.

Owing to the frequent topology changes of satellite networks, directly utilizing terres-
trial distributed routing protocols (e.g., OSPF) would lead to constant route convergence,
thus consuming valuable inter-satellite link (ISL) bandwidth. Hence, by following the
idea of Method 1 above, we propose an optimized OSPF routing protocol and constraint
label distribution protocol for a GEO/IGSO and MEO satellite network by considering
the QoS requirements that are characterized as multiple dimensionless metrics. Here,
QoS requirements can be measured by uni-directional link, cost, priority, duration time,
forward/backward bandwidth and latency. In addition, link-state update flooding is re-
strained by periodic updates of the on-satellite local link-state database according to the
network topology. The optimized OSPF routing algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Furthermore, as a type of large-scale and heterogeneous network, whose network states
dynamically vary in both time and space, any single node in the ISTNs will be capable
of performing both the access function (e.g., multiple data granularity classifications and
link aggregation) and the switching function (i.e., multi-layer data distribution, such as a
traditional label edge router and label switching router). The aforementioned Method 1,
therefore, is more capable of low overhead controlling and high scalability. Given the
time-precise synchronization of the link-state database and label switching path, and a new
signaling protocol needed for spreading labels among the label switching routers, Methods
2 and 3 may only be able to conduct a small number of label switching paths.

According to [14], the label distribution protocol (LDP) is designed to distribute
labels to all the label edge routers and label switching routers along a label switching
path. Currently, two typical protocols are specified by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF): (1) resource reservation protocol-traffic engineering (RSVP-TE) [15], which is a
traffic engineering modification to the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [16], and (2)
constraint routing label distribution protocol [17], which is built based on LDP. The most
significant distinction between the two protocols is how to share the control information
inside the MPLS domain, namely: RSVP-TE employs a soft state method with update
messages, while CR-LDP employs a hard state refreshing approach using TCP. For ease of
implementation, we use CR-LDP and modify parts of its TCP function, and the algorithm
of the optimized CR-LDP is revised in Algorithm 2. In contrast to the integrated services
(IntServ), which use RSVP to provide end-to-end route reservations, differentiated services
(DiffServ) are used in MPLS-based satellite networks to meet the QoS requirements. In the
DiffServ method, all IP data are grouped into a behavior aggregate, which is tagged by a
DiffServ code point (DSCP) inside each frame based on the same behavior request.
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Algorithm 1 Optimized OSPF, Periodic Update of LSDB and Uni-directional Link Routing.

1: Initialize OSPF configure and periodically send out Hello message;
2: if message received then
3: switch type of received message do
4: case Hello:
5: if without its own Router ID and in Full status then
6: Switch to UNI_DIRECTION_SEND status and send uni-directional mes-

sage;
7: end if
8: if with its own Router ID and in UNI_DIRECTION_SEND status then
9: Switch to Full status;

10: end if
11: if in UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE status then
12: Switch to Full status;
13: end if
14: case Database Description:
15: Compare with link-state database, consistent with standard OSPF;
16: case Link State Request:
17: Organize and send link-state update message, consistent with standard

OSPF;
18: case Link State Update:
19: if This update belongs to the link plan then
20: Ignore this update message and restrain the flooding because the satellite

update itself through the link plan;
21: end if
22: if This update does not belong to the link plan then
23: Update link-state database and send link-state acknowledgment message,

consistent with standard OSPF;
24: end if
25: case Link State Acknowledgment:
26: Stop retransmitting link-state update message, consistent with standard

OSPF;
27: case Unidirectional:
28: Switch to UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE status, organize link-state acknowl-

edgment which includes uni-directional link and flood it;
29: case NonUnidirectional:
30: Switch to Down status, organize link-state acknowledgment which excludes

uni-directional link and flood it;
31: end if
32: if Hello message not received before timer expires and in UNI_DIRECTION_SEND

status then
33: Switch to Down status and send NonUnidirectional message;
34: end if
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Algorithm 2 CR-LDP, Constraint Label Distribution under the QoS Requirements.

1: Initialize CR-LDP configure;
2: if message received then
3: switch type of received message do
4: case LSP Build Request message:
5: Reserve the bandwidth required by the forward label switching path, gener-

ate a label distribution request message and send it to the downstream node;
6: case LDP Label Request message:
7: switch View the displayed route type length value (TLV) and judge the node

location do
8: case Intermediate node:
9: Reserve bandwidth for the bi-directional label switching path, then

update the label distribution request message and send it to the downstream node;
10: case Tail node:
11: Allocate bandwidth directly for the backward label switching path,

deliver the forwarding information base table to FPGA board in the data plane, generate
a label distribution mapping message, and allocate label for the upstream node;

12: case LDP Label Mapping message:
13: switch View the displayed route TLV and judge the node location do
14: case Intermediate node:
15: Allocate bandwidth for the bi-directional label switching path, deliver

label forwarding information base tables to FPGA board in the data plane, generate a
label distribution mapping message, and allocate label for the upstream node;

16: case Tail node:
17: Allocate bandwidth for the forward label switching path, deliver

forwarding information base table to FPGA board in the data plane;
18: end if

2.2.2. Principles of CCSDS AOS Frame Label Switching

CCSDS AOS allows the coexistence of ISTNs and multiple forms of data access.
CCSDS AOS is able to transmit different types of data, such as voice, video, and images,
in the form of a unified data flow over a spatial physical channel based on dynamic
scheduling management of different virtual channels in the physical channel. Meanwhile,
the flexible reuse mechanism and effective error correction/detection measures in AOS
guarantee that the spatial physical channel has a high channel capacity, channel quality,
and reliability to meet the needs of spacecraft data transmission and processing. The CCSDS
AOS space data link protocol specifies the recommended procedures for transmitting
various types of data using fixed-length packet units, i.e., transmission frames as shown
in Figure 2a. However, in the intermediate node, AOS frames could not be switched
directly, and all the traffic flows will be unpacked and forwarded to the upper-layer for the
further process. As a result, the energy-resource-consuming frame unpackaging–packing–
forwarding process cannot meet the growing demand for space data transmission and
QoS routing performance. To address those issues, an extended AOS frame with extended

control field is proposed to realize label-based frame switching directly in routers, thus
avoiding the unnecessary unpacking–repacking process for bypassing traffic data, as shown
in Figure 2b,c, respectively. In Figure 3, there is an explicit comparison between the open
system interconnect (OSI) and extended CCSDS reference models, where the label switching
sublayer is added between the data link protocol sublayer and the synchronization and
channel coding sublayer, and an extended label-based AOS switching protocol is applied
in the CCSDS protocol stack as follows:

• The label field is added in an AOS frame to forward traffic flows based on labels
instead of IP-address-based forwarding;

• The data communication network field is used as an overhead for forwarding man-
agement and controlling messages for the control plane and the management plane;
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• The OAM field, i.e., operation administration and maintenance, is used for link
connection detection, and thus to realize make-before-break routing handover.
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Figure 2. The label-based CCSDS AOS frame switching. (a) The CCSDS recommended AOS frame.
(b) The proposed AOS frame with extended control field. (c) The principle of label swapping for the
AOS frame according to LFIB.
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2.3. The Design of SDN-Based ISTNs
2.3.1. The Functional Block Diagram of SDN-Based ISTNs

The network management system, controllers, and hardware modules are the three
components of the proposed semi-physical simulation system. A Windows 10 personal
computer, which runs an INTEL VxWorks embedded real-time operating system, is an
SDN controller to realize the management and control plane functions. The main function
of the management plane is to monitor dynamic parameters, while the network topology
changes or data services are modified. The controller is responsible for executing all control
plane protocols and algorithms (e.g., OSPF, CSPF, link manager protocol (LMP), and CR-
LDP). The label-based AOS frame switching and data forwarding are simulated using the
hardware module. Figure 4 depicts the framework of the semi-physical simulation platform.
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Network management 
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Northbound interface 
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(vx simulator)

Figure 4. The framework of SDN-based ISTNs simulation platform.

The proposed SDN-based ISTNs are built the same way as a traditional SDN with the
management plane (MP), the control plane (CP), and the data plane (DP). The network man-
agement system (NMS) in the terrestrial network is capable of managing and controlling
the satellite optical network as well as monitoring network status through the northbound
interface. As a result, each node, i.e., label edge routers (LERs) and label switching routers,
has a network management agent (NMA) that receives, processes, and forwards NMS
information. The management plane is logically a star structure since all NMAs are directly
governed by NMS. Second, the distributed control plane module in each node includes
sub-modules such as the network management system agent, routing module, connec-
tion control module, signaling module, link management module, and data plane agent.
The data plane, on the other hand, is made up of an FPGA board and communication
terminals, e.g., laser and microwave, as well as physical spatial links. The FPGA board uses
a XILINX KINTEX-7 (XC7K325) as the primary control chip to provide data forwarding
based on label switching, and adaption between data services (e.g., IP data, bitstream data,
virtual channel access data, and packet data) and the CCSDS AOS data link protocol.

The routing method, i.e., the (constraint) Dijkstra algorithm, performs routing compu-
tation, which is an essential function of the routing module. The routing module computes
two types of routes based on the needs of networking protocols:

1. Routing of managing and controlling messages. This sort of routing path is used for
the managing and controlling messages from the management plane to the control
plane. Since the data communication network field is the overhead for managing and
controlling communications, each node will construct a routing table for the shortest
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way to all other nodes based on the shortest path first (SPF) method (i.e., Dijkstra
algorithm) simply in terms of link priority and cost, ignoring the QoS requirements.
When a node’s link-state database is updated, the routing module will compute a new
routing path for managing and controlling messages immediately;

2. Routing of service data. This sort of routing path is an explicit end-to-end routing path
based on the CSPF-TE algorithm for traffic flows under service QoS requirements,
such as source–destination, forward and backward bandwidth, link duration time,
latency, etc.

Due to the restricted bit length of the data communication network field, a fixed
bits length managing and controlling message is divided into segments and sent in ten
continuous AOS frames with the sequence number ranging from one to ten before trans-
mission, as illustrated in Figure 5. After a cyclic redundancy check, the split managing and
controlling message segments are reunited in sequence and delivered to the control plane
and management plane on the receiving side. An asking-acknowledge re-transmission
mechanism is designed to ensure the transmission of managing and controlling messages
between nodes, taking into account link turbulence caused by cosmic radiation, particle
flow, and other factors. A managing and controlling message from the source node will be
re-transmitted if the acknowledgment message from the destination node is not received in
the source node. Despite the fact that the routing strategies for managing and controlling
messages and service data are diametrically opposed, managing and controlling messages
and service data can be transmitted in the same AOS frame if the out-port to destination is
the same, i.e., managing and controlling messages using the data communication network

field while not taking up the transfer frame data field for the service data.

Segment #1 Segment #2 Segment #10

Management and control message

Segment #1Segment #1
DCN

AOS frame #1

Segment #2Segment #2
DCN

AOS frame #2

Segment #10Segment #10
DCN

AOS frame #10

DCN: data communication network
Figure 5. The transmission of a fixed bit length managing and controlling message in the data

communication network field of the AOS frame.

2.3.2. The Working Principle of the Data Plane in the Semi-Physical Platform

The adaptation of IP and/or non-IP data to AOS frames using a combination of TCP/IP
and AOS protocol is one of the latest research topics, specifically the implementation of
seamless communication and connection of ISTNs. Both terrestrial networks and on-
satellite local area networks (LANs) receive and send data using the Ethernet protocol at
the data link layer, which is customized to the CCSDS AOS data link layer for inter-satellite
and satellite–terrestrial links, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The protocol framework of ISTNs.
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In this paper, we propose the label-based AOS frame switching mechanism for the
Ethernet IP data service. However, as stated in [12], four sorts of data services may be
transmitted by AOS frames, i.e., IP service, bitstream service, virtual channel access service,
and packet service. Figure 7 shows the functional module diagram of customizable data
services over the AOS frame.
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Figure 7. The functional block diagram of four types of service over AOS frame.

• The user interfaces in the ingress label edge router support various types of data
access and provide data caching buffers for parallel data pre-processing, where data
is classified and transmitted to the corresponding service buffers before being encap-
sulated as payload in the transfer frame data field of the AOS frame. According to
the forwarding information base (FIB), the out-label is pushed to the label field of
the AOS frame before being sent to the transmitter module, and then those parallel
data are serialized to 8b/10b encoding for the transmission in the physical channel,
e.g., radio and laser;

• Data are recovered to parallel encoding at the label switching router before being
transmitted to the AOS switching module, where the value of the in-label of the AOS
frame is swapped to the value of the out-label and the AOS frame is switched to an
out-port according to the label forwarding information base. Then, the parallel-serial
encoding for the AOS frame is processed;

• If the value of in-label is 0xFFFF, it indicates that the egress label edge router is the last
node in the label switching path without further label swapping processing, and the
payload in the transfer frame data field of the AOS frame should be de-encapsulated
to the corresponding data service buffers, and then transmitted to the corresponding
user interfaces, and vice versa for the backward label switching path.

The FPGA board designs are as follows:

• Matching data rates. The FPGA board is designed to better match the varied data
rates for services and throughput of QoS requirements:

Throughput = clock frequency × width of FIFO × depth of FIFO. (1)

For example, the clock frequencies for gigabit Ethernet (GE) and 10-gigabit Ethernet
(10GE) are 125 MHz and 156.25 MHz, respectively, with parallel data widths of 8 bits
and 64 bits and 1 depth of first in first out (FIFO) buffer. Furthermore, the FIFO’s config-
urable depth is designed to fulfill line rates and the QoS requirement (i.e., throughput)
for label edge routers and label switching routers along the label switching path;

• Synchronization of data. Only two oscillators with frequencies of 50 MHz and
100 MHz are used in the FPGA board for the simplicity of hardware design, i.e., the
oscillator with the frequency of 100 MHz serves as the main working clock source
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for the FPGA chip (i.e., XILINX KINTEX-7 (XC7K325)), and the oscillator with the
frequency of 50 MHz serves as the input clock source for the programmable clock chip
(i.e., Silicon Labs SI5338). So, FPGA asynchronous FIFOs are used for synchronizing
data across multiple clock zones. Asynchronous FIFOs are also used for the encoding
process from parallel data (i.e., IP data) to serial data (i.e., 8 b/10 b data) in Figure 7,
where the input clock source is 125 MHz or 156.25 MHz for writing parallel 8 bit
or 64 bit data to the asynchronous FIFOs, and the output clock source is 100 MHz
for reading 16 bit data from the asynchronous FIFOs before sending to the physical
channel in the transmitter module, and vice versa for the receiver module. The length
of the AOS frame and the various fields of the AOS frame are set as recommended
in [12] and shown in Figure 2b.

3. Simulation Analysis for the Designed ISTN Protocol Stack

In this section, we will analyze the performance of the designed ISTN protocol stack
described in Section 2.

3.1. Simulation Platform Setup

The designed ISTN protocol stack should be evaluated in a simulation platform to en-
sure its performance. Currently, the majority of those simulations are often demonstrated in
OMNeT++ [18], which serves as a global simulated platform that runs on C++ and Python.
However, the OMNeT++ programming codes must be designed in the C programming lan-
guage for the satellite hardware. Instead of OMNeT++, the simulated software is designed
and operated in INTEL VxWorks, which is utilized as the on-satellite real-time embedded
operating system. The INTEL VxWorks Simulator is a simulated hardware target for use as
a prototyping and test-bed environment for VxWorks. The VxWorks Simulator allows users
to develop, run, and test VxWorks applications on the host systems (i.e., personal comput-
ers), reducing the need for target hardware during development. For external applications
needing to interact with a VxWorks target, the capabilities of a VxWorks Simulator instance
are identical to those of a VxWorks system running on real-world target hardware. It is
worth noting that the versions of the VxWorks Simulator’s workbench and image kernel
are 3.3 and 6.9 respectively, while the real-world target hardware is a 64-bit MIPS-based
microprocessor with VxWorks version 6.8.

3.2. Test of the ISTN Protocol Stack in the Software Platform

For the verification and validation of network protocols and algorithms of the con-
trol plane, we firstly conduct the test in a software platform under the circumstances of
large-scale network topology with multiple nodes. All managing and controlling messages
are transmitted through user datagram protocol (UDP) frames in the software platform.
For managing and controlling messages and service data, the multiple routing algorithms
are initially evaluated in VxWorks Simulators, which are generated based on the shortest
path and constraint path, respectively. Consider the calculation of a routing path from node
vx_simulator_01 to node vx_simulator_03. In Figure 8, each node (i.e., vx_simulator_01 to
vx_simulator_16, with spacecraft identification (SCID) from SCID 1 to SCID 16) has nine
ports (i.e., 1 to 9) bi-directionally connected to neighbor node ports, while the priorities of
the ports are increased from 1 to 9 and the costs of the ports are the same value equaling
to 1, i.e., the priority and cost for the port 1 are 1 and 1, respectively, the priority and
cost for the port 9 are 9 and 1, respectively, etc. According to the routing strategy (i.e.,
the Dijkstra algorithm) for managing and controlling messages, the computation of the
routing path is based on the priority and cost of the port, namely: the path with high
priority will be selected under the circumstances of equivalent costs. Link-state databases
of all nodes are shown in Figure 9. So, the routing path for managing and controlling
messages from node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) to node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3) is shown
in Table 1, Figure 10a, and Figure 10b, respectively, under the bi-directional link between
vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_04 (SCID 4). In Figure 10a, the function
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manage_control_message_routing_path_show_node_to_node(1, 3) shows the routing path
from the source node (i.e., the first parameter 1) to the destination node (i.e., the sec-
ond parameter 2). On the other hand, given the constraint of QoS requirements of a
link duration time, forward and/or backward bandwidth, etc. the explicit bi-direction
routing path of data from node vx_simulator_01 to node vx_simulator_03 is computed
based on the CSPF-TE algorithm, which is shown in Table 2. In Figure 10a, the function
csp f _bi_direction_calculation(1, 2, 500, 200, 300, 1000, 1000) is used for the computation of
the bi-direction routing path from the source node (i.e., the first parameter 1) to the des-
tination node (i.e., the second parameter 2) under multiple QoS requirements, e.g., link
duration time (i.e., the third parameter 500 s), forward bandwidth (i.e., the fourth pa-
rameter 200 megabits per second (Mbps)), backward bandwidth (i.e., the fifth parameter
300 Mbps), forward maximum latency (i.e., the sixth parameter 1000 milliseconds (ms)),
and backward maximum latency (i.e., the seventh parameter 1000 ms). The function
print_csp f _bi_direction_route is for the display of bi-direction explicit routing path.
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Figure 8. The topology of VxWorks simulated network.

Table 1. The routing path of managing and controlling messages between node vx_simulator_01
(SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_04 vx_simulator_06 vx_simulator_03

Forward path Out-port: 4 In-port: 2, Out-port: 6 In-port: 2, Out-port: 4 In-port: 2,
Backward path In-port: 4 Out-port: 2, In-port: 6 Out-port: 2, In-port: 4 Out-port: 2
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Figure 9. Link-state database of optimized OSPF in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Simulation in software platform with 16 simulated nodes under the circumstances of
bi-directional link. (a) The status of a neighbor’s ports, routing path for managing and controlling mes-
sages, and explicit constraint routing path for data under QoS requirements in node vx_simulator_01
(SCID 1). (b) The status of a neighbor’s ports in node vx_simulator_04 (SCID 4).

Table 2. A bi-directional label switching path under the circumstances of bi-directional link between
node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3) in the software platform.

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_04 vx_simulator_06 vx_simulator_03

Forward LSP Out-port: 3 1 In-port: 1, Out-port: 5 In-port: 1, Out-port: 3 In-port: 1
Backward LSP In-port: 3 1 Out-port: 1, In-port: 5 Out-port: 1, In-port: 3 Out-port: 1

1 The out/in-ports of forward/backward label switching path for node vx_simulator_01 are the same, i.e., port 3.

We make full use of the uni-directional connection to transmit data while the opposite
uni-directional link is down to improve the use of resource-limited satellite networks.
The original OSPF protocol, on the other hand, does not allow for the calculation of a uni-
directional routing path. We enhance the OSPF protocol in the following way to compute
uni-directional routing paths:

1. Add UNI_DIRECTION_SEND and UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE to OSPF neighbor’s
states in addition to DOWN and FULL;

2. The uni-directional receiving node sends hello messages to the uni-directional sending
node through other routing paths instead of the down link.

Figure 11 is used as an example to illustrate the working principle of the OSPF uni-
directional link as revised in Algorithm 1. If node #2 does not find its own node ID in the
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OSPF HELLO packet sent from the peer node #1, then node #1 is considered to be in uni-
directional sending status (i.e., UNI_DIRECTION_SEND). Because the former direct link
from node #2 to node #1 is down, node #1 cannot receive the uni-directional receiving hello
message from node #2 (i.e., UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE). In this case, node #2 sends this
hello message to node #1 through other routing paths, i.e., from node #2 to node #3 and
finally to node #1. When node #1 receives this message from node #3, the neighbor status of
node #2 in node #1 is checked as uni-directional receiving, and thus the uni-directional link is
established between node #1 and node #2. Note that if there is no other path between node #2
and node #1, the OSPF uni-directional link cannot be established. Figure 12a,b demonstrate
the uni-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_04
(SCID 4) when the uni-directional link from vx_simulator_04’s port 1 to vx_simulator_01’s port
3 and is down accidentally, leading to the status of vx_simulator_04’s port 1 changing from
FULL to UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE, and the status of vx_simulator_01’s port 3 changing
from FULL to UNI_DIRECTION_SEND.

In addition, we improve the OSPF link-state database with the complement of the
satellite link plan of connections (SLPC). SLPC is intended to hold scheduled/planned
link information to update satellite network link state periodically, and thus control OSPF
flood messages and reduce satellite link bandwidth usage. In [19], we propose a solution
called the optimized OSPF with link plan (OOWLP) to overcome the shortcomings in the
original rule of OSPF, e.g., the frequent route convergence induced by frequent satellite link
validation, and long periods of satellite network instability. SLPC is meant to retain the link
connection plan information of the satellite network for a period of time. The terrestrial
network management system will upload the new SLPC regularly to the GEO satellites
which are directly accessed by the network management system. Then, the GEO satellites
will flood the SLPC information to all other satellites for synchronization, e.g., GEO, MEO,
LEO satellites. Moreover, the judgment of the flooding procedure of the original OSPF
is revised in Algorithm 1 lines 18–24. In the original OSPF, if the on–off action occurs in
one link, the two nodes of the link would flood the updated message to all other nodes in
the network. The process of route convergence is costly in terms of time and energy, and
consumes the limited link resources. In general, the satellite link variation is induced by
two scenarios:

1. Most of the time, the link variation is induced by the predicted satellite orbital move-
ment, and there us no need to flood those variations;

2. Rarely, the link variation is unexpectedly caused by nodes out of work, and the
variations must be flooded between nodes to update the network topology.

As mentioned before, we periodically update the OSPF LSDB via the SLPC. Thus,
the predicted OSPF flooding is restrained, while the unexpected link variation is also under
link monitoring, as depicted in Figure 13.

OSPF hello messageNode #1 Node #2

Node #3

Figure 11. The principle of uni-directional OSPF protocol.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Simulation in the software platform with 16 simulated nodes under the circumstances of
uni-directional link. (a) The status of a neighbor’s ports and explicit constraint routing path for data
under QoS requirements in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The status of a neighbor’s ports in
node vx_simulator_04 (SCID 4).
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Figure 13. Flooding restraint and flooding procedure for the two scenarios of satellites link variation.

Given the uni-directional link between nodes, the computation of the explicit routing
path for data service is clearly different from that of a bi-directional link. Figure 12a,b
and Table 3 show the bi-directional routing path for data between node vx_simulator_01
(SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3) under the circumstances of the uni-directional
link down from node vx_simulator_04 (SCID 4)’s port 1 to node vx_simulator_01’s port 3.
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Table 3. A Bi-directional label switching path between node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) and node
vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3) under the circumstances of a uni-directional link in the software platform.

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_04 vx_simulator_06 vx_simulator_03

Forward LSP Out-port: 3 1 In-port: 1, Out-port: 5 In-port: 1, Out-port: 3 In-port: 1
Backward LSP In-port: 4 1 Out-port: 2, In-port: 5 Out-port: 1, In-port: 3 Out-port: 1

1 The out/in-ports of the forward/backward label switching path for node vx_simulator_01 are different, i.e.,
out-port 3 and in-port 4, respectively.

4. Semi-Physical Platform Setup and Evaluation for SDN-Based ISTNs

In this section, we will establish a semi-physical platform to evaluate the feasibility of
label-based AOS frame switching in SDN-based ISTNs.

4.1. Introduction of the Semi-Physical Platform

In Section 3.2, the control plane network protocol and algorithms are successfully
tested in the software platform. However, owing to the performance limitations of the
VxWorks simulated network card, WindRiver WRTAP has only ten-megabit throughput,
and cannot enable label-based AOS frame switching. Real-world end-to-end gigabit-
level data transmission cannot be accomplished in the software platform. Therefore,
FPGA boards are designed for testing high-level throughput performance based on label
switching of AOS frames. As shown in Figure 14a,b the semi-physical platform is made up
of a network management system, VxWorks Simulators, and FPGA boards. In the semi-
physical platform, just three nodes are evaluated for simplicity. The terrestrial network
gateway, i.e., vx_simulator_01, is controlled directly by the network management system,
and FPGA boards are connected by low voltage differential signaling (LVDS) cables, which
are simulated as satellite–terrestrial connections and inter-satellite links. It should be
noted that the network management system may communicate with remote nodes, such as
nodes vx_simulator_02 and vx_simulator_03, through the data communication network

overhead in the AOS frame. The simulated nodes in the control plane communicate with
the FPGA boards in the data plane through the southbound interface, which might be a
serial port, Ethernet port, or 1553B in this semi-physical platform. The northbound interface
communication protocol in the semi-physical platform is the simple network management
protocol (SNMP), as the SNMP manager operating in the network management system and
the SNMP agent running in the VxWorks simulated node (i.e., the controller). In addition,
as illustrated in Figure 15, we create an exclusive management information base (MIB) for
parameter setup, retrieval, and status informing/trapping.

(a)

FPGA 
board #1

vx_simulator_01
computer #1 :

SCID:1

vx_simulator_02
computer #2 :

SCID:2

vx_simulator_03
computer #3 :

SCID:3

 3

4

 3

4

1

2

1

2
FPGA 
board #2

FPGA 
board #3

Terminal #1:
IPv6:FE80::0:0:10::

Network management 
system (NMS)

Terminal #2:
IPv6:FE80::0:0:20::

Terminal #3:
IPv6:FE80::0:0:30::

Management plane

Control plane

Data plane

LVDS

Ethernet
UART

Northbound interface 

Southbound interface 

(b)

Figure 14. The semi-physical platform. (a) The semi-physical platform with VxWorks simulated
nodes and FPGA boards. (b) The network topology of the semi-physical platform.
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Figure 15. The SNMP MIB of the semi-physical platform.

4.2. Test of Data Communication Network in the Semi-Physical Platform

In Section 3.2, managing and controlling messages (e.g., control plane protocols and
network management system messages) are transmitted in UDP frames for the simplicity
of validation. As mentioned earlier, managing and controlling messages can be communi-
cated between nodes in ISTNs using the data communication network field, the extended

control field, in the AOS frame, as shown in Figure 5. In Figure 16a,b, there is a data com-
munication network test for the configuration of static forwarding information base in node
vx_simulator_02 from the network management system, which uses node vx_simulator_01
as the gateway. After receiving a managing and controlling message from the manage-
ment plane, e.g., the configuration of static forwarding information base, through the
northbound interface, node vx_simulator_01 will verify the destination SCID No. first.
That is, if destination SCID No. is not 1, this managing and controlling message will be
divided into segments and inserted into the data communication network field of ten
continuous AOS frames before being transmitted to the destination node along the routing
path for managing and controlling messages based on the shortest path algorithm (i.e.,
Dijkstra algorithm), as shown in Table 4. Figure 17 depicts the ten continuous AOS frames
captured by ILA in FPGA board #1’s port 4. FPGA board #2, on the other hand, reunites
the segments of managing and controlling message by extracting the data communication

network field from those ten continuous AOS frames. If the destination SCID No. is 2,
node vx_simulator_02 then configures a static forwarding information base. Otherwise,
node vx_simulator_02 forwards the managing and controlling message to the next node.

Table 4. The routing path for managing and controlling messages from node vx_simulator_01 to
node vx_simulator_02 and node vx_simulator_03, respectively, in the semi-physical platform.

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_02 vx_simulator_03

Routing path Out-port: 4 In-port: 4, Out-port: 1 In-port: 1
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. The configuration from the network management system to the remote node uses the
data communication network overhead in the AOS frame. (a) The configuration of static forwarding
information base from the network management system (SNMP manager). (b) The managing and
controlling message of static FIB transmitted by node vx_simulator_01 through southbound interface.

Figure 17. A data communication network sequence diagram for a managing and controlling message,
i.e., static FIB, from node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) to node vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2).

The satellite constellation constitutes a constantly altering networking architecture
owing to the link connection variation caused by satellites’ orbital movements. Types
of management and controlling flooding messages, i.e., satellite link plan of connections
(SLPC) described in Section 3.2, are proposed for a better adaptation to the shifting satellite
constellation. These messages make use of the predictability and periodicity of satellite
network topology, which repeats itself over time, and also include periodic routing phases
with changes in the route computation process for both managing and controlling messages
and data. These kinds of managing and controlling messages are flooded to each node in
the network for the update of previous OSPF LSDB with new ones according to the current
network topology, and the destination SCID No. is 0xFFFF, as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. A data communication network sequence diagram for a management and controlling
flooding message, i.e., satellite link plan of connections , from node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) to
other nodes.

4.3. Test of Label-Based AOS Frame Switching in the Semi-Physical Platform

First, a bi-directional label switching path is setup for the label-based AOS frame switching.
That is, a bi-directional data path from node vx_simulator_01 to node vx_simulator_03 is built,
along which data are sent and received simultaneously via port 3 in node vx_simulator_01
(SCID 1). Before the label switching path is set up, node vx_simulator_01 will compute the
explicit constraint routing path under the terminal’s QoS requirements, i.e., link duration time,
forward and/or backward bandwidth and link latency. Figure 19a–c show the three routers’
link-state advertisement of the link-state database in node vx_simulator_01, respectively, which
are optimized with metrics of link latency, link duration time, and link bandwidth. In Figure 20a,
the function csp f_bi_direction_calculation computes the explicit bi-directional data routing
path under multiple QoS requirements, i.e., source node SCID 1 (i.e., the first parameter) to
destination node SCID 3 (i.e., the second parameter), link duration time 500 s (i.e., the third
parameter), forward bandwidth 200 Mpbs (i.e., the fourth parameter), backward bandwidth (i.e.,
the fifth parameter 300 Mbps), forward maximum latency (i.e., the sixth parameter 1000 ms),
and backward maximum latency (i.e., the seventh parameter 1000 ms), as summarized in Table 5.
In addition, Figure 20b,c show the explicit bi-directional data routing path under multiple QoS
requirements, i.e., source node SCID 3 (i.e., the first parameter) to destination node SCID 1
(i.e., the second parameter) and the neighbors’ ports status, respectively. Because of the FULL

status of the neighbor’s port, the out-port of forward label switching path and the in-port of
the backward label switching path (i.e., in-port and out-port) in node vx_simulator_01 is port 3
connected by FPGA board #1 and FPGA board #2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19. The link-state database of the optimized OSPF in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (a) The
router link states of node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The router link states of node vx_simulator_02
(SCID 2). (c) The router link states of node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20. The explicit constraint data routing computation under QoS requirements and the
circumstances of a bi-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1),
node vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2), and node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3). (a) The
status of a neighbor’s port and explicit bi-directional data routing path computation in node
vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The explicit uni-directional data routing path computation between
node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) and node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3). (c) The status of a neighbor’s
port in node vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2).

The second step is label distribution for each node along the label switching path.
SNMP is applied as the northbound interface protocol for the communication between the
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network management system as the manager in the management plane and the simulated
nodes as the agent (i.e., vx_simulator_01) in the control plane. Figure 15 shows the detail
configurations to set up the bi-directional label switching path from node vx_simulator_01
(SCID 1) to vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3), i.e., lspSrcSCID equals 1 for the source node SCID,
lspDstSCID equals 3 for the destination node SCID, lspForwardPathIPv6AddrHigh64High,
lspForwardPathIPv6AddrHigh64Low, lspForwardPathIPv6AddrLow64High, and lspFor-
wardPathIPv6AddrLow64Low equal FE80::0:0:30:: (4269801472 and 48 in decimal format)
as forwarding equivalence class of forward label switching path, lspBackwardPathIPv6-
AddrHigh64High, lspBackwardPathIPv6AddrHigh64Low, lspBackwardPathIPv6Addr-
Low64High, and lspBackwardPathIPv6AddrLow64Low equal FE80::0:0:10:: (4269801472
and 16 in decimal format) as forwarding equivalence class of backward label switching
path, lspAliveTime equals 100 s for the link duration time, lspForwardPathBandwidth
equals 100 Mbps for the forward bandwidth, lspBackwardPathBandwidth equals 200 Mbps
for the backward bandwidth, lspForwardPathDelay equals 1000 ms for the forward latency,
and lspBackwardPathDelay equals 1000 ms for the backward latency. The explicit constraint
label distribution process is shown in Figure 21 for node vx_simulator_01 (Figure 21a),
node vx_simulator_02 (Figure 21b), and node vx_simulator_03 (Figure 21c), respectively,
and Table 5 summarizes the forward and backward in/out-labels and in/out-ports of the
label switching path. To demonstrate the label-based AOS frame switching, the IP capture
tool Wireshark and integrated logic analyzer (ILA) of XILINX VIVADO (version 18.3) are
used to probe the IP data, in/out-labels, and in/out-ports of AOS frames, as shown in
Figure 22. The IPv6 data transmitted from node vx_simulator_01 to node vx_simulator_03
are captured with Wireshark, as shown in Figure 22a. Figure 22b shows the encapsulation
of IPv6 data in the transfer frame data field of the AOS frame, which is pushed with the
out-label (i.e., 0x00D2) and the forwarding equivalence class (i.e., the destination IPv6 ad-
dress FE80::0:0:30::) and sent out of node vx_simulator_01’s port 3 (ingress LER) according
to the forwarding information base. Once the AOS frame with in-label (i.e., 0x00D2) is
received, node vx_simulator_02 will immediately swap in-label (i.e., 0x00D2) to out-label
(i.e., 0xFFFF, because node vx_simulator_02 is the last but one in the forward label switch-
ing path) and send the swapped AOS frame to port 1 according to the label forwarding
information base, as shown in Figure 22c. In the end, when node vx_simulator_03 (LER)
receives an AOS frame with in-label (i.e., 0xFFFF), it will pop the in-label, de-capsulate the
IPv6 data from the transfer frame data field, and send the IPv6 data to the corresponding
terminal, as shown in Figure 22d, and vice versa for the backward label switching path
as shown in Figure 23a–d. Table 5 summarizes the in/out-labels and in/out-ports for the
bi-directional label switching path AOS frame switching process.

Table 5. The bi-directional label switching path under QoS requirements and the circumstances of a
bi-directional link between node vx_simulator_01, node vx_simulator_02, and node vx_simulator_03
in the semi-physical platform.

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_02 vx_simulator_03

Forward LSP Out-port: 3 1 In-port: 3, Out-port: 1 In-port: 1
Out-label: 0x00D2 In-label: 0x00D2, Out-label: 0xFFFF In-label: 0xFFFF

Backward LSP In-port: 3 1 Out-port: 3, In-port: 1 Out-port: 1
In-label: 0xFFFF Out-label: 0xFFFF, In-label: 0x0054 Out-label: 0x0054

1 The out/in-ports of forward/backward label switching path for node vx_simulator_01 are the same, i.e., port 3.
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.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21. The label distribution process of label switching path setup under QoS requirements
and the circumstances of a bi-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID
1), node vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2), and node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3) in the
semi-physical platform. (a) The label distribution process in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The
label distribution process in node vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2). (c) The label distribution process in
node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 22. The label-based AOS frame switching in forward label switching path under the cir-
cumstances of bi-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1), node
vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2) and node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3) in the semi-
physical platform. (a) The IPv6 data transmitted from node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1) to node
vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3). (b) The forward-FIB-based label pushing of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (c) The forward-LFIB-based label swapping of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2). (d) The forward-FIB-based label popping of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 23. The label-based AOS frame switching in backward label switching path under the
circumstances of bi-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1), node
vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2), and node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3) in the semi-
physical platform. (a) The IPv6 data transmitted from node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3) to node
vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The backward-FIB-based label pushing of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3). (c) The backward-LFIB-based label swapping of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2). (d) The backward-FIB-based label popping of AOS frame in node
vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1).

The third step is to test bi-directional label switching path setup under the circumstances
of uni-directional link between simulated nodes in the semi-physical platform as tested in the
software platform in Section 3.2. Given the link-down occurred from node vx_simulator_02’s
port 3 to node vx_simulator_01’s port 3, as shown in Figure 14a, i.e., the red link down, the status
of node vx_simulator_01’s port 3 changes from FULL to UNI_DIRECTION_SEND and the
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status of node vx_simulator_02’s port 3 changes from FULL to UNI_DIRECTION_RECEIVE,
as seen in Figure 24a and Figure 24c , respectively. As a result, the explicit constraint bi-
directional data path between node vx_simulator_01 and node vx_simulator_03 is changed,
as shown in Figure 24b and summarized in Table 6. Figure 25 shows the process of label
switching path setup in node vx_simulator_01 (Figure 25a), vx_simulator_02 (Figure 25b),
and vx_simulator_03 (Figure 25c), respectively. Figures 26 and 27 demonstrate the pro-
cess of IPv6 data (Figure 26a, Figure 27a) encapsulation (Figure 26b, Figure 27b) and
de-encapsulation (Figure 26c, Figure 27c) to/from the AOS frame and the process of AOS
frame switching (Figure 26d, Figure 27d) in the forward and backward label switching
path, respectively, as summarized in Table 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24. The explicit constraint data routing computation under QoS requirements and the circum-
stances of uni-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1, uni-directional send-
ing), node vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2, uni-directional receiving), and node vx_simulator_03 (egress
LER, SCID 3). (a) The status of a neighbor’s port and data routing computation in node vx_simulator_01.
(b)The explicit uni-directional data routing path computation between node vx_simulator_01 and node
vx_simulator_03. (c) The status of a neighbor’s port in node vx_simulator_02.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 25. The label distribution process of label switching path setup under QoS requirements
and the circumstances of uni-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1),
node vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2), and node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3). (a) The label
distribution process in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1). (b) The label distribution process in node
vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2). (c) The label distribution process in node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 26. The label-based AOS frame switching in forward label switching path under the cir-
cumstances of uni-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (uni-directional sending) and
node vx_simulator_02 (uni-directional receiving) in the semi-physical platform. (a) The IPv6 data
transmitted from node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER, SCID 1) to node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER,
SCID 3). (b) The forward-FIB-based label pushing of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1).
(c) The forward-LFIB-based label swapping of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_02 (SCID 2). (d) The
forward-FIB-based label popping of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 27. The label-based AOS frame switching in backward label switching path under the
circumstances of uni-directional link between node vx_simulator_01 (uni-directional sending) and
node vx_simulator_02 (uni-directional receiving) in the semi-physical platform. (a) The IPv6 data
transmitted from node vx_simulator_03 (egress LER, SCID 3) to node vx_simulator_01 (ingress LER,
SCID 1). (b) The backward-FIB-based label pushing of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_03 (SCID 3).
(c) The backward-LFIB-based label swapping of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_02 (LSR, SCID 2).
(d) The backward-FIB-based label popping of AOS frame in node vx_simulator_01 (SCID 1).
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Table 6. The bi-directional label switching path under QoS requirements and the circumstances of uni-
directional link between node vx_simulator_01 and node vx_simulator_03 in the semi-physical platform.

vx_simulator_01 vx_simulator_02 vx_simulator_03

Forward LSP Out-port: 3 1 In-port: 3,Out-port: 1 In-port: 1
Out-label: 0x00D2 In-label: 0x00D2, Out-label: 0xFFFF In-label: 0xFFFF

Backward LSP In-port: 4 1 Out-port: 4, In-port: 1 Out-port: 1
In-label: 0xFFFF Out-label: 0xFFFF, In-label: 0x0054 Out-label: 0x0054

1 The out/in-ports of forward/backward label switching path for node vx_simulator_01 are different, i.e., out-port
3 and in-port 4, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel SDN-based integrated satellite–terrestrial network
architecture, in terms of a label-based AOS frame switching mechanism and optimized
network protocols as follows:

1. The label-based AOS frame switching mechanism is proposed to replace the unneces-
sary on-satellite time–energy–cost process of data unpacking–repacking caused by
IP forwarding. In addition, a data communication network overhead is used for the
managing and controlling message communication between nodes;

2. Distributed routing and label switching path setup is designed to realize terrestrial–
terrestrial, satellite–terrestrial, and intra-satellite data transmission using the op-
timized OSPF protocol (i.e., flood-restraint and routing path computation under
uni-directional link) and the constraint CSPF protocol and LDP protocol (i.e., un-
der the multiple QoS requirements of port cost, port priority, link duration time,
forward/backward bandwidth, and link latency);

3. A semi-physical platform constitutes a software platform and hardware that is used
to validate the proposed mechanisms and optimized protocols.

Still, there will be more work to do in the future:

1. Source–destination SCIDs are still needed for the ingress–egress label edge routers
in the label switching path setup. We aim to use the neighbor discovery protocol
(NDP) for IP/MAC address learning, and thus fetch terminal IP addresses for the
network management system, which qualifies source–destination IP addresses for
label switching path setup without the source–destination SCIDs;

2. The OAM field in the extended control field of the AOS frame will be upgraded for
fast link connection detection, enabling 1+1, 1:1, and 1:n working path protection with
fast rerouting;

3. The completely optical switching approach will be used for high-speed data flows
(e.g., 10/40/100 Gbps) without the necessity of optical-electronic transformation;

4. Since the ISTNs are primarily composed of GEO satellites, MEO satellites, and terres-
trial networks, LEO satellites are the primary access network utilized by terrestrial
terminals. Thus, the orbital speed and direction of LEO constellations need to be con-
sidered. In addition, the locations of multiple ground stations are critical for ISTNs;

5. Recent innovations and research on satellite communication will be studied, such
as semantic routing, semantic addressing, and variable-length addressing for space-
based infrastructure.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CSPF-TE constraint shortest path first–traffic engineering
DiffServ differentiated services
DP data plane
DSCP differentiated services code point
FEC forwarding equivalence class
FIB forwarding information base
FIFO first in first out
FPGA field programmable gate array
FSO free-space optical
GEO geostationary orbit
HILS hardware-in-the-loop-simulation
IETF Internet engineering task force
IGSO inclined geosynchronous orbit
IntServ integrated services
ISL inter-satellite link
ISTNs integrated satellite–terrestrial networks
LANs local area networks
LDP label distribution protocol
LEO low earth orbit
LER label edge router
LFIB label forwarding information base
LMP link manager protocol
LSDB link-state database
LSP label switching path
LSR label switching router
LVDS low voltage differential signaling
Mbps Megabits per second
MEO middle earth orbit
MIPS microprocessor without interlocked piped stages
MP management plane
MPLS multi-protocol label switching
NMA network management agent
NMS network management system
NP-hard non-deterministic polynomial-hard
OAM operation administration and maintenance
OSPF open shortest path first
PowerPC Performance optimization with enhanced RISC–performance computing
QoS quality of service
RSVP-TE resource reservation protocol-traffic engineering
SCID spacecraft identification
SDNs software defined networks
SNMP simple network management protocol
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SPF shortest path first
TE traffic engineering
TCP transmission control protocol
TLV type length value
UART universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
UAVs unmanned aerial vehicles
UDP user datagram protocol
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Abstract: With the continuous miniaturization of conventional integrated circuits, obstacles such as
excessive cost, increased resistance to electronic motion, and increased energy consumption are gradually
slowing down the development of electrical computing and constraining the application of deep learning.
Optical neuromorphic computing presents various opportunities and challenges compared with the
realm of electronics. Algorithms running on optical hardware have the potential to meet the growing
computational demands of deep learning and artificial intelligence. Here, we review the development
of optical neural networks and compare various research proposals. We focus on fiber-based neural
networks. Finally, we describe some new research directions and challenges.

Keywords: optical neural network; fiber; deep learning

1. Introduction

Deep learning has been integrated into various subject fields in recent years, allowing
the rejuvenation of fields that had previously reached their development limits. Deep
learning has gained momentum in applications including image processing [1], physics [2],
and natural language processing [3]. In addition, it is being used as a foundation to develop
custom industrial applications rapidly. Deep learning is the process of learning the intrinsic
laws and representation levels of sample data and combining low-level features to form
more abstract high-level representations of attribute categories or features by building a
neural network. It can mimic the behavior of the human brain in the process of analytical
learning to discover distributed feature representations of data, allowing complex learning
tasks such as classification to be performed with simple models [4,5]. The tools that support
deep learning have existed for decades and have evolved continuously over the past few
years due to the availability of large datasets and hardware developments. High-quality
algorithms, such as neural networks for deep learning, have become an essential driver
regarding the technological aspects of artificial intelligence [6–8].

Three major factors are essential for developing deep learning approaches and tech-
nologies: data, algorithms, and computational capacity. Data processing and algorithm
implementation require the technical support of the chips in the application terminal, with
current deep learning chip technologies primarily including graphics processing units, field-
programmable gate arrays, and application-specific integrated circuits. With the dramatic
increase in the amount of data to be processed, the bottlenecks of traditional electrical chip
technology such as the von Neumann architecture or the available complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process and devices are emerging, limiting the application
and popularity of deep learning by introducing the problems of chip power consumption
and performance enhancement. These limitations make it challenging to adopt deep learn-
ing in end equipment [9]. Neuromorphic systems are the systems that attempt to map
machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms into large-scale distributed hardware
capable of simulating the human brain at the physical level for computation and simulation
purposes. In the past, neuromorphic system applications have been comprehensively
studied within the field of electronics, which has ultimately resulted in the rendering and
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refinement of innovations such as the memristor, the field-effect transistor, as well as a host
of other neuromorphic-based chip devices. Recently, owing to the prominence of the von
Neumann bottleneck, the inherent difficulties of electronic wiring, and the rapid growth of
chip power consumption, people have started to focus more upon optical neuromorphic
systems as alternatives.

Optical neural networks and photonic circuits can provide a novel dedicated neural
network accelerator scheme to exploit the parametric changes of optics for computing.
Optical computing systems can be massively parallel or combined with small form factor
devices. Photonics offers the advantages of high speed, high bandwidth, and low power
consumption compared with electronics. Photonic solutions can significantly reduce the
power consumption of logic and data operations [10–12]. It is well known that an ordinary
lens can perform a Fourier transform without consuming any energy and that certain
matrix operations can be performed with no energy consumption. Many inherent optical
nonlinearities can be directly used to implement nonlinear operations with photons. Once a
neural network has been trained, the architecture can be passive, and computations on the
optical signal can be performed without additional energy input [13]. Optical interconnects
can allow hybrid optoelectronic deep neural networks, where low-energy, highly parallel
integration techniques can be used as part of an analog optical processor.

Despite half a century of development, optical computing, which shows great potential,
has not yet become a mature general-purpose practical technology [14,15]. However, deep
learning is well-suited to the implementation of all-optical or hybrid optoelectronic systems,
especially for visual computing applications [16]. Here, we review the development of
optical neural networks and compare various research proposals. We focus on fiber-based
optical neural networks. We then highlight some new research directions and challenges.

2. History

During the 1980s, the field of nonlinear optics and neural computing fields both ex-
perienced rapid improvements [17–19]. Because of their inherent parallelism, large neural
network models can be implemented using the speed and capability of light to process two-
dimensional data arrays without conversion bottlenecks. Nonlinear optical applications, such
as associative memory, Hopfield networks, and self-organizing networks, can be implemented
in an all-optical manner using nonlinear optical processing elements [20–22]. Nevertheless,
research enthusiasm for dedicated optical hardware diminished in the 1990s, owing to the
technical immaturity of optoelectronic implementations of nonlinear activation functions and
the difficulties associated with controlling analog computations.

The concept of deep learning was introduced by Hinton et al. in 2006 [23]. The un-
supervised greedy layer-by-layer training algorithm based on a deep belief network was
later proposed to help solve optimization challenges related to deep structures. However,
the convolutional neural network proposed by Lecun et al. is the first true multilayer
structure learning algorithm. This algorithm uses spatial relativity to reduce the number of
parameters and improve the training performance [24]. After deep convolutional neural
networks were proposed, many improved structural schemes emerged, and deep learning
developed rapidly [25–29]. As deep neural networks have become one of the main algorith-
mic approaches for many applications, the development path of optical neural networks
has changed accordingly. In addition, significant improvements in optoelectronics and
silicon photonics have led many researchers to revisit the idea of implementing neural
networks using optical technologies [30–32].

3. Development Processes and Categories

3.1. Silicon-Based Optical Neural Networks

More recently, the rapid development of silicon optical integration technology has
provided technical support for research into photonic integrated neural network chips.
Photonic integrated neural networks are used to perform matrix multiplication and ad-
dition calculations (MACs) in neural networks, using photon integration technology to
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run deep learning algorithms and implement machine learning-related applications. Con-
ceptual exploratory research work has already been conducted on the use of photonic
integrated neural network chips to implement neural network operations, and there is the
hope of using photonic integrated neural network chips to accomplish tasks such as image
classification and object detection for applications in servers, autonomous driving, and
other scenarios. Representative research schemes include the Mach–Zehnder modulator
scheme [33–38], micro-loop modulator scheme [39,40], and the three-dimensional integra-
tion scheme [41]. Such research has focused on simulation modeling and experimental
applications of photonic neural network chips. In 2019, Lightelligence released the world’s
first prototype board for photonic integrated neural network chips, which were then used
to implement the MNIST handwritten digital dataset recognition application with a recog-
nition accuracy of over 90% and a speed approximately two orders of magnitude faster
than that of traditional electric chips, encouraging photonic integrated neural network chip
applications and development. The number of Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) is
proportional to the square number of elements N in a vector and is a necessary side effect
of solving arbitrary matrices [33,36]. Loss, noise, and defects are serious problems that
affect a system as the size of a photonic circuit increases [42].

Contemporary deep neural network architectures consist of linear cascades of layers
followed by multiple iterations of nonlinear activation functions. Nonetheless, meshes
based on devices such as MZIs, while capable of arbitrary matrix multiplication, cannot
perform important nonlinear operations. As an alternative to MZI-based MACs, SiN-
conjugated waveguides can be used to construct a fully optical neurosynaptic network
that is based on phase change materials (PCMs) [43–47]. By varying the number of optical
pulses to set the weights randomly, the time delay can modulate the weights to achieve
a nonlinear activation function similar to a rectified linear unit with a synaptic plasticity
consistent with the well-known Hebbian learning or spike-dependent plasticity rule [48].
Optical neural networks are based on silicon integration as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Implementing a neural network based on silicon integration. (a) A silicon photonic inte-
grated circuit comprising programmable MZIs realizes the optical interference unit. This architecture
enables the operation of the weight matrix using the MZIs through singular value decomposition [33].
(b) Using the micro-ring resonator as the neuron of the broadcast and weight network, the wavelength
division multiplexed signals are weighted using reconfigurable continuous value filters and then
summed for total power detection [40]. (c) A biplane signal distribution network is realized through
the stacking of waveguides, which can complete the all-around connection of the feedforward neural
network [41]. (d) Photonic synapses are fabricated using PCM in combination with an integrated
silicon nitride waveguide, and the synaptic weights are set randomly by varying the number of
optical pulses sent by the waveguide [43].
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Photonic neural networks offer a promising alternative to microelectronic and hybrid
optoelectronic implementations, where classical neural networks rely heavily on fixed
matrix multiplication. However, the need for phase stabilization and many neurons with
large optical components, such as fibers and lenses, has been a major obstacle to achieving
this conversion. Integrated photonics solves this problem by providing a scalable solution.
Photon particles are too large to be integrated at the same high level as electrons [49]. In
addition, present optical neural network solutions inevitably rely on electronics. Submicron-
scale etching techniques are still not available, and height differences and spacing between
optics and electronics and process incompatibilities make optoelectronic integration chal-
lenging. Furthermore, nonlinear limitations and photonics integration constraints make it
impossible to scale chips such as electronic neuromorphic computing chips, which are mere
arrays. In addition, nonvolatile photonic storage and weighting, as well as low power con-
sumption, are necessary to ensure neurosynaptic functions [50,51]. Even though photonic
nonlinear neural operations have been demonstrated in materials such as PCMs, there is
still a large gap to electronic nonlinear neuromorphic operations, and there is still room
for development in the energy efficiency and fast switching of new cumulable materials.
As of yet, the goal of a large-scale, rapidly reprogrammable photonic neural network chip
remains unrealized.

3.2. Deep Diffraction Neural Networks

Optical neural networks have been studied in Fourier optics for decades, and the
forward physical structure of multilayer coherent neural networks is thought to be promis-
ing [18,52,53]. Deep diffraction neural networks (D2NNs) have been proposed for various
classification tasks and can approach high-dimensional information capacity via optical pro-
cessing, with millions of neurons and hundreds of billions of connections [54–61]. D2NNs
also enable image saliency detection in Fourier space [53,62–65]. Diffraction is a prevalent
physical phenomenon of incoherent light propagation, as seen in Figure 2. Any point in
the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation can be interpreted as a coherent
superposition of complex amplitudes of integral points in the reference plane with a certain
diffraction distance [66]. The superposition of diffraction meets the basic requirements of
deep complex neural networks. Therefore, as an optical mechanism, coherent diffraction
can provide an alternative method to fully connect multi-valued neurons. The training
input of the underlying D2NN model is operated via spatial features. The input domain is
filtered in the object or Fourier space by introducing a series of ordered passive filters prior
to the diffraction network. This allows for the parallel processing of optical information.

D2NNs do not have nonlinear capabilities. In a D2NN made of linear materials,
nonlinear optical processes, including surface nonlinearity, are negligible. The only form of
nonlinearity in the forward optical model occurs in the photoelectron detector plane [53,67].
Deep neural networks using this scheme are capable of inference only for fixed tasks.
Nonlinear operations are an indispensable and vital part of neuromorphic computing.
Training, one of the key steps in the vast majority of neural network algorithms, has still
not been implemented for such networks [68]. Optical neural networks are a promising
energy-efficient method for implementing matrix multiplication. However, in practice, the
neural network needs to be trained to be applied and cannot be implemented on hardware
in which information can only flow in the forward direction.

3.3. Fiber-Based Optical Neural Networks

The human brain is complex, with 1011 neurons and 1015 synapses occupying a
minimal space and consuming very little power. The average power consumption of
a human brain is only 15 W [69]. In addition, the human brain is thought to be the
fastest and most intelligent processing system in existence. The human brain relies on
an interconnected network of organic biological microfibers, also known as neurons, to
propagate information through the body. Using electrical action potentials, these signals
are processed via different spatiotemporal principles [70].
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Figure 2. Implementing D2NNs. (a) Several transmission or reflection layers are 3D printed, and
each point on the layer is an artificial neuron with a given weight connected to other neurons
in the next layer via optical diffraction [52]. (b) Diffractive process units (DPUs) are designed as
a large-scale perceptron class optoelectronic computing building block that can be programmed
to build different deep neural networks implemented with programmable optoelectronic devices,
such as digital micromirror devices (DMDs), phased spatial light modulators (SLMs), and CMOS
sensors [61]. (c) An optical convolutional layer with an optimizable phase mask is conceived to
implement a convolutional neural network using the intrinsic convolution performed using a linear
spatial non-turning image system [60].

Optical fibers have been widely used in communication, sensors, and illumination
since the 1970s. Optical fibers are used as a transmission medium to transmit information
via light. Optical fibers work similarly to biological neurons, where the neurons are
activated by the input information and recognize it. The following section focuses on
applying and developing optical fibers in neural networks.

3.3.1. Microfibers

Throughout the years, the field of neuromorphic engineering has been dedicated to
the development of practical artificial neurocomputing devices that mimic the functions of
the biological brain. To date, neuromorphic systems have been demonstrated with software
running on conventional computers or complex electronic circuit configurations [43,71,72].
However, the efficiency of such systems is low compared with that of human neuromorphic
systems. Accordingly, the search for alternative materials and structures to achieve efficient
neuromorphic components is an area of intense research.

Optical fibers have been implemented in functional materials such as semiconductor
compounds [73–75]. The physical properties of sulfur-based alloys are of interest because
they are altered by light and exhibit brain-like functions in terms of plasticity and their
form of transmission [76–78]. The signals of this type of microfiber display characteristics of
biological signals transmitted in the brain via light transmission as seen in Figure 3 [79–81].
In addition, microfibers can monitor neural activity on the cortical surface and in deep brain
regions [82,83]. Accordingly, microfibers appear to be a competitive category of artificial
neuromorphic components and will likely be widely used in neuroscience research and
medical applications in the future.
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Figure 3. Comparison of photons with biological neurons and synapses [80]. (A,B) is biological
synapse and photonic synapse, respectively.

3.3.2. Multimode Fibers

Since the 1980s, researchers have been studying the effect of scattering media on imag-
ing systems and have found it possible to conduct imaging using the scattering media itself.
The results indicate that imaging via scattering media not only improves the resolution of
the imaging system but also eliminates image noise. Single-fiber imaging can be achieved
if an optical fiber is treated as a scattering medium [84]. A multimode fiber (MMF) is
a highly scattering medium that disrupts the light propagating through it and outputs
speckle patterns that the human eye cannot decode. These patterns are called scattered
spots. The behavior of a system consisting of input patterns has deterministic propagation
through an MMF and a detector [85]. Multiple studies have shown that image sending
or imaging through an MMF can be performed by simulating phase conjugation. With
the development of digital holography and the increasing maturity of spatial light modu-
lation devices and digital micromirror devices, beam wavefront and phase adjustments
are becoming increasingly flexible and precise [86]. The proposed systems suffer from
overly complex optical components and image distortion, resulting from variations in the
path length experienced by the various modes of light propagation in optical fibers. Such
problems can be effectively solved using neural networks. The idea of combining MMF
imaging with neural networks for image classification has been around for more than three
decades [87,88].

Currently, deep learning applications can solve more complex problems, and MMFs
are becoming one of the choices available for optically implemented neural networks,
as seen in Figure 4. The concept of combining a complex fix mapping with a simple
programmable processor to achieve a powerful overall system has been applied to a variety
of deep learning algorithms. Optical neural networks based on MMFs learn the nonlinear
relationship between the amplitude of the scatter pattern obtained at the fiber output and
the phase or amplitude at the fiber input [89–91]. In addition, optical reservoir computing
(RC) systems have been shown to significantly improve the computational performance [92].
The reservoir layer of an all-optical reservoir computing system consists of an optical fiber
and other optical process devices, and nonlinearity is reflected in the system. No electro-
optical conversions are required in the reservoir layer, which dramatically reduces the
problem of time consumption [93–99]. What is more, a picosecond-pulsed fiber laser is used
to illuminate the subject, and the spatial information of the detected image is expanded
in the time domain by using the inter-mode dispersion property of the multimode fiber.
Time domain information is accordingly detected using a single-pixel detector, and the
resulting two-dimensional image information can then ultimately be recovered from the
one-dimensional time domain information with a neural network training method [100].
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Figure 4. (a) CNNs project arbitrary patterns and perform transfer learning via MMF [89].
(b) MMF-based free-space all-optical RC system using spatial light modulators and diffractive
optical elements [98].

The key challenge when designing a viable optical neuromorphic computer is to combine
the linear part of the optical system with the nonlinear elements and input–output interfaces
while maintaining the speed and power efficiency of the optical interconnect. It is possible
to combine the linear and nonlinear portions of an optical system in the shared body of an
MMF. At the same time, a large number of spatial modes are densely supported in the MMF,
maintaining the traditional high parallelism of optics while retaining the compact form factor.
Therefore, it appears that MMF-based analog optical computers can be highly energy-efficient
and versatile while having performance comparable to digital computers.

3.3.3. Time Stretch

Photonic time stretch (PTS) has been developing for more than two decades since
its introduction in the 1990s [101]. It has become a mature optical technology that can
slow down, amplify, and capture ultrafast events by slowing down the optical signal in
real-time to bridge the bandwidth gap between electronics and photonics. PTS consists
of a dispersive optical link that uses group velocity dispersion to convert the spectrum
of a broadband optical pulse into a time-stretched temporal waveform. This method is
used to perform Fourier transforms of the optical signal at a high frame rate on a single
transmission basis for real-time analyses of fast dynamic processes. Via dispersion, the
information residing in the spectrum is stretched over time. Group delay dispersion for
time stretching can be experimentally implemented using various different device designs.
The main designs of the proposed devices are internal Raman amplified fibers, chirped fiber
Bragg gratings, array optical waveguide gratings, multimode waveguides (fiber or a pair
of planar reflectors), and curved spatially mapped chromatic dispersion devices [102,103].

Deep learning extracts patterns and information from rich multidimensional datasets
and is widely used for image recognition. Its earliest combination with PTS was for recog-
nizing and classifying large numbers of cells. The Optical Fluid Time-Stretch Quantitative
Phase Imaging (OTS-QPI) system reconstructs bright-field and quantitative phase images of
flowing cells based on spectral interferograms of time-stretch light pulses, captures images
of flowing cells with minimal motion distortion at rates greater than 10,000 cells/s, and
extracts multiple biophysical features of individual cells, making it a powerful instrument
for biomedical applications [104–108]. OTS-QPI was first implemented in combination
with fully connected neural networks for image classification as seen in Figure 5A [104]. In
addition, with the rapid development of deep learning and convolutional neural networks,
combinations with generative adversarial networks and other image enhancement algo-
rithms have been proposed to solve additional deep learning problems, combined with
PTS [109,110].
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Figure 5. (A) PTS schematic diagram of principle. (B) OTS-QPI system operational process [104].

Deep learning has evolved to the point where there is an urgent need for computa-
tionally small, low-latency datasets to reduce the computational effort associated with
computational power limits and large datasets. When inputting data, nonlinear optical
dynamics enables linear learning algorithms to learn nonlinear functions or determine
boundaries to classify the data into correct classes. The nonlinear Schrödinger kernel, also
called the Lambda kernel, is the core of this system [111,112]. The Lambda kernel, as seen
in Figure 5B, is capable of nonlinearly casting data that have been modulated onto the
spectrum of femtosecond pulses into a space where data that are non-dividable in linear
terms are converted to be linearly divisible in the new space. In terms of functionality,
there are similarities between the Lambda kernel and the concept of “kernel projection” in
the machine learning literature. Using this approach, the spectrum of the data is mapped
onto femtosecond light pulses and projected into an implicit high-dimensional space using
nonlinear optical dynamics, thereby improving the accuracy and reducing the latency in the
data classification by several orders of magnitude. The nonlinear dynamics are introduced
into the data before processing the output data with an optical classifier.

Fiber optic imaging and nonlinear phenomena have been popular research topics in
the field of optics. Control of the nonlinear propagation under spatiotemporal conditions
can be achieved via mechanical perturbation of the fiber or by shaping the pumped light.
Such an approach enables optically controllable computation within nonlinear optical
fibers. Meanwhile, optical neural networks of optical fibers have good energy efficiency
and scalability, providing a favorable approach for photonic neuromorphic computations.

Photonic integration renders ultrafast artificial neural networks possible, and photonic
neuromorphic computing results in challenges different from those of electronic computing.
Algorithms running on such hardware can meet the growing demand for deep learning
and artificial intelligence in areas such as medical diagnostics, telecommunications, and
high-performance and scientific computing. All calculations will be performed at the
speed of light, which is much faster than the analog speed of digital computers, therefore
processing exponentially more data. For real-time observations, time-stretch processors
are ideal output devices. Even though photonic neuromorphic computing is still in its
infancy, this research area has great potential to expand the frontiers of deep learning and
information processing.
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In this article, we highlight the diversity of optical neural networks. Optical neural
networks are a rapidly growing field, with many schemes currently under investigation,
all of which have their own advantages and disadvantages, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of the different approaches to optical neural networks.

Technology Categories Advantages Disadvantages
Chip

Capabilities

Silicon-based optical
neural networks

Mach–Zehnder modulator
scheme Matrix multiplication has high

speed and low power
consumption O/E conversion InferenceMicro-loop modulator scheme

3D integration scheme

D2NN Optical diffraction Handles large amounts of data Not conducive to reuse Inference

Fiber-based optical
neural networks

Microfiber
Wavelength division

multiplexing, biological-like
neurons

Large size

No chip
MMF It has both linear and

nonlinear functions Not easy to control

PTS Photon DAC Massive system

Photonic neuromorphic computing is a system comprising active and passive de-
vices, light sources, and transistors. However, no fabrication platform is yet capable of
implementing all of these functions upon a single mold based on current fabrication levels.
Present optical neural network solutions still exclusively rely on electronics. Optoelectronic
integration processes remain challenging because submicron-scale etching techniques are
still unavailable, and issues such as height disparities, spacing restrictions, and process
incompatibilities are still prevalent. Currently, on-chip light sources use a concatenation of
III–V families of materials or a direct epitaxy of quantum dot lasers on silicon. However,
the complexity of the preparation process and associated reliability cannot meet the com-
mercial mass production standards. Several approaches for integrating photonic systems
and CMOS sensors for ultimately achieving a successful on-chip photonic neural network
design are presently being explored.

Difficulties associated with on-chip optical delays are also a challenge being evaluated
currently. Nonlinear operations are an indispensable and important part of neuromorphic
computing. Moreover, nonvolatile photonic storage and weighting as well as low power
consumption are necessary to ensure neurosynaptic function. Although photonic nonlinear
neural operations have been demonstrated in materials such as PCM, a large gap still
remains regarding electronic nonlinear neuromorphic operations. Accordingly, there is
still room for development in energy efficiency and fast switching of new accumulable
materials. In addition, training is one of the key steps for the vast majority of neural
network algorithms, which to date still requires implementation.

Optical neural networks have been shown to be a promising energy-efficient method
for implementing matrix multiplication [33,34]. However, these neural networks must be
trained to be applied in practice, and they cannot be applied in hardware where informa-
tion can flow in only the forward direction. Finally, current photonic platforms lack the
common and important storage in electronic computers. In adaptive learning and training,
weights need to be updated frequently, a situation that requires fast memories such as
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM),
and Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM). In summary, neuromorphic photonic
systems can follow the same architecture, and the fabrication of stand-alone all-optical
computers is therefore unlikely, owing to the lack of photonic memory devices.

In addition to being popular candidates for neuromorphic systems, optical neural
networks exhibit several advantages. Neuromorphic processors are massively distributed
hardware. Therefore, they heavily rely on parallel interconnections such as those which
exist between components. Optical computing for neural network computation has the
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advantages of low latency, low power consumption, and high bandwidth, while the use of
optical interconnections can offset the disadvantages of requiring broadband in electronic
devices in exchange for interconnectivity. In addition, photonic synaptic devices modulated
via photonic signals can simulate retinal neurons in the real eye, and physical device
computing is conceptually close to the visual system and brain computing to simulate
complex neural functions through optical modulation. Furthermore, the use of optical fiber
can solve the problem of on-chip optical delays. In the future, co-packaging with electronic
memory can be used to solve the existing challenges.

4. Discussion

The demand for increased data processing volumes and operation speeds is constantly
growing, and it is urgent to circumvent the structural von Neumann bottleneck and design
new structures to accommodate efficient neural network training and testing. Optical
processors, with their advantages of high speeds and low power consumption, have
been gaining attention as a result of the rapid development of hardware dedicated to the
inference and training of optical neural networks. Optical neural networks have shown
great promise in terms of low-energy consumption and high-speed parallel computing,
and the development trend of optical neuromorphic computing appears to be unstoppable.
According to research findings, photonic neuromorphic computing is currently in its
preliminary developmental stage, and various optimization solutions have emerged, even
though photonic neural networks still have many challenges to overcome.

In this paper, we reviewed the development of optical neural networks, emphasized
optical neural networks with fiber dispersion, and provided some perspectives for the
future development of optical neuromorphic computing (Table 1). Compared with other
optical neural networks, optical neural networks with fiber dispersion have better nonlin-
ear performance and neuron-like properties, thus exhibiting greater potential value. As
optical technology matures, deep learning will further evolve with enhanced neuromorphic
computing and optical neural networks as well as the application of increasingly high-
performance integrated optics. In the future, hyper-scale and programmable optical neural
networks will likely be implemented and applied to speech processing, image recognition,
and target tracking, which will provide a bright future for neuromorphic photonics.
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Abstract: In this paper we review key technological milestones in system embedded optical inter-
connects in data centers that have been achieved between 2014 and 2020 on major European Union
research and development projects. This includes the development of proprietary optically enabled
data storage and switch systems and optically enabled data storage and compute subsystems. We
report on four optically enabled data center system demonstrators: LightningValley, ThunderValley2,
Pegasus and Aurora, which include advanced optical circuits based on polymer waveguides and
fibers and proprietary electro-optical connectors. We also report on optically enabled subsystems
including Ethernet-connected hard disk drives and microservers. Both are designed in the same
pluggable carrier form factor and with embedded optical transceiver and connector interfaces, thus al-
lowing, for the first time, both compute and storage nodes to be optically interchangeable and directly
interconnectable over long distances. Finally, we present the Nexus platform, which allows different
optically enabled data center test systems and subsystems to be interconnected and comparatively
characterized within a data center test environment.

Keywords: data centers; integrated photonics; silicon photonics; fiber optics; polymer waveguides;
copackaged optics; high-performance computers; optical interconnects; optical communications

1. Introduction

The past decade is exemplified by the surge in digital information being captured, pro-
cessed, stored and moved from one location to another. This data explosion has been precip-
itated for the most part by the widespread adoption of mobile data devices—predominantly
smartphones and tablets—and is pushing modern information and communications sys-
tems beyond their design limits and towards a crippling “data cliff”.

A major consequence of the adoption of smaller portable mobile data devices over
larger static computer terminals (PCs) is that a dramatic shift is now occurring in where
customers need to store their information. While it was sufficient to store data locally (such
as on the user’s local laptop or desktop computer hard drive), the average size of data
objects generated, such as high-definition pictures or short videos, has grown to the extent
that the storage available on mobile devices is rapidly becoming insufficient for long-term
accumulation and retention of data. This has given rise to the emergence of “cloud” services
where customers can outsource their data storage and increased computing requirements
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to very large and secure data centers typically comprising at least 100,000 servers and
associated data storage and network switching. These “hyperscale” data centers are run by
internet content providers (ICPs) such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft and provide the
dedicated compute, storage and server equipment required to meet the remote and diverse
data processing and storage requirements of cloud environments. However, in order to
cope with rapidly changing customer demand, the architectures underlying the data centers
themselves need to evolve, and a critical part of that evolution is the deployment of optical
connections at all levels of the data center environment.

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) are at the heart of all modern information and communi-
cation technology (ICT) systems. The increase in data communication speeds incurs a toll
on ICT systems, such as servers and switches, when higher frequency electronic signals are
conveyed along the metal channels used in conventional PCBs. As frequencies of these elec-
tronic signals increase, dielectric absorption, skin effect and other resistive loss mechanisms
attenuate them more strongly, while signal reflections, signal skew and interference from
other electronic channels distort their integrity. Furthermore, the environmental effects of
system operation, such as temperature and humidity, cause changes in the circuit board
substrate, thus altering the carefully balanced characteristics of the electronic channels.
Many of these constraints can be mitigated to some degree, however, at an ever-mounting
cost to the overall system design and with an increasing power penalty.

Embedded optical interconnect technologies, whether deployed at the cable level,
circuit board level or chip level, offer significant performance and power advantages over
conventional electronic interconnect. Performance gains include higher data rates, reduced
electromagnetic interference, reduced power consumption, higher channel density and
a corresponding reduction in the amount of cable or PCB materials used. Therefore, in
order to cope with the exponential increase in capacity, processing power and bandwidth
density inside information communication systems, there has been a trend over the past
decade to migrate optical channels down from the higher communication tier optical fiber
networks into the data communication system enclosure itself. One area in which this is
particularly apparent is in modern data centers, where the migration of optical interconnect
into top-of-rack (TOR) or other network switch enclosures can substantially mitigate the
communications bottlenecks resulting from the increase in both data rate and internal
interconnect link lengths. As is discussed toward the end of the paper, a great deal of
research is currently underway into “copackaged optics” (CPO) for data center switch
ASICs, which have aggregated bandwidths expected to exceed 100 Tb/s by 2026. Intel has
been leading the effort to develop CPO based on silicon photonics microtransceivers or
“chiplets” coassembled with switch ASICs onto common carriers [1–3] to accommodate
these astronomical bandwidths in data center switch ASICs. However, the vast majority of
systems in data centers, what we refer to as sub-TOR systems, are servers and data storage
arrays, which in hyperscale data centers number in the hundreds of thousands.

In order to assess the viability of embedding optical links within modern sub-TOR
data center architectures, three generations of data center systems were developed over
the past 5 years based on current storage switch enclosure form factors. In this paper, we
review the evolution of system embedded optical interconnect technologies in three key
data center demonstration prototype platforms produced by Seagate Systems in the UK:
LightningValley, ThunderValley2 and Pegasus, which were adapted from different data
storage switch enclosures to allow selected internal high-speed electronic transmission
lines to be converted to optical links.

LightningValley is a partially optically interconnected data storage system. It was
developed based on a modified 4U24 OneStor enclosure from Seagate Technology, in
which 12 Gb/s Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) traffic was conveyed optically between the SAS
protocol switches on two internal controller cards along 24 PCB embedded polymer optical
waveguide channels, thereby showing, for the first time, how in-system optical channels
could be successfully deployed within a 12G SAS architecture [4].
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ThunderValley2 is a fully optically enabled data storage array that was developed
based on a 2U24 OneStor enclosure from Seagate Technology, in which all internal high-
speed links were implemented optically. This required the deployment of commercial
midboard optical transceivers, an electro-optical midplane and proprietary pluggable
optical connectors for hard disk drives [5].

Pegasus is a fully optically enabled 24 drive Ethernet data storage, switch and compute
platform, for which interchangeable optical transceiver mezzanine cards and a proprietary
electro-optical drive connector were developed.

Aurora is a test and measurement platform developed to allow comparative charac-
terization of different types of more advanced optical interconnect technologies including
embedded and discrete polymer and glass waveguide circuits, optical PCB connectors and
transceiver and switch technologies including advanced silicon photonics devices [6].

A converged data center test rack, Nexus, was developed to allow different optically
enabled platforms to be interconnected and validated with respect to each other. In par-
ticular, this allows for more advanced, less mature technologies such as glass waveguide
circuits and silicon photonic transceivers to be quickly validated in fully operational, opti-
cally enabled data center systems. Table 1 lists the key parameters of the three optically
enabled data center system demonstration platforms showing both the communication
protocol used in the reported demonstrators and the next generation of communication
protocols, for which the need for system-level optical interconnect would be greater.

Table 1. Optically enabled data center platforms.

System
Designation

Communication Protocol for System/
Current (Reported) Protocol Generation/

Next Protocol Generation
System Cards/Modules

Bisection Optical Bandwidth for
Current Generation/Next

Generation

LightningValley2
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)/

SAS3 = 12 Gbps/
SAS4 = 24 Gbps

SAS switch controller (2)
3.5′′ hard disk drives (24)

Midplane (1)
144 Gbps/288 Gbps

ThunderValley
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)/

SAS3 = 12 Gbps/
SAS4 = 24 Gbps

SAS switch controller (2)
2.5′′ hard disk drives (24)

Midplane (1)
288 Gbps/572 Gbps

Pegasus
Ethernet/

10 GbE = 10 Gbps/
25 GbE = 25 Gbps

SAS switch controller (2)
3.5′′ hard disk drives or 3.5′′

microservers (24)
Midplane (1)

240 Gbps/600 Gbps

Given the low bandwidth requirements of these sub-TOR systems compared to switch
enclosures, there has been very limited effort beyond the research and development de-
scribed in this paper to address optically enabling these systems, though the work described
herein sets out a technology ecosystem, which laid the foundation for CPO.

Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of all platforms reported in this paper.
The outlook for the next generation of polymer-based optical interconnects and its

combination with silicon photonics and nanophotonics is then reviewed. The LightningVal-
ley, ThunderValley2, and Pegasus demonstrations indicate how data center infrastructure
architects may be able to configure rack systems in order to maximize the data bandwidth
through top-of-rack (TOR) switches. The enablers for this are storage systems that utilize a
combination of optical interface cards and burst mode transmission of data. If adopted, this
strategy would provide another building block in the shift to disaggregated infrastructure:
racks consisting of storage alone could be accessed by a remote server while fully utilizing
the bandwidth of the TOR switch.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of three optically enabled data center platforms (LightningValley2, Thun-
derValley and Pegasus) and the Aurora test and measurement platform contained within the Nexus
rack [7,8], which allows intra-rack and inter-rack connectivity between different platforms.

2. Midboard Optical Transceivers

The main advantage of midboard optical transceivers over more conventional card
edge pluggable transceivers, such as the Quad Small Form-Factor Pluggable (QSFP) for-
mat [9], is that they can be placed close to the electronic signal source, such as a CPU,
a Serial Attached SCSI expander switch chip or an Ethernet switch chip. This substan-
tially reduces the electronic transmission line lengths between signal source and optical
transceiver compared to edge pluggable transceivers. The resulting reduced signal in-
tegrity degradation enables energy savings at the port of the signal source by limiting or
eliminating altogether the need for signal conditioning functions such as pre-emphasis or
signal equalization. Furthermore, the reduced signal attenuation will allow the amplitude
of the differential signal generated at the signal source to be reduced accordingly, and thus
the power consumed by the signal port is also reduced. Depending on the type of signal
source and the number of high-speed signal ports, this can result in a reduction in power
consumption by as much as half in the signal source chip when the optical module is placed
within 5 cm of the signal source chip [10].

2.1. Midboard Optical Transceivers

The choice of midboard optical transceiver on the controller boards for LightningValley,
ThunderValley2 and Pegasus was the board-mounted optical assembly (BOA) from Finisar,
supporting 12 bidirectional channels [11]. The BOAs used are protocol-independent and
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support SAS or Ethernet traffic at any line-rate up to 12 Gb/s, thus yielding a maximum
bidirectional aggregate bandwidth of 144 Gb/s (12 × 12 Gb/s). Figure 2a shows the
composition of the BOA module, which comprises an electrical interposer card, the optical
transceiver multichip module, an optical receptacle supporting a 2 × 12 way MT ferrule
connection and a heat sink. Figure 2b shows a photo of a BOA module mounted on a
LightningValley controller card with a double layer polymer waveguide flexible ribbon
attached. Figure 2c shows a photo of a BOA module mounted on an interchangeable
mezzanine card in the Pegasus system.

Figure 2. Finisar midboard optical transceiver module package: (a) schematic view of Finisar “BOA”
module [3], (b) photo of Finisar BOA module assembled directly onto a PCB, (c) photo of Finisar
BOA module on a pluggable small mezzanine card [12].

2.2. Low Port-Count Optical Transceivers

In distributed array systems where optical interconnects are required between arrays
of end node devices such as hard disk drives or microservers, low port-count transceivers
will be required, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Low port-count transceivers on end node interface cards: (a) Avago McLight 2 + 2
transceiver on ThunderValley2 disk drive interface card, (b) Murata FOT 2 + 2 transceiver on Pegasus
end node interface card.

3. LightningValley—First-Generation Optically Enabled Data Center System

The LightningValley system (Figure 4b) was adapted from a 4U24 OneStor data storage
array platform (Figure 4a). The system enclosure is 4U (177.8 mm) high and 19′′ (482.6 mm)
wide and supports an array of 24 3.5′′ hard disk drives, which gives rise to the prefix 4U24.
The LightningValley platform was modified to allow 12 bidirectional 12 Gb/s SAS channels
to be conveyed optically from the expander chip of one controller daughtercard across an
optical bridge on the midplane to the expander chip of the other controller daughtercard in
the system (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. Partially optically enabled data storage system (LightningValley): (a) standard 4U24 OneStor
storage array system by Seagate Technology, (b) photo of LightningValley system, (c) schematic view
of optically enabled storage system [12].

The LightningValley platform has been described in previous work [12–14]. In this
section we focus on the optical interconnect technology and performance.

3.1. Optically Enabled Data Storage Switch Controller Daughtercards with Polymer
Waveguide Interconnect

The controller daughtercards were modified such that 12 high-speed bidirectional
electronic links from the SAS switch (expander) on the controller daughtercard to the
midplane were converted to optical signals through the use of a Finisar BOA midboard
optical transceiver module. The optical link on the controller daughtercards between
the midboard optical transceiver modules and the optical midplane connector was con-
veyed across discrete, interchangeable dual-layer polymer optical ribbons. Figure 5 shows
the optically modified LightningValley controller card with one BOA midboard optical
transceiver mounted and a freestanding polymer waveguide flexible ribbon assembled
providing the optical link between the midboard transceiver and the optical midplane
connector. Each ribbon comprised two separate layers of polymer waveguides fabricated
on an S-curved Kapton polyimide strip. Each layer contained 12 multimode polymer
waveguides with a square cross-sectional profile of size 50 μm × 50 μm and separated by
a center-to-center pitch of 250 μm, thus matching the horizontal interchannel separation
used in MT ferrules. At each end of the ribbon cable, both layers of 12 waveguides were
terminated into a bespoke ferrule, the interface of which was fully compliant with a single
2 × 12 MT interface.
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Figure 5. LightningValley optically enabled data storage switch controller daughtercards with
polymer waveguide flexible ribbon and Huber + Suhner FiberGate optical backplane connector.

The Swiss company Vario-optics manufactured the two types of dual-layer polymer
optical waveguide flexible ribbon. The proprietary polymer acrylate material sets used
to fabricate the waveguides were compatible with PCB manufacturing processes such
as lamination, through-hole plating and reflow soldering and exhibited acceptable loss
changes for long-term (2000 h) tests at elevated temperature (85 ◦C) and relative humidity
(85%) as part of standard reliability tests, e.g., Telcordia GR-1221 [15].

3.2. Polymer Interconnect Measurement Set-Up and Results

Insertion loss measurements were carried out on the polymer waveguide flex using
an 850 nm VCSEL test light source. The reason for this is that all commercial midboard
transceivers deployed in the reported systems use 850 nm VCSELs, which are high-volume
commodity items. The 850 nm VCSEL test source was connected to a 5 m multimode
graded-index optical fiber of category OM3 with a core size of 50 μm. The fiber was wound
10 times across a 50 mm diameter mandrel to produce a normalized modal launch condition.
The full optical link path shown in Figure 5 is described as follows:

(a) An optical signal generated in the BOA module on the first controller daughtercard
couples into the 2 × 12 MT compliant ferrule of the first S-curved polymer waveguide
flexible cable.

(b) The signal propagates along the first S-curved flexible polymer waveguide cable.
(c) At the card edge, the optical signal couples into the 2 × 12 MT compliant ferrule

of the straight midplane polymer waveguide flex through the Huber + Suhner
FiberGate connector.

(d) The signal propagates along the midplane polymer waveguide flex from the first
daughtercard location to the second controller daughtercard location.
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(e) The signal couples into the 2 × 12 MT compliant ferrule of the second S-curved
flexible polymer waveguide cable through the FiberGate connector on the second
controlled daughtercard.

(f) The signal propagates along the second S-curved flexible polymer waveguide cable.
(g) The signal couples into the optical interface of the BOA module on the second con-

troller daughtercard.

The total transmitted power was measured across each of the 24 channels and com-
pared to reference measurements in order to evaluate the insertion loss. The results are
shown in Figure 6. The result for channel 24 was discarded as the channel was damaged.
An average insertion loss of 6.76 dB was measured with a large standard deviation of
3.15 dB with 87% of waveguide links falling below the estimated BOA transceiver link
budget of 8 dB. The size and variation in polymer waveguide insertion loss were too large
to be considered for future variants of on-board interconnect, and so optical fiber flexplanes
were adopted in the subsequent ThunderValley2 and Pegasus systems. It should be noted
that since deployment in this early prototype, optical polymer formulations have continued
to improve with polysiloxanes from Dow Corning [16] and Ormocer formulations such as
“Sunconnect” by Nissan Chemicals [17].

Figure 6. Insertion loss measurements of complete end-to-end link from BOA1 to BOA2.

4. ThunderValley2—Second-Generation Optically Enabled Data Center System

The ThunderValley2 platform was adapted from an existing 2U (89 mm) high, 19′′
(482.6 mm) wide OneStor system enclosure (Figure 7a) and included two optically enabled
12G SAS switch controller modules and an electro-optical midplane with a full aggregate
bandwidth capacity of 2.3 Tb/s. Additionally, it provides the option to optically plug 24
conventional 2.5′′ disk drives to the midplane (Figure 7b). The system architecture is shown
in Figure 7c. As with the LightningValley system, the ThunderValley2 system supports
two controller daughtercards, but it also allows 24 bidirectional 6 Gb/s SAS channels to
be conveyed optically from the expander chip of each controller daughtercard to each of
the 24 2.5′′ disk drives across a fiber-optic flexplane attached to the midplane. An optical
interface card is present on each disk drive to provide the opto-electronic signal conversion.
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Figure 7. Fully optically enabled SAS data storage system (ThunderValley2): (a) standard 2U24
OneStor storage array system, (b) photo of ThunderValley2 system [12], (c) schematic view of fully
optically enabled SAS storage system.

The ThunderValley2 platform was validated, with 6 Gb/s SAS data traffic successfully
transmitted along the internal optical links, and has been described in previous work [5]. In
this section we focus on the optical interconnect and interface technology and performance.

4.1. Optically Enabled Data Storage Switch Controller Daughtercards with Fiber Interconnect

The controller daughtercards were modified such that all 24 high-speed bidirectional
electronic links from the SAS switch (expander) to the midplane were converted to optical
signals through the use of two Finisar BOA midboard optical transceiver modules.

The optical links between the two midboard optical transceiver modules and two
of the ferrule ports on the commercial Molex HBMT optical midplane connector were
conveyed across discrete, interchangeable dual-layer multimode OM3 optical fiber ribbons
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Optically enabled data storage controller cards.

4.2. Electro-Optical Midplane

The electro-optical midplane design was a modified version of the standard 2U mid-
plane, in which all high-speed electrical transmission lines had been removed and provision
made for a separate fiber flexible circuit laminate to be attached to the reduced electronic
midplane PCB (Figure 9a). Consequently, the number of electronic layers in the midplane
PCB was reduced by 55% and the open area available for airflow increased by 20%. The
fiber flexplane comprised separate right-hand and left-hand sections (Figure 9b), each
providing connectivity to 12 of the 24 slots.

The high-availability interconnect topology, in a passive dual-star configuration, re-
quired that each disk drive support two duplex data links situated on the midplane, one to
each controller module. As a result, the midplane of the 24 SAS drive enclosure needed to
support at least 48 duplex links (96 multimode OM3 fibers). To fully exploit the density
advantages of optical interconnect, the midplane was designed for up to 96 duplex links
(192 multimode OM3 fibers), thus providing for the future possibility of quad-lane drive
interfaces (four independent duplex links per drive), for example through the deployment
of PCIe drives, MultiLink SAS or Quad Ethernet interfaces. The midplane provided each
drive with a separate, small, electrical connector for the purpose of supplying power and
low-speed control signals with an optical midplane receptacle for high-speed SAS signals.
The 192-fiber flexplane was terminated with four 2 × 12 MT ferrules on the controller
side and twenty-four 1 × 12 MT ferrules on the drive side (of which only eight fibers per
ferrule were populated). The flexplane was produced by TE Connectivity as part of the
PhoxTroT project, and the optical link performance on all 192 fibers was measured using
the same launch and measurement set-up described in Section 3.2 (Figure 9c). The optical
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link performance showed an average insertion loss of 0.32 dB with six fibers exhibiting
abnormally high losses, due to partial damage during assembly. This shows that fiber, due
to its maturity, is still far more suited for on-board interconnect than polymer waveguides
and will be so for the foreseeable future.

Figure 9. Electro-optical midplane for data storage array: (a) electro-optical midplane with only
right-hand fiber flexplane populated [5,12], (b) left-hand fiber flexplane with 92 fibers [5,12],
(c) optical link performance of fiber flexplane.

4.3. Optical Disk Drive Interface Card

A special interface card was designed to fit in the disk drive carrier and allow a
standard 2.5′′ hard disk drive to communicate and connect optically to the electro-optical
midplane. Figure 10a shows the link topology of each optical interface card, which con-
tained a proprietary “MorningStar” pluggable optical connector [18], two Avago McLink
dual-channel board-mounted optical transceivers, a six-port SAS expander and an elec-
trical connector compliant with conventional SAS/SATA disk drive interfaces. The hard
disk drive supported 6 Gb/s SAS and maintained two bidirectional links to allow high
availability connectivity. The SAS protocol allows optical communication between SAS
devices only when a special mode, “optical OOB”, is supported.
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Figure 10. ThunderValley2 optical interface card: (a) schematic architecture of optical interface card,
(b) top side of interface card showing MorningStar connector and first McLink transceiver module,
(c) bottom side showing SAS switch and second McLink transceiver.

The hard disk drive itself, however, did not support the optical OOB mode, and was
restricted to electrical OOB, which inserts electrical idles of defined periods onto the high-
speed link, making it unsuitable for direct connection to an optical transceiver. For this
purpose, a six-port SAS expander was provided to serve as a bridge between the classical
OOB of the disk drive and the optical OOB required to convey the signal through an optical
transceiver. Although one dual-channel optical transceiver was sufficient to fully convey
the two bidirectional links between the disk drive and the midplane, a second dual optical
transceiver was added to serve as an auxiliary link, as shown with dashed lines in Figure 9a.
In order to use this transceiver, the six-port SAS switch would simply need to be configured
to convey the auxiliary links to the disk drive. The top and bottom sides of the optical
interface card are shown in Figure 10b,c respectively.
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4.4. Optical Disk Drive “MorningStar” Connector

The MT ferrule in turn was held within a Seagate proprietary “MorningStar” con-
nector plug, which was attached to the edge of the interface card as shown in Figure 11.
This parallel optical connector system comprises a plug that resides on the edge of the
interface card (Figure 11a–c) and a receptacle that resides on the electro-optical midplane
(Figure 11d,e). Guiding features included on the plug allow a receiving MT ferrule from
the midplane receptacle to be connected precisely with a compliant MT ferrule in the plug
section. The plug and receptacle enable a pluggable optical connection between the disk
drive and the electro-optical midplane via the interface card.

Figure 11. Optical disk drive interface card connectivity: (a) optical disk drive interface card as-
sembled into a disk drive carrier connected to a hard disk drive, (b) interface card enabled disk
drive carrier connecting to an electro-optical midplane, (c) MorningStar optical connector plug,
(d) MorningStar optical connector receptacle, (e) electro-optical midplane with MorningStar recepta-
cles highlighted [12].

5. Pegasus—Third-Generation Optically Enabled Data Center System

The final-generation optically enabled data center system, Pegasus, comprised a
converged switch, storage and compute platform. The switch controller modules and
the compute and storage end nodes were optically interchangeable, independent entities
within an object-oriented Ethernet framework, which was demonstrated on the Nephele
project [19].

The Pegasus enclosure was based on a Seagate Technology 4U24 OneStor enclosure
form factor (Figure 12a). The Pegasus interconnect topology, shown in Figure 12d, is based
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on a dual star configuration, whereby each end node (optically pluggable disk drive or
microserver) supports two bidirectional data links on a proprietary electro-optical midplane
(Figure 12c), one to each of two separate prototype Ethernet switch controller modules
(Figure 12b).

Figure 12. Pegasus—optically enabled, object-oriented converged switch, storage and compute
platform: (a) photo of Pegasus system [8], (b) optically enabled controller card with mezzanine
transceiver cards, (c) electro-optical midplane with 192-fiber flexplane [8], (d) schematic view of
interconnect topology.

The Pegasus platform has been described and characterized in previous work [8].
Here we focus on the optical interface technologies.

Optical End Node Connector Interface

To connect the storage or compute end nodes we developed a proprietary electro-
optical connector [20] (Figure 13). The connector was based on an SFF-type hard disk drive
connector, allowing it to be integrated onto a hard disk drive. This offers the potential
for backward-compatible connectivity between current and future generations of disk
drives. The connector retains power and high-speed electronic data interfaces; however,
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one section is reserved for high-density optical communication. This section includes a
receptacle for a partially floating PrizmMT ferrule, which can accommodate up to 64 optical
channels in a small space.

Figure 13. Optical end node connector and interface with proprietary optical end node connector
assembled onto a hard disk drive, (a) CAD view of vertical interface cards, (b) CAD view of horizontal
interface card, (c) photo of vertical and horizontal interface cards connected, (d) microserver end
node with optical interface, (e) data storage end node with optical interface, (f) Ethernet disk drive
with proprietary electro-optical connector.
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We designed a special two-part interface card (Figure 13c) to fit into a 3.5′′ disk
drive carrier in order to convert Ethernet data from optical signals from the midplane
to electrical signals to the storage or compute end node. These comprised a vertical
section holding a 2 + 2 Murata FOT optical transceiver (Figure 13a) and a horizontal section
(Figure 13b) holding the electro-optical connector. Two varieties of optically interchangeable
end node device were developed: (1) a storage device comprising a 3.5′′ hard disk drive
with an Ethernet communications interface (Figure 13d) and (2) a compute device, which
comprised a microserver platform with an Ethernet communications interface (Figure 13e).
Both included the optical interface card and electro-optical connector allowing them to be
optically pluggable and interchangeable.

6. Aurora—Hyperscale Integrated Optical and Photonics Ecosystem
Demonstrator Platform

The FP7 PhoxTroT, H2020 Nephele and H2020 COSMICC projects developed a test
and measurement platform, named “Aurora”, that enabled the systematic characterization
of optical transceivers, board-to-board optical connectors and both embedded and passive
optical circuit boards, as shown in Figure 14 [21,22].

Figure 14. Images taken of EU H2020 “Aurora” hyperscale integrated photonic ecosystem demon-
strator during its exhibition at ECOC 2019 in Dublin: (a) complete data center rack compliant Aurora
platform; (b) test daughtercard, which includes two microphotonic test mezzanine cards hosting dif-
ferent PICs; (c) silicon PIC with attached vertical grating coupler and fiber array unit; (d) silicon PIC
with integrated adiabatic coupler and polymer waveguide ribbon; (e) microphotonic test mezzanine
card; (f) glass waveguide backplane provided by Fraunhofer IZM [23].
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The cross-project “Aurora” platform is designed to hold different types of advanced
optical interconnect technologies including embedded and discrete polymer and glass
waveguide circuits, optical PCB connectors and transceiver and switch technologies includ-
ing advanced silicon photonics devices.

Aurora comprised a test enclosure with interlocking and interchangeable mezzanine
electro-optical test boards, electro-optical daughterboards and electro-optical backplanes.
This allows the characterization of different optical components with different technical
maturity levels either alone or in combination with other technologies. The initial work was
carried out during the PhoxTroT project (which concluded in May 2017) [24]. The H2020
Nephele [25] and H2020 COSMICC [26] projects further developed the Aurora universal
test platform, building it into an open-source test board design portfolio, which was widely
disseminated. Organizations or consortia can use Aurora to test diverse integrated optical
and photonic interconnect technologies on a common platform. Researchers only need to
focus on the design of small simple test cards using the common design form factors, thus
giving significant time and cost savings. The need to design a new evaluation platform
from scratch is avoided, allowing researchers to make more technology iterations and
accelerate the movement of the target technology through the TRL levels. The test boards
can be used on their own or connected to appropriate communication platforms.

An international standard (IEC 62150-6 Ed1—Basic Test and Measurements, Universal
Test Cards for Test and Measurement of Micro Board Photonic Devices) will be published
in 2022. This standard defines the generic electro-optic mezzanine board for the test and
measurement of micro-optical and microphotonic devices, including a wide diversity of
photonic integrated circuit (PIC) technologies spanning technologies from transceivers,
switches, sensors, neuromorphic networks and LiDAR to quantum integrated circuits.
In addition to European research and development projects FP7 PhoxTroT [27], H2020
Nephele [28] and H2020 COSMICC [6], the Aurora platform with new variants of these
mezzanine boards has formed the basis of the United States of America High Density User
Packaging Group (HDPuG) Opto-electronics project, which culminated in a comprehensive
round-robin between multinational organizations including Cisco, Corning, Nokia, Seagate,
Fujitsu, Huber + Suhner, Fraunhofer IZM, R&M, Samtec and TTM Technologies.

7. Nexus—Fully Converged Rack-Scale Data Center Test Platform

A converged rack-scale platform, “Nexus”, was developed based on the FP7 PhoxTroT
project to support the different fully functional optically enabled data storage and switch
platforms and provide an interconnection matrix, which would allow them to be charac-
terized and validated for different lengths and configurations of optical interconnects. In
addition to the functional optically enabled systems, there is provision for the universal
optical interconnect platform, “Aurora” described in the previous section.

As part of the Nexus platform, the Aurora platform allows for advanced, low technical
maturity passive and active interconnect technologies to be directly validated with the
optically enabled optical data center demonstrators LightningValley2, ThunderValley and
Pegasus in the same rack (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Converged rack-scale data center system [23].

8. Copackaged Optical Assembly—The Ultimate Migration of System-Level
Optical Interconnect

Hyperscale data centers are very large data centers typically comprising at least
hundreds of thousands of servers and associated storage and networking capacity, and
they are run by major internet content providers, such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon and
Alibaba, to provide “cloud” services. By 2021 hyperscale data centers have become the
dominant form of data center in the world, overtaking private and enterprise data centers,
with most organizations outsourcing their data storage requirements to these highly secure
facilities with guaranteed quality of service.

Fiber-optic infrastructure is already well established in hyperscale data centers to con-
nect together thousands of racks filled with servers, storage arrays and switch enclosures.
External fiber-optic connections are made to optical transceivers, which are plugged onto
the “face-plate” of such enclosures, hence the term face-plate pluggable (FPP) modules;
however, the exponential increase in data consumption is pushing the bandwidth of data
center switch enclosures to the point where there is now not enough space on the face-plate
for the transceivers to meet this demand. As shown in Figure 16g, data center switch ASICs
of 51 Tbps are expected to be introduced by 2024, and those of 100 Tbps are expected before
2027, which represent substantially higher bandwidths than the bisection bandwidths
reported in the demonstration platforms in this paper. There are now massive efforts
underway to move optical transceiver cores or “chiplets” into the switch ASIC package
itself, in so-called copackaged optical (CPO) assemblies as shown in Figure 16a [29].

As reported in this paper, migration of optical interconnect to the system, board
and chip level will be required to substantially mitigate the communications bottlenecks
resulting from the increase in both per-lane bandwidth and internal interconnect link
lengths. At the board level, this migration will see the development of electro-optical circuit
boards comprising detachable fiber shuffles, but in the future, embedded polymer or glass
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waveguides [30] may play an increasing role if the propagation losses can be reduced to be
comparable to those of fiber.

Figure 16. Copackaged optical assembly: (a) schematic view of copackaged optical module compris-
ing an ASIC (blue) and transceiver chiplets (red) on common carrier (grey) mounted on PCB (green)
of a host card [31], (b) optical fiber connections from the copackaged optical module to (c) passive
optical connector at front face-plate and/or backplane/midplane interface, (d) example of transceiver
chiplet (courtesy of AIO Core Ltd.) [31,32], (e) 1st generation silicon photonics transceiver from H2020
COSMICC, (f) 2nd generation of silicon photonics transceiver from H2020 COSMICC project [33],
(g) projected timeline for data center switch ASICs with increasing aggregate bandwidths.

While front-pluggable and midboard transceivers are evolving, at the chip level,
photonic integrated circuit technology (e.g., silicon photonics) has opened the door to the
deployment of microtransceiver chiplets (Figure 16d–f) in CPO modules. Front-panel,
midplane, backplane and midboard passive optical connectors will be an essential part of
this ecosystem connecting system to board to chip.

In this paper we have reported on the first generation of midboard transceivers
introduced in 2012; however, by 2020 these fixed modules had become largely obsolete due
to lack of field replaceability. The second generation of midboard transceivers specified
by the Consortium for On-Board Optics (COBO) are pluggable onto the middle of the
board [34]; however, as they are still in separate modules, they would take up a lot of
valuable board area. Therefore, it is expected that in such switch enclosures midboard
transceivers will be bypassed altogether with a combination of FPPs and CPO modules
used to accommodate the huge data center switch bandwidths.

Currently, a 12.8 Tbps switch can be accommodated by 32 400 G face-plate pluggable
(FPP) transceiver modules, which fill the face-plate area of a standard 1 RU high enclosure.
In order to accommodate a 51.2 Tbps switch with four times the I/O bandwidth of a
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12.8 Tbps switch, it is envisaged that sixteen 3.2 Tbps CPO engines [35] will be required
with potentially four times the number of fibers at the front face-plate. In addition, most
CPO solutions will use an external light source (ELS) to provide the source of continuous-
wave light to the modulators in the chiplets, and this ELS module will preferably also be a
pluggable module on the face-plate, which will further reduce the available space on the
face-plate.

The media by which optical signals are conveyed between the on-board CPO module
and the passive optical connectors on the front face-plate will at first be fiber due to its
maturity and availability. In applications where the number of fibers becomes prohibitive,
sophisticated fiber management solutions will be introduced, such as under-board fiber
shuffles. The media on the CPO module itself to provide the possibly hundreds of optical
connections between the chiplets and the main board outside the CPO module will also be
fiber-based in the short term; however, other media such as polymer waveguides [36] and
planar glass waveguides [37,38] have also been investigated.

9. Conclusions and Further Work

We have reported on the evolution of system embedded optical interconnect tech-
nologies in optically enabled sub-TOR data center systems. The architectures of three
generations of optically enabled data storage, switch and compute platforms have been
described; the first two generations demonstrated partially and fully optically enabled
data storage and switch capability based on the SAS protocol while the final generation
demonstrated a fully optically disaggregated, object-oriented system based on Ethernet
and the Seagate OpenStorage protocol. In addition, we have described and comparatively
characterized electro-midplanes based on multimode polymer and multimode fiber flexible
circuits, described optical interface cards allowing standard edge storage and compute de-
vices to be connected into an optical topology and introduced a proprietary electro-optical
connector for object-oriented end nodes.

Looking ahead to the continual evolution of optical interconnects, which are ex-
pected to mature as a prerequisite to complete disaggregation of compute, memory and
storage, the Aurora and Nexus platforms provide mechanisms by which third-party ven-
dors providing optical hardware can be assessed for performance and compared against
competing offerings.
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Abstract: The methods of data verification are discussed, which are intended for the distant control
of autonomous mobile robotic agents via networks, combining optical data links. The problem
of trust servers is considered for position verification and position-based cryptography tasks. In
order to obtain flexible quantum and classical verification procedures, one should use the collective
interaction of agents and network nodes, including some elements of the blockchain. Multiple-valued
logic functions defined within discrete k-valued Allen–Givone algebra are proposed for the logically
linked list of entries and the distributed ledger, which can be used for distant data verification and
breakdown restoration in mobile agents with the help of partner network nodes. A distributed ledger
scheme involves the assigning by distant partners of random hash values, which further can be used
as keys for access to a set of distributed data storages, containing verification and restoration data.
Multiple-valued logic procedures are simple and clear enough for high-dimensional logic modelling
and for the design of combined quantum and classical protocols.

Keywords: multiple-valued logic; data verification; quantum key; linked list; ledger

1. Introduction

1.1. Data Protection Problem of Network Robotics

Modern fiber optics networks have become the base for high throughput communica-
tion networks combining 5/6G Internet [1,2], big data services [3], quantum key distribution
(QKD) lines [4,5], and futuristic quantum computing systems [6]. However, now they are
also a good candidate for the massive distant control of autonomous robotic devices, which
involves the Internet of unmanned transport vehicles (IoV) [7], industrial systems [8],
medicine nursing robots [9], the Internet of Things (IoT) [10], and smart cities [11], sup-
ported by mechatronics drives reproducing human movements [12] and computer vision
systems [13,14]. Such autonomous robots are planned to be used as separate devices [15]
in a collective of collaborating agents commonly called the multiagent system (MAS) [16]
or in a global network-centric system [17]. All such designs are based on methods of
artificial intelligence (AI), which is the method of imitating the individual and collective
work of people [15]. As mobile robotic agents need wireless data links, communication
networks should combine fiber optics lines and wired Ethernet pairs with wireless Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, and atmospheric satellite or terrestrial laser lines [4,5,18] (see Figure 1). Mod-
ern smartphones [19] supporting AI algorithms can also be used for the distant control
of robots.

Thus, modern networks add many new participants of network data exchange and
enlarge the number of possible hardware and software platforms for the interaction of
robotic agents with distant users. The modelling of such systems becomes very compli-
cated as, besides network communications, it should describe human decision making
and collective work procedures [15]. The limiting factor for network robotics is the data
protection problem, as modern networks and especially their wireless components cannot
provide the necessary level of protection from attacks and data leakages [20,21]. Quantum
key distribution systems [4,5,18,22,23] partially improve the situation, but even they do
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not exclude specific quantum attacks and malicious impacts on supporting classical com-
ponents. Unfortunately, data leakages due to disloyal personnel have become more of an
actual problem than computer viruses and attacks aimed at stationary network nodes [23].
Furthermore, distant mobile robotic agents have many additional vulnerabilities, as current
computer vision and decision-making systems [14,15] cannot replace human monitoring.
At the same time, mass and unexpensive network robotics need to avoid trusted network
nodes, exploiting the special design of servers and intense human control [24,25] that are
mainly appropriate for large corporative systems.

 

Figure 1. Distant control task of robotic agents via the global communication network includes fiber
optics lines, wired Ethernet, and different wireless data links involving cosmic lines and Wi-Fi.

In order to enhance the security level for the distant control of autonomous agents and MASs,
it is necessary to combine quantum and traditional data protection methods with new AI algo-
rithms, which now are grounded in concepts of agent and MASs [7–11,15,26–28]. The presented
paper is devoted to the original properties of multiple-valued logic (MVL) [29], which
provides the possibility to design new schemes of agents based on multiparametrical logic
functions and easily provides the modelling of various procedures in a high-dimensional
space of parameters [30]. MVL functions can also realize schemes of secret data coding for
one-time cipher pads and random keys [31], to accumulate random data into the scheme of
random oracle [32], to model the theoretically proven and most protected position-based
cryptography protocol by D. Unruh [33], and to realize data classification procedures [30].

That is why the actual task of secured distant work of robotic agents and MASs [34]
is the potential field of applications for MVL functions [29,30], which now needs the
integration of disparate algorithms and schemes into the whole data-protection agent,
combining quantum and classical data coding methods. The present paper discusses the
design of “indestructible” and easy-for-verification MVL data structures, which adapt
some blockchain schemes [35–39] for collective data verification by means of collective
interaction of the agent with loyal network nodes without trusted servers.

1.2. Basic Properties of Agents

The concept of agents and MASs is one of the basic models in modern AI [15,22]
and, in general, supports a large set of properties that hardware and software systems
should possess for the efficient imitation of human abilities. Purely software agents are
now called bots and are being successfully used in Internet data searches and creative
activity [26,27], stock trading [28], and cryptocurrencies mining [35,36]. However, the
realization of hardware robotic agents is a much more difficult task, as it is necessary to
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simultaneously control many subsystems [34,40,41]. In general, the model of the universal
agent should possess dozens of properties [15,34,36,41–43], which should include at least:

• autonomous activity and self-sustained decision making;
• reactivity to external media and adaptive correction of behavior;
• active impact on the external media, motivated by understanding of the scene;
• interaction with other objects based on goals, desires, collaboration, and trust;
• communicative abilities, including secured data exchange and storage;
• flexible planning of activity and self-analysis of goals, tasks, and resources;
• responsibility to the team, following to general aims and collaboration rules.

Modern MASs can deal with stationary and mobile agents, where stationary ones
are mainly represented by software bots for information services [26–28,36] and hardware
metering devices for power grid control [37–39]. Initially, the term “mobile agent” was
used for software designs capable of expanding their activity from one platform to an-
other [44], but now it is often used for hardware robots for transport, industrial systems,
medical surgery, and nursing [7–9]. However, all of them have unresolved issues with
data protection.

1.3. Data Protection of Stationary Agents in Classical and Quantum Network Nodes

As a whole, data protection methods for agents and MASs are based on the same prin-
ciples as any other network nodes, but the unsatisfactory level of modern communication
networks [20,21] is reinforced by the complexity of robotic agents. The concept of a trusted
network node (or server) and trust modelling [24–26] is actually for both schemes with
QKD lines and for traditional data links. The basic idea of a trusted server is that all its
subsystems are well-secured ones, including data storages, data channels, devices for the
detection of data leakages, and systems for the monitoring of administrative processes.
In any situation, data coming from a trusted node are considered as absolutely correct
and reliable for every user, and typically trusted nodes are associated with the expensive
networks of government organizations and big corporations, which maintain large security
staff with adequate administrative procedures and human monitoring. However, even
cloud services and big data centers [45,46] can be successfully attacked.

The modern interpretation of trust problems for agents dates back at least to the
document published by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies of the USA
(NIST) [44]. Most typical problems of illegal activity included unauthorized access and data
disclosure or corruption. Main countermeasures [22,24,25,37–40,42,43] included such meth-
ods as the verification of path histories, proof carrying code, partial result encapsulation,
mutual itinerary recording with optional replication or voting, execution tracing, environ-
mental key generation, and computing with encrypted functions. Trusted modelling in
MASs considers concepts of trust and reputation [47], as well as argumentation [48].

As the intrinsic idea of autonomous agents is their working without permanent human
monitoring [15], then some verification procedures should be shifted onto other agents
and partner network nodes. Illegal activity can then be revealed by other agents by means
of the estimation of an inadequate agent’s behavior, contradicting the rules used by the
majority of participants [37–39]. AI algorithms imitating the work of human experts for
the coordination of node activity were designed for stock trading bots [28], systems of
e-commerce, and e-business [35,36]. Efforts to raise the trust level were based on trust
estimates carried out by neighboring agents [49,50].

The practical design of collectively secured agents was represented by the smart infras-
tructure of an energy power grid [37–39], using smart metering and control of phasor for
devices suspected in illegal activity. Such systems have combined the collective interaction
of metering devices and gateways, which have involved the blockchain (BC), data integrity
control, and insider attack mitigation methods.

Respectively, the BC method [37–39,51,52] and cryptocurrencies mining [53,54] demon-
strate quite useful schemes of collective network data protection. Ledger (or registry)
schemes in the BC [37–39,53,54] are based on the principle of linked data lists and have
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become the popular trend in modern computer technologies. The main idea here is that the
distributed ledger of linked entries [53,54] is supported by the decentralized consortium
of users, whose integral voting guarantees the correctness of data. However, attempts to
apply trust estimation to mobile robotic systems have led to the design of complicated
deep-learning schemes based on pre-trained learning with supervisor and acceptance
observation history [55].

As modern fiber optics lines have obtained impressive throughput parameters of
115 Tb/s for single-mode fiber and 10 Pb/s for multi-core fiber [56–59], they seem to be
excellent platforms for the secured distant control of robotic agents. Although modern
QKD systems did not obtain enough parameters for mass stream secret coding by the most
secured one-time cipher pad (OTP) coding method and have some quantum and classical
vulnerabilities of their optical and computer components, they are hoped to provide large
additional technical, competence, and cost barriers for eavesdroppers [22,23,60]. The
drawbacks of modern fiber optics QKD lines refer to the real limited length of quantum
key transfer (less than 80–100 km), low fan-out coefficients, the possibility of physical
damage of a QKD line, and the threat of being suppressed by intense optical noise. Current
designs of quantum memory [61] are too far from practical needs, and modern QKD
schemes cannot provide reliable data storage and exclude illegal modifications. Moreover,
quantum networks together with ordinary ones can suffer from data leakages carried out
by disloyal personnel [62]. Nevertheless, the research of QKD schemes continues, and in
order to raise the security level of energy power systems [63], the trusted server with “star”
architecture was combined with the large number of QKD lines. Other attempts [64,65]
also aimed at the realization of trusted nodes by various quantum schemes. The possibility
of using atmospheric quantum laser lines for agents was principally demonstrated by key
distribution between ground stations and satellites [66,67], as well as by experiments with
an airborne platform [68]. However, satellite QKD links can only be a partial solution for
mobile agents, as data exchange sessions are scheduled by timetables of orbital flights, but
their positioning can be somewhat unpredictable.

Thus, the schemes and methods discussed above do not provide ready solutions
for data protection in mass hardware robotic agents and easy ways to avoid expensive
trusted servers. That is why one of the opportunities for agents and MASs is to use the
principles of the linked list and the distributed ledger taken from BC methods [37–39].
Cryptocurrencies mining and stock trading seem not to be actual tasks for robotic agents,
but new verification schemes are necessary for the autonomous confirmation of their rights
and powers, licenses, as well as for the verification of technology data, and breakdown
restoration. In contrast to cryptocurrencies mining schemes [53,54], the verification of data
in the collective robotic protocol can be based on the simple majority voting of participants,
which are to be involved based on mutual interests or service payments, but not on mining.
Respectively, the term “entry” but not “transaction” is used further.

1.4. Mobile Robotic Agents and Position-Based Cryptography Schemes

Hardware mobile robotic agents are now represented by autonomous vehicles [7,69],
collectives of agents [70], and industrial [8] and healthcare systems [9]. The review of
applications for wireless sensor networks formed by mobile agents was presented in [71]
and included such tasks as required data collection from the field of view by drones,
traffic control, biomedical health and environmental monitoring, virtual reality, and indus-
trial systems control, as well as target tracking, urban control, monitoring of events, and
intrusion detection.

Another trend here is the research of schemes for position control and verification of
mobile agents [72], where quantum optics is involved as the tool to raise the security level.
A position-based cryptography (PBC) task [22] is the confidential transmission of messages
from one space location to another one, excluding the decoding of this message by any
receiver having any other space coordinates. This task dates back to an ongoing problem of
position verification of subscribers in mobile telephony [73], which has caused attempts to
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use QKD and to obtain unconditional security to not depend on the computing resources
of the eavesdropper.

The most secured quantum PBC protocol was proven theoretically by D. Unruh [33]
and is further tagged as PU. In fact, this protocol tried to prevent an actual “man-in-the-
middle” attack [74] for the quantum optics scheme, but it has obtained only a partial result
and did not provide unconditional security for the PBC scheme, as it can be deceived by
a large enough number of fake qubits randomly emitted by illegal laser sources located
between the eavesdropper and verifiers. This protocol [33] involves quite a realistic laser
atmospheric QKD line with an Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) source of entangled photon
pairs [75]. However, in the review [22] protocol, PU was estimated as an interesting but
purely theoretical scheme, as it involves an ideal random oracle (RO), which principally
cannot be obtained in practice. RO here is the ideal black box, which for an arbitrary input
signal generates random outputs with a fixed number of bits [76]. The obligatory conditions
for RO are that it should reproduce the output for any repeated input, and there should be
no ways to predict its output.

In order to use protocol PU in practice, the scheme for an RO device was proposed
in the paper [77] and included a memory device learned by a quantum random number
generator [78] with the help of a special algorithm. Such a scheme of an RO device was
intended for the verification of a planned route for passing by a mobile autonomous vehi-
cle [79]. This verification scheme is being discussed further, together with the verification
scheme from [77], so that both of them are schematically shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. The principal scheme of quantum route verification of a mobile agent M, uniting methods
proposed in [32,79].

The task of a verification procedure is to check the prehistory of visits of a mobile agent
to checkpoints. According to terms used in [33], the mobile agent P within the verification
scheme is regarded as a prover requesting some service and initially approving its space
position for this. The idea of protocol PU [33] was discussed in [32,77] for a 2D case. At
every checkpoint, agent P passes through the special quantum optics scheme, shown in
Figure 2, by “crossed” pairs of verifier modules. Every such “cross” scheme of a verifier is
supposed to emit and detect qubits (i.e., quantum bits or single photons characterized by
some quantum states |Ψ>) and is also supposed to exchange classical laser signals with
the prover. The protocol is activated when the prover P sends the initial request signal. The
verifier replies by subsequent transfer of random classical data x1, x2 and qubit |Ψ>. (As
there is yet no appropriate quantum memory for qubit storage, it is necessary to transfer
it with some time delay after classical ones.) The prover P measures x1, x2, calculates the
XOR operation x1 ⊕ x2 and further calculates the random hash function H(x1 ⊕ x2), using
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the RO module [22,77]. After this, the prover P has the correct basis for the measurement
of the classical value q̃ of the qubit |Ψ>. Further, P simultaneously sends measured q̃ by
its EPR source to a pair of verifiers located along one axis (the details of the selection of
necessary bits were not set by the protocol). If both photons were sent simultaneously by
one entangled photon pair, their classical values obtained by the verifier modules will be
equal (for equal distances), accurate to the sign. Then, position verification is successful,
and further steps can be performed.

In fact, the choice of EPR scheme by D. Unruh [33] was determined by the necessity
to simultaneously emit entangled photons along space axes, as the minimal time interval
between the detection of two these photons guarantees the advantage for the protocol PU.
That is why the protocol PU is limited by light polarization scheme. However, one should
note that although the protocol PU principally used a wireless atmospheric data line, the
EPR scheme [75] can also be used in the fiber optics quantum line.

After successful position verification, the second step of the procedure is to generate a
random key, secretly distributed by the EPR source between the agent P and the visited
checkpoint. Thus, during the passing of the route, agent P will accumulate random keys
K1, . . . , Kq, and each visited checkpoint will have only one of keys K1, . . . , Kq. In order
to approve the route passing to the final checkpoint, the agent P declares its set of keys,
as the checkpoint chooses some of keys for verification and requests their copies via
the trusted network. Then, the final checkpoint compares the declared keys with their
network’s replicas. For access to the requested service, agent P should also additionally
pass another check step, based on the comparison of the digital image obtained during the
route passing and declared by P, with its replica transferred from a distant neural network
database [32]. The main result of the paper [32] was that both the quantum protocol PU and
template digital image taken from a neural network were represented by multiple-valued
logic expressions attributed to time scale. Such a model has considered the joint work
of the prover P with the verifier as the interaction of two agents, described by separate
AGA functions.

However, the drawback of verification schemes [32,79] was that all involved check-
points were considered as trusted nodes, because:

• classical data in protocol PU are transferred without errors, although the acceptable
quantum channel error in this protocol was estimated as 3.5%;

• checkpoints are supposed to exchange accumulated keys and neural network data
without errors and limitations.

Such a scheme, including stationary trusted servers with QKD links, can potentially
be reproduced in global IoV and city traffic control systems [7], but the problem is that
stationary trusted nodes are not applicable for irregular routes of a small-scale MAS. Thus,
the question arises, if one can design a less expensive route verification scheme without
trusted checkpoints and intense human control.

Another problem here is that the refusal from trusted nodes and human control in fact
means that the level of data storage protection in checkpoints will be reduced substantially,
and it is necessary to compensate it somehow. As QKD networks are much more expensive
systems than classic ones, they may be equipped with more reliable data storage devices.
However, as current designs of quantum memory [61] are far from practical, QKD links
can only partially protect traditional memory from illegal modifications carried out directly
via data channels.

1.5. Advantages of Data Protection Schemes Based on Multiple-Valued Logic

Discrete k-valued logic calculus of Allen–Givone algebra (AGA) [29] and data coding
schemes on their base [23,30–32] have several features that are beneficial for the imple-
mentation of data verification schemes for network MASs. First of all, AGA makes the
design of multiparametrical logic models easy, containing arbitrary associations of digital
and symbolic parameters and aggregated by the appropriate choice of input variables and
variants of functions. MVL modelling is also attractive for the integration of quantum
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schemes, which can be, e.g., easily described by AGA functions [32] for the quantum PU
protocol [33]. The principal advantage of discrete k-valued logic is the high data capacity
of AGA models, which can describe much more states in compact logic expressions [30]
than Boolean logic.

1.6. The Goal of the Presented Paper

The motivation to design an MVL analog of the BC’s linked list and distributed
ledger [37–39] is determined by the necessity to envisage distributed schemes for au-
tonomous critical data verification, backup, and restoration in a distant MAS. Necessary
verification procedures should be grounded in sources of reliable data, distributed in MASs
and loyal network nodes. Then, data verification algorithms for MASs will be able to
monitor the proper functioning of an agent, to detect attacks, and to restore the work state
of an agent.

The aim of the presented paper is to propose an MVL analog of the BC’s linked list for
a distributed ledger scheme of data protection and for verification of network agents. The
task is also to demonstrate the method for combining classical and quantum verification
procedures in the logic ledger model.

2. Methods

Although AGA [29] is a very specific calculus [30] with comparatively limited set of
intrinsically given tools, multiparametrical logic expressions written for a large number of
input variables give the possibility to form a set of logic functions, reproducing the idea of
the linked list in BC, and are quite compatible with the methods described in [37–39].

2.1. The Structure of MVL Function

Traditional design of models for robotic agents implies the formation of mathemat-
ical expressions intrinsically based on Boolean logic operations AND, OR, NOT, but
MVL logic calculus of Allen–Givone algebra (AGA) is based on more general operators
Maximum, Minimum, and Literal [29]. The comparison of MVL operators with Boolean
ones and other possible logic systems was carried out in [23,30,31]. AGA [29] is one
of several known versions of MVL models that operates with discrete MVL functions
y = f (x1, . . . , xn), given for n input variables x1, . . . , xn and one output variable y.
Specifics of AGA are that instead of two truth levels {0,1} in Boolean logic, all its in-
put variables x1, x2, . . . , xn and the output variable y can have k discrete truth levels:
x1, x2 , . . . , xn , y ∈ L = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, i.e., they are natural numbers. In earlier
designed MVL coding schemes [23,30,31] for 8-bit controllers, k was supposed to be 256,
which was enough even for the description of secret coding procedures and communication
messages. However, the further proposed MVL model of distributed ledger is to be based
on definitions and algorithms of AGA [29] defined for functions with the larger number of
truth levels k.

The complete set of non-Boolean operators [29]

< 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, X(a, b), ∗ ,+ > (1)

ensures the possibility to represent arbitrary function y = f (x1, . . . , xn) as some combina-
tion of logic operators taken from the list given further:

• 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 are constants;
• operator Minimum

(
xi, xj

)
or MIN is marked by (∗) and means the choice of the

minimal one in the pair xi, xj ;
• operator Maximum

(
xi, xj

)
or MAX is marked by (+), it means the choice of the

maximal value in the pair xi, xj ;
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• operator X(a, b) is called Literal and is given by Equation (5):

X(a, b) =

{
0, i f b < x < a

k − 1, i f a ≤ x ≤ b ,
(2)

where for any X(a, b), always b ≥ a, and a, b ∈ L = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.

Equation (2) demonstrates that operator Literal, in fact, resembles the discrete band
filter with variable lower and upper limits. This expression is either equal to the maximal
truth level k − 1 or 0, which simplifies the analysis of data.

It was commented in [30] that the general structure of MIN and MAX operators dates
back to basic definitions of the set “lattice” and its operators “Infimum” and “Supremum”,
which namely for the “lattice” were proved to be MAX and MIN. In fact, these binary
operators MAX( x1, x2) and MIN(x1, x2) are the comparison of two logic values x1, x2,
which can reproduce Boolean operators AND, OR if written as appropriate rows into
the MVL truth table. However, MVL operators do not possess some specific theorems of
Boolean logic, providing its more universal properties. Thus, AGA is a more general but
very poor set of tools for data procession, which mainly provides calculation of arbitrarily
given MVL functions and their minimization (i.e., simplification), described in detail in [30].
For example, traditional arithmetic operations are not defined in AGA, and they can be
reproduced in AGA only by the specially given MVL functions with appropriate truth
tables. At the same time, AGA calculus [29] provides primitive logic calculations, whose
result is predictable only for a specific numerical data set and does not give appropriate
tools for design of trapdoors and schemes to break cryptographic one-way functions and
hash ones.

Equivalent representations of MVL functions include truth table, logic expression, and
matrix form [29]. Any MVL function y = F(x1, . . . , xn) can always be given by the truth
table shown in Table 1, which has the overall number of rows equal to kn, as in Boolean
logic it has only 2n ones. Thus, for large values of k (say, more than 256) and n (several
dozens), the number of rows can be extremely large and, in reality, one can use only some
part of the truth table. That is why MVL function is much more attractive [31,32,77] for
modelling complicated systems, cryptography schemes, and random hash functions than
the Boolean one.

Table 1. Truth table of a MVL function with equivalent product terms for rows with nonzero
output value.

Nrow Input Variables Output

x1 x2 . . . xn−1 xn F(x1,. . . , xn)

0 0 0 . . . 0 0 F(0, 0, . . . , 0) F(0, 0, . . . , 0) ∗ X1(0, 0) ∗ X2(0, 0) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(0, 0)

1 1 0 . . . 0 0 F(1, 0, . . . , 0) → F(1, 0, . . . , 0) ∗ X1(1, 1) ∗ X2(0, 0) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(0, 0)

2 2 0 . . . 0 0 F(2, 0, . . . , 0) F(2, 0, . . . , 0) ∗ X1(2, 2) ∗ X2(0, 0) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(0, 0)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

kn − 1 k − 1 k − 1 . . . k − 1 k − 1 F(k − 1, . . . , k − 1) F(k − 1, k − 1, . . . , k − 1) ∗ X1(k − 1, k − 1) ∗ X2(k − 1, k − 1) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(k − 1, k − 1)

The column for output variable y should be filled in by some set of logic constants
C = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. According to [29], any input vector x1, . . . , xn, i.e., every row of
the truth table with nonzero y, has equivalent product term shown to the right of Table 1,
and they are written via logic constants, Literals, and operators MIN (marked ∗) and
MAX (marked +). In this product term, the value of F(x1, . . . , xn) is taken from the column
“Output” in Table 1, and Literals are to be filled in by equal parameters, e.g., X(1, 1).

Unfortunately, the truth table is a convenient tool only for a small number of input
vectors, so that real AGA models should use either formal expression (3) written via AGA
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operators as a set of product terms, or equivalent matrixes [77]. The function given by the
truth table (see Table 1) responds to the set of product terms

y = f (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∗ X1(0, 0) ∗ X2(0, 0) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(0, 0) + + f (0, 0, . . . , 1) ∗ X1(1, 1) ∗ X2(0, 0)
∗ . . . ∗ Xn(0, 0) + f (k − 1, k − 1, . . . , k − 1) ∗ X1(k − 1, k − 1)

∗X2(k − 1, k − 1) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(k − 1, k − 1).
(3)

One should especially note that, according to definitions given in [29], Literals written
for separate rows of the truth table and shown to the right of Table 1 have equal values
a = b ∈ L = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} for product terms. So, for the arbitrary truth table, one
can always write formal Equation (3), which has equal lower and higher parameters a,b
in Literals the structure f (0, . . . , 1) ∗ X1(a1, a1) ∗ X2(a2, a2) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(an, an). This
notation means that Literal is nonzero only for one natural number n = a = b. However,
further simplifications and transformations based on subsuming of product terms can
shorten the computing time. Such modification of logic expressions can be held by means
of minimization procedure by consensus method [29]. Then, the set of product terms
can be shortened, but some parameters a,b of its Literals will be modified. In this case,
notation X(a,b) with different parameters a 
= b means that Literal is nonzero for the discrete
set of values a, a + 1, a + 2, . . . b − 1, b. It is essential and advantageous for MVL data
protection methods that minimization procedure [29,30] strongly depends on the specific
set of used data and is “unpredictable” beforehand, which prevents the design of hidden
trapdoors. Besides this, any such legal or illegal procedure will change the set of Literals,
i.e., expressions for Literal will receive different lower and higher indexed parameters a,b.
In addition, the advantage of procedures proposed in the present paper is that they do not
initially need minimization procedures. Within the framework of the present paper, logic
minimization will finally be necessary for the large number of rows in the truth table or for
large number of entries in the MVL model. That substantially simplifies processing and
verification of MVL models.

Another possible case of transformation of Literals parameters without minimization
refers to Section 3.3, where in Equation (9) some fragment of the truth table is subdivided
into loyal and prohibited subsets of rows, which is based directly on total estimates of
unused (or prohibited) rows for the known numbers of all possible rows and already
used ones.

In turn, its consensus minimization procedure [29] is based on extension of initially
given function and adding of so-called “don’t care states” with constants k − 1 substituted
into the function. The choice of such states for extended function leads to multi-criteria
optimization task that additionally complicates very long minimization procedure. Respec-
tively, if namely MVL function is used as a learned hash or a ledger function, its illegal
modification is a very costly task.

In the present paper, for clarity, mainly truth tables are used, but for other modelling
stages, one should use more compact equivalent representation of MVL function, written
as the set of matrixes in Equation (4), which reproduce parameters a, b and logic constants
used in Equation (3):

Au=

⎛⎝ a11 . . . a1n
. . . . . . . . .

ak−1,1 . . . ak−1,n

⎞⎠, Bu =

⎛⎝ b11 . . . b1n
. . . . . . . . .

bk−1,1 . . . bk−1,n

⎞⎠,

C =

⎛⎝ c11 . . . c1v
. . . . . . . . .

ck−1,1 . . . ck−1,v

⎞⎠ (4)

where: bij ≥ aij, n—is the number of input variables, k—is the number of truth levels, and
u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , v}. Matrixes Au and Bu in Equation (4) specify indexed sets of parameters a
and b in Literals Xj(a, b). Matrix C in (4) shows the set of constants for all product terms,
united by operator Max(+), and v is the number of columns of product terms. Initially,
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due to Table 1, matrix C will have only one column, but further minimization of MVL
function [29] can modify it.

2.2. Transformation of Dimension of AGA Function

According to basic definitions [29], the number of input variables for AGA function is
not limited, but it has one output variable (see Figure 3a). However, verification procedures
need to output many signals for one input vector. In order to avoid modification of AGA
calculus, one can simply add one or several input variables in order to obtain the allocated
counter cycle for outputs. In Figure 3a, the basic AGA function y = F(x1, x2, . . . , xN0) has
the number of input variables equal N0, but the only output variable can describe only
k − 1 output values. However, if one will define AGA function F(x1, x2, . . . , xN0+1), shown
in Figure 3b, it can produce the extended number of output signals in the external cycle,
obtained by the sequential substitution of values for xN0+1. Such a procedure is reasonable
to carry out after the calculation of all Literals in product terms with x1, x2, . . . , xN0 . Note
that the value xN0+1 = 1 but not 0 should be used for the first output signal to provide
nonzero product term for it. This small limitation seems not to be substantial.

 

Figure 3. (a) The basic scheme to calculate function in AGA. (b) The simple scheme to use additional
counter xN0+1 in order to receive k − 1 output values for the same set of input vectors given for
MVL function.

3. Results

The MVL version of collective ledger and the linked list are proposed to be based on the
procedure of the collective generation of values of a random hash function by Q participants
of the network pool of users or nodes, motivated in mutual service and shown in Figure 4 as
V1, V2, . . . , VQ. These nodes are called verifiers, as they verify entries (or messages) coming
from P and other participants of the pool. It is supposed for simplicity that only one
mobile agent P can represent the “interests” of some MASs and is responsible for transfer
of entries between this MAS and network nodes. This agent P is further called the prover,
as in [33], because its data should be approved, corrected, or restored with the help of
external network nodes V1, V2, . . . , VQ. Verification, authentication, and identification data
coming from P to the external nodes are described by entries e = {e1 , . . . , en}. The entry
e = {e1 , . . . , en} received at time t has n fields represented as natural numbers and can be
interpreted, e.g., as a message such as “(1) vehicle N”—(2) “is certificated for”—“(3) ecology class
Euro . . . ”— . . . —(n) “date”. For simplicity, we do not consider any language structures here.

3.1. Collective Generation of Data for MVL Storage and Ledger Functions

In Figure 4, the simple procedure is proposed to accumulate data collectively, which is
necessary for the generation of an MVL logic-linked list and ledger functions. The prover P
is considered as the participant of the pool of loyal nodes. The prover agent wants to add
some entry e = {e1, . . . , en} into the distributed backup storage, which is being sustained
collectively by the pool of network nodes. We suppose that this entry is not confidential
and does not need preliminary secret coding, but even this procedure will not disturb the
procedures disclosed further. The prover P has the list NN =

{
N1, . . . , NQ

}
of identifiers

(or simply numbers 1, . . . , Q) corresponding to verifiers V1, V2, . . . , VQ, who are agreed to
provide the service. Principally, some of the participants can be switched off or busy, so
that full list can be unused, but this does not change the scheme, and for simplicity we
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suppose that all registered participants are taking part in the formation of the entry. The
prover P tags the entry e = {e1 , . . . , en} as a new one and sends it via the network to one
of the participants, which is taken to be V1. Verifier V1 assigns to this entry the time stamp t
and some randomly chosen natural number h1. After this, V1 writes the set of parameters
{e, t, h1} in its memory and sends the copy back to the prover. Further, prover P writes
the obtained parameters in memory and sequentially sends the pair {e, t} to all other
nodes from the list. As a result, it accumulates random hash function values h1, . . . , hQ
assigned by verifiers V1, V2, . . . , VQ to the pair {e, t}. After this, P sends the finally formed
set

{
e1, . . . , en, t, h1 , . . . , hQ

}
to all involved participants according to the earlier used list.

Further, this set of data is to be represented as a separate logic product term in the collective
ledger function.

 

Figure 4. The scheme of assigning random hash values h by verifiers to the entry received from the
mobile agent P.

The procedure given above is shown further as Algorithm 1. Its necessary preliminary
conditions for entry formation include:

• complete number of involved loyal verifiers Q should respond to Q ≤ k − 1;
• waiting time twait is limited for the reply from the verifier Vj+1. If it is exceeded, then

the zero value should be assigned to the corresponding hj+1;
• every node taking part in the protocol should possess either quantum random number

generator or RO module with the scheme proposed in [77], which should generate the
set of randomly given hash values hj to make the formation of entries unpredictable and
corresponding product terms;

• all the assigned parameters are natural numbers.
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Algorithm 1: Collective accumulation of hash values for entry

Input

k ←
Q ←

twait ←
e = {e1 , . . . , en} ←

Number of truth levels
List of adresses for Q participants of protocol
Waiting time for reply entry e = {e1 , . . . , en}
Preliminary prepared entry

1. Prover P assigns counter j = 1
sends e = {e1 , . . . , en} to the verifier V1 according to the
list of addresses

2. Verifier V1 assigns time stamp t to e
assigns randomly chosen hj

writes the set
{

e, t, hj
}

in its memory
sends the copy of

{
e, t, hj

}
to prover P

3. Prover P waits for reply during twait ,
if reply

{
e, t, hj

}
has come writes it in its memory

otherwise writes it with hj = 0
assigns j = j + 1
sends pair {e , t} to the next verifier Vj+1

4. Verifier Vj+1 assigns randomly chosen hj+1

writes the set
{

e, t, hj+1
}

in its memory
5. Verifier Vj+1 sends the copy of

{
e, t, hj+1

}
to the prover P

6. Prover P checks if j = Q , if yes goes to step 7,
otherwise repeats steps 3–6

7. Prover P sends {e1, . . . , en , t, h1 , . . . , hQ} to all verifiers V1, V2, . . . , VQ
Output Ledger entry { e1, . . . , en , t, h1 , . . . , hQ} for each of verifiers V1, V2, . . . , VQ

As the prover sends its entry e according to the preliminary formed list of participants,
the number of replies does not exceed Q. As the limiting time parameter twait is assigned in
the reply only by the first verifier, its possible further illegal modification in one of verifiers
does not influence the other’s replies and will contradict the data of the simple majority of
verifiers and will be excluded at the stage of decision making. The absence of the verifier’s
reply is marked by a zero hash, which is fixed in all other procedures and can be further
used for analysis of attacks. The waiting time twait period for reply can be limited by the
average and variance values estimated for all involved verifiers.

The accumulated set of user data and random hash values above can be directly used
for the formation of the simple version of the logic ledger function, but a more pragmatic
variant is to firstly generate the separate backup storage function Fst, accessible for distant
reconstruction if the prover has declared a correct access key. The simple variant here
responds to the reconstruction of entry em when the prover declares (i.e., substitutes as
input variables) the collectively generated key given by the hash values h1 , . . . , hQ. The
request is sent according to the known list of participants and is considered correct if it
is reproduced by the majority of participants. Another simple variant responds to the
approval of certificate hash values h1 , . . . , hq extracted from the storage for the declared
entry em. Here, the reliability of data also can be estimated according to the majority of
replies. More complicated schemes such as the “proof-of-work” one in the BC protocol [37–39]
are principally possible, but they seem to be not actual here.

If all participants of the collective protocol possess identical data sets {e1, . . . , en, t, h1 , . . . , hq
}

written for every entry in the storage, then identical storage function Fst can be generated in
all the involved verifiers using the known scheme. Two simple variants of storage function
mentioned above are shown further as the function of entries Fste and the function of hash
values Fsth. As the key to extracting data from backup storage should be realized by hash
values h1 , . . . , hQ assigned by Q network verifiers, then namely these hash parameters are
to be used as input variables in Fste. In addition, the set of entries em = {e1,m , . . . , en,m}
should be considered as the values of output of the variable y. Such a procedure should
use the general algorithm given in [29] and Table 1.

The formation of the MVL storage function Fsth is shown in Table 2. This truth table
follows the general format, so that besides parameters h1 , . . . , hQ it contains an additional
counter of verifier q. For brevity, Table 2 demonstrates the product term only for final entry
em, and all previously added product terms are not shown. One should especially note
that, by default or according to the agreement of participants, the first row in the truth table
can be filled in by arbitrarily taken random numbers. If some verifier from the list was
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switched off and did not take part in the formation of Fentr, it is necessary to assign 0 to
its hash value in the row. Here, hash values h1 , . . . , hQ will be the key to the verification
procedure, when some of participants will want to restore the entry with critical data.

Table 2. The supplementation of the newcomer entry em = (e1,m, . . . , en,m ) to the truth table of
the storage function Fsth and the formation of corresponding product terms (shown to the right).
Previous entry is em−1 = (e1,m−1, . . . , en,m−1), the overall number of verifiers is Q. Service variables
t and q respond to the time stamp and the counter of verifiers.

Input Variables Output

h1 h2 . . . hQ t q ej

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
h1,m−1 h2,m−1 . . . hQ,m−1 tm−1 Q eQ,m−1 Product terms added for the new entry:

h1,m h2,m . . . hQ,m tm 1 e1,m e1,m ∗ X1(h1,m, h1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn
(
hQ,m, hQ,m

) ∗ Xt(tm, tm) ∗ Xq(1, 1)
h1,m h2,m . . . hQ,m tm 2 e2,m → e2,m ∗ X1(h1,m, h1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn

(
hQ,m, hQ,m

) ∗ Xt(tm, tm) ∗ Xq(2, 2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

h1,m h2,m . . . hQ,m tm Q eQ,m eQ,m ∗ X1(h1,m, h1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn
(
hQ,m, hQ,m

) ∗ Xt(tm, tm) ∗ Xq(Q, Q)

The second version of storage function Fste can be based on the same data set{
e1, . . . , en, t, h1 , . . . , hq

}
and is shown in Table 3. It is to approve certificate hash values

h1 , . . . , hq for the declared entry em, i.e., it can output numbers of licenses or permission if
entries contain data referring agent and MASs. Actually, this function should reproduce
collectively assigned random hash values.

A special comment should be given to the assigning of random values to the hash
function. Their use is determined by the desire to provide an unpredictability of parameters
for the MVL function, the storage function, and the ledger function. As most secured
data protection schemes [80] are grounded in the OTP method and random data, AGA
verification should also follow this trend, excluding preliminary forecasting of backup
functions. The method to assign random hash values in the algorithm described above
can use the RO scheme proposed earlier in [77] for the protocol PU. The idea of this
scheme supposes the quantum random number generator (QRNG) [78] and learning
procedure, forming the MVL function according to the algorithm proposed in [77]. An
interesting aspect here is that, instead of a hardware QRNG, it is principally possible to
use software for one of the known and tested types of cryptography hash functions such
as, e.g., SHA256 [81], which guarantees a high quality of hash values set. The principal
advantage of the MVL function here is that it can be taught to reproduce any reliable and
tested source of random bit sequences with a fixed length, including both hardware QRNG
and software SHA256 data.

Table 3. Creation of new product term (shown to the right) in the storage function Fste for the
newcomer entry em = (e1,m, . . . , en,m ) . Previous entry is em−1 = (e1,m−1, . . . , en,m−1) and the
number of used verifiers is Q. Service variables q and t respond to the time stamp and the counter
of verifiers.

Input Variables Output

e1 e2 . . . en t q h

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e1,m−1 e2,m−1 . . . en,m−1 tm−1 Q hQ,m−1 Product terms added for the new entry:

e1,m e2,m . . . en,m tm 1 h1,m h1,m ∗ X1(e1,m, e1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn
(
eQ,m, eQ,m

) ∗ Xt(tm, tm)∗Xq(1, 1)
e1,m e2,m . . . en,m tm 2 h2,m → h2,m ∗ X1(e1,m, e1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn

(
eQ,m, eQ,m

) ∗ Xt(tm, tm) ∗ Xq(2, 2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

e1,m e2,m . . . en,m tm Q hQ,m hQ,m ∗ X1(e1,m, e1,m) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(en,m, en,m) ∗ Xt(tm, tm) ∗ Xq(Q, Q)

In Tables 2 and 3, schemes demonstrate two complementary procedures to represent
data as AGA functions and to extract them from a reserve backup storage of entries written
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by logic product terms. However, these two complementary functions discussed above
have no internal tools yet to prevent the modification of data, but the calculus of AGA also
provides a logic analog of a linked list used in BC schemes [37–39].

3.2. MVL Function of Two Entries as a Base Model for the Logic-Linked List

In order to prevent illegal modifications of entries written in some format unified
by participants, it is proposed to form the logic ledger function Fldg by product terms,
containing pairs of entries obtained at different time moments tm and tm−s (see Figure 5). In
such a ledger scheme, the function formation responds to the generation of the AGA truth
table, where fields of entries may have repeated values if they respond to the same agents,
tasks, documents, permissions, plans, and used resources. In order to split such data into
separate rows of the MVL ledger function, every entry receives time stamp parameter t
and the number of entry m in the ledger. External network nodes are to assign random
hash values h in order to exclude the prediction of the ledger function and to simplify its
verification, as the uniform distribution of random numbers is appropriate for revealing
possible modifications.

 

Figure 5. Principle of formation of the ledger function with two linked entries 1 and 2 obtained at
different time moments.

The last entry obtained at time moment tm is written as em =
{

e1,m , . . . , ep,m
}

, where
m is the number of the entry in the ledger and p is the chosen number of fields in the entry.
An earlier obtained entry em−s =

{
e1,m−s , . . . , ep,m−s

}
corresponds to the time moment

tm−s. In order to confirm authenticity for two entries, the ledger should contain the data of
both of them and sets of random keys unique for each of them. In Figure 5 this responds to
the shift to right of the position of entry e when a new entry arrives.

Definition 1. Logic ledger function or a linked list of logic entries is given within AGA as a
hash function

h(m,s) = Fldg
(
m, s, t, e1,m , . . . , ep,m, e1,m−s , . . . , ep,m−s, h1,m, . . . , hQ, m, h1,m−s, . . . , hQ, m−s

)
(5)

In Equation (5), m is the number of the last entry in the ledger, s is the shift of
the number for the previous entry, t denotes the assigned time stamp for the last entry,
e1,m , . . . , ep,m are the parameters of the last entry em; e1,m−s , . . . , ep,m−s correspond to
parameters of the earlier received entry em−s, h1,m, . . . , hQ, m are hash values assigned by
network verifiers to the last entry em, h1,m−s, . . . , hQ, m−s are hash values of the earlier
received entry em−s, and q is the number of a verifier, q = 1,.., Q. Non–indexed parameters
m, s, q and indexed parameters t, e, h are natural numbers. For brevity, Equation (5) can
be rewritten briefly as:

h(m,s) = Fldg(m, t, em , em−s , hm, hm−s) (6)

The specifics of data backup for autonomous robotic agents are that the verification
of data should include the possibility of its use both by a distant human expert and by a
software bot. That is why a logic-linked list should not be accented only on the procedure
of rigid binding of a block of data to the pointer of the next block, as in BC schemes [37–39],
which can be realized by the special field-to-code data pointer just in the entry. Certainly,
the assigning of data pointers should be adapted to a specific software platform.
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Thus, using the same set of basic rules disclosed by Tables 1, 3 and 4, Equation (5)
for the logic ledger can be written according to its truth table. As it was mentioned in the
previous section, by default storage functions Fste and Fsth should have the first row of
the ledger filled in by a randomly chosen set of data. The output variable column should
contain random hash values for all rows in order to exclude any preliminary prediction
of the ledger function. In Table 4, the new entry is tagged by the number m and the time
stamp t. For a simple version of the ledger parameter, s can be taken as equal to 1 and
Equation (5) for h(m,1) will simply connect the last and the previously received entries such
as with blocks of data in BC schemes [37–39,53,54].

Table 4. Truth table of the MVL ledger function h(m,1) = Fldg(m, t, em, em−1, hm, hm−1), whose input
variables are the newcomer entry em = (e1,m, . . . , en,m ), previous entry is em−1 = (e1,m−1, . . . , en,m−1), and
their corresponding sets of hash values hm =

(
h1,m, . . . , hQ,m

)
and values hm−1 =

(
h1,m−1, . . . , hQ,m−1

)
at

time tm and tm−1.

Input Variables Output

m t e1,t . . . ep,t h1,t . . . hq,t e1,t−1 . . . ep,t−1 h1,t−1 . . . hq,t−1 h(m,1)

1 t1 e1,1 . . . ep,1 h1,1 . . . hQ,1 e1,0 ep,0 h1,0 . . . hQ,0 h(1,1)
1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
m − 1 tm−1 e1,m−1 . . . ep,m−1 h1,m−1 . . . hQ,m−1 e1,m−2 . . . ep,m−2 h1,m−2 . . . hQ,m−2 h(m−1,1)

m−1
m tm e1,m . . . ep,m h1,m . . . hQ,m e1,m−1 . . . ep,m−1 h1,m−1 . . . hQ,m−1 h(m,1)

m

According to definitions given in [29] and commented in Tables 1–3, the last row of
the truth table shown in Table 4 for the ledger responds to the product term Equation (7)
tagged with the number m and time tm:

product term m = h(m,1)
m � Xm(m, m) � Xt(tm, tm) � Xe,1,m(e1,m, e1,m) � . . . �

Xe,1,p
(
ep,m, ep,m

)
� . . . � Xh,1,m(h1,m, h1,m) � . . . � Xh,Q,m

(
hQ,m, hQ,m

)
�

Xe,1,m−1(e1,m−1, e1,m−1) � . . . � Xe,p,m−1
(
ep,m−1, ep,m−1

)
�

Xh,1,m−1(e1,m−1, e1,m−1) � . . . � Xh,Q,m−1
(
eQ,m−1, eQ,m−1

) (7)

3.3. The Scheme to Exclude Illegal Modification of Non-Specified States of AGA Function

The task to protect the ledger from illegal data modification includes the problem
of minimizing the frequency of needed full checks of the overall list of entries and sim-
plifying verification procedures. However, the possible consequences of various illegal
modifications in the logic ledger can differ. The illegal deleting of rows or adding of fake
rows will distort data written after specific m and t values in the truth table, and it can
be revealed by direct access to that ledger. Nevertheless, a more dangerous attack can be
carried out if the logic minimization of AGA expressions [29,30] is periodically held in
order to shorten the ledger and its computing time. Although this minimization is not an
obligatory procedure, participants of the protocol can be interested in it to lower expenses.
Namely, this procedure can hide the results of illegal replacement of the true logic constant
in a product term by a fake value, as it is disclosed by Example 1.

Example 1. Let us consider a ledger with k = 32,656 and input variables x1, x2, x3, x4, where the
product term 567 ∗ X1(24, 24) ∗ X2(1275, 1275) ∗ X3(317, 331) ∗ X4(587, 1144) is one of the
ledger’s entries. A possible attack of an eavesdropper to compromise the ledger is to add a fake entry,
where the parameters of Literals are not modified but the randomly chosen hash value, assigned as
logic constant C = 567, is replaced, e.g., as 830. Further minimization here can delete clear signs
of attack and may complicate its verification, and in order to avoid this one should use the basic
definition of subsuming of product terms, which is the critical component of simplification procedures
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for AGA functions [29]. Further, the definition used is cited from [29] and was commented on in
detail in [30].

Definition 2. Product term r1 ∗ X1(a1, b1) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(an, bn) subsumes another product term
r2 ∗ X1(c1, d1) ∗ . . . ∗ Xn(cn, dn), if and only if conditions (1) and (2) are true:

1. r1 ≤ r2;
2. ci ≤ ai ≤ bi ≤ di for all Xi, i = 1, . . . , n.

Using this definition for Example 1, one can see that 567 ≤ 830 is true and ci = ai ≤ bi = di
for all Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Minimization after illegal replacement of data will
provide further that the first product term will subsume the second one and consequently
will be deleted:

 
+  

  

Thus, the ledger function can be compromised by illegal changes, although further
comparison of the true number of product terms and values of m and t will disclose the
mismatch, but it will be difficult to determine the step when it is carried out.

If participants of the protocol want to use minimization procedures to shorten the
ledger and at the same time prefer to exclude possible illegal modifications, then an AGA
model of a ledger provides the original method to prevent modifications hidden by mini-
mization. The advantage of this scheme is that it is grounded only in basic definitions [29]
and does not need any additional theorems or constraints. In order to apply this method,
the participants of the protocol should agree to use constant k − 1 only as a “technical”
parameter for the minimization procedure [29], which will help to uniformly describe all
parts prohibited for modification of the truth table, as illustrated in Figure 6. To obtain a
formal logic model for the prohibited part of the truth table, one should define comple-
mentary product terms, assigning maximal logic constant k − 1 to all unused rows located
“between” both of true entries in the multiparametrical space given by the truth table. Such
a prohibited product term will be the subsumed term for any fake product terms having
less logic constants and various sets of input variables.

The procedure is proposed further to define a complementary set of prohibited product
terms for the truth table, which is general enough and can be used not only for a logic ledger
function with two entries but also for any storage AGA function. That is why, for brevity,
let us consider a logic function containing only three input variables x1, x2, x3, where the
last two entries (or rows) were added into the truth table at different time moments tm and
tm−1, such as in Figure 6. Such a segment of the function includes only true entries, it is
tagged by “+” (i.e., a “good” segment), and it can be written as Equation (8):

Function segment +
m−1, m = hm−1 � X1(x1, x1) � X2(x2, x2) � X3(x3, x3)+

hm � X1

(
=
x1,

=
x1

)
� X2

(
=
x2,

=
x2

)
� X3

(
=
x3,

=
x3

)
.

(8)

Double index m − 1, m in the left part of Equation (8) indicates the numbers of entries
to be processed.

If the segment of the logic function with true entries is given by Equation (8), then the
corresponding segment with prohibited entries also can be designed, as one can describe
the total border between two classes (or function segments) given in the multiparametrical
space given in AGA [30]. The principle of formation of prohibited product term pt−m−1,m,
describing all possible potentially fake entries, is very simple: it one should include all
possible neighboring entries (or rows in the truth table), i.e., whose values of variables
differ by one or more. If only one of the variables provides unused entries, other variables
may have values coinciding with true entries.
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Figure 6. Formation of the part prohibited for modifications of the truth table, corresponding to the
segment L-, which is complementary to the true segment L+.

Prohibited product term pt−m−1,m should contain logic constant k − 1, which will
provide subsuming of any illegally added product terms with smaller constants written
into the prohibited part of the truth table. Such a property of AGA is being actively used
in its minimization method based on “don’t care states” [29]. According to it, the idea of
minimization in AGA is grounded in the extension of the initially given AGA function.
One should initially add unused sets of input variables into the truth table and assign
logic constants k − 1 to them, thus defining by hand the “don’t care states”. These new
product terms will be the subsumed ones for all added fake product terms with smaller
constants and equal sets of variables [29], so that one can also exploit this experience of
a minimization procedure and intentionally assign constant k − 1 to all unused product
terms, thus excluding their use by eavesdroppers.

In order to obtain formal expression for prohibited product term pt−m−1,m, one can
firstly guess the appropriate logic expression, propose the algorithm for its realization, and
further prove it.

In the further proposed Algorithm 2, a necessary preliminary condition is that one
should arrange entries in the truth table according to the sequential enlargement of time
variable and entry numbers m. Note that further xi corresponds to time moment tm−1, and
=
xi responds to tm.
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Algorithm 2: Formation of the prohibited segment of an AGA function for the last entry

hm � X1

(
=
x1,

=
x1

)
� X2

(
=
x2,

=
x2

)
� . . . � Xp

(
=
x p,

=
x p

)
and the previous one

hm−1 � X1(x1, x1) � X2(x2, x2) � . . . � Xp
(

xp, xp
)
.

Input

k ←
Q ←

twait ←
em ←

em−1 ←

Number of truth levels
List of addresses for Q participants of protocol
Waiting time for reply

Last entry hm � X1

(
=
x1,

=
x1

)
� X2

(
=
x2,

=
x2

)
� . . . � Xp

(
=
x p,

=
x p

)
Previously received entry hm−1 � X1(x1, x1) � X2(x2, x2) � . . . � Xp

(
xp, xp

)
1. Set i = 1 for the counter of input variables, i = 1, . . . , p

2. Calculate b = Max
(

xi,
=
xi

)
, a = MIN

(
xi,

=
xi

)
3.

If bi − ai ≥ 2 write Literal as Xi(a + 1, b − 1),
otherwise go to step 6

4. Set z = 1; where z is the flag of prohibited rows

5. Go to step 8.

6. If bi − ai < 2 write Literal as Xi(a, b)

7. Set flag z = 0

8. Set counter i = i + 1

9. If i ≤ p, go to step 2, otherwise go to step 10.

10.

If z = 1, then write prohibited segment as
Function segment−m−1, m = (k − 1) ∗ X1(. . . , . . .) ∗ . . . ∗ Xp(. . . , . . .),
if z = 0, then write prohibited segment as
Function segment−m−1, m = 0.

Output
The set of parameters of the product term, defining the prohibited part
between two given entries

Proof of correctness: The prohibited product term according to its idea cannot coincide
with the true one, thus its Literals parameters are natural numbers and in the formal
expression should differ at least for one. Due to the definition of operator Literal [29], always
for any input variable bi ≥ ai. As condition bi − ai < 2 is equivavent to bi < 2 + ai, but
always bi ≥ ai, then according to Figure 7, possible values of bi are either ai or ai + 1. Non-
coinciding with true ones, the prohibited segment cannot then be inserted. As condition
bi − ai ≥ 2 responds to condition bi ≥ ai + 2, a non-coinciding prohibited product term
can include at least one possible value, and briefly this can be written as Xi(a + 1, b − 1).

 

Figure 7. Possible values of Literal parameters.

Based on Algorithm 2, it is more appropriate to design the joint segment of the logic
function by combining both true entries and the prohibited segment “between” them. Such a
joint expression of Equation (9) tagged by “±” should contain three product terms: the true
product term for previous entry pt+m−1, tagged by number of m − 1, the true product term for
the last entry pt+m , tagged by number m, and the prohibited product term pt−m−1,m uniting all
unused and potentially dangerous rows located between the last and the previous entries:

Function segment±m−1, m =

hm−1 � X1(x1, x1) � X2(x2, x2) � X3(x3, x3)+

(k − 1) � X1

(
Min

(
x1,

=
x1

)
+ 1, Max

(
x1,

=
x1

)
− 1

)
�

X2

(
Min

(
x1,

=
x1

)
, Max

(
x1,

=
x1

))
� X3

(
Min

(
x3,

=
x3

)
, Min (x3,

=
x3

)
) + hm � X1

(
=
x1,

=
x1

)
�

X2

(
=
x2,

=
x2

)
� X3

(
=
x3,

=
x3

)
.

(9)
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Thus, according to Algorithm 2, Equation (9) can describe sets of prohibited rows even
without directly composing the truth table for all possible states. The prohibited part, if
necessary, can also be written as a separate AGA function.

3.4. Representation of Quantum Protocol by AGA Function

The model of the logic ledger h(m,s) = Fldg(m, t, em, em−s, hm, hm−s) proposed above
describes a system whose states are linked by a logic expression for entries taken for
different time moments. This model principally can be used for description of an arbitrary
procedure, including various classical and quantum protocols, as the truth table and its
equivalent product terms are simple and visual tools for preparation and debugging of a
logic function. This is illustrated further for the case of the route verification scheme cited
in Section 1.2.

Verification procedures discussed in [32] and in Section 1.2 suppose that the prover
and the verifier in each of the checkpoints interact as two different agents and execute the
quantum protocol PU [33], which includes the transfer and measurements of classical and
quantum signals.

Given above in the Figure 3, the actions of verifiers in every checkpoint were repre-
sented by the logic function FTN(P, t, V1, V2, S1, S2, S3, S4, J) [32], describing the work of
crossed measurement modules. Input variable P here describes the initiating signal, t is
time, and V1 and V2 depict the transfer of two equal values q by entangled photons emitted
by the EPR module. Indexed parameters S1, S2, S3, S4 describe the transfer of classical test
signals coming from the RO module via four crossed modules of the verifier, and J is the
counter of the involved devices and procedures.

In its turn, actions of the prover P were represented in [32] by logic function FP(
t, Ψ , Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, Sp4, J

)
, where t is time, Ψ is the measurement of the photon polariza-

tion state |Ψ > in the basis B = H(x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4) responding to the 2D scheme of
verification, Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, Sp4 refer to measurements of classical signals sent to four verifier
modules in the crossed scheme, and J is the counter of the devices and procedures. H is the
random hash function of the RO [32,77] used by all verifiers and provers.

In order to model the interaction of the two agents commented above in the joint
logic model, one should define the united AGA function FVP given by Equation (10) and
disclosed in Table 5:

y = FVP
(
t, P, V1, V2, S1, S2, S3, S4, Ψ , Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, Sp4, Jv, Jp

)
(10)

Table 5. Truth table of the FVP function, modelling interaction of the prover and the verifier agents in
the route verification scheme [79]. Procedure describes execution of protocol PU and involves RO.
Logic function can be written as a set of product terms and used as entry in the logic ledger.

Input Variables Output Activated Procedure

t P V1 V2 S1 S2 S3 S4 JV Ψ Sp1 Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 JP FVP

t0 p - - - - - - - - - - - - - C1 Prover initiates protocol
t1 - - - s1 - - - j2 - - - - - - C2 Step 1: load s1 from RO
t1 - - - - s2 - - j3 - - - - - - C3 Load s2 from RO
t1 - - - - - s3 - j4 - - - - - - C4 Load s3 from RO
t1 - - - - - - s4 j5 - - - - - - C5 Load s4 from RO
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Table 5. Cont.

Input Variables Output Activated Procedure

t P V1 V2 S1 S2 S3 S4 JV Ψ Sp1 Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 JP FVP

t2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - jp1 C14 Step 2: transfer initiating signal p
t2 - - - - - - - - ψ - - - - jp2 C15 Load |ψ> into quantum memory
t2 - - - - - - - - - sp1 - - - jp3 C16 Measure s1

t2 - - - - - - - - - - sp2 - - jp4 C17 Measure s2

t2 - - - - - - - - - - - sp3 - jp5 C18 Measure s3

t2 - - - - - - - - - - - - sp4 jp6 C19 Measure s4

t2 - - - - - - - j1 - - - - - - C6 Re-switching of memory units
t2 - - - - - - - j2 - - - - - - C7 Transfer of |ψ>
t2 - - - - - - - j3 - - - - - - C8 Transfer s1

t2 - - - - - - - j4 - - - - - - C9 Transfer s2

t2 - - - - - - - j5 - - - - - - C10 Transfer s3

t2 - - - - - - - j6 - - - - - - C11 Transfer s4

t3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - jp1 C20
Step 3: calculate basis
B = H(s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3 ⊕ s4 ) and measure ψ in basis B

t4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - jp2 C21 Step 4: transfer of |ψ> by EPR pairs
t5 - q1 q2 - - - - j1 - - - - - - C12 Step 5: measurements and check if q1 = q2

t6 - - - - - - - j1 - - - - - - C13
Step 6: repeat steps for C1-C12 and estimate if error
exceeds 3.5%

This function is defined for the set of all 14 input variables used earlier in FP and FTN ,
and the output variable is given by the set of constants C1, . . . , C21, for simplicity tagged
as they are in paper [32]. According to [32,33,79], the used version of route verification
protocol PU [33] was slightly adapted for the 2D case, and one checkpoint was considered
as one verifier agent, which interacts with the prover agent. Their interaction corresponds to
the protocol PU [33] and is subdivided into six steps tagged by time countdowns t0, . . . , t6.
Here, the value p of variable P obtained at t0 refers to the initial signal coming from the
prover and initiating the verification protocol, clocking scheme, memory device, random
oracle, and microcontrollers or FPGAs. As time variable t is the same for both agents
in [32,79], it does not need to be repeated twice in the united Equation (10). Two counters
tagged JV and Jp principally can be replaced by one, but for simplicity they respond to the
variables used earlier.

A special comment should be given to the other steps necessary for theoretically
adapting the proven PU protocol [33], for practice. The choice of EPR scheme is critical
here, as namely the simultaneous emission of two entangled photons provides maximal
precision to the measurements of distances between the prover and the pair of verifiers (in
the crossed detection scheme) in Figure 2. Respectively, the EPR scheme in the PU protocol
determines the use of the polarization coding of qubits. However, the EPR scheme can
have three variants, concerning the polarization of the pump photon [82,83]. The signal
and idler photons can have the same polarization with each other and can coincide with the
destroyed pump photon, but their equal polarization can also be orthogonal to the pump
photon polarization. One more opportunity is that the signal and idler photons can have
perpendicular polarizations. Thus, the truth table in Table 5 can potentially describe more
details for these variants.

The choice of input variables leaves some alternatives for the procedure of input of
the classical testing signals s1, s2, s3, s4 generated by the RO module and controlled by
variables S1, S2, S3, S4. These classical signals should be sent to the prover by the verifier,
and one can use a separate controller for them and thus replace four signals by one. The
same alternative refers to signals sp1, s2p, sp3, sp4 emitted by the prover and described by
variables Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, Sp4.
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It is necessary to emphasize that mobile agents are mainly associated with the atmo-
spheric line for entangled data exchange during route passing by agents, but principally
modifications of the protocol PU can be adapted for a fiber optics scheme with an EPR
source of qubits [75].

Special commentary should also be given to the “-” symbols used in the rows of the
truth table of the function FVP for the shortened description of equivalent product terms.
For the ideal physical set-up, one may fill in the truth table by the set of variables written in
the table and replace all “-” with zeros, as there should be no signals for these variables.
These zeros in the truth table correspond to Literals Xi(0, 0) written in the product terms,
as it was carried out for Tables 1–3. However, real signals may have nonzero levels due to
transient processes and noise. That is why, for the real system, an ideal logic model may
not work correctly, and noise deviations should be taken into account. This fact leads to
the necessity to add into the truth table all possible rows containing the expected spectrum
of all possible noise signals, which is a very wasteful method, but such information may
be not accessible at the initial stage of design. At the stage of composing the truth table,
one can suppose that input variables tagged by the symbol “-” are not observed and may
have arbitrary transient values. This may be written by Literal (0, k − 1) ≡ k − 1, which can
always be correctly “installed” into any shortened product term for omitted variables. This
can be disclosed by Equation (11), where all variables tagged by “-” in Table 5 are omitted:

FVP = C1 ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ XP(p, p) ∗ Xjp
(

jp1, jp1
)
+

C2 ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xs1(s1, s1) ∗ Xj(j2, j2)+
C3 ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xs2(s2, s2) ∗ Xj(j3, j3)+
C4 ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xs3(s3, s3) ∗ Xj(j4, j4)+
C5 ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xs4(s4, s4) ∗ Xj(j5, j5)+
C6 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j1, j1)+
C7 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j2, j2)+
C8 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j3, j3)+
C9 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j4, j4)+
C10 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j5, j5)+
C11 ∗ Xt(t2, t2) ∗ Xj(j6, j6)+
C12 ∗ Xt(t5, t5) ∗ Xv1(q1, q1) ∗ Xv2(q2, q2) ∗ Xj(j1, j1)+
C13 ∗ Xt(t6, t6) ∗ Xj(j1, j1)+
C14 ∗ Xtp(t0, t0) ∗ Xjp

(
jp1, jp1

)
+

C15 ∗ Xtp(t2, t2) ∗ Xψ(ψ, ψ) ∗ Xjp
(

jp2, jp2
)
+

C16 ∗ Xtp(t2, t2) ∗ Xsp1
(
sp1, sp1

) ∗ Xjp
(

jp3, jp3
)
+

C17 ∗ Xtp(t2, t2) ∗ Xsp2
(
sp2, sp2

) ∗ Xjp
(

jp4, jp4
)
+

C18 ∗ Xtp(t2, t2) ∗ Xsp3
(
sp3, sp3

) ∗ Xjp
(

jp5, jp5
)
+

C19 ∗ Xtp(t2, t2) ∗ Xsp4
(
sp4, sp4

) ∗ Xjp
(

jp6, jp6
)
+

C20 ∗ Xtp(t3, t3) ∗ Xjp
(

jp1, jp1
)
+

C21 ∗ Xtp(t4, t4) ∗ Xjp
(

jp1, jp1
)
.

(11)

However, the first product term C1 ∗ XP(p, p) ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xj(j1, j1) in Equation (11)
should be rewritten equivalently as:

C1 ∗ XP(p, p) ∗ Xt(t1, t1) ∗ Xj(j1, j1) =
C1 ∗Xt(t1, t1) ∗ XP(p, p) ∗ XV1(0, k − 1) ∗ XV2(0, k − 1) ∗ XS1(0, k − 1)

∗XS1(0, k − 1)∗XS2(0, k − 1)∗XS3(0, k − 1)∗XS4(0, k − 1)
∗Xψ(ψ, ψ)∗XSp1(0, k − 1)∗XSp2(0, k − 1)∗XSp3(0, k − 1)
∗XSp4(0, k − 1)∗XIV(j1, j2)∗XIP(j1, j2)

(12)
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The other 20 product terms also should be appropriately rewritten.
After the design and clarification of the involved hardware components, one should

specify the appropriate noise parameters and reduce the band of indexed parameter b in

Literals with (0, k − 1) from k − 1 to some determined by noize value
=
b. In other words,

function y = FVP given by Equation (12) should be redefined after clarification of its noise
parameters. Namely, this procedure will be correct, as there are no formal reasons to mix 0
and k − 1 constants in one logic expression, and this should be carried out by hand in the
final truth table for the new function y = FVP.

Using the procedures discussed above, one can write the function, describing the
interaction of prover and verifier agents, into the ledger function as a reference procedure
for tests or restoration. Position-based verification with protocol PU [33] here is not the
obstacle, and both quantum and classical procedures can be united in the AGA logic model.

One more substantial note should be given, referring the further necessity to consider
the model of trust for the interaction between the prover and the verifier. The joint logic
function y = FVP discussed above has included the prover and the verifier as two different
agents, according to their signals used in the verification protocol. However, their real
interaction will also depend on the honest and dishonest behavior of the prover. In order
to obtain a more detailed and realistic description of the verification procedure, it is further
necessary to add a model of trust for their interaction.

Another interesting aspect of a fiber optics network segment is that advances in this
field create the possibility to complement the PBC task and its more secured but specific
PU by a less protected but more massive QKD protocol for the delivery of confidential
digital data, such as photos, from the neural network database. At least, the recent research
of the continuous-variable QKD scheme [84] can potentially be used for the design of
k-valued truth models of AGA. Moreover, this paper discusses the trusted component of
the phase noise model, so that the agent model for such hardware schemes can directly
include several different noise models into the control scheme of the agent. That means
there is a necessity to design more complicated models of trust, directly including physical
parameters into agent models. It seems that multiparametrical models of AGA can be
quite appropriate for the integration of such physical processes. The frequency polarization
multiplexing system used in [85] additionally enlarges the interest in the continuous-
variable QKD scheme. Besides this, the equalization enhanced phase noise [86] is attributed
to wavelength division multiplexing schemes of fiber optics, which seems to be the most
reliable scheme for the realization of multi-level logic. Moreover, the phase-coded noise
compensation tools in QKD schemes [86] are attributed to dispersion compensating fiber,
chirped Bragg gratings, dispersion-shifted fiber, and reduction of the chromatic dispersion
effect by optimal initial pulse duration. All these schemes can potentially be considered as
components for AI control agents, but the agent’s architecture and MVL model can differ
substantially for them.

3.5. Computing Aspects of AGA Functions

As the ledger verification scheme for robotic agents is finally designated for data
protection protocols and RO design, possible schemes of MVL procession should be obliga-
torily adapted to low-level programming and distributed schemes of microcontrollers and
memory chips located inside a hardware agent. The two-controller testing circuit board
was designed earlier for a fuzzy logic modelling device, which is shown schematically in
the Figure 8, where input bus commutators used ADC in agents, but here it was used for
the run of MVL function calculations. This external link controller, chips at the output bus,
and some of clocking signals are not discussed here and are not shown, for brevity. Such
a laboratory circuit board has a lower response in comparison with modern ARDUINO
controllers [87], which are good for conjugation with modern computer ports and for quick
access to embedded memory with limited capacity, but they are not appropriate for experi-
ments with brunched multi-port schemes with active interaction of several controllers and
high-capacity external memory chips, which is actually for the design of hardware agents.
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The 8-bit circuit board that was used included 1 MB SRAM, 512 KB ROM, and two 24 MHz
ATMEL microcontrollers, possessing four input/output banks. The microcontroller MC1
was intended for data acquisition from external and network devices, and the second one,
MC2, calculated the MVL ledger test function. Trigger registers Rg1, 2, and 3 are necessary
here for the clocking of external memory chips. Addressing of the necessary SRAM cell is
performed via bank (i.e., port) two of MC2 by means of trigger registers and inversed pins
CE OE, WE. The data from SRAM and ROM are inputted via bank P0 of MC2.

 

Figure 8. Scheme of the testing circuit board for AGA microassembler software (shortened).

The scheme shown in Figure 8 with the microassembler program for MC2 calculates
the fit of the arbitrary external entry to the MVL ledger model with assigned quasi random
hash value h(m,1). For clarity, the hash value h(m,1) assigned to the last ledger entry is written
in ROM, as in fact the RO device is to be the combination of the memory and random
number generator, reproducing random hash for any repeated input signal. Respectively, it
can be emulated by outputting value h(m,1) taken from the set h(1,1), . . . , h(m−1,1), h(m,1),
. . . h(k−1,1) written in cells with addresses from, for example, #1 up to #255.

The test task included the processing of eight Literals shown in Table 2. In order to
shorten the task, only one external hash value approves the entry, and every entry e consists
of two components, e11 and e12. According to Table 4, the MVL template ledger function
has emulated the numerical test data coming from the external agent and written them in
fixed memory cells, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Structure of template and input test data to be written in SRAM for entry verification.

Template m t e11 e12 h1 e21 e22 h2
Addresses #1,#2 #3,#4 #11,#12 #13,#14 #15,#16 #17,#18 #19,#20 #21,#22
Test data mt tt et11 et12 ht1 et21 et22 ht2

Addresses #101 #103 #111 #113 #115 #117 #119 #121

The value of the calculated product term is to be written in SRAM cell #150.
The results of running of the program for microcontroller MC2 were also emulated

by the simplest microassembler simulator AVSIM. Given a further short fragment of
software demonstrates the calculation of only one Literal in a scheme with external memory
addressing, in order to show the role of the agent’s architecture. Note that this program
processes a general case of Literals with different low and higher indexed parameters of a,
b in separate cells.
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Fragment of the program for calculation of Literal X(a,b) in MC2.

ORG 0H
AJMP START
ORG 30H
. . .
LITERALS: MOV R6,#1; begin cycle for calculation of 8 Literals
SJMP PT
NEXTLIT: INC R6
PT: CLR C;
. . . addressing cell #1 in SRAM . . .
MA: MOV A,P0; read a for variable m
MOV R5,A; assign a to register R5
. . . addressing cell #2 in SRAM . . .
MB: MOV A,P0; read b for variable m
MOV R4,A; assign b to register R4
. . . addressing cell #101 in SRAM . . .
MT: MOV A, P0; read mt
MOV R3,A
COMPMA: SUBB A, R5; compare mt with a for Xm
JNC LITMB; go to LITMB if bit C = 0 and mt is greater than a for Xm
AJMP PT_0; mt does not fit to Literal and the whole product term is equal to zero
COMPMB: CLR C
MOV A,R4; assign b to accumulator A
SUBB A, R3; compare mt with b for Xm
JNC CHECKLIT; if bit C = 0 i.e., mt less than b for Xm, then process next Literal
AJMP PT0; mt does not fit to Literal and the whole product term is zero

CHECKLIT: CJNE R6,#8,PT;
PT0: . . . SRAM cell #150 addressing . . .
MOV P0,#0; write 0 for product term into SRAM
. . .
END

A further example is shown for the shortest designed versions of MIN, MAX operators
possible, only without external memory addressing.

Fragments of the program for calculationof MAX(x,y) or MIN(x,y) in MC2

MINIMUM (#N1,#N2):
choose smaller of two values

MAXIMUM (#N1,#N2):
choose greater of two values

INPUT
#N1← Natural number
#N2← Natural number

MOV A,#N1 MOV A,#N1
MOV R7,#N2 MOV R7,#N2
CLR C CLR C
SUBB A,R7 SUBB A,R7
JNC MIN_N2 JNC MAX_N1
MOV R0,#N1 MOV R0,#N2
SJMP NEXT SJMP NEXT
MIN_N2:MOV R0,#N2 MAX_N1:MOV R0,#N1
NEXT NEXT:

OUTPUT: MIN value in register R0 OUTPUT: MAX value in register R0
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Results of microassembler modeling.

• Microassembler 8-bit modeling of MVL operators and functions does not detect any
additional problems in comparison with traditional microcontroller applications such
as step motors or control or sensors, but the choice of agent architecture influences
greatly on the time response and clocking. It should be chosen before the full-scale
modeling of agent interaction;

• For test circuit board shown above, the calculation of basic operators for AGA function
is slow enough as, e.g., k = 256 truth levels и n = 30 variables the calculation will
need ≈ 210, 000 work cycles, which responds to 0.1 s at 24 MHz, as minimally possible
parameters are tMIN-MAX ≈ 4 μs and tLiteral ≈ 9 μs. However, addressing of external
memory devices can additionally enlarge the number of cycles, at least for ≈20–25%.
That complicates the design of the universal PC’s program for interaction with the
hardware agent;

• FPGA, at for example 500 MHz, are more appropriate for practical work with AGA, as
due to [88] its typical work cycle responds to four clocking cycles and calculations of
the AGA function will take

t = Ntruth levels · 4Twork cycle ·Noperators MIN&MAX (13)

and can be lowered to the ~ms scale appropriate for real technical tasks. However,
parallel schemes of AGA calculations are not investigated for such platforms.

• In order to solve the problem of non-compatibility of instructions for computer and
microcontroller platforms using the AGA logic ledger, a modern RISC-V platform [89]
with open code seems to be the possible solution, as it proposes universal short
instructions for devices with different throughput.

For further conjugation of microassembler and PC procedures in MASs, one can use as
the base the program for the computing of the AGA function given in C language, which
was published as a supplement to the recent paper [30]. As for C++, since the standard
ANSI C [90] does not define library functions corresponding to operators MAX(x, y) and
MIN(x, y), then for the prototype stdlib.h traditional cycles or macro, max( ) and min( )
can be used for calculations of these operators. The program’s main { . . . } part should then
use instructions such as:

printf “max/min of x, y is %d\n”, max/min (x, y));
return 0;.
For such a design, the final architecture of the hardware agent should be chosen, as the

data exchange in the distributed scheme directly emulating procedures for the proposed
logic ledger will need high-capacity external memory chips, substantially modifying time
response estimations.

3.6. Discussion of Prospectives for Further Research of AGA Functions

Modern fiber optics networks provide a possibility to transfer large volumes of digital
information to distant nodes, and QKD schemes enhance the protection level for data
transfer channels, which creates new possibilities for massive distant control of robotic
MASs. However, there are currently no ready and well-formed concepts to provide reliable
autonomous monitoring and self-restoration of a MAS in case of attacks and breakdowns.
That is why there are several actual tasks to continue the MVL designs presented above.

The logically linked list for a distributed ledger proposed above can be further used as
a simple scheme for backup storage, aimed at autonomous verification and restoration of
valuable and critical data for distant agents. AGA models are attractive here due to their
ability to form correct multiparametrical logic expressions for arbitrary sets of parameters.
They can combine parameters of classical and quantum lines for collective verification
using quantum keys, RO, and “bit commitment schemes”.

For future robotic system tasks, data concerning rent, repairs, and licenses for a small-
scale MAS seems to be not confidential, but technical schemes of objects, prehistory of the
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agent’s work represented by terrestrial maps, biometrics keys, verification digital schemes,
and images need additional secret coding. The simplest way here is to use the encapsulation
of an additional protocol into a standard one, and the AGA analog of OTP secret coding
scheme [31] can potentially be adapted for the large number of truth levels in a ledger.

The proposed schemes of a logic-linked list of entries and distributed logic ledger
allow the formal logic scheme to design a vaster model of trust for the interaction of agents
with other ones and network nodes. The time-attributed model of linking entries, necessary
for the quantum protocol PU and other classical verification schemes, principally can be
extended from space coordinates to other variables. A multi-stage procedure resembling a
Merkle tree in the BC [37–39] can be used here based on the same random hash functions as
for RO-based schemes [22]. Estimations of trust parameters can be gathered in a separate
AGA function, which can be used the same as the MVL classification scheme proposed
earlier [30] for decision making.

As noise models for fiber optics systems [84] can now involve independent trust
estimates, more detailed schemes for the integration of such models into robotic agents are
interesting for more efficient control of fiber optics networks. Verification schemes with
enhanced trust models can also describe pairs of bot–hardware agents, where the software
bot is used as a “deputy admin” at a distant MAS.

The task to protect memory storage in unmanned network robots from illegal modifi-
cations may be considered further as the creation of self-sustained robotic “collaborative
media” for the partner interaction of inexpensive small-scale robotic systems, providing
individual and collective verification, approval, and restoration of data. Unfortunately, a
trusted server is too expensive of a way for mass MASs. Then, a set of small distant backups
with branched addressing of entries, muddy structure, and additional secret coding can be
the alternative, thus extending the trend for collective interaction of agents, demonstrated
by IoV, IoT, BC, and smart grids.

Experiments for MVL models are reasonably based on the unified structure of short
instructions at RISC-V platforms [89], which are interesting for the design of RO versions
based on known versions of the SHA256 cryptography hashing function and QRNG.

Conjugation with computer vision systems and neural networks for autonomous
agents are considered as the obligatory step for the realization of unmanned robots without
trusted server control. That is why the route verification scheme [32,79] is only a preliminary
attempt to work out schemes for the integration of quantum verification schemes with
digital images.

4. Conclusions

Modern fiber optics can become the base for the distant control of unmanned robotic
agents and MASs. However, mass and inexpensive unmanned mobile hardware agents can
scarcely be realized as trusted nodes; moreover, they should interact with network nodes
that have different levels of trust. As a result, traditional memory data storage becomes the
vulnerable component of a mass autonomous robot, and the situation cannot be radically
changed for the modern level of quantum memory technologies. That is why, for the
reliable work of autonomous mass agents, they should more closely interact with partner
network nodes and agents, which can be used for mutual monitoring and as distributed
backup storages of critical data necessary in case of breakdowns and attacks. The trend is
also to involve different estimates of trust and various verification procedures. Thus, the
problem of illegal modifications of data in mass unmanned robots makes the actual design
of complicated verification procedures based on AI and multiagent models difficult.

In the present paper, the use of some of the methods designed earlier for the blockchain
and distributed ledgers and to applying logic analogs of the linked list and a distributed
ledger scheme are proposed. As a robotic version of a ledger is aimed at technical tasks,
the approval of data can be realized as simple majority voting instead of expensive proof-
of-work schemes from the blockchain.
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In order to integrate classical and quantum verification protocols with digital images
and other possible data structures, the AGA logic model of a linked list is proposed for
agents, autonomously interacting with network nodes. This model uses the AGA function
for the logic modelling of two entries, attributed to the time parameter and random hash
values assigned collectively by partner nodes. Such a scheme simplifies the integration
of complicated quantum and classical verification protocols, such as the protocol PU
for position-based verification, and makes the earlier proposed RO schemes for hashing
more interesting.

Keys for access to backup storages in external nodes are proposed to be sets of random
hash values, assigned by network partners involved with the pool as verifiers, or by entries
written in the special format of the data. Such functions that include entries and hash values
can be directly used for data extraction from distributed storages. Entries in these functions
are intended to approve licenses, credentials, and other critical data for the unmanned
work of agents.

The method of “prohibited” product terms is proposed in order to prevent illegal
modification of the logic ledger by the minimization of logic expressions, which may be
applied for the shortening of the ledger’s length and time computing.

Initial testing was held for MVL programs necessary for agents and logic ledger design,
stimulating the choice of specific architecture for involved agents, which is necessary for
full-scale testing of the proposed method.
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Abstract: One of the main challenges in dense 5G radio access networks (RANs) is provisioning of
low-cost connectivity between a large number of antennas, located at remote sites, and a central
site (hub) in which baseband processing functions are performed. Packet-switched Ethernet and
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) are two principal transport network technologies enabling
the reduction of the demand for direct optical fiber connections between the antennas and the hub.
Whereas Ethernet allows for statistical multiplexing of multiple xHaul (fronthaul/midhaul/backhaul)
flows and their aggregation in a high-capacity transmission link, WDM makes it possible to establish
a number of such links (using different wavelengths) in a single optical fiber. Additional savings in
the amount of fibers required can be achieved by means of optical add-drop multiplexers (OADMs)
that allow for obtaining access to unused wavelengths by intermediate remote nodes, whenever
the capacity on the WDM system is not fully utilized by the end remote node. In this work, we
focus on the problem of planning optimal fiber connections, including the placement of OADMs
for a set of wavelength demands at remote sites, with the aim of minimizing the amount of fibers
used in a packet-optical xHaul access network carrying 5G traffic. We consider a passive WDM
system in which the maximum transmission distance, estimated using an optical power-budget
model, depends on the number of OADMs that are present on the transmission path. To formulate
and solve the optimization problem, we make use of integer linear programming (ILP). We apply
the ILP model in network analysis. In particular, by means of numerical experiments performed
for two different network topologies, we study the impact of traffic load (in terms of the number of
requested wavelengths) and optical multiplexer loss on the number of transmission paths that have
to be established in the network. Obtained results show that the savings in fiber connections of up
to 65% can be achieved in a packet-optical xHaul network if OADMs are used when compared to the
scenario without OADMs.

Keywords: 5G networks; centralized radio access network; packet-switched xHaul network; optical
network; WDM; network planning; network optimization; ILP modeling

1. Introduction

Telecommunication networking is undergoing a profound transformation related to
the deployment of 5G networks [1]. This transformation is accompanied by evolution of the
mobile network towards centralized and virtualized radio access network (C-RAN/vRAN)
architectures [2]. Already in centralized 4G/long term evolution (LTE) network imple-
mentations, the base station has been disaggregated into a remote radio head (RRH),
located close to the antenna at a remote site (cell), and a baseband unit (BBU) placed at a
central site (hub). Distributed RRHs and centralized BBUs are connected using the com-
mon public radio interface (CPRI) protocol in such networks. In 5G, the radio frequency
processing functions performed by a BBU are realized by a distributed unit (DU) and a
central unit (CU), whereas RRH is replaced by a radio unit (RU), which performs low-level
physical functions [3]. The DUs and CUs may be placed at different network locations in
accordance with particular requirements of diverse 5G services, which can be classified
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as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
(URLLC), and massive machine-type communications (mMTC). For instance, the whole
radio processing stack (i.e., DU/CU) might be placed at a remote site in mMTC applications,
whereas the DU processing for eMBB services may be performed at a hub site, as mentioned
in Reference [4]. The disaggregation and distributed placement of 5G RAN functions, re-
sults in multiple data flows that differ in terms of bandwidth and latency requirements.
These flows, related to fronthaul (FH—between RU and DU), midhaul (MH—between DU
and CU), and backhaul (BH—between CU and a 5G core network) connections, should
be carried using a convergent xHaul transport network, as mentioned in Reference [5].
In particular, the transport of traffic from remote sites and its aggregation into a hub site is
realized through an xHaul access network.

5G networks are expected to make use of a much larger amount of installed antennas
and access points than previous generations of mobile networks, which is frequently re-
ferred to as network densification. To decrease the capacity requirements of transport links
in RANs, different techniques for compression of radio data have been proposed [6–8]. Still,
the use of conventional transport solutions, based on dedicated point-to-point CPRI links, is
neither scalable nor cost-effective in dense 5G access networks as it results in huge demand
for high-bandwidth links between the antennas and the hub site. Therefore, to assure a
convergent, scalable, and low-cost transport of radio traffic, the adaptation of well-known
packet-based Ethernet technology has been proposed for xHaul transport networks in
the IEEE standards 802.1CM [9] and 1914.1 [4]. Ethernet enables statistical multiplexing
of data flows and, hence, increased utilization of link bandwidth. The encapsulation of
5G radio data into Ethernet frames is achieved by means of the enhanced CPRI (eCPRI)
protocol [10]. The use of Ethernet in xHaul allows for support, as well other services not
related to 5G, such as legacy 4G, enterprise, and residential services. In particular, the CPRI
data related to 4G services is encapsulated and mapped into Ethernet frames using Ra-
dio over Ethernet (RoE) protocol specified in the IEEE 1914.3 standard [11]. Eventually,
time-sensitive networking (TSN) features specified in Reference [9] enable prioritized,
low-latency transmission of Ethernet frames carrying latency-sensitive fronthaul traffic.

The Ethernet switches located at remote sites, where traffic from local antennas/access
points/other sources is aggregated, and a hub site, where certain baseband processing func-
tions are performed and traffic is forwarded towards the network core, will be principally
connected by means of high capacity and low delay links. Optical fiber technologies are
a first choice for deployment of such links as they satisfy both requirements and provide
some additional capabilities, such as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). WDM
increases significantly the capacity of an optical fiber thanks to multiplexing of signals
transmitted on different wavelengths using either passive or active WDM equipment in-
stalled at the link ends [12]. Passive WDM reduces about 4–6 times the cost of active WDM
since it does not use signal amplification and dispersion compensation components, in
addition to the fact that it utilizes less expensive WDM equipment [13]. Therefore, passive
WDM solutions are often preferred in limited-distance applications (up to 20 km), such as
5G access networks.

WDM enables aggregation of traffic from remote sites by means of OADM devices,
which combine selected wavelengths at particular intermediate sites into an optical trans-
mission path going from an end remote site through intermediate sites to a hub site,
as shown in Figure 1. The application of an OADM at an intermediate site increases uti-
lization of the WDM link, and, at the same time, it releases from the need to establish a
dedicated transmission path between the hub and the site. It leads to the reduction of the
number of fiber connections and installed WDM equipment, which translates into lower
network deployment costs [14–16]. Recently, a commercial solution available under the
trade name flexiHaul has been proposed for a 5G packet-optical xHaul access network.
This solution consists of a TSN Ethernet switch [17] and a passive WDM system xWave
400G [16], which allows for the aggregation of wavelengths on optical paths by means
of OADMs.
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Figure 1. Example of packet-optical xHaul access network carrying 4G, 5G, and private network
traffic between a hub and two remote sites (one transmission direction depicted in the optical layer).

In a 5G access transport network based on a transmission system with the above dis-
cussed features, a basic network design problem concerns planning of optical connections
between remote sites and a hub site. The problem consists of the selection of routes for opti-
cal transmission paths over the network, together with the selection of intermediate nodes
at which OADMs are located and traffic is aggregated. These decisions are constrained by
the optical power budget of the system, which determines the maximum length of optical
paths (i.e., transmission reach/distance). Moreover, the use of OADMs introduces losses of
optical power, which results in a shortened transmission reach. As a consequence, there is
a certain tradeoff that limits the use of many OADMs on longer paths, although such paths
might pass through and allow for gathering traffic from a larger number of remote sites.
As aggregation of traffic is desirable for decreasing network cost; hence, proper routing
and OADM placement decisions are required when planning optical connections in the
network. The length of routing paths and resulting propagation delays may be limited
additionally due to low-latency requirements of specific 5G services.

In this work, we focus on modeling and optimal solving the discussed connection
planning problem in a 5G packet-optical xHaul access network. The main contributions of
this work are the following:

1. development and application of a physical-layer transmission model, based on optical
power budget calculations and assuming the properties of a passive WDM system,
for estimating the reach of transmission paths,

2. formulation of an ILP optimization problem for generation of optimal solutions to
the connection planning problem in the 5G packet-optical xHaul access network
considered, and

3. assessment of the impact of wavelength aggregation (by means of OADMs) on net-
work performance in different scenarios assuming realistic transmission system pa-
rameters.

To the best of our knowledge, the optimization problem addressed and the ILP for-
mulation proposed have not been considered in the literature yet. In addition, we are not
aware of a similar work in which a physical-layer transmission model was included to
optimization of a 5G packet-optical xHaul access network.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
works. In Section 3, we present main assumptions concerning the transmission model and
latency constraints. In Section 4, we formulate the optimization problem and model it
as an ILP problem. In Section 5, we report the results of numerical experiments. Finally,
in Section 6, we conclude this work.
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2. Related Works

Optimization of C-RANs connected using optical fiber networks has been frequently
addressed jointly with the problem of placement of BBU/DU/CU processing resources. In
Reference [14,15], the authors studied a BBU placement problem in a C-RAN connected
using a WDM optical network. The optimization problem was formulated as an ILP
problem with the objective to minimize the total network cost represented by either the
number of active BBU sites or the number of fibers used to transport the traffic in the
network. In the study, the underlying optical network was given, and a generic WDM
system was considered, in which transmission distance of optical paths (lightpaths) was
not constrained by a physical-layer transmission model. The authors of Reference [18]
proposed an ILP formulation for the problem of dimensioning of BBU processing and
optical transponder resources in a CPRI-based C-RAN connected using an active WDM
optical network equipped with sliceable bandwidth-variable transponders. In that work,
dedicated point-to-point connections were assumed, without traffic aggregation, and there
were not any transmission reach-related constraints. The problem of designing dense
WDM (DWDM) rings in metro and access segments of a survivable 5G transport network
was studied in Reference [19]. The authors proposed different schemes for survivable
5G transport and made use of a heuristic approach for planning and dimensioning of
ring-based fiber connections. In Reference [20], the BBU location problem with planning
of survivable (i.e., primary and backup) lightpath connections in a 5G fronthaul network
was addressed. In that work, a generic WDM optical network without any constraints on
transmission distance was assumed. The authors of Reference [21] focused on ILP modeling
of the problem of DU and CU placement with lightpath provisioning in a ring-based WDM
metro/aggregation network. Similar as in other aforementioned works, a generic WDM
system was assumed, and transmission reach was not modeled. A literature survey on
resource allocation-related problems and solutions in centralized RANs can be found [22].

Different solutions have been considered for passive WDM networks. Coarse wave-
length division multiplexing (CWDM) has been widely used in local and metropolitan
networks. In CWDM, the channel spacing equals 20 nm, which enables the use of 18 chan-
nels in the wavelength range from 1271 nm to 1611 nm. Due to the wide range of dispersion,
CWDM has limited use in systems with an extreme bit rate of 100 Gb/s per wavelength.
Zero dispersion of the G.652D fiber [23] lies in the range of 1312 ± 12 nm. For this reason,
in the IEEE 802.3cu standard [24], the wavelength range is limited to 4 channels: 1271, 1291,
1311, and 1331 nm. A two times denser spacing, i.e., 10 nm, was proposed in the MWDM
system [13]—12 channels were located in the range from 1267.5 to 1374.5 nm. In addition,
12-channel LAN-WDM system (LWDM) with an 800 GHz inter-channel spacing is used,
which, in the O transmission window, corresponds to a spacing of about 4.5 nm [13] and the
center of channels passband equals, respectively, 1269.23, 1273.55, 1277.89, 1282.26, 1286.66,
1291.10, 1295.56, 1300.05, 1304.58, 1309.14, 1313.73, and 1318.35 nm. Recently, an 8-channel
system with a 400 GHz channel spacing, i.e., about 2.25 nm in the O transmission window
(called nWDM—narrow WDM) has been proposed [16], in which the center of channels
passband equals, respectively, 1295.56, 1297.80, 1300.05, 1302.31, 1304.58, 1306.85, 1309.14,
and 1311.43 nm. This system, under the trade name of flexiHaul xWave 400G, offers a
20 km transmission distance and a 17 dB power budget. Four-level amplitude modulation
(PAM-4) is used, which enables two bits of information to be encoded in one code symbol.
Symbols are transferred at 53.125 Gbaud. Forward error correction RS (544,514) is applied
to allow error-free transmission for the input bit error rate less than 2.4 × 10−4 [25]. In the
mentioned WDM systems, multiplexers (MUX), demultiplexers (DMUX), and add/drop
modules (OADM), utilizing optical thin-film filters (TFF), are used to extract a channel of
a specific wavelength. They have better transmission properties than Bragg grids (FBG)
and array waveguide gratings (AWG), especially with inter-channel spacing greater than
200 GHz [26].
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3. Main Assumptions

In this section, we present the details of the optical transmission system and transmission-
reach model considered in this study. Moreover, we discuss the assumptions that we take
concerning the latencies of transported radio data and their impact on the transmission
path length.

3.1. Transmission Model

In this article, we assume the properties of WDM transmission system xWave 400G [16]
applied in the xHaul 5G optical-packet access network. As discussed in Section 2, the system
is characterized by a narrow inter-channel spacing. The benefit of a small inter-channel
spacing is the reduction of signal distortion caused by dispersion, while the drawback
is the need to use lasers with low chirp, temperature drift in the transmitter, and greater
nonlinear distortions. In this case, the limitation of the transmission distance is caused by
the power budget. Therefore, we present a detailed model for estimating this budget in the
following section.

Table 1 shows the system parameters required to calculate the transmission distance L
expressed by Equation (1), determined on the basis of the power and attenuation budget.
The number of OADMs introduced into the optical path is denoted by N.

L = min
(

PTXoma − PRXoma − 4NAC − 2NAMUX − AMM

α
, Lmax

)
[km]. (1)

Table 1. Transmission system parameters.

Fiber loss coefficient (α) [dB/km] 0.5
Connector loss (AC) [dB] 0.25

Maximum number of carried wavelengths (W) 4
MUX4 loss (AMUX) [dB] 1.8 × {1.0, 0.9, 0.8}

Maintenance margin (AMM) [dB] 1.0
Minimal transmitter outer optical modulation amplitude

(PTXoma) [dBm] 3.0

Receiver sensitivity (PRXoma) [dBm] −14.0
Maximum transmission distance (Lmax) [km] 20.0

Minimal transmitter outer optical modulation amplitude (PTXoma) is defined as the
minimal difference between two outer (maximal and minimal) optical power levels in PAM-
4 signal at transmitter output. Receiver sensitivity (PRXoma) is defined as the difference
between two outer (maximal and minimal) optical power levels in PAM-4 signal at receiver
input sufficient to obtain bit error rate less than 2.4 × 10−4 before FEC correction. Power
budget is the difference between PTXoma and PRXoma (see Reference [25], Figure 2-1).

The G.652D fiber loss coefficient value of 0.40 dB/km given in Reference [23] is in-
creased here by 0.10 dB/km taking into account additional splices losses and environmental
margin. To calculate the influence of connectors on attenuation budget, we exploit a statis-
tical approach due to a large number of connectors utilized (4N), and, as a consequence,
mean value represents connector loss. The maximum transmission distance (Lmax) of the
flexiHaul xWave 400G system is limited to 20 km [16].

MUX and DEMUX modules always operate in pairs, so, if they have the same order of
filters, the total attenuation we estimated is at approximately 2/3 of combined maximum
MUX/DEMUX attenuations (e.g., 3.6 dB instead of 5.4 dB) because the channel added
in the MUX farthest from the output is the most attenuated, while, in the DMUX, it is
dropped first and the least attenuated. This applies to both the MUX/DEMUX pair which
is part of OADM (see Figure 1) and to the first/last MUX/DEMUX pair in each optical
path. Attenuation of cut-through OADM optical path is increased by patchcord attenuation
equal to 2 × AC.

Figure 2 shows the system configuration with indicated parameters necessary to
estimate the transmission distance from Equation (1). A minimum of one wavelength is
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dedicated to a single remote site, so the maximum remote sites number equals W. In the
information available to us about the parameters of the flexiHaul xWave 400G system, there
is no exact data for the attenuation of MUX and OADM modules. Therefore, the budget
calculations are based on the parameters of similar, off-the-shelf components, made in the
same TFF technology, available from various manufacturers [27,28]; hence, we use several
variants for values of AMUX adopted in the analysis.

Figure 2. System configuration with denoted parameters necessary to estimate the transmission
distance L.

Eventually, in Table 2, we show the transmission distance (L) values obtained using
Equation (1) and system parameters presented in Table 1, for different values of MUX loss
and the number of OADMs present on the optical transmission path. The obtained values
of L are used in the optimization model presented in the next section to determine the
maximum number of OADMs that can be installed on a transmission path of a given length.

Table 2. Transmission distance L as a function of MUX loss and number of installed OADMs.

MUX Loss
Number of OADMs (N)

0 1 2 3

1.80 dB 20.00 km 13.60 km 4.40 km −
1.62 dB 20.00 km 15.04 km 6.56 km −
1.44 dB 20.00 km 16.48 km 8.72 km 0.96 km

3.2. Latency Constraints

The technical specification of the Ethernet switch utilized in the flexiHaul system [17]
mentions the implementation of the TSN mechanisms defined by standards IEEE 802.1CM
and IEEE 802.1Qbu. We assume that these TSN mechanisms are applied and they assure
the prioritized transmission of Ethernet frames carrying latency-sensitive data, in particular,
related to 5G fronthaul traffic. Still, under heavy fronthaul traffic loads, the latencies of
higher priority frames may be increased due to the need for their buffering since they
compete each other for transmission resources at the switch output link. To account for this
effect, we consider that the length of transmission paths between remote sites and the hub
is constrained additionally by the latency requirements of latency-sensitive data flows.

Namely, in the analysis performed in this work, we consider that the one-way latency
budget of latency-sensitive flows is equal to 100 μs (according to Reference [29]). Within this
budget, we assume that 50 μs is reserved, among others, for the store-and-forward opera-
tions in the switch (a few μs, as mentioned in Annex B in Reference [9]), the transmission
time of frames (not exceeding a few μs in a 100 Gbps optical link [30]), and queuing latency
(up to some tens of μs), whereas the remaining 50 μs is left for signal propagation in the
optical fiber. Note that, in the transmission system studied in this work, the buffering of
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frames in the xHaul network occurs once for each transmission direction, namely during ag-
gregation of radio data flows into wavelength connections at the remote TSN switch and at
the switch located in the hub, respectively, for uplink and downlink direction. Assuming
a periodic traffic model [31], in which the radio data frames are transmitted periodically
and within a certain transmission window of the size of up to some tens of μs, the queuing
latency does not exceed the transmission window duration in the worst case, in which all
HP frames arrive at the same moment, and the link capacity is fully utilized.

The above assumed 50 μs propagation delay limit corresponds to the maximum optical
path length equal to 10 km. The numerical results presented in Section 5 are obtained
considering this limit.

4. Optimization Problem

The packet-optical xHaul access network planning problem addressed in this paper
consists of finding a set of transmission paths between a given set of remote sites and a hub
site. A transmission path is realized either as a direct fiber connection between the end sites
or a fiber connection going through OADM devices installed at some remote sites (as shown
in Figures 1 and 2). Each transmission path carries a number of wavelengths. An OADM
allows for joining into an existing transmission path the wavelengths originated at the
remote node at which this device is installed (see λ3 and λ4 in remote site 2 in Figure 1).
The connections are constrained by: (a) the allowable number of OADMs traversed by a
transmission path, which is limited by the optical power budget of the path (as discussed
in Section 3.1), and (b) the maximum number of carried wavelengths that must not exceed
the capacity of given WDM system. The use of OADMs allows for decreasing the demand
for fiber connections in the network. In this work, we aim at optimizing the configurations
of transmission paths, namely their routes and placement of OADMs, to minimize the
number of fiber connections required in the network.

We begin by introducing the notions and notation used in problem modeling. After-
wards, we formulate the connection planning problem as an ILP optimization problem.

4.1. Notation

The xHaul transport network is modeled by a graph G = (V , E), where V denotes
the set of network nodes, representing remote and hub sites, and E is the set of links
representing fiber connectivity between the nodes. We assume that the capacity of each link
in terms of available fibers is not a bottleneck and is sufficient to carry the traffic between
remote and hub nodes. Let W denote the capacity of the WDM system, i.e., the maximum
number of wavelengths carried in a fiber.

Let D be the set of demands. Each demand d ∈ D represents a number of wavelength
connections to be established in the xHaul network between a remote node and a hub
node. We assume that each remote node generates a demand. Let W(d) be the number of
requested wavelengths of demand d.

Let P(d) denote the set of candidate transmission paths of demand d ∈ D. Trans-
mission path p ∈ P(d) is a fiber route through the network between the remote node
corresponding to demand d and a hub node; in particular, p is a subset of network links
(p ⊆ E ). Let D(p) denote the physical length of transmission path p. We assume that
path p may either: (a) realize a direct fiber connection between the end nodes of a demand
or (b) be a fiber connection traversing OADM devices installed at some intermediate re-
mote nodes. Let N(p) denote the number of OADMs allowable on path p. N(p) depends
on path length D(p) and is determined by the transmission distance values presented
in Table 2, namely N(p) = max{N : D(p) ≤ L(N)}, where L(N) is the value of L for
given N in Table 2. Let Q(d, d̄) be the set of candidate transmission paths of demand d̄
(i.e., Q(d, d̄) ⊆ P(d̄)) which may go through an OADM installed at the remote node of
demand d. The notation is summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Notation.

Sets and Parameters

V set of remote and hub nodes
E set of links connecting the nodes
D set of demands
P(d) set of candidate transmission paths of demand d ∈ D
Q(d, d̄) set of candidate transmission paths of demand d̄ which can serve demand d
D(p) length of transmission path p
N(p) allowable number of OADMs on transmission path p
W(d) number of requested wavelengths of demand d
W capacity of WDM system (maximum number of wavelengths carried in a fiber)

Variables

xdp binary, xdp = 1 when path p is used by demand d; xdp = 0 otherwise

yd
binary, yd = 1 when demand d is served by a path belonging to other demand; yd = 0
otherwise

ydd̄
binary, ydd̄ = 1 when demand d is served by a path belonging to demand d̄; ydd̄ = 0
otherwise

4.2. ILP Formulation

To model the optimization problem, we introduce a set of decision variables. Namely,
binary variable xdp, d ∈ D, p ∈ P(d) indicates whether transmission path p is established
for demand d. Binary variable yd, d ∈ D indicates whether demand d is served by a
transmission path established for some other demand, which is achieved by means of an
OADM device introduced into the path. Eventually, binary variable ydd̄, d ∈ D, d̄ ∈ D
indicates whether demand d is served by a transmission path established for demand d̄.
The meaning of variables is also summarized in Table 3.

The ILP formulation of the connection planning problem considered is the following:

minimize z = A · ∑
d∈D

xdp + ∑
d∈D

∑
p∈P(d)

D(p) · xdp, (2)

∑
p∈P(d)

xdp + yd = 1, ∀d ∈ D, (3)

∑
d̄∈D,d̄ 
=d

ydd̄ = yd, ∀d ∈ D, (4)

∑
p∈Q(d,d̄)

xd̄p ≥ ydd̄, ∀d, d̄ ∈ D, d̄ 
= d, (5)

W(d) · (1 − yd) + ∑
d̄∈D,d̄ 
=d

W(d̄) · yd̄d ≤ W, ∀d ∈ D, (6)

∑
d̄∈D,d̄ 
=d

yd̄d ≤ ∑
p∈P(d)

N(p) · xdp, ∀d ∈ D. (7)

Optimization objective (2) aims at minimizing the number of transmission paths,
which is a primary goal imposed by coefficient A (we consider A = 1000), and the overall
length of used fibers (a secondary optimization goal). Constraints (3) assure that either a
transmission path, selected from the set of candidate paths, is established for a demand
(yd = 0) or the demand is served by the transmission path established for some other
demand by means of an OADM device (yd = 1). Constraints (4) determine which other
demand serves on its transmission path the demand that has not established its own
path (i.e., when yd = 1). Constraints (5) assure that, for demands supporting some other
demands, their own transmission paths should exist. Constraints (6) assure that the sum of
requested wavelengths of a demand for which a transmission path is established (when
yd = 0) and the requests wavelengths of other demands served by this transmission path
(when yd̄d = 1) must not exceed the fiber capacity (expressed by W). Finally, Constraints (7)
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assure that the number of other demands served by an established transmission path does
not exceed the allowable number of OADMs traversed by the path (expressed by N(p)).

5. Numerical Results

In this section, we apply the ILP optimization model presented in Section 4 in network
analysis. The evaluation is performed in two network topologies of different size: a
17-node city network (WRO17) and a 38-node mesh network (MESH38), shown in Figure 3.
Topology WRO17 was developed based on a subset of real antenna locations (marked by
triangles in Figure 3) in the center of city Wroclaw in Poland, where remote sites (marked
by circles) are placed in proximity of antennas and connected using links driven along
streets. The lengths of links in WRO17 reflect real physical lengths of depicted connections.
In reference topology MESH38, which was used in C-RAN studies in Reference [20], we
consider that link lengths are uniformly distributed between 1 and 3 kilometers. In both
topologies, the hub site is denoted by a hexagonal. The routes of candidate transmission
paths between remote nodes and the hub site have been generated using a k-shortest path
algorithm. The paths of the length exceeding the maximum allowable path length (i.e.,
10 km as discussed in Section 3.2) were excluded from the generated sets of candidate paths.
In Table 4, we present some link and path-related statistics corresponding to the topologies.

Figure 3. WRO17 and MESH38 network topologies showing fiber connectivity between remote sites
(circles) and hub site (hexagon); the triangles in WRO-17 represent real antenna locations.

Table 4. Characteristics of analyzed networks; SP denotes the shortest path.

Network Remote Sites Links
Link length [km] SP length [km] SP hops

Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

WRO17 17 25 0.54 1.55 2.03 3.01 3.7 6
MESH38 38 64 2.12 2.92 4.38 8.42 2.5 4

As mentioned in Section 4, each remote site requests a certain number of wavelengths
to be carried towards the hub site. The number of wavelengths requested by a remote site
is generated randomly with a uniform distribution between Nmin and Nmax. Traffic load,
denoted as ρ, is defined as the average number of requested wavelengths per remote site,
namely ρ = (Nmin + Nmax)/2. We evaluate different traffic scenarios, where Nmin ≥ 1
and Nmax ≤ 4. In particular, we have ρ = 1.0 for Nmin = Nmax = 1; ρ = 1.5 for
Nmin = 1, Nmax = 2; ρ = 2.0 for Nmin = 1, Nmax = 3, etc. In each traffic scenario,
the results are obtained and averaged over 10 randomly generated demand sets.

We assume the transmission model and system parameters discussed in Section 3.1.
In particular, we evaluate the impact of MUX loss AMUX on network performance, where
AMUX ∈ {1.8, 1.62, 1.44} dB. As a reference scenario, denoted as no-OADMs, we consider
the network in which OADMs are not used and dedicated transmission paths are estab-
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lished between every remote node and the hub. In particular, we have 17 and 38 such
transmission paths in WRO17 and MESH38, respectively.

The numerical experiments are performed on a 3.7 GHz 32-core Ryzen Threadripper-
class machine with 64 GB RAM. To solve the ILP model, we use CPLEX v.12.9 solver [32].
All the results are optimal and computation times of CPLEX do not exceed 80 s in the most
demanding scenario.

In Figure 4, we illustrate optimal transmission paths found in network WRO17 for
two selected traffic scenarios with loads ρ = 1.0 and ρ = 2.0, assuming MUX attenuation
AMUX = 1.8 dB and k = 3 candidate routing paths (no impact on results were observed
for k > 3 in WRO17). The paths, as well as the remote nodes making use of the paths,
are marked with different colors. For instance, one of the paths in the left-side figure
begins in node 8 and goes through intermediate nodes 3 and 0, where some wavelengths
are introduced into the path by means of OADMs, and finally terminates in the hub site
attached to node 2. We can see that six optical paths are sufficient to carry traffic load
ρ = 1.0, whereas two more paths (eight paths in total) are required to support scenario
ρ = 2.0. This difference is a result of a higher number of wavelengths requested at certain
sites in the latter scenario which cannot be served due to a limited capacity of the WDM
transmission system (4 wavelengths). Note that there are also some differences in the
placement of OADMs (i.e., the assignment of remote nodes to the paths) in both scenarios.
For instance, node 12 is either an intermediate node of the orange path in scenario ρ = 1.0
or an end node of the light blue path in scenario ρ = 2.0.

Figure 4. Optimal solutions obtained in WRO17 for traffic load ρ = 1.0 (left) and ρ = 2.0 (right).

In Figure 5, we present averaged results of the number of transmission paths (left
chart) and overall length of transmission paths (right chart) in a function of traffic load (ρ)
in WRO17, assuming MUX loss AMUX = 1.8 dB and k = 3 candidate paths. Additionally,
in both figures, we show a relative difference (gain) in the obtained results when compared
to the noOADM reference scenario.

We can see that 6 transmission paths are sufficient to serve all traffic in the network
when each remote node generates a 1-wavelength demand (i.e., ρ = 1.0). This is achieved by
aggregation of wavelengths (using OADMs) from different remote sites onto WDM optical
transmission paths. In this case, the reduction of the number of required transmission paths
(i.e., relative gain) versus the scenario without OADMs reaches about 65%. Increasing the
traffic load, the number of transmission paths increases (and the relative gain decreases)
up to the moment when all remote nodes need dedicated transmission paths. It happens
when 3.5 wavelengths, on average, are requested by each remote node (ρ = 3.5), and there
is no use of OADMs due to saturation of the WDM system, which capacity is 4 wavelengths.
The overall length of optical transmission paths (shown in the right chart) follows a similar
trend. In particular, the length of dedicated fiber connections required in the noOADM
scenario is about 34.5 km, which can be reduced by up to 60% (to about 14 km) in a network
with a low load (ρ = 1.0). We report that similar results were obtained for other considered
values of AMUX.
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Figure 5. The number of transmission paths (left) and overall length of paths (right) in a function of
traffic load (ρ) in WRO17; relative gain versus the network without OADMs is shown as lines.

In Figure 6, we analyze the impact of the number of candidate routing paths k on
obtained results in network MESH38. We focus on the number of optical transmission
paths (left chart) in a function of k and traffic load, ρ ∈ {1.0, 1.5, 2.0}, for different values
of MUX loss (AMUX). Moreover, in the right chart, we show a relative difference in results
when compared to a single (shortest) path scenario (k = 1). In each scenario, we can
see that provisioning of a higher number of candidate routes (k > 1) allows for reducing
the number of optical transmission paths required in the network when compared to the
shortest-path case. The gain in performance increases with k and ranges between 16%
and 32%, depending on traffic and MUX scenario, for k ≥ 5. We can also see that the results
stabilize for k ≥ 5 and that the improvement for k = 7 is either none or irrelevant (as for
ρ = 2.0). Finally, higher differences in obtained results are observed for lower MUX loss
values at lower traffic loads. It can be explained by higher transmission distances and
numbers of allowable OADMs (as shown in Table 2) in low MUX loss scenarios, which
translates into a higher chance to inject single wavelengths into transmission paths at
intermediate nodes, especially if several alternative candidate paths are available.
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Figure 6. The number of transmission paths (left) and relative difference versus a single-path scenario
(right) in a function of traffic load (ρ) and the number of candidate routing paths (k) for different
MUX loss values in MESH38.

Eventually, in Figure 7, we show the results of the number of transmission paths
(left chart) and the relative performance gain versus reference scenario noOADM (right
chart) in a function of traffic load (ρ) in MESH38 for different MUX loss values (AMUX) and
assuming k = 7 candidate paths. We can see that, under low traffic loads (ρ ≤ 1.5), the use
of MUXs with lower attenuation results in a lower number of required transmission paths.
In this case, higher transmission distances are allowable and more OADMs can be used
on the paths (as for AMUX = 1.44 dB), which, under a low demand for wavelengths (at
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most 2 wavelengths per remote node), allows for higher aggregation of demands, as also
discussed in the above remarks concerning Figure 6. At higher traffic loads (ρ ≥ 2.0),
the gains from using low-loss MUXes are either none or negligible in the 4-channel WDM
system considered, due to its saturation with the carried wavelengths. The gains from
using OADMs are between 52% and 65% for ρ = 1.0, depending on the MUX scenario,
and are decreasing up to 0%, which is reached at a high load for ρ = 3.5.
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Figure 7. Number of transmission paths (left) and relative gain versus the network without OADMs
(right) in a function of traffic load (ρ) for different MUX loss values in MESH38.

6. Concluding Remarks

We have studied the problem of planning optimal transmission paths, realized using
optical fiber connections and optical add-drop multiplexers, in a 5G packet-optical xHaul
access network. The planning problem has concerned the selection of routing paths in the
network, between a set of remote nodes and a hub site, and placement of OADMs onto
the paths for traffic aggregation with the goal to minimize the number of transmission
paths in the network. The mentioned optimization problem was formulated as an integer
linear programming problem. To estimate maximum transmission distances and determine
the maximum number of OADMs allowable on particular paths, we have developed a
transmission model based on optical power budget calculation. In network analysis, we
have considered the functionality and parameters of a commercial packet-optical xHaul
system and optical components available on the market. The evaluation was performed in
two different network topologies, including an urban typology developed based on real
antenna locations and realistic transmission distances.

We have shown that the application of OADMs allows to decrease the number of
required transmission paths significantly when compared to the network in which aggre-
gation of traffic from remote sites by means of OADMs is not realized. The reduction in
the number of transmission paths in both evaluated networks can reach up to 65% under
a low load, which translates into a lower demand for fiber resources and, consequently,
cost savings. Even at higher traffic loads, with an average demand corresponding to 75%
of the WDM system capacity, i.e., for 3 wavelengths requested on average per remote site,
the savings of about 15% can be achieved. Provisioning of multiple candidate routing
paths, instead of using the shortest path only, is beneficial as it allows for a more effective
traffic aggregation and, hence, reduction of the number of transmission paths, between 16%
and 32%, depending on traffic and MUX loss scenario. Finally, the application of MUXs with
lower attenuation can be advantageous for low load scenarios; however, under moderate
and higher traffic, they have not offered any performance gains in the analyzed networks.

In future works, we will address packet-optical xHaul network scenarios in which
diverse types of OADMs are applied instead of a fixed OADM assumed in this work. In
addition, we will extend the optimization models to account for WDM systems in which
the power loss levels are not the same for particular wavelengths. Eventually, we plan to
study multi-layer xHaul scenarios in which routing decisions concern both the packet and
optical layer.
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Abstract: Here, we report on the design and performance of a silicon photonic micro-transceiver
required to operate in 5G and 6G environments at high ambient temperatures above 105 ◦C. The
four-channel “IOCore” micro-transceiver incorporates a 1310 nm quantum dot laser system and
operates at a data rate of 25 Gbps and higher. The 5 × 5 mm micro-transceiver chip benefits from a
multimode coupling interface for low-cost assembly and robust connectivity at high temperatures as
well as an optical redundancy scheme, which increases reliability by over an order of magnitude.

Keywords: silicon photonics; 5G; 6G; co-packaged optics; data centers; integrated photonics; micro-
transceiver; high-performance computer (HPC)

1. Introduction

The conditions required to accommodate the increasing bandwidth densities in 5G+,
hyperscale data centers and high-performance computer (HPC) environments are becoming
more extreme. Given the requirement that larger numbers of optical transceiver I/O ports
are moved closer to the signal source chip in the system (e.g., ASIC or FPGA) in embedded
or co-packaged optical assemblies, it follows that transceivers will need to be packed
more tightly into very confined spaces. Consequently, transceivers will need to operate at
higher ambient temperatures than those to which commercial transceivers have historically
been subjected, in many cases exceeding 105 ◦C as we will outline later on. In order to be
deployed in these hyperscale environments, optical transceivers will need to provide higher
aggregate bandwidths, a reduced footprint and higher reliability at operating temperatures
exceeding 100 ◦C. The design and performance of a silicon photonic micro-transceiver are
presented, which can operate under high ambient temperature regimes exceeding 105 ◦C.
The quad (4 Tx + 4 Rx) silicon photonic micro-transceiver “IOCore” incorporates a 1310 nm
Fabry-Perot Quantum Dot laser, the output of which is modulated at data rates of 25, 32
and 50 Gbps per lane. The compact 5 × 5 mm micro-transceiver chip features a multimode
optical coupling interface and an optical redundancy circuit. Together, these enable robust,
low-cost operation and connectivity at high temperatures and increase reliability by over
an order of magnitude compared to non-redundant integrated laser schemes.
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The first generation of 100G silicon photonics micro-transceiver comprised four bidi-
rectional channels operating at 25 Gbps [1]. AIO Core collaborated with partners of the
European H2020 COSMICC project [2] to demonstrate its first generation of silicon photon-
ics micro-transceivers on mezzanine test cards [3], which have recently been standardized
by the IEC [4]. The COSMICC hyperscale optical interconnect ecosystem demonstration
platform “Aurora” was exhibited at ECOC 2019 in Dublin in September 2019 (Figure 1).

 
Figure 1. Hyperscale rack-scale demonstrator with H2020 COSMICC “Aurora” platform and test daughtercards with I/O
core mezzanine cards connected [5–7].

Silicon photonics-based transceivers were initially developed for data center inter-
connects (DCIs), where the high requisite volumes of optical transceivers enabled critical
investment in new technologies.

Silicon photonics has evolved over the past five years from a high-cost margin telecom
technology to a commoditized datacom transceiver technology capable of transmitting bit
rates of hundreds of Gbps at transmission costs of an ever decreasing fraction of a US dollar
per Gbps and a power consumption of less than 15 picojoules per bit. A relevant example
is the specification recently published by the Co-Packaged Optics Collaboration [8] of a
3.2 Tbit/s co-packaged transceiver module [9]. The advent of 5G has given rise to the
requirement for high data rates in the fronthaul segment [10], and this trend is expected
to increase with the introduction of advanced antenna systems (AAS) [11] and radio
transmission in the millimeter wave range [12]. However, the interconnection speed
remains lower in radio communications than in DCI: 100 Gbps links are being introduced
in the current generation, with the requirement expected to increase to 400 Gbps within the
next few years. A possible scenario is depicted in Figure 2.

Two ASICs (depicted in blue in Figure 2)—for example, the ASIC used for digital
baseband processing functions—are connected to each of four 400 Gbps optical modules
through four 50 Gbps electrical lanes. Each optical module receives inputs from both ASICs
in a dual star redundant configuration for protection and computation offload purposes.
These four optical modules connect to another four modules across an optical link, the
length of which can range from a few centimeters for intra-board optical interconnects to
hundreds of meters for split radio equipment. Each of the optical modules on the right-
hand side is connected to an ASIC (green), which could, in an advanced antenna system, be
a radio frequency processing ASIC connected to an RF antenna element. This architecture
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can be easily scaled to higher capacities by adding further optical modules or to connect
a higher number of antenna elements, thus accommodating various product variants
with different bandwidths and antenna array sizes. Radio equipment generally requires
a lower aggregate capacity than DCIs [13] but also the capability to scale up capacity
and power consumption more effectively. Moreover, even if the transceiver volumes in
radio are comparable or even higher than in DCI applications, the target cost is lower.
This makes it more difficult for transceiver manufacturers to assume the risk of investing
in new technologies while maintaining a sustainable business model. The adoption of
standardized solutions and the definition of a limited number of implementation options
can definitely mitigate this issue avoiding excessive market fragmentation.

 

Figure 2. Possible interconnection scenario in radio systems.

Power consumption constraints are also more demanding in radio access networks
(RANs) than in DCIs. Data center equipment operates indoors in environments with
controlled temperature and humidity. In addition, active cooling systems, e.g., line fans,
are commonly implemented, with more advanced solutions such as liquid cooling gaining
prominence. Constraints in weight, power supply and installation practices make these
solutions impractical or not feasible for radio equipment deployed outdoors or at the top
of an antenna pole. Therefore, current RANs require transceivers capable of operating in
the so-called industrial temperature (I-Temp) range, from −40 to 85 ◦C, but the increase in
component density in radio boards, due to miniaturization and increase in processing capa-
bilities, is pushing the upper bound of the temperature range above 100 ◦C. While silicon
photonic devices, such as modulators and photodetectors, are tolerant to high temperatures,
lasers are very sensitive to them. Transceiver operation beyond 85 ◦C requires the use of
either external laser sources, placed outside the transceiver [14], or quantum dot lasers,
which are very promising to withstand high temperatures [15]. Variations in temperature
are particularly problematic for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems.

In 5G (and beyond) radio systems operating in the millimeter range, radiating antenna
elements and photonic interconnects will be co-integrated in a single hardware unit. This
will not only increase the operational temperature but also calls for miniaturized devices—
for example, co-packaged transceivers integrated into single multi-chip modules with
digital integrated circuits (ICs) and analogue radio frequency (RF) front-ends. This scenario
needs more accurate fiber attachment techniques for silicon photonic chips [16] as well as a
radical decrease in the power consumption, from the current tens of picojoules per bit to a
few picojoules per bit [17]. The IPSR-I integrated photonics roadmap for transceivers [18]
makes clear that photonic packaging technology must improve substantially to achieve
better energy efficiency. Integrated photonic solutions for radio applications can bene-
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fit from the current DCI technology, such as single-mode silicon photonic transceivers;
however, operating temperatures, power consumption and cost margins will be much
more challenging in 5G+ environments going forward and will require new solutions.
In the next section, we provide a detailed technical description of a multimode silicon
photonics micro-transceiver designed to operate in high-temperature environments with
an integrated laser for lower overall power consumption that can meet the stringent cost
targets of future 5G+ environments due to multimode packaging.

2. Silicon Photonics Micro-Transceiver with Multimode Interface

The “IOCore” silicon photonics micro-transceiver chip operates in the 1310-nanometer
wavelength regime (O-band) with on-off keying (OOK) modulation data rates per lane of
25, 32 and 50 Gbps. An IOCore chip incorporates four optical transmission and four optical
receiver channels under a proprietary multimode optical waveguide or “optical pin” array
interface [1] on a 5 × 5 mm footprint (Figure 3).

Figure 3. IOCore micro-transceiver footprint of 5 × 5 mm [3].

The IOCore transceiver serves as a transceiver building block that can be assembled
into a variety of different standard or bespoke packages to address diverse high-volume,
high-temperature and space-restricted applications including co-packaged optics in 5G/6G,
hyperscale data centers, HPCs and automotive systems.

We will now introduce the overall structure of the IOCore transceiver, before going on
to describe its individual components in more detail.

2.1. Functional Overview of Transceiver Operation

Figure 4 shows the schematic cross-section and optical interfaces of the IOCore
micro-transceiver.

Figure 4b shows a top view of the complete IOCore transceiver chip, which is split
into a transmitter section on the left-hand side and a receiver section on the right-hand side.

In the transmitter section (Figure 4d), an edge emitting a Fabry-Perot Quantum
Dot laser diode is passively aligned within a compliant recess in the silicon substrate
such that it couples 1310-nanometer continuous wave (CW) light into four single-mode
silicon waveguides in the substrate. Each waveguide conveys the CW light to a Mach–
Zehnder interferometer (MZI). High-speed differential electronic signals passed to the chip
through electrical signal pads drive the MZI modulator circuit generating the corresponding
modulated 1310-nanometer optical signal, which is then coupled out of the chip through a
vertical grating coupler.

The vertical grating coupler couples the optical signal out of the silicon photonic
substrate at an angle of 82◦ from the plane of the silicon substrate into a short untapered
optical waveguide called an “optical pin”. Figure 4a shows a photo of a proprietary array
of twelve optical pins on the transmitter section, of which only four are used in this design.
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Figure 4. IOCore micro-transceiver: (a) photo of proprietary transmitter multimode optical interface [3]; (b) top photo
of complete IOCore micro-transceiver; (c) photo of proprietary receiver multimode optical interface; (d) cross-section of
transmitter section with untapered waveguides (“optical pins”); (e) cross-section of receiver section with tapered waveguides
(“optical pins”).

In the receiver section (Figure 4e), optical signals are coupled from multimode fibers
into optical pins on the same array datum as the transmitter optical pins. The receiver
optical pins, however, are tapered to both confine and guide the light directly to integrated
silicon germanium photodetectors arranged under the optical coupling interface area.
This eliminates the requirement for intermediary fiber-to-waveguide coupling structures,
such as lossy polarization splitting grating couplers, and moves the light straight to the
photodetector, which is directly connected to transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and limiting
amplifier (LA) ICs, thus converting the received optical signals into differential voltages.

The optical pin arrays in the transmitter (Figure 4a) and receiver (Figure 4c) sections are
embedded in a glass plate mounted onto the silicon substrate. These form the multimode
optical interface, which allows bidirectional communication between a multimode fiber
array, such as an MT ferrule, and the micro-transceiver, thus permitting a lower cost
and more robust assembly solution with respect to temperature and vibration. This
differentiates IOCore from most other commercial silicon photonic transceivers, which
have single-mode interfaces.

Simulations by AIO Core predict the insertion loss of the transmit optical pin—i.e.,
the insertion loss between the vertical grating coupler and the output facet of the optical
pin at the point of contact with the MMF—to be 0.54 dB. Furthermore, simulations predict
the insertion loss on the receiver optical pin—i.e., the insertion loss between the MMF and
the receiving photodetector—to be 0.68 dB.

2.2. Laser Integration, Reliability and Performance
2.2.1. External Light Source vs. Integrated Light Source

The reliability of the laser source is the most important requirement for the high-
temperature operation of silicon photonic optical transceivers, yet the integration of reli-
able light sources is also one of the most challenging aspects of silicon photonic optical
transceivers. The three main options for optical sources are (a) an integrated laser; (b) a
board-mounted source, but external to the transceiver; and (c) a front-pluggable laser
source, as shown in Figure 5. In order to minimize power consumption and cost, the
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laser should be integrated into or onto the silicon photonic chip as shown in Figure 5a.
The disadvantage of this is that the laser is not field-replaceable and therefore must be
extremely reliable in the densely populated component environment of the chip. In order
to reduce the risk of transceiver failure due to failure of the laser source, many silicon
photonics solutions opt for an external light source (ELS) scheme, whereby the CW laser is
not integrated but rather located outside the transceiver assembly. This allows the laser to
be in a more temperature-controlled environment. Some higher margin solutions may use
Peltier coolers to ensure low-risk and stable operation of the laser source, but uncooled
on-board (Figure 5b) or front-pluggable (Figure 5c) modules are likely to become more
commercially viable, especially if they are field-replaceable.

 

Figure 5. Silicon photonics chiplets in a co-packaged assembly with (a) integrated laser source, (b) ex-
ternal laser source mounted on the board and (c) front-pluggable and completely field-replaceable
external light source on faceplate.

Figure 6 compares a multimode silicon photonic micro-transceiver with an integrated
laser (Figure 6a) to a single-mode silicon photonic transceiver with an external laser source
(Figure 6b). External laser source systems typically require polarization-maintaining fibers
(PMFs) to ensure low loss coupling of CW light to the transceiver modulator and will
include the additional components of a second package for the laser; therefore, they
represent a more expensive solution with higher power consumption.

2.2.2. Quantum Dot Fabry-Perot Laser Diode Performance at High Temperature

In order to accommodate an integrated laser solution, the laser must be exceptionally
reliable at higher temperatures. For this purpose, a Quantum Dot Fabry-Perot Laser
Diode (QD-LD) with an operational wavelength of 1310 nm was integrated in the IOCore
micro-transceiver.

As shown in the L-I curves of Figure 7a, the QD-LD has a characteristically stable
optical output even at high temperatures, with little deviation in output power over a
wide temperature range. In addition, as shown in the RIN characteristics of Figure 7b, the
QD-LD exhibits strong suppression of noise due to back-reflected light; therefore, they can
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be coupled into a silicon photonic circuit without an isolator, allowing further packaging
and cost reduction.

Figure 6. Functional block comparison of different laser integration schemes. (a) Integrated laser scheme in single
wavelength IOCore micro-transceiver with multimode fiber; (b) high-end WDM silicon photonics transceiver with external
multiwavelength laser source.

Figure 7. QD-LD performance: (a) L-I characteristics of QD-LD at different temperatures; (b) RIN for back reflection.

2.2.3. Redundant Laser Scheme for Increased Reliability

The first-generation IOCore micro-transceiver incorporated a single QD-LD with four
CW 1310 nm outputs, each of which was modulated onto each transmitter channel directly
(Figure 8a). However, this provided the lowest reliability as any single failure in any one of
the outputs or the laser module would have resulted in the failure of the overall system.

In order to address this, a redundant optical circuit was introduced in the second-
generation micro-transceiver (Figure 8b), wherein the original single four-channel QD-LD
array was replaced by two independent two-channel QD-LD arrays. One QD-LD array
is the primary device, with both its optical outputs passed to 3 dB power couplers which
split the light equally into two branches, resulting in four CW streams, each of which is
modulated onto a transmitter channel. The second QD-LD array is held on stand-by, only
to be activated upon the failure of the primary QD-LD array. An additional Mach–Zehnder
switch was designed between the outputs of both the primary and secondary QD-LD
arrays and the transmitter channels. As shown in Figure 8b, in the event of failure of the
primary QD-LD array, the secondary QD-LD array is activated and its two outputs are
switched to the 3 dB couplers, which in turn split them into four transmitter channels.
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Figure 8. IOCore laser redundancy circuit: (a) conventional silicon photonic circuit scheme with single QD-LD array with
four optical outputs; (b) second-generation IOCore micro-transceiver with two QD-LD arrays, each with two CW optical
outputs [3].

Using the parameters obtained from reliability testing of the QD-LD, the time within
which the chance of failure was 1% was increased from 10,000 to 100,000 h when moving
from the non-redundant laser circuit scheme to the redundant scheme.

The qualification of the redundancy circuit scheme is underway and expected to be
deployed in commercial devices by the start of 2022.

2.3. Passive Assembly of QD-LD into Silicon Photonics Chip

As shown in Figure 9a, the QD-LD array (Figure 9b) is passively mounted onto
the silicon photonics substrate with silicon pedestals providing vertical alignment, and a
fiducial is formed on the substrate to enable visual placement with respect to corresponding
alignment marks on the QD-LD chip (Figure 9c) enabling horizontal alignment. Once the
QD-LD is aligned, AuSn solder is applied to fix the array in place.

Figure 9. Passive assembly of QD-LD onto silicon photonics substrate. (a) Side cross-sectional
schematic showing passive assembly features of QD-LD array onto silicon photonics substrate;
(b) photo of QD-LD array; (c) photo of alignment marks used to visually align QD-LD array.
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This assembly process can be automated with a pick-and-place machine, allowing
high-volume, high-yield production.

Figure 10a shows the statistical distribution of mounting accuracy before and after
solder attachment, with 99% (σ = 2.3) of mountings falling within an accuracy of ±3 μm.

Figure 10. Laser mounting accuracy and coupling loss. (a) Distribution of mounting accuracy;
(b) coupling loss variation with horizontal and vertical misalignment.

The QD-LD aperture is aligned to a tapered spot size converter (SSC) in the silicon
photonic substrate, which allows laser light to couple to the silicon waveguides. Figure 10b
shows the coupling loss variation with horizontal and vertical misalignment. The minimum
coupling loss between QD-LD laser aperture and the silicon waveguide was measured to
be 2 dB. The vertical misalignment tolerance is tighter than the horizontal misalignment
tolerance, with a vertical misalignment of 0.5 μm resulting in ~4 dB coupling loss, while a
horizontal misalignment of 0.5 μm resulted in 3 dB coupling loss.

As described in Section 2.8, changes in temperature give rise to a change in the emis-
sion wavelength of the QD-LD, which in turn will also affect the coupling loss, depending
on the wavelength dependence of the spot size converter.

2.4. Mach–Zehnder Modulator Design for High-Temperature Operation

Figure 11a shows the schematic design of the silicon photonic Mach–Zehnder modula-
tor (MZM) with distributed push–pull phase change nodes along each arm. The modulator
was designed to provide on-off keying (OOK) over a wide temperature and frequency
range. Figure 11b shows the frequency roll-off characteristics of the modulator. IOCore
operation at 25 and 32 Gbps NRZ per channel has been reported [3], and the development
of 50 Gbps NRZ per channel capability is underway.

2.5. Optical Output Power

Figure 12 shows the optical output characteristics (OMA) of the IOCore micro-transceiver
as measured from the Tx optical pin. When the drive current is fixed at 75 mA, an average
optical output of 0.14 dBm is measured, but by adjusting the drive current, the optical output
can be increased to +1 dBm when in use.
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Figure 11. Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) design and performance. (a) Schematic diagram of MZM driven by CMOS IC;
(b) frequency characteristics of the MZM.

Figure 12. Distribution of optical modulation amplitude as measured on the outputs of the IOCore
Tx optical pins.

2.6. Optical Transmitter Signal Integrity Measurements

Figure 13 shows the optical eye diagrams from the four output channels driven at
25.78 Gbps. The eye diagrams in the left column were recorded at an ambient temperature
of 25 ◦C, while the eye diagrams in the right-hand column were recorded at an ambient
temperature of 105 ◦C. The IOCore micro-transceiver does not include a clock and data
recovery (CDR) circuit; nonetheless, a negligible difference in signal integrity and low jitter
were recorded across the temperature range.

Transceivers with data rates of 25 and 32 Gbps have been reported [3,19], and a
50 Gbps version is currently under development with demonstration planned in 2022.
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Figure 13. Optical eye diagrams on all four channels at 25 and 105 ◦C.

2.7. Optical Receiver Performance at 105 ◦C

Figure 14 shows the optical receiver sensitivity profile. The responsivity of the in-
tegrated germanium photodetector is 0.5 A/W with a frequency response of 18 GHz.
The receiver IC has a gain adjustment function for high-temperature operation, and the
degradation in receiver sensitivity is negligible at high temperatures.

Figure 14. Optical bit error rate vs. received optical power.
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Table 1 shows that with IEEE 802.3 bm-compliant forward error correction (FEC),
reception sensitivity for a BER of ≥5 × 10−5 can be achieved with received optical
power >−8.2 dBm at an ambient temperature of 40 ◦C, increasing slightly to −7.8 dBm at
an ambient temperature of 105 ◦C, while without FEC applied, a BER of ≥10−12 can be
achieved with a received optical power of −5.6 dBm at an ambient temperature of 40 ◦C,
increasing slightly to −5.0 dBm at an ambient temperature of 105 ◦C.

Table 1. Reception sensitivity.

Ta 40 ◦C (Tj 60 ◦C) Ta 105 ◦C (Tj 125 ◦C)

w/ FEC −8.2 dBm −7.8 dBm
w/o FEC −5.6 dBm −5.0 dBm

2.8. Multimode Optical Interface Performance Challenges at High Temperature

In the transmitter section, the modulated light is coupled through a vertical grating
coupler into a tilted waveguide called an optical pin (Figure 15a). The emission angle of
the grating coupler varies with wavelength (Figure 15b), and quantum dot lasers exhibit
a wavelength shift with temperature (Figure 15c); this in turn results in a change in the
direction of optical output over the temperature range. In the case of Fabry-Perot lasers,
the wavelength has a temperature dependence of ~0.56 nm/◦C, so when the temperature
rises from 25 to 105 ◦C, the emission angle of the grating coupler changes by about 5◦ due
to the corresponding variation in wavelength.

Figure 15. Optical coupling interface performance over temperature. (a) Schematic view of optical pin on Tx side
accommodating variation in directional angle from the grating coupler over temperature; (b) variation of angle with
wavelength; (c) variation of wavelength with temperature.

If the multimode optical fiber were directly connected to the grating coupler, the
coupling loss would change more strongly over the temperature range in response to the
change in emission angle. However, the optical pin has a higher NA of 0.4 and a core
diameter of 35 μm, which confines the light more strongly in the optical pin core than a
multimode fiber would and can thus better accommodate this variation in emission angle.
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This intermediary waveguide then couples light into a multimode fiber with little variation
in coupling loss over the temperature range.

2.9. Electro-Optical Module for High-Temperature Operation

The IOCore micro-transceiver is a building block that can be integrated into different
types of electro-optical modules or co-packaged configurations. Figure 16b shows a low-
form factor electro-optically pluggable module called the EOB (Electro-Optical Blade),
which includes advanced heat dissipation structures on the upper and lower surfaces of
the IOCore micro-transceiver, enabling operation at 105 ◦C. When used at an ambient
temperature of 105 ◦C, the junction temperature, Tj, is designed to be 120 ◦C or less, which
is within the temperature specifications for the ICs and laser.

Figure 16. (a) Commercial vertical fiber array unit (courtesy of Senko); (b) electro-optically pluggable
micro-transceiver module “EOB”; (c) cross-sectional schematic showing low-form factor coupling
based on cleaved fiber; (d) misalignment tolerance of cleaved fiber at 25 to 105 ◦C.

2.10. Low-Form Factor Optical Coupling Interface

Commercial vertical multimode fiber array units, as shown in Figure 16a, can be
used to couple to the optical interface; however, such units take up an additional height
of at least 3.8 mm today and would therefore be unsuitable for many space-constrained
applications such as co-packaged optics in a 5G+ environment or data centers.

The EOB instead uses a fiber with a cleaved angled end facet (Figure 16c) allowing
light to be coupled directly from the optical pin to a horizontally arranged fiber, thus
enabling very low profile interfaces. The 1 dB misalignment tolerance of the cleaved
fiber along the axis of the horizontal fiber (denoted as offset y-direction) is about ±10 μm
(Figure 16d) at 25 ◦C and is slightly tighter at around ±8 μm at 105 ◦C.
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3. Discussion

In this paper we have primarily addressed the performance of the micro-transceiver in
high-temperature environments, including, in particular, the channel speed, total through-
put and low power consumption, where increasing the data rate per channel reduces the
power consumption per bit of optical interconnect. It should be noted that the micro-
transceiver is particularly very well suited to integration in board-mountable and co-
packaged optical modules, which are currently of great importance to hyperscale data
centers, and this has been reported by Kurata et al. [3].

In addition to these important performance metrics, we also focused on the required
operating conditions. Here, in particular, there is a need for high-temperature operation
combined with high reliability which exceeds that of pluggable components by an order of
magnitude and enables a substantially lower cost solution than conventional single-mode
silicon photonic devices. In order to meet these requirements, we have proposed a silicon
photonic micro-transceiver with a multimode interface. Stable operation, without the need
for temperature control systems, is possible at temperatures up to 105 ◦C. Furthermore,
the introduction of a redundant laser circuit ensures over an order of magnitude higher
reliability than a system with a non-redundant laser circuit. Thus, the reported micro-
transceiver meets two of the key requirements outlined above.

To achieve the all-important low cost point, we need to consider both the device and
mounting/assembly costs. On the device side, a reduction in the chip size is crucial as
it enables a lower cost than conventional devices. This is of particular importance for
high-volume applications such as optical interconnects, where small cost differences will
quickly scale. On the packaging side, we can achieve low-cost assembly through the use
of a multimode interface, which eliminates the high costs associated with high-precision
single-mode fiber-to-chip assembly of conventional silicon photonics transceivers. The
final important factor affecting the device cost is the fabrication and assembly yield. We
have presented a micro-transceiver with very robust processing and assembly schemes,
enabling the requisite high yield.

Although it is possible to implement Tbps with more channels in a single micro-
transceiver chip by applying this technology, we are actively working towards transceivers
with aggregate data rates above 1 Tbps whereby multiple “standard” four-channel micro-
transceivers are mounted into different module form factors. Since the four-channel
micro-transceiver chip size is small, many chips can be incorporated into standard module
packages, allowing bandwidths to be scaled. This allows modules with n x four-channel
micro-transceiver building blocks to address a wide diversity of applications beyond 5G
and 6G, where n can be anything from ‘1′ (e.g., for internal optical communication in
automotive applications) to ‘64′ (and beyond) for co-packaged optical ASICs in hyperscale
data centers.

The development of 128 Gbps (4 × 32 Gbps/ch) transceivers with the same con-
figuration as the 4 × 25 Gbps/ch transceivers reported in this paper is planned to be
completed before 2022, and the development of 50 Gbps NRZ/ch 200 Gbps chips and
2.4 Tbps modules is in progress.

In the future, optimization of the optical wiring system in housing will become an
important consideration in the realization of micro-transceivers. Here, we anticipate the
use of multimode optical wiring because of its ease of connection, low cost and increased
reliability, but the transmission medium and optical connector present areas of further
research and development.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reported on the design and performance of the IOCore mul-
timode micro-transceiver and its viability for deployment in large-scale integration or
co-packaged assemblies in 5G+ and other high-temperature, space-constrained environ-
ments. One important feature of the second-generation IOCore micro-transceiver is the
integrated quantum dot laser and laser redundancy circuit, which enable operation in high-
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temperature environments with substantially improved reliability. The relaxed assembly
constraints of a multimode interface give rise to a reduced-cost solution at the expense
of restricting the device-to-device optical link distance to under 500 m. This trade-off
allows multimode silicon photonics micro-transceivers to satisfy very short-reach, low-
cost, temperature-resilient requirements in diverse applications. In addition, the IOCore
micro-transceiver has been evaluated under single- and dual-phase immersion cooling en-
vironments, with a negligible change in performance compared to operation in a standard
air-cooled environment as reported in [19].
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Abstract: Network operators have been dealing with the necessity of a dynamic network resources
allocation to provide a new generation of customer-tailored applications. In that sense, Telecom
providers have to migrate their BSS/OSS systems and network infrastructure to more modern
solutions to introduce end-to-end automation and support the new use cases derived from the 5G
adoption and transport network slices. In general, there is a joint agreement on making this transition
to an architecture defined by programmable interfaces and standard protocols. Hence, this paper
uses the iFusion architecture to control and program the network infrastructure. The work presents
an experimental validation of the network slicing instantiation in an IP/Optical environment using a
set of standard protocols and interfaces. The work provides results of the creation, modification and
deletion of the network slices. Furthermore, it demonstrates the usage of standard communication
protocols (Netconf and Restconf) in combination with standard YANG data models.

Keywords: Software Defined Networking; network slicing; 5G; network automation; L3VPN

1. Introduction

Network slicing is positioned as the next paradigm for service delivery in telecom
operator networks. the slicing concept departs from the idea of allocating network re-
sources to customer services on demand, leverages on the paradigms of Software Defined
Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1], those resources being
dedicated to them during service lifetime. Those assigned resources (including compute,
storage and transport ones) can be either physical or virtual, tailored to the customer
need expressed through the slice request. Since distinct customers could have different
requirements to be satisfied, different slice types can be considered from the point of view
of management and control, as defined in [2].

The way of slicing can be seen as an alternative form of consuming network capabili-
ties, permitting us to address the particular needs of new industries and markets [1] as was
not possible before. Specific service characteristics like deterministic extreme low latency
or guaranteed high bandwidth, different degrees of isolation (with respect other customers’
services), scalability adapted to the actual demand, or resource management and control
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can be now enabled, allowing more sophisticated services to emerge and co-exist in a
commonly shared infrastructure.

In order to enable this flexible consumption of network capabilities, it is necessary to
develop new forms of network control to make possible a dynamic partitioning and as-
signment of resources end-to-end. Therefore, several initiatives have been discussed across
the industry, including the IP network resources management (L2 [3] and L3VPNs [4]),
the optical layer management (Transport API [5]) or the network devices configuration
(Openconfig [6]).

This paper extends the work presented in the latest OFC conference [7]. In addition,
this work adds a set of tests; Including creating two isolated network slices, prefixes
addition and modification to each slice and slices deletion. A last set of tests included the
service continuity evaluation after a physical device reset. For the whole set of experiments,
a hierarchical control architecture over multi-layer IP over DWDM networks was used.

This paper is organized as follows: The authors describe those concepts in Section 2.
Section 3 described the whole control architecture used for the network slice instantiation
in a service provider environment. Section 3.5 describes the proposed architecture’s
implementation choices. The authors selected one of those choices and made a proof-
of-concept in Telefonica and CTTC Laboratories, Section 4 includes the results.

2. Network Slicing Concepts

Network slicing refers to the partitioning of one physical network into multiple virtual
networks, each network slice is architected and optimized for a specific application/service.
In this context, the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) defines two main con-
cepts [8]:

• The Service Instance (SI) is an end-user service or a business service realized in a
Network Slice.

• The Network Slice Instance (NSI) as the complete, instantiated logical network that
meets specific characteristics required by a Service instance.

Hence, network slicing is sharing network infrastructure across different Service
Instance(s) to meet network-specific requirements. Depending on the communication
layer where a network operator implements network slicing, resource management, the
network characteristics or the toolbox used to implement the network slice can change.
Some examples of the network characteristics requested by a Service Instance include
ultra-low-latency or ultra-reliability, among others [8].

The network slicing concept provides a framework for broad applicability across
various industries. The majority of these scenarios envisioned to suit emerging and di-
verse business models are based on the Network As A Service (NASS) approach, creating
opportunities for intelligent services and a new business ecosystem [9–11]. One of the
main enablers to drive the network slicing is the Fifth-generation (5G) networks real-
ization. Due to the necessity to integrate multiple services with various performance
requirements—such as high throughput, low latency, high reliability, high mobility, and
high security—into a single physical network infrastructure, and provide each service with
a customized logical network. the Network Slicing being the key technology to achieve the
aforementioned goals.

5G expects to support a new generation of customer-tailored applications with diverse
requirements regarding capacity, latency, level of mobility, number of users, and user
density. Hence, 5G sets the stage for innovation and transformation in customer services
and vertical industries, such as the ones described in above. Table 1 [12].
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Table 1. Possible Applications derived from the 5G implementations.

Applications Definition Example

Ultra Reliable Low
Latency Communications
(uRLLC)

Requires support for 1 ms
latencies, 0.001% packet loss,
user mobility up to 100 km/h

Autonomous driving or
Industrial automation

Massive Machine
Type Communications
(mMTC)

Requires support for 1 million
devices per square kilometer,
tens of bps bandwidth,
and latency minimization
for battery life optimization

Massive IoT

Enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB)

Requires Gbps bandwidth,
real time or not

Immersive UIs based
Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality. Streaming
of High Quality Video

The services described in Table 1 demonstrate highly diversified traffic characteristics
and differentiated quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. For example, the mMTC is based
on its application in machine-to-machine communication [13]. The actual realization of
those services in telecom networks implies the migration of the current heterogeneous
IP/MPLS + DWDM transmission networks to more modern and 5G-ready designs, using
the Network programmability, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Machine Learning
(ML) as their main pillars.

Implementing the network slices has two main alternatives: Hard and Soft. The way
the network resources are shared between the services in each alternative is described in
the following sections.

2.1. Soft Network Slicing

Soft slicing corresponds to a lower level of isolation between the services a network
is transporting. Soft slicing implies sharing the physical infrastructure but creates logical
segmentations between the customers. According to this definition, soft slicing is not a
new concept from the IP/MPLS networks perspective [4,14,15].

Traditional L3VPNs are samples of soft-slicing implementations in an MPLS network,
because a VPN can be thought of as a series of tunnels connecting customer sites, each site
can potentially have different QoS treatment, and all traffic to and from each site is internal
to the customer. In the VPN service, the provider ensures that each customer’s traffic
is logically discriminated over shared physical infrastructure based on routing policies
configuration across the network.

In that sense, Network slicing at the MPLS level can be implemented using:

• Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF), that enables multiple routing environments
over a shared MPLS transport network.

• Virtual Interfaces (VSI), that enables multiple switching environments over the same
shared infrastructure.

Each physical router is able to host multiple VRF(s) and multiple VSI(s) (along with
their attached logical interfaces), effectively slicing it into multiple routing and switching
environments that can be assigned to different tenants/customers/services.

2.2. Hard Network Slicing

Despite the apparent advantages that an overlay MPLS tunnels could provide, there
are some disadvantages. Overlay tunnels built by data encapsulation have neither visibility
nor control of the underlying physical network. With more and more tunnels deployed on
shared physical infrastructure, network congestion necessarily becomes an attention point.
Thus, VRFs, VSIs or Optical Data units (ODus) cannot be managed by their corresponding
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tenants directly because they are part of the same administrative domain represented by
the physical device, and they need to be operated by the network administrator. Due to
the massive number of tunnels and services in a complex network, the QoS and Traffic
Engineering policies management becomes a crucial task to guarantee the right SLAs to its
customers [13,16].

The solution to this limitation and the way to move the networking industry to more
automated scenarios is Hard slicing. Hard slicing refers to the provision of dedicated
resources to a specific Network Slice Instance. For example, Data-plane resources are
provided by allocating time-domain multiplexed resources such as a Flex Ethernet channel
or as a service such as an MPLS hard-pipe, route diversity (disjoint paths), wavelength
selection, among others.

Disaggregated routers is an example of hard-slicing. In the disaggregated case, the
data plane runs in the physical device, and the control plane runs outside the device in
a remote cloud or server. In that case, the 1:1 relationship between physical device and
routing logic is disassociated, enabling the support of multiple virtual routers over a single
physical network device. Each of these virtual routers is a router in its full sense, being
able to host multiple VRFs and VSIs, or to be managed independently of the other virtual
routers running in the same device. Virtual routers are thus administratively separated
from each other, which means separate virtual routers can be assigned to different tenants,
and each tenant can manage the virtual routers directly, without the need from the operator
that owns the physical network to intervene intervene (e.g., following an approach similar
to the one described in [17]).

Network slicing at the IP transport level can then be accomplished by grouping
multiple virtual routers running over a shared physical network infrastructure into a
common virtual infrastructure under its separated administrative domain. Virtual routers
under the same administrative domain are then known as hard network slice, so different
hard slices can be assigned to different tenants.

2.3. 5G Network Slicing

5G must enable network operators to ensure the same network can fulfil the heteroge-
neous demands of diverse types of applications. To efficiently achieve those requirements
and determining how network resources are assigned, a service provider must integrate
technologies like Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV), and Machine Learning (ML) with a hierarchical transport architecture.

According to the 5G definition the architecture has three main components [18,19]:

• Radio Access Network (RAN): It covers everything related to the air interface be-
tween the user element and the base station. The RAN interfaces and interconnections
is specified within 3G PPP Architecture Working Group.

• Mobile Core (MC): Its central role is to act as a gateway for user traffic to and from the
internet. The mobile core is composed of a set of network functions (NF) responsible
for managing user mobility, access authentication, access authorization, location
service management, registration and establish per-user tunnels between base stations
for each different traffic type.

• Backhaul Network is the network that interconnects the RAN with the MC. It is not
part of the 5G specification, so it is up to each network operator to decide how to
implement it. It requires functionalities such as QoS management, synchronization
and a stack of protocols like IP/MPLS or segment routing.

Network slicing capabilities need to be available across all components of the 5G
cellular network (RAN, MC, Backhaul network) in order to ensure a differentiated treatment
of the packets in the network. Thus, the 5G working groups have specified a standard
set of network slices, denoted Standardized Slice Type (SST), to determine how resources
should be assigned at the RAN and MC [20].

5G specifies two mechanisms for network slicing. The first one is based on QoS
techniques, by applying a dynamic allocation of available network resources to different
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classes of traffic, and it is denoted as soft network slicing. The second one takes advantage
of the software-based, cloud-based architecture of 5G, as well as component disaggregation,
and achieves slicing through 5G component virtualization and replication. This second
approach is denoted hard network slicing.

3. Proposed Architecture

The iFUSION architecture is an architecture defined by Telefonica to strengthen the
network automation and programmability in a service provider environment, as depicted in
Figure 1 [21]. iFUSION is a two-layer control architecture, with specific domain controllers
per technological domain (IP/MPLS, microwave and optical) in the bottom and a Software-
Defined Transport Network controller (SDTN controller) to handle the multi-layer and
multi-domain transport network resources. The domain controllers directly communicate
with the network elements and the SDTN controller with the OSS/BSS systems. More than
the functional block definition, iFUSION includes the usage of: (1) Standard interfaces
based on RESTCONF/YANG [22] for the communication between control components
and NETCONF/YANG [23] to configure the network elements; (2) YANG data models
based on latest releases in the standards-development organizations (SDOs): IETF, ONF
and OpenConfig.

Figure 1. Overall proposed architecture.

Figure 1 shows the network scheme of the iFUSION architecture in terms of compo-
nents and relationships among them. The following sections define each of the structural
pillars in the architecture, including its role in network slicing.

3.1. Software Defined Transport Network Controller

The Software-Defined Transport Network Controller is a functional block with the
following purposes [21]; It is The main entry point from the OSS/BSS systems to the
network. It is in charge of coordinating/providing services through several domains and
layers. It has the multi-layer/multi-domain topological view of the network. The SDTN
controller can split requirements based on the technological requirements. During this
process, the SDTN controller can add/assign logical resources to be used by the network at
the service implementation. The SDTN controller have two RESTCONF interfaces, one to
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process the OSS/BSS systems’ requirements and one to send the specific requests to the
domain controllers. TeraFlow project [24] is proposing the development of a cloud-native
SDN controller that will serve as SDTN.

The SDTN controller can have incorporated the Network Slice Controller as a working
piece of its implementation.

3.2. Network Slice Controller

The Network Slice Controller (NSC) effectuates a transport network slice in the under-
lying transport infrastructure, manages and control the state of resources and topologies
associated with it. The NSC receives a transport network slice request from the Operation
Support System and Business Support System (OSS/BSS). The NSC runs an internal work-
flow for transport network slice life-cycle management and interacts with underlying IP
and Optical Domain controllers via a RESTCONF client. As described in the following
sections, depending on the NSC location in the architecture, the NSC will delegate to SDN
Domain controllers to configure the network (Section 3.5 (a) and (b)) or make it directly
through a NETCONF SBI (Section 3.5 (c)).

The network slice controller is the key building block for control and management of
network slice. It provides the creation/modification/deletion, monitoring an optimization
of network slices in a multi-domain, a multi-technology and multi-vendor environment. It
has two main functionalities, defined in [25,26]:

• Map: The NSC must map the Network Slice requests to the underlying technology-
specific infrastructure. Accordingly, It maintains a record of the mapping from user
requests to slice instantiations, as needed to allow for subsequent control functions
like modification or deletion.

• Realize: The NSC should realize the network slice request using its SBI interface against
the domain controllers in either physical or logical connectivity through VPNs or
various tunnelling technologies such as Segment Routing, MPLS, etc.

3.3. Network Domain Controller

The network domain controller (SDN Controller) is in charge of network elements
(network domain). It has standard southbound interfaces to communicate with the network
elements. The Domain controller SBI relies on using the Network configuration protocol
(NETCONF) to interact with the underlying technology’s network elements. The SDN
controller also has a northbound interface to communicate with the SDTN controller or the
OSS/BSS Systems using RESTCONF.

3.4. Yang Models for Network Controllers

As described until now, the three control elements: SDTN controller, Network Slicing
Controller and Network Domain controllers, has standard SBI and NBI interfaces to com-
municate between them and against the network or the OSS/BSS systems. The standard
interfaces are composed of selecting a protocol to transfer the data and YANG data models
to define how the message is formed. For that sense, the YANG modelling activities have
acquired significant relevance across the standardization entities. This is to such an extent
that by 2019, the number of correctly extracted YANG models from IETF drafts was 283, in
the Broadband forum was 214, and in Openconfig was 137 [27]; similarly, other organiza-
tions like the MEF, 3GPP or ONF produced YANG data models to describe technologies,
protocols or connectivity services as well. Thus, navigating through the massive set of
YANGs available and selecting the suitable pack of data models to define each functional
block’s interfaces becomes an essential task from the architectural definitions point of view.

To request and after instantiate the network slices a set of these data models are
described as the experimental base of this work are described in the Table 2.
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Table 2. Set of these data models are described as the experimental base of this work.

Models Description Example

LxVPN These models describe a VPN service from the
customer or network operator point of view.

L3SM: [15]
L2SM: [28]
L3NM: [4]
L2SM: [3]

Traffic Engineering

These models allow to manipulate
Traffic Engineering tunnels within the network
segment. Technology-specific extensions allow to work
with a desired technology (e.g., MPLS RSVP-TE tunnels,
Segment Routing paths, OTN tunnels, etc.)

TE: [29]
TE Topology: [30,31]

TE Service Mapping
extensions

These extensions allow to specify for LxVPN the
details of an underlay based on Traffic Engineering Service Mapping: [32]

ACLs and
Routing policies

Even though ACLs and routing policies are device models,
It’s exposure in the NBI of a domain controller allows to
provide an additional granularity that the network
domain controller is not able to infer on its own.

ACL: [33]
Routing Policy: [34,35]

OTN

As a part of the transport network, OTN can provide
hard pipes with guaranteed data isolation and
deterministic low latency, which are highly demanded
in the Service Level Agreement (SLA).

OTN Slice: [36]

Slicing Set of data models available to map
and realize the network Slices. Network Slice NBI: [25,26]

3.5. Instantiating of Network Slices in SDN Transport Networks

As described before in the Section 3.1, the OSS/BSS systems may request the deploy-
ment of a new network slices with certain transport characteristics. Each network slice
must be isolated from any other network slices or different services delivered to particular
customers and naturally, other network slices or services must not negatively impact the
requested transport network slice’s delivery.

To provide this isolation and instantiate the slice in the network there are certain
implementation options ranging from softer to hardest grades of isolation, as follows:

• No-isolation, meaning that slices are not separated.
• Logical-isolation, where slices are logically separated, only a certain degree of isolation

is performed through QoS mechanisms.
• Service-isolation, where virtual resources and NFs are shared.
• Process-isolation, where slices include process and threads isolation.
• Virtual-resource-isolation, where slices have dedicated virtual resources.
• Network-functions-isolation, where Network Function (NF) are dedicated to a single

network slice.
• Physical-isolation, where slices are completely physically separated, for example, in

different locations.
• Physical-network-isolation, where slices contain physically separated links.

As the isolation grade is a significant constraint to consider for the network slice
implementation, the selected network infrastructure and the control elements selected
would generate different sets of capabilities in the Network Slice Controller. Figure 2
describes three of the possibilities analyzed from the point of view of the mapping and
realization tasks of the Network Slice Controller:

(a) Network Slice Controller as part of the hierarchical controller: When the Network
Slice Controller is a Hierarchical SDN controller module, the NSC’s and the Hierarchi-
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cal Network Controller should share the same internal data and the same NBI. Thus,
to process the customer, view the H-SDN module must be able to:

• Map: The customer request received using the must be processed by the NCS.
The mapping process takes the network-slice SLAs selected by the customer to
available Routing Policies and Forwarding policies.

• Realize: Create necessary network requests. The slice’s realization can be trans-
lated into one or several LXNM Network requests, depending on the number of
underlay controllers. Thus, the NCS must have a complete view of the network
to map the orders and distribute them across domains. The realization should
include the expansion/selection of Forwarding Policies, Routing Policies, VPN
policies and Underlay transport preference.

To maintain the data coherence between the control layers, the network-slice-id
used must be directly mapped to the transport-instance-id at the VPN-Node level.

(b) Network Slice Controller as an stand-alone controller:

When the Network Slice Controller is a stand-alone controller module, the NSC’s
should perform the same two tasks described before:

• Map: Process the customer request. The customer request can be sent using the
[draft-liu-teas-transport-network-slice-yang-01]. This draft allows the topology
mapping of the Slice request.

• Realize: Create necessary network requests. The slice’s realization will be trans-
lated into one LXNM Network request. As the NCS has a topological view of the
network, the realization can include the customer’s traffic engineering transport
preferences and policies.

(c) Network Slice Controller at the domain controller level:

The Network Slice Controller can at the same level as the network domain controllers.
The SDTN controller should handle the slices request, and the realization can be
done by the NSC directly communicating with the Network Elements. The SDTN
controller should create unified network views, including each transport domain and
the network slices.

• Map: The SDTN would Process the customer request. The customer request
can be sent using the [draft-liu-teas-transport-network-slice-yang-01]. This draft
allows the topology mapping of the Slice request.

• Realize: The realization can be done by the NCS controller applying the service
logic to create policies directly on the Network elements. The SDTN should
handle the shared resources management between domains.

(d) Network Slice Controller as part of the domain controller:

When the Network Slice Controller is part of the domain controller, the OSS/BSS
systems process the Slices requests and introduce the network abstraction layer. At
the network level, the same device data model would be used in the NBI and SBI of
the SDN controller. The direct translation would reduce the service logic implemented
at the SDN controller level, grouping the mapping and translation into a single task. :

• Map & Realize:The mapping and realization can be done by the Domain controller
applying the service logic to create policies directly on the Network elements.
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Figure 2. Possible Network Slice instantation in a service provider network. (A) Network Slice
Controller as part of the hierarchical controller, (B) Network Slice Controller as an independent
hierarchical controller, (C) Network Slice Controller as an independent domain controller and (D)
Network Slice Controller as part of the domain controller.

4. Experimental Validation

The experimental testbed has been distributed between Telefónica and CTTC labora-
tory premises, as depicted in Figure 3. The testbed includes two layers, a control layer and
a transport layer.

Telefonica and CTTC deployed a control layer composed of three relevant items. First,
to receive all the service requests, a Network Slice Controller was developed as part of
the SDTN controller. Second, to interact with the transport domains, the testbed included
Two (2) controllers, one for IP and one for Optical. To configure the routers, the IP SDN
Controller used gRPC, while the Optical SDN controller used Netconf with T-API for the
configuration tasks.

The physical transport layer was composed of:

• Two (2) 7316 Edgecore switches running ONIE.
• Two (2) Spirent traffic generator.
• Four (4) Flexi-grid DWDM nodes.

The Edgecore used a 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10G) interface for the connection against the
Spirent testers and 1G interfaces to the Optical devices. Furthermore, on each Edgecore,
two (2) separate virtual routers were configured to test redundancy and route filtering
between the ends. The Network Operating system (NOS) running on the virtual-routers
were volta-stack deployment version 20.4-2-36-g0ba8807.
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Figure 3. Network Design, including the Logical and Physical Infrastructure to support the test cases.

As we have described previously, there are several requirements for network automa-
tion for network slicing. However, a service provider can not all treat all the needs in the
same way. Thus, a set of use cases were designed and executed as part of the whole testing
process, the use cases were the following:

1. Slice Creation: To request a Standards-Based and Model-Driven isolated Network
Slices using. The SDTN controller would receive and translate the network slice
service into specific per domain requests as follows:

(a) L3VPN service creation: In this use case, each network slice request requires
an L3VPN service creation; thus, each L3VPN service would map to a single
network slice. The endpoints defined in the slice request would map to Virtual
Router and Forwarding (VRFs) instances on the virtual routers. The Yang
data model used for the SDTN requests the L3VPN services to the IP domain
controller was the L3NM [4].

(b) DWDM connectivity: The T-API [5] was used to create a new connectivity
service in the transport network to enable the L2-L1 communication between
the network slice endpoints.

2. Add Prefixes and destroy: The second use case expects to validate the IP connectivity
between the network slices. Hence the Spirent testers announced a set of 5k IP prefixes
through the prior created network slices. Afterwards, the testers make an automatic IP
reachability test and a CLI route redistribution validation. Once the route propagation
was validated, the testing team stopped all the Spirent prefixes’ announcement, and a
new automatic connectivity test was done.

3. Device recovery test: The third use case was to verify the network slices service
continuity so. The testing team manually rebooted all the DCSGs. Once the devices
got online again, we have checked the service status with a measurement of the
service restoration time.

4.1. Slice Creation

The iFusion architecture enhancement proposed for this paper performs the manage-
ment of services and resources through the use of information models that capture the
definitions of managed entities in terms of attributes and supported operations. Hence, a
set of Yang Data models has been defined to render and realize a network slice between
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each of the control entities. The workflow proposed used postman to simulate, the network
slice creation requests. The YANG data-model used for this request was defined in [37].
It includes the endpoints, the customer information and the service level agreement of
the slice requests. The PE-CE and the end-to-end connectivity protocols for the network
slice realization was automatically expanded by the SDTN controller and received by the
IP SDN controller to properly configure the network elements. Each network slice, The
workflow can be seen in the Figure 4.

A capture of the messages exchanged between the control items is depicted in Figure 5.
The Figure illustrates in Orange the messages exchanged for the Network Slice Creation
using the IETF network slices data model. The subsequent statements show how the
SDTN controller unwrapped the creation request message to the optical and IP domains. It
illustrates in red the IP network massages using gRPC, including the access ports, routing
protocols, and PE-CE connectivity parameters. In purple, the T-API messages have the
connectivity and optical service requirements.

The time consumed in the Slices creation was 10.34 s on average. The left part of
the Figure 6 depicts a cumulative histogram of the time consumed for the slice creation
in the controller layer using ten samples. Additionally, the rigth side Figure 6 shows
the percentage of time spent for the VPN-instantiation in the Virtual routers. The most
time-consuming task is the BGP Neighbours creation (13 s), followed by the BGP instance
redistribution (10 s). In contrast, the device implemented the primary VPN configuration
parameters (Rute-Distinghuiser, Route Target and Router ID) in less than a second.

Figure 4. Workflow used to instantiate the network slices in the network. From Postman, a user
sends a slice request to the SDTN controller. The SDTN controller automatically split the request
based on technological requirements. The L3NM and the T-API are used for the IP and Optical
domains, respectively.
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Figure 5. Capture of the workflow used to instantiate the network slices in the network (Orange).
The capture shows the IP network configuration (Red) and the T-API Optical domains (Purple).

Figure 6. A cumulative step histogram of the time consumed for the slice creation, and the time
consumed in during the VPN instantiation in the vRoutes.

4.2. Add Prefixes and Destroy

Once the domain controller realized the network slices, and we have validated the
service status. The next step vas to verify the correct establishment of the data-plane
sessions. Thus, the Spirent testers added 5k prefixes to each of the services(VRF-Blue and
VRF-Red). To confirm the status of each service, we have captured the virtual routers BGP
information, as depicted in Figure 7, where each VRF has 5002 prefixes received (PfxRcd).

After the end-to-end service creation and control and data plane validation, we have
rebooted the devices to validate the service continuity after a simulated power failure.
We validate that after the recovery was complete, all the traffic flows again between the
network slices. To confirm the status of each device, we have captured the counters before
and after the reboot process Figure 8. Each instance recovered sequentially, and it took up
to 4.6 min for the latest service to completely restore the traffic flow.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Prefixes received and Sent in each of the network slices deployed in the
network. Each Network slice (Blue and Red) has 5K prefixes announced.

Figure 8. Depicts comparing the counters in the network slice Blue, prior (Up) and after (Down) the
device reboot. Once the devices are down, the counters go down to zero; after 4.6 min and once the
device is ready, the counters move up again.
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5. Conclusions

Dealing with the necessity of a dynamic network resources allocation to provide
a new generation of customer-tailored applications is a primary concern nowadays. In
that sense, Telecom providers have to prepare their whole set of systems and network
infrastructure to allow the introduction of end-to-end network automation. In that sense,
this paper uses and validates the iFusion architecture defined by Telefonica, which is ready
to support new use cases derived from the 5G adoption and transport network slices.
Additionally, this work validates an end-to-end creation, modification and deletion of
transport network slices with several degrees of isolation. Furthermore, the results indicate
the feasibility of deploying multi-layer IP over DWDM transport network slices based on
virtual routers and disjoint optical paths. Future work testing the map and realization of
network slices in the different NSC controller positions is required. This testing would
allow us to fully understand the information exchanged/stored in each layer to make
feasible the deployments in real networks.
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Abbreviations

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
API Application programming interface
BSS Business Support System
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
CE Customer Edge
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband
L2SM L2VPN Service Model
L2NM L2VPN Network Model
L3SM L3VPN Service Model
L3NM L3VPN Network Model
L3VPN Layer Three Virtual Private Network
MC Mobile Core
mMTC Massive Machine Type Communication
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
NASS Network As A Service
NGMN Next Generation Mobile Networks
NSI Network Slice Instance
ODU Optical Distribution Unit
ONF Open Networking Foundation
OSS Operation Support Systems
PE Provider Edge
QoS Quality of service
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RAN Radio Access Network
SDN Software Defined Network
SI Service Instance
URLLC Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications
VSI Virtual switching Interfaces
VPN Virtual Private Network
VRF Virtual Routing and Forwarding
YANG Yet Another Next Generation
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Abstract: The fifth-generation of mobile network (5G) and beyond requires a radio access net-
work (RAN) update in order to cope with the incoming increase of wireless data traffic and new
applications. In this context, we propose an efficient optical-wireless architecture applied to the
non-standalone (NSA) 5G new radio (NR) framework. Several distinct electrical- and optical-based
fronthaul configurations combining free-space optical (FSO), wireless links, and radio over fiber (RoF)
techniques were implemented and properly analyzed for selection according to network operator
deployment requirements. In addition, visible light communication (VLC) was investigated as a
future access network technology when immunity to electromagnetic interference is paramount.
Experimental results demonstrated fourth-generation of mobile network (4G) and 5G coexistence at
Gbit/s throughput and error vector magnitude (EVM) in accordance with 5G NR Release 15.

Keywords: 4G/5G; fronthaul; optical-wireless systems; VLC

1. Introduction

The fifth-generation of mobile network (5G) has already started to be commercially
implemented around the world. At this initial implementation stage, 5G typically operates
in the non-standalone (NSA) mode, aiming to take advantage of the fourth-generation (4G)
infrastructure to deploy 5G new radio (5G NR) systems. Therefore, 5G and 4G share the
network infrastructure and must coexist seamlessly [1]. Phase 1 of 5G systems is based
on the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 15, which defines the 5G NR
standard by focusing on the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) scenario. Technical
solutions explored at this stage include radio equipment design, use of additional spectral
bands encompassing millimeter-waves (mm-waves), flexible resource allocation, and mul-
tiple input multiple output (MIMO) schemes [2,3]. In addition, 5G deployment requires a
radio access network (RAN) update in order to cope with the planned increase in wireless
data traffic. Trends in network planning point to optical-wireless convergence, mobile
dense heterogeneous networks (HetNet), centralized RAN (C-RAN), and the so-called
“Xhaul”, which integrates backhaul (BH), midhaul (MH), and fronthaul (FH) transport
networks [4–6].

Recently, 3GPP completed Release 16 for phase 2 of 5G systems, which considers ultra-
reliable low latency communication (URLLC) and massive machine-type communication
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(mMTC) applications. According to the release, the technical solutions to be explored
include integrated access and backhaul (IAB), industrial Internet of Things (IoT), satellite
access, and NR-based access to unlicensed spectrum [7]. Releases 17 and 18 for 5G are
currently in production and scheduled to end in 2021, with the goal of further enhancing
mobile systems [8]. By the same token, planning of sixth-generation (6G) communications
has already begun, focused on providing performance superior to 5G and satisfying
future demands as far as 2030. Among the potential technologies for 6G, optical-wireless
convergence continues to play an important role for future RANs, whereas terahertz and
visible light communications (VLC) have also emerged [9,10].

In this context, a key area of study is microwave photonics (MWP), which takes
advantage of optical and mobile communications for signal distribution in a heterogeneous
architecture [11,12]. MWP techniques have been strongly applied to radiofrequency (RF)
generation, processing, detection, transport, and distribution. Notably, radio over fiber
(RoF) technology enables transportation and distribution of digital and/or analog signals
among central office (CO) and remote radio units (RRUs) via fiber-optic links, giving
rise to the fiber-wireless (FiWi) systems [11,13]. From a C-RAN point of view, HetNet in
conjunction with picocell and femtocell implementations allows system coverage and data
rate to be enhanced. In C-RAN architecture, the backhaul and fronthaul links connect CO
to the core network, typically carrying digital user data and CO to RRUs, respectively.

Fifth-generation systems are mostly based on digital radio over fiber (D-RoF) using
the common radio public interface (CPRI) protocol, in which radio signals are sampled
and directly digitalized into baseband data at the remote radio head (RRH) from the cell
site. Millimeter-wave operation requires high-speed A/D (analog-to-digital) and D/A
(digital-to-analog) converters, creating a bandwidth bottleneck in uncompressed CPRI. To
address this issue, two main network alternatives have been actively investigated. One
possibility is functional split (FS), widespread by 3GPP under e-CPRI. The FS establishes
that some network functionalities be carried out at RRHs, thereby alleviating the trans-
mission rate requirements for the 5G fronthaul. Specifically, 3GPP has defined a series of
options for functional split between BBU and RRHs. In short, functional splits decentralize
control functionalities in such way as to establish a trade-off between reducing fronthaul
throughput and increasing latency. The other option is analog fronthaul (A-RoF), in which
the RF wireless signal modulates an optical carrier that is optically distributed. Because
there is no high-speed A/D conversion, the system is far less complex and the overall
latency is much smaller, dictated essentially by the optical fiber length.

Our research group has been intensely investigating A-RoF solutions for multiband
and Gbit/s 5G systems in recent years [14–17]. The solution presented in [14] takes
advantage of an operating gigabit passive optical network (GPON) from a local Internet
service provider to distribute 5G-like signals, thus making use of an existing network
infrastructure for 5G fronthaul in accordance with C-RAN. The approaches presented
in [15,16] explore optical link not only for data transmission but also as a medium to
perform photonics-assisted RF amplification. In [17], a dual-band wireless fronthaul
using an FSS-based focal point/Cassegrain antenna assisted by an optical midhaul was
demonstrated.

Alternatively, free-space optical (FSO) technology has also shown potential for 5G
transport network deployment using the unlicensed terahertz bands [18,19]. For instance,
Mufutau et al. successfully reported a hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul approach in which
5G coexists with 4G by means of coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) [19].
These previous works considered wireless links operating at a variety of radiofrequencies
for providing mobile access, which might be either indoor or outdoor. Overall, RF links
correspond to the main technical solution employed for access, although visible light com-
munications (VLC) have also been recognized as an alternative for indoor environments,
particularly when RF electromagnetic interference must be avoided [20,21].

Apart from a tiny segment of the worldwide market already using VLC, wireless
access networks are almost entirely based on electrical solutions, with approximately 70%
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of macrosites in the world being connected by microwave fronthauls. Although there
are many published works investigating individual proposals regarding fronthaul solu-
tions, only a few of them present comparisons between different optical-based fronthaul
solutions [22,23]. To the best of our knowledge, work addressing and confronting diverse
electrical- and optical-based fronthauls is still missing in the specialized literature.

In this context, the current study relies on integrating optical and wireless techniques
towards novel fronthaul and access architectures in a NSA 5G NR framework, as proposed
in Figure 1. In other words, we report implementations and comparison of diverse MWP
techniques towards a non-standalone 5G NR optical-wireless communications (OWC)
architecture in such a way that a variety of integrated services may be offered according to
the network operator needs.

Figure 1. Optical-wireless communication system based on RoF/FSO/wireless fronthaul configurations combined to
VLC/wireless access for 5G and beyond.

The main contributions of this study are as follows: proposal and implementation of
optical-wireless architectures applied to the NSA 5G NR framework; evaluation of diverse
transport and access network solutions, including 5G NR dual wireless and FSO-based
fronthaul, 4G/5G NR fiber-wireless fronthaul, combined fiber-optic and FSO-based 5G
fronthaul, and 4G/5G NR VLC-based access network; discussion of experimental results
regarding 4G and 5G coexistence at Gbit/s throughput and error vector magnitude (EVM)
in accordance with 3GPP Release 15.

The focus of our work is data transmission in the physical layer, although Figure 1
provides a unifying view of our applications in a single ecosystem. The rest of the paper is
structured as follows. In Section 2, we address different fronthaul configurations. First, in
Section 2.1, a dual wireless and FSO-based fronthaul that enables a backup link for high-
reliability services is reported. In Section 2.2, a RoF-based fronthaul is demonstrated for
simultaneous RF signal distribution at distinct spectral bands. Unlike previous works [7,8],
a single wavelength is used to simultaneously cover 4G and 5G NR applications, including
millimeter-wave bands. Next, in Section 2.3, we discuss a RoF/FSO-based fronthaul
that enables high-capacity fronthaul extension for regions where optical fibers cannot be
deployed all the way. A VLC-based access network for indoor applications is presented
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in Section 3, targeting applications in which immunity to electromagnetic interference
is crucial. Section 4 compares the obtained results to related works from the literature.
Conclusions, final remarks, and future works are outlined in Section 5.

2. Fronthaul Solutions for 4G/5G

This section reports on the architectures and experimental results for the three fron-
thaul configurations illustrated in Figure 1, namely 5G NR dual wireless and FSO-based
fronthaul, 4G/5G NR FiWi-based fronthaul, and combined fiber-optic and FSO-based 5G
fronthaul.

2.1. The 5G NR Dual Wireless and FSO-Based Fronthaul

Figure 2a depicts a block diagram of the dual wireless and FSO-based fronthaul archi-
tecture, in which the two parallel data transmission paths enable link dynamic selection
according to transmission performance at a given instant, while the other link serves as a
backup. The FSO and RF links were implemented at 1550 nm and 38 GHz, respectively. The
hybrid FSO/RF system was analyzed under the 5G NR standard operating with 400 MHz
bandwidth and 120 kHz between orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
subcarriers for quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and 16- and 64-quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM).

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 2. The 5G NR dual wireless and FSO-based fronthaul. (a) Block diagram of the proposed hybrid wireless-FSO system.
From the left, the signal generated by the vector signal generator (VSG) SMVB100A reaches the FSW signal and spectrum
analyzer via the two different links. (b) Dependence of hybrid FSO/RF EVMRMS as a function of rain precipitation rate.
(c) Dependence of hybrid FSO/RF EVMRMS as a function of visibility.
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In the experiments, a SMVB100A vector signal generator (VSG) was responsible for
generating 5G NR signal at 1 GHz with 400 MHz bandwidth for the QPSK, 16-QAM, and
64-QAM schemes. In the FSO link, the modulated RF signal was inserted into a single-drive
Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) based at the quadrature point. A distributed feedback
(DFB) laser at 1550 nm provided the optical carrier, which fed the MZM after passing
through a polarization controller (PC). The MZM output was coupled to a collimator to
prepare the optical beam for transmission in free space. The transmitted optical beam
was then captured by a M-5X objective lens and coupled to a single-mode fiber (SMF).
The received signal was amplified by an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and then
photodetected by a p-intrinsic-n (PIN) broadband photodetector (u2t XPDV2120RA). Before
demodulation in the electrical spectrum analyzer (FSW), the RF signal was amplified by a
low-noise amplifier (LNA, EA1). As in references [24] and [25], an FSO link of a few meters
was taken as a proof-of-concept for 5G networks to assure an eye-safe indoor environment.
As shown below, real-life performance was emulated by varying the optical power reaching
the optical receiver.

Meanwhile, for the RF link, the same 5G NR signal, once again generated by a
SMVB100A VSG, was used to drive the PSG E8267D equipment, which upconverted the 5G
NR frequency to 38 GHz. Posterior, its output was connected to a 25 dBi horn antenna, and
an identical antenna was used at the receiver side with the same height and polarization.
A two-stage amplification (EA2 and EA3) scheme was employed before demodulation.

The performance of the hybrid FSO/RF is presented in Figure 2b,c through EVMRMS
measurements at different power levels at the receiver, emulating equivalent attenuation
levels according to visibility and rain conditions. These power levels at the receiver ranged
from −41.9 to −7.4 dBm. Regarding the effect of rain attenuation, the attenuation levels
used for the FSO link ranged from 0 to 56 mm/h, while the values ranged from 0 to
102 mm/h for the wireless link. For the specific case of 64-QAM, the 3GPP EVMRMS limit
was reached at about the same precipitation intensity for both FSO and 38 GHz wireless
links (36 mm/h, Figure 2b). However, as shown in Figure 2b, while operating in a rainy
environment, the wireless link suffered less significant performance degradation as the
rain intensity increased.

Figure 2c depicts the dependance of EVM regarding visibility for the FSO link for
three distinct modulation formats. In every case, successful transmission within the 3GPP
standards required a visibility above 780 m. In contrast, the visibility issue was much less
severe for the wireless link. In fact, our experimental results demonstrated a 1.61 Gbps
64-QAM throughput, which is within the 3GPP EVM requirements, as long as the rain
intensity was less than 36.4 mm/h (see Figure 2a) and the visibility exceeded 40 m.

2.2. 4G/5G NR Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) Fronthaul

The long-term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) and 5G NR signals have similar physical
channel configurations, including primary (P-SS) and secondary synchronization signal
(S-SS), physical transmission channel (PBCH), demodulation reference (DMRS), and shared
physical data channel (PDSCH). Different modulation formats are used for the data and
control channels. For instance, data signals might be modulated in 64-QAM format, while
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation is applied for modulating the P-SS and
S-SS channels. In addition, QPSK and 64-QAM are utilized for PBCH-DMRS and PDSCH
signals, respectively [19].

The EVMRMS performance of the FiWi system was investigated for the eRAC scenario
operating in the 700 MHz frequency range. Figure 3a displays a block diagram of the exper-
imental arrangement of the proposed FiWi system, which employs an A-RoF configuration
based on external modulation and direct detection followed by a link access for increased
reach.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. The 4G/5G NR fiber-optic-based fronthaul architecture. (a) Block diagram; (b) coexistence analysis between 4G
and 5G technologies in the optical-wireless system.

An EXG generator (N5171B) from Keysight generated the LTE-A signal (VSG2) at
778 MHz, which was configured offline using the Keysight Signal Studio software for
generating signals with 20 MHz bandwidth and 64-QAM. The 20 MHz baseband 5G
NR signal was also configured by means of the Signal Studio software in conjunction
with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG M9505A). Next, the PSG E8267D converted
the baseband 5G NR signal to the 759 MHz band (VSG1). This approach allowed the
transmission of the LTE-A and 5G NR signals coexisting in adjacent channels, thereby
making use of the non-standalone transmission mode proposed by 3GPP in Release 15 [3].

A dual-drive Mach–Zehnder modulator (DD-MZM) modulated an optical carrier
provided by a laser at 1560 nm with two distinct RF signals. The optical beam was then
launched into a single-mode fiber with 0 dBm of optical power. Nonlinearities were not
observed in our approach as the optical power level in the SMF did not reach the power
thresholds leading to nonlinear effects [26]. Regarding the electrical power levels, RF1 and
RF2 signals were transmitted at −5 dBm, while the PIN photodetector (EOT ET-5000F)
received a fixed optical power of −3 dBm. After photodetection, the signals in the electrical
domain were amplified by about 44 dB (EA1) to compensate for the overall system losses.
Two log-periodic broadband antennas with 5 dBi gain were used to transmit and receive
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both RF1 and RF2, and a 10 m wireless transmission was performed as a proof-of-concept.
At the receiver side, a Keysight MXA N9020A vector signal analyzer (VSA1) was used to
demodulate the received signals and provide the EVMRMS measurement results.

In the experiments, a 19 MHz frequency offset was employed between RF1 and RF2.
This offset was determined as a preliminary step in order to find the minimum frequency
offset allowing seamless coexistence between the RF1 and RF2 signals. Specifically, we
measured the EVMRMS as a function of the central frequency offset between the LTE-A
and 5G NR signals. The LTE-A central frequency was kept at 778 MHz central frequency,
whereas the 5G NR central frequency was varied from 760 to 758 MHz. For a 18 MHz
frequency offset, there was a spectral overlap of 2 MHz between the signals, resulting in
EVMRMS higher than 19%. This exceeds the limits specified by 3GPP [27], making the
system unsuitable for 64-QAM transmission. In contrast, the 19 MHz offset was enough to
assure an EVMRMS value below 3%. For this offset, there was still a spectral overlap of 1
MHz between the signals. However, this overlap occurred in the lateral lobes and did not
significantly affect the quality of the received signal after the optical fronthaul.

Having established an offset of 19 MHz, the optical-wireless system based on non-
standalone mode was implemented using a RF power level of −5 dBm for the RF1 and
RF2 signals and an optical power of −3 dBm at the input of the photodetector. The RF
signals were configured with 19 MHz frequency offset, 64-QAM, and 20 MHz bandwidth,
thereby achieving a maximum throughput of 182.8 Mbit/s for the 5G NR and LTE-A
signals. Figure 3b reports the measured spectrum and detected constellations for the
LTE-A and 5G NR signals. One can clearly distinguish each synchronism, control, and
data symbols transmitted as the obtained EVMRMS were 2.5% and 2.4% for 5G NR and
LTE-A, respectively. Furthermore, there were no noticeable phase rotation distortions in the
detected constellations after the fiber-wireless transmission, thus demonstrating successful
and seamless coexistence between 5G NR and LTE-A signals.

2.3. Combined Fiber-Optic and FSO-Based 5G Fronthaul

The combined fiber-optic and FSO-based 5G fronthaul followed by wireless access
extension is described in a block diagram in Figure 4a. The system encompasses RoF,
FSO, and wireless technologies in a single architecture that takes advantage of a hybrid
RoF/FSO link for fronthaul integration followed by dual-band 5G NR wireless access. The
FSO link enables last-mile applications when there are restrictions to the placement of a
fiber-optic connection, thereby increasing system flexibility. After photodetection, further
reach is achieved by wireless access.

For the experiments, we simultaneously transmitted two RF signals in the hybrid
configuration in accordance with the frequency bands standardized by 3GPP Release 15.
A 100 MHz bandwidth 5G NR signal at 3.5 GHz was generated using the VSG1, whereas
a 400 MHz bandwidth M-QAM signal was generated in baseband using an AWG and
upconverted to 26 GHz by means of the VSG2. Finally, a diplexer combined both signals,
resulting in 3 dBm electrical power at the optical modulator. An OS-TL-D-C-50-200-1-
S-FA DFB laser from Golight generated a 13 dBm optical carrier at 1550 nm, which was
modulated by the RF-driven signals discussed above using a single-drive MZM. The
modulated optical carrier was transmitted throughout a 12.5 km fiber-optic fronthaul to
the collimator, and then, as a proof-of-concept, it followed a 1 m long FSO fronthaul in
such a way as to assure an eye-safe FSO link.
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Figure 4. Combined fiber-optic and FSO-based 5G fronthaul architecture. (a) Block diagram; (b) performance analysis of 5G
NR and M-QAM signals in the optical-wireless system. The constellations from the RoF/FSO/wireless approach show 16-
and 64-QAM received symbols suitable for demodulation.

At the receiver side, an optical lens with a 5-fold collimation factor coupled the
free-space optical beam into an optical patch cord. A 3-axis micropositioner was used
to minimize vibration and misalignments losses. Next, the optical signal was amplified
by an EDFA, whereas a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and an optical power monitor
(OPM) were used for controlling and monitoring the optical power at the input of the
PIN broadband photodetector from u2t. It is worth highlighting that the EDFA noise was
considered in the approach as there was no filter before the photodetector. If the EDFA
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) had been filtered out, an enhanced performance
could have been achieved. After photodetection, the resulting RF signals were amplified
by the electrical amplifier EA1 by about 24 dB. A diplexer was used to separate the 3.5
and 26 GHz signals. Two 5 dBi gain log-periodic antennas were used for transmitting and
receiving the 5G NR signal at 3.5 GHz. In parallel, two 25 dBi gain horn antennas enabled
8 m of mm-wave wireless link at 26 GHz aimed at indoor applications. At the receiver side,
the 5G signal was amplified (EA2) by 20 dB and evaluated employing an FSW-8351VSA
(VSA1). Meanwhile, the 400 MHz bandwidth M-QAM signal was amplified (EA3) by 35 dB
and evaluated using a DSAZ632A high-frequency oscilloscope (VSA2).

The system performance was investigated by assessing the hybrid architecture in two
distinct scenarios in terms of EVMRMS and in accordance with 3GPP Release 15 specifica-
tions. The first step was to evaluate the hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul at the photodetector
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output, whereas the second step consisted of actually analyzing the dual-band 5G NR
wireless system employing the hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul, as depicted in Figure 4b. It is
worth mentioning that the experimental results were achieved using 3 dBm optical power
at the photodetector input for both scenarios. In particular, for the 5G NR signal at 3.5 GHz,
we selected 64-QAM, which resulted in 578 Mbit/s and measured EVMRMS of around 2.4%,
thereby satisfying the 3GPP requirements (8%) by a wide margin. Likewise, the received
400 MHz bandwidth signal at 26 GHz was within the 3GPP recommendations, providing
2.4 Gbit/s throughput. The increased EVMRMS value (5%) for mm-wave transmission was
due to the RF cables, SD-MZM, and photodetector frequency responses at the mm-wave
band. Overall, the proposed hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul provided 3 Gbit/s of total through-
put, which is within the 3GPP requirements for EVMRMS, thereby enabling further network
reach by wireless access.

The second analysis consisted of evaluating the combined fiber-optic and FSO-based
5G fronthaul followed by the 8 m wireless access, as reported in Figure 4b. As expected, the
wireless channel impaired the transmitted signal in both phase and magnitude as could be
observed by the received symbols in the RoF/FSO/wireless constellations. Nevertheless,
the 5G NR signal attained the EVMRMS requirements with 3.2% margin, which may be ex-
plored for either increasing the signal data rate or extending the wireless reach. In contrast,
the propagation conditions at 26 GHz critically impaired the 400 MHz bandwidth signal,
and hence the EVMRMS did not meet the 3GPP recommendations. As an alternative, we em-
ployed a 200 MHz bandwidth under 16-QAM to overcome this performance shortcoming.
With this bandwidth reduction, the hybrid dual-band 5G NR system achieved an EVMRMS
value of around 12%, which is still within the 3GPP limit for 16-QAM (12.5%), due to the
severe propagation impairments at mm-waves. In spite of the bandwidth reduction at
26 GHz, the hybrid RoF/FSO/wireless 5G NR system was able to provide 1.4 Gbit/s total
throughput, thus fulfilling the Release 15 recommendations and demonstrating feasibility
of the system while giving the remarkable additional advantage of FSO fronthaul flexibility.

3. 4G/5G NR VLC-Based Access Network

VLC has emerged as an alternative for transmitting the 5G NR standard or other
wireless signals in environments where electromagnetic interferences must be minimal,
such as in hospitals, petrochemical industrial plants, and airplanes. Furthermore, LED-
based VLC systems can take advantage of environment lighting to provide free-space data
transmission using wavelengths in the visible part of the optical spectrum. The LED is
directly modulated, and the optical link operates in IM-DD mode at the photodiode [28].
By using an LED, the wide light beam divergence allows the desired area to be fully
eliminated, thereby enabling simultaneous access for multiple devices and/or patterns of
data traffic [21]. In addition, carrier aggregation strategies can be employed to increase the
effective user throughput.

Figure 5a depicts the experimental set-up diagram of the LED-based VLC access point
for simultaneous transmission of the 5G NR standard signal and an LTE-A three-band
signal. RGBA (red, green, blue, and amber) LEDs were considered as the light source
because they provide larger modulation bandwidth in comparison to white commercial
LEDs [29]. In particular, the final selection of red LED (623 nm optical carrier) was dictated
by the manufacturer’s datasheet, which indicates that this wavelength offers the best
trade-off between output power and quantum efficiency. In the experiments, the 5G
NR signal was generated using a SMBV100B vector signal generator (VSG1), while a
PSGE8267D vector signal generator (VSG2) and a M9505A arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG) were employed to generate the LTE-A three-band signal. The RF signals were
electrically combined and directly modulated the red LED by means of a bias tee. The LED
light beam directivity was enhanced by a reflector and launched in a free-space link of
0.75 m.

At the receiver side, a plane convex lens with the diameter and focal distance of 25.4
and 35.0 mm, respectively, was used to focus the incident beam at the input of the PIN
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photodetector (EOT ET-2030). Next, an RLC equalizer similar to the one described in [29]
was implemented to compensate for the LED frequency response. A DC blocker ensured
that the DC component from the OE conversion did not reach the VSA. Finally, a cascade
of four electrical amplifiers (EAs) assured a 50 dB gain in the received signal.

The system performance was evaluated by EVMRMS measurements. The 5G NR
signal was generated with a bandwidth of 10 MHz, 64-QAM, centered at 46 MHz. The
configuration of the LTE-A signal represented the aggregation of three intra-band carriers
in order to triplicate the effective throughput of a single user. Specifically, the LTE-A signal
was generated with three sub-bands of 12 MHz, 64-QAM, at 57, 69, and 81 MHz, named as
64-QAM1, 64-QAM2, and 64-QAM3, respectively.

 
Figure 5. The 4G/5G NR VLC-based access network architecture. (a) Block diagram; (b) electrical
spectrum and EVMRMS at the receiver.

Figure 5b shows the received spectrum as well as the measured constellations and
EVMRMS values. The received signal power decreased as the operation frequency increased
on account of the LED frequency response, degrading both the signal-noise ratio (SNR) and
the EVMRMS value. The constellations in Figure 5b illustrate these performance issues by
considering the four transmitted bands. The measured EVMRMS values were 4.06%, 4.15%,
6.18%, and 6.45% for 5G NR, 64-QAM1, 64-QAM2, and 64-QAM3, respectively, which are
all within the 3GPP limit of 8% for the 64-QAM format [27]. The effective throughputs
measured for the 5G NR signal and the aggregation of the three 64-QAM signals were 38
and 180 Mbit/s, respectively, rates which are attractive for a VLC access point.

4. Related Works and Comparison to the State of the Art

This section reports on a review of the state of the art by comparing optical-wireless
techniques for 5G radio access network reported in the literature to the results of our
implementation. Five architectures were considered, namely FiWi mm-wave/IFoF links,
multiuser FiWi links, parallel FiWi and FSO relay links, RoF links followed by a FSO-section,
and VLC access. Table 1 summarizes the aforementioned literature and comparisons to our
work with the aim of contributing to and advancing the body of knowledge in this field.
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Table 1. State of the art on optical-wireless techniques for 5G radio access network.

Reference Architecture Application RF Bands
Modulation/
Waveform

Transmitter Throughput

[30] - FiWi mm-wave/
IFoF link - RF - 57 GHz

- 91 GHz - OFDM

- External cavity
laser + in-phase
and quadrature

(IQ)-MZM

- 24 Gbit/s

[31] - FiWi mm-wave/
IFoF link - 5G - 57-64 GHz - QPSK

-16-QAM - LD + SD-MZM - 24 Gbit/s

[32] - FiWi mm-wave/
IFoF link

- 5G
- FTTH - 60 GHz - 16-QAM - LD + SD-MZM - Not specified

[14] - Multi-user FiWi links
- 5G

- FTTH
- M2M

- Baseband
- 700 MHz
- 3.5 GHz
- 26 GHz

- OFDM, GFDM,
F-OFDM, M-QAM

and Standard 5G NR
- LD + DD-MZM - 4.41 Gbit/s

[33] - Multi-user FiWi links - 5G - 60 GHz - QPSK - LD + SD-MZM - 0.6 Gbit/s

[34] - Multi-user FiWi links - 5G - 28 GHz - 16- and 64-QAM - RF combiner +
LD - 6 Gbit/s

[35] - Multi-user FiWi links - 5G - 17.6 GHz
- 26 GHz - M-QAM

- LD + SD-MZM +
optical ring
resonators

- 21 Gbit/s

[36] - mm-wave/FSO links - Backhaul
/fronthaul - 60 GHz - BPSK - Bias tee + LD - 1 Gbit/s

[37] - mm-wave/FSO links - 5G - 60 GHz - 16-QAM
- OFDM

- DFB laser +
MZM - 4 Gbit/s

[25] - mm-wave/FSO links - 5G - 28 GHz - 16-QAM
- 5G - LD + MZM - 1 Gbit/s

[18] - RoF/FSO/Wireless links - 5G - 25 GHz - Standard LTE - LD + 2-MZMs - 120 Mbit/s

[19] - RoF/FSO/Wireless links - 5G
- 2.12 GHz
- 2.6 GHz
- 3.5 GHz

- Standard LTE-A
- 5G NR - SFP module - Not specified

[24] - RoF/FSO/Wireless links - Fronthaul
- Access - 24–26 GHz - 64-QAM - Bias tee + LD - 600 Mbit/s

[38] - VLC access - Access point - - OOK - Bias tee +
GaN-based LED - 2.3 Gbit/s

[39] - VLC access - 5G - - OFDM, GFDM
and FBMC - Bias tee + LED - 10 Mbit/s

[40] - VLC access - Access point - - DCO-OFDM - Bias tee +
phosphor LD - 6.9 Gbit/s

This work

- FiWi multi-user
mm-Wave/RoF link

- Parallel FiWi and FSO
links

- RoF/FSO-based link
- VLC access

- 4G
- 5G

- 700 MHz
- 3.5 GHz
- 26 GHz
- 38 GHz

- M-QAM
- LTE standard

- 5G NR standard

- LD + SD-MZM
- LD + DD-MZM
- Bias tee + LED

- 182.8 Mbit/s
- 1.61 Gbit/s
- 1.4 Gbit/s
- 218 Mbit/s

FiWi mm-wave/IFoF architectures, which include digital or analog RoF approaches
followed by wireless transmission, have benefited from diverse technical solutions aimed at
improving capacity and coverage [30–32]. For instance, Li et al. reported a 24 Gbit/s FiWi
mm-wave link by exploiting 6 GHz bandwidth [30], whereas Argyris et al. demonstrated
a similar bit rate in a mm-wave/IFoF link with electrical subcarrier multiplexing [31].
Mm-wave/IFoF links have even been deployed over legacy PON as an alternative for 5G
fronthauling [32].

Advances in the multiuser FiWi links include simultaneous transmission of multiple
RF signals at distinct frequency bands [14] as well as the use of phased array antennas for
beamforming and beamsteering [33–35]. In [14], we presented a FiWi system over legacy
PON based on DD-MZM that was able to cover the 5G eMBB scenario at FR1 and FR2,
thereby enabling applications including long reach, fiber-to-the-home, and machine-to-
machine communication. In [33], Ruggeri et al. reported a multiuser FiWi mm-wave/IFoF
system taking advantage of a 32-element 60 GHz phased array antenna with beamsteering
capability. In [34], Huang et al. demonstrated the possibility of integrating self-steering
array beamforming to the FiWi architecture. Additionally, a photonic beamforming-based
FiWi architecture was experimentally demonstrated in [35].
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Multiple works have reported a hybrid mm-wave and FSO fronthaul aimed at increas-
ing system reliability. The FSO and mm-waves links can operate in distinct architectures,
namely simultaneous transmission for increased throughput in parallel with switchable
transmission and a cascade system with FSO followed by a wireless link. Shakir et al.
reported a hybrid system that simultaneously transmitted the same data over both links,
namely an FSO at 1550 nm and mm-waves at 60 GHz [36]. The link selection was based on
SNR for both approaches in accordance with decision thresholds aimed at evaluating BPSK
transmission in a turbulent channel. Zhang et al. presented a hybrid FSO and mm-wave
link for 5G backhauls operating at 1553.96 nm and 60 GHz, respectively. The link option
was based on maximum-ratio combining (MRC) and was evaluated in terms of EVMRMS
for a 16-QAM signal in turbulent, fog, and rain conditions [37]. Additionally, the authors
in [25] reported a hybrid 1550 nm FSO link cascaded with a 28 GHz RF link for 5G backhaul
and fronthaul applications. The experiments consisted of evaluating the cascaded approach
in terms of bit error rate (BER), EVM, and visibility range under the same dusty conditions.
The experimental results demonstrated that the dust environment did not impair the RF
link at 28 GHz, enabling the RF link to operate as a backup for FSO [25].

The FSO link has also been employed for extending the RoF fronthaul to sites where
fiber optics do not reach, thus maintaining the optical communication advantages. In this
way, Mufutau et al. demonstrated a hybrid 4G/5G optical fiber-wireless system, including
a free-space optics fronthaul [19]. The results showed that a 100 MHz bandwidth 5G
signal transmission using A-RoF throughout a 8 km fiber-optic fronthaul could coexist
on the same LTE fronthaul infrastructure. Additionally, a hybrid fiber and FSO fronthaul
demonstrated the 4G and 5G operability at 2.6 and 3.5 GHz, respectively. Nguyen et al.
experimentally implemented a radio-over-fiber followed by an FSO fronthaul and mm-
waves wireless transmission aimed at broadband wireless access [18]. The performance
was evaluated by transmitting 4-, 16-, and 64-QAM LTE signals over the hybrid link and
evaluating the EVM parameter as a function of weak-to-strong atmospheric turbulence
regimes. Furthermore, Bohata et al. presented a radio-over-fiber combined with FSO and
RF transmission for the 5G networks [24]. The authors used the 24–26 GHz frequency
band and a particular direct intensity modulation solution for transmitting a 100 MHz
bandwidth 64-QAM signal. The link performance was evaluated by exposing the FSO
section to atmospheric turbulence and analyzing the SNR and EVMRMS.

In parallel with the wireless techniques for access point, VLC systems have been
emerging as a potential technology to accomplish the 5G requirements and beyond. They
are mainly composed of light-emitting diodes, which can be used for simultaneously
lighting the environment and transmitting data. In this way, Yeh et al. reported a GaN
LED-based visible light communication using a 4 × 4 color polarization multiplexing and
on–off keying (OOK) [38]. The system attained 2.3 Gbit/s over 1 m employing MIMO
and pre-equalization under the illumination of 6.9–136.1 lux. Recent works have shown
the use of VLC for 5G. For instance, Monteiro et al. reported a comparison among 5G
waveform candidates, namely filter bank multicarrier (FBMC), generalized frequency
division multiplexing (GFDM), and OFDM, with regard to a single-input single-output
VLC system [39]. On the other hand, VLC systems may employ lasers as a light source
to achieve higher throughput. Wei et al. reported a VLC system employing a white-light
phosphor laser for illuminating and providing 6.9 Gbit/s over 1.5 m [40].

In this work, we examined an innovative proposal for optical-wireless architectures
applied to the NSA 5G new radio framework. In contrast to previous works, we experimen-
tally demonstrated 4G and 5G NR coexistence in the 700 MHz band taking into account a
FiWi system.

Regarding the dual wireless and FSO-based fronthaul architecture, our implementa-
tion employed the 5G NR standard. The parallel FSO at 1550 nm and mm-wave link at
38 GHz enabled a dynamic selection according to its transmission performance, whereas
the other link operated as a backup. Its performance was investigated by assessing the
EVMRMS for different power levels at the receiver to emulate the equivalent attenuation
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levels for visibility and rain conditions. The attenuation levels used for the FSO link were
from 0 to 56 mm/h, whereas the values ranged from 0 to 102 mm/h for the wireless link.
Overall, our 5G NR experimental results demonstrated 1.61 Gbit/s total throughput, which
is within the 3GPP EVMRMS requirements, for rain intensity less than 36.4 mm/h and
visibility above 40 m.

Moreover, we examined a fiber-optic and FSO-based 5G fronthaul followed by a
dual-band 5G NR wireless access, including mm-waves. The FSO link enables last-mile
applications, thereby increasing system flexibility and providing optical fiber-like through-
put. The system performance was investigated by assessing the hybrid architecture in two
distinct scenarios in terms of EVMRMS and in accordance with 3GPP, namely the RoF/FSO
fronthaul at the photodetector output and the dual-band 5G NR wireless system employing
RoF/FSO as fronthaul. Overall, the proposed hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul provided 3 Gbit/s
total throughput with plenty of margin in terms of EVMRMS, thereby enabling wireless
access. The dual-band 5G NR wireless system assisted by a hybrid RoF/FSO fronthaul
demonstrated the feasibility of the system by providing 1.4 Gbit/s total throughput, thus
fulfilling the 3GPP Release 15 specifications.

Finally, the RGB-based VLC system for indoor applications was examined, in which
immunity to electromagnetic interference is crucial. We transmitted a standard 5G NR
signal and 3 LTE-A bands in order to attend to multiple users employing a single red
LED, which offers the best trade-off between output power and quantum efficiency. The
system performance was evaluated by assessing each transmitted signal in terms of SNR,
constellation symbols dispersion, and consequently the EVMRMS. The 5G NR VLC system
provided 218 Mbit/s throughput and EVMRMS as low as 6.45% considering all transmitted
signals, thereby demonstrating the viability of VLC for 5G networks.

5. Conclusions

We have successfully proposed and reported on an efficient optical-wireless architec-
ture applied to the non-standalone 5G new radio framework and compared the system to
related works in the literature. Several distinct electrical- and optical-based fronthaul ap-
proaches combining free-space optical, wireless links, and RoF techniques were deployed
for selection according to network operator requirements. First, a dual 38 GHz wireless and
FSO-based fronthaul architecture enabled a backup link for high-reliability services. Next,
a fiber-wireless configuration based on an analog RoF link followed by a wireless extension
was studied for simultaneous RF signal distribution of both LTE-A and 5G NR signals.
Finally, fiber optics and FSO techniques were integrated into a single fronthaul to extend
the fronthaul reach where fiber optics cannot be deployed. After photodetection, further
access extension was achieved by wireless signal transmission of the two 3GPP Release
15 spectral bands of 3.5 and 26 GHz. All three investigated approaches demonstrated
performance within the 3GPP EVMRMS requirements prescribed by 5G NR Release 15. In
addition, a VLC access network with carrier aggregation was examined to increase user
throughput when immunity to EM interference is paramount. The reported solutions may
be integrated in a flexible optical-wireless platform for 5G and beyond, allowing their
coexistence with 4G over a shared fronthaul infrastructure. Future works should consider
implementation of the proposed architecture to either downlink an uplink or to increase
the FSO reach up to hundreds of meters in an outdoor scenario.
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Abstract: This paper proposed and evaluated a programmable ROADM system for MCF-based
SDM/WDM networks. The proposed ROADM system employing both bypass connection and
Route-and-Select wavelength switching enables adaptable virtual topology in optical networks by
dynamically configuring bypass connection cores. The simulation results confirmed this ROADM
system could provide acceptable performance with an around 10–20% reduction in the total cost
including the number of ports and WSSs by comparing with a fully flexible SDM/WDM ROADM
system, which cannot be implemented due to the required extremely high-port-count WSSs.

Keywords: optical network; multicore fibre; programmable ROADM; bypass connection

1. Introduction

Optical networks, as the key Internet infrastructure in the information era, have
served the explosive traffic growth successfully in the past decades. Innovations in digital
signal processing (DSP) and high-order modulation signals have pushed the spectral
efficiency in single-mode optical fibres (SMF) around 10 bits/s/Hz with a total capacity
more than 40 Tbit/s per fibre [1]. However, the increased optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) requirement for optical signals with advanced modulation formats reduces the
transmission distance significantly. Mitigating optical nonlinearity helps improve the
transmission distance but at the cost of a significant amount of computational power in
the receiver. Furthermore, it has been becoming increasingly challenging to squeeze more
capacity out of SMF-based wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology.

Space-division multiplexing (SDM) can offer significantly higher capacity by bringing
another dimension in optical networks [2]. Several technologies have been demonstrated to
enable SDM in optical networks by using single-mode fibre bundles, multicore fibre (MCF),
few-mode fibre, or orbital angular momentum multiplexing (OAM). Most of the efforts
focus on link capacity improvement without considering the implementation of switching
system in SDM networks. Among these technologies, few-mode fibre and OAM technolo-
gies present strong coupling between different spatial modes, prohibiting traditional WDM
switching without cumbersome mode decoupling either by high-complex and power-
hungry digital signal processing or advanced optical decoupling systems. Weakly-coupled
MCFs provides a promising SDM solution with more matured fabrication and availability
of relevant optical components [3,4]. Besides, MCF-based SDM networks provide full com-
patibility with current wide-deployed WDM systems. The latest research has demonstrated
C+L band transmission of 19-core fibres for trans-oceanic communications [5]. In addition,
a field-deployed MCF testbed has been installed in L’Aquila, Italy [6]. It is believed that
MCF-based SDM networks provide a feasible solution for potential deployment in future
optical networks.

Comparing the SMF, MCFs with a large number of cores incorporated with WDM
technology could potentially increase the total capacities by 10 to 20 times. To manage the
growing traffic in MCF-based SDM networks, switching strategies should be reconsidered
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to allow efficient network resource allocation and management. As the key switching
element in optical networks, ROADM systems for SDM networks will also be at the heart
of the switching solution. Traditional ROADM that conducts band switching in WDM-
based optical networks poses a significant challenge for efficient scaling in MCF-based
SDM networks [7]. Providing flexible spectrum switching for all fibre cores not only
requires a large amount of cost; it may also introduce a significant amount of spectrum
fragmentation [8]. Moreover, the implementation of ROADM with full-spectrum switching
requires wavelength-selective switches (WSSs) with a considerable number of ports, which
poses a limitation to further scaling up. Besides, spectrum flexibility in all fibre cores
becomes unnecessary, providing the node degrees are far less than the core numbers. With a
sufficient number of cores in one fibre, fibre cores should be treated as a type of switching
entity compared to wavelength in the conventional WDW system. Therefore, the ROADM
system for SDM-WDM networks providing both wavelength and fibre core switching
granularity should be adopted to allow effective and efficient resource management.

In this paper, a programmable SDM/WDM ROADM system is proposed and evalu-
ated for MCF-based SDM/WDM networks, with an extension of our previous work [9].
The proposed ROADM system is featured with programmable node synthesization and
dynamic bypass-fibre-core configuration. The bypass core configuration provides direct
core-to-core connections from the source node to the destination node without any interme-
diate wavelength switching, which allows adaptable virtual typology in optical networks
for different network traffic. At each node, the total number of fibre cores that require
wavelength switching is reduced significantly with the fibre core bypass configuration so
that a small-scale traditional WDM ROADM can be setup to provide wavelength switching
capability. The proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system minimizes the required scale of
WDM-ROADM at each node and reduces the required number of WSSs. The network
simulation is carried out to validate the proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system. The sim-
ulation results indicate that the proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system provides similar
performance as that of a baseline ROADM design, which provides WDM switching in all
fibre cores. It is worth mentioning that the baseline SDM/WDM ROADM system is a fully
flexible ROADM that treats each core as a single mode fibre. This baseline ROADM system
cannot be implemented practically as it requires extremely high-port-count WSSs that is far
beyond the current technologies. To evaluate the system cost, we choose the required quan-
tities of WSSs and the total power quantity to reflect the cost. Our proposed SDM/WDM
ROADM system requires less number of WSSs with 10–20 % reduction, which depends on
the fibre core number and network scale. Most importantly, the port number per WSS in
our proposed system is in the practical range. In the simulation network, the maximum
port number of WSSs in a fully flexible ROADM scenario is 41 (assuming three degrees
in the node, bidirectional transmission in the MCFs and 13 cores in each MCF). Moreover,
the maximum total port count of practical WSSs is limited around 30 [10]. In addition,
the SDM/WDM ROADM design is fully compatible with the current SMF-based optical
networks and allows smooth migration to multidimensional optical networks. With the
increase in core number in MCFs, the ratio of the saved hardware can be further increased
for better hardware utilization.

The remainder of this paper unfolds as follows. The latest development of the SDM
ROADM system is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the design of the programmable
SDM/WDM ROADM. Simulation results to validate the proposed ROADM architecture
are presented and discussed in Sections 4 and 5 concludes the paper.

2. Relevant Works

MCF-based SDM networks are designed to integrate with the traditional WDM tech-
nologies by adding another dimension. Multicore fibre is a typical approach to introduce
multiple spatial paths into a fibre from an SDM fibre point of view [3]. The transmission
distance and maximum cores number in MCFs are significantly limited by both cross
talk and attenuation. Several compensating methods have been proposed. For example,
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crosstalk-aware spectrum defragmentation [11] was proposed to remedy the issue of spec-
trum fragmentation in the SDM optical network, and the EDFAs in switching nodes can
compensate for the attenuation. In SDM/WDM networks, fully flexible spectrum switching
would be a straightforward solution to use network resources efficiently [7,12]. The fully
flexible ROADM will require WSSs, the key switching device in ROADMs, to provide
switching ports more than the total fibre core numbers in all ingress fibres. Sato [13] ex-
plained how to create very large-scale ROADM, but the requirement of WSS port number
is very high. With the increased core numbers offered by MCFs, WSSs with such high
port counts become unpractical. Therefore, traffic aggregation emerged as an option to
reduce switching complexity. Besides, the work in [14] confirmed that traffic aggregation
in space and spatial can reduce the routing complexity and save a considerable amount of
switching components.

One approach for traffic aggregation is to provide network resources as superchannel
signals either in space or spectral [15]. Regarding space superchannel signals, several cores
can be grouped together to perform core switching as shown in [16]. However, such coarse
granularity in multiple core levels prohibits deployment in optical networks, which require
flexibility in the channel level according to the client interface speed. By combining with
spectra and cores, spatial superchannels can be set up over multiple cores [12]. Compared
with the traditional spectral superchannel signals, the spatial superchannel signals require
specially designed WSSs for switching operations. By taking account of the recent stan-
dardisation of 400GbE, the spatial superchannels over multiple cores will not be foreseen
for any commercial deployment in a few years.

Another approach to handle SDM switching is to offer both core switching and
wavelength switching in a collaborative approach. In 2017, we proposed the concept of
core bypassing in [17], to reduce the scale of the ROADM for better hardware utilization.
The followed work evaluated the design at the network level and further reduced the
required port count of the WSSs in the ROADM by cascading two-level WSSs [9]. Jinno [18]
recognized core bypassing as a key enabling technology for the massive SDM era. However,
the work separates the whole network into a pure SDM network and a traditional WDM
network. It is believed that integrating SDM and WDM networks with fibre core bypassing
will achieve better switching performance. Therefore, several key enabling technologies are
listed here to take full advantage of combined fibre core bypassing and traditional WDM
in SDM/WDM networks.

1. The bypass cores should be integrated with the WDM system that consists of the
residual cores with traditional ROADM switching. The integration allows the bypass
core to serve as a part of optical links. Without the integration, bypass cores will impact
network flexibility, especially when core numbers are low. The integration requires
connecting bypass cores back to the ROADM system at the end of the bypass cores.

2. The bypass cores should be reconfigurable at each node. The configurability of bypass
cores enables adaptability of networks to accommodate different network traffic
and support the migration from SMF-based networks to MCF-based optical networks.
Firstly, variations of network traffic during the life cycle of optical links require fibre
cores to be reconfigured as either bypass cores or WDM cores to optimize network
performance. The programmable bypass core configuration will provide compatibility
to the current wide-deployed SMF-based networks.

3. Intelligent node management is required to handle the bypass core reconfiguration.
For example, intelligent node power management is needed to optimize the optical
power in the node. More advanced power management can be developed to support
the dynamic network reconfiguration [19].

3. Design of Programmable SDM/WDM ROADM System

The proposed programmable SDM/WDM ROADM system creates two integrated
networks over the MCF-based fibre networks. Generally, each core in MCFs is treated as
a typical SMF with fan-in and fan-out devices for each MCF. Inside of each MCF, some
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fibre cores are configured as bypass cores and the residual fibre cores are configured
as WDM fibre links. The number of bypass cores and WDM cores can be reconfigured
by a centralized controller. Therefore, these two integrated networks can be optimized
according to the traffic request. Bypass core links, combined with WDM cores, generate
programmable virtual topologies in the MCF-based optical networks.

Figure 1 shows the concept of programmable bypass core configuration based on an
exemplary SDM network. Nodes are interconnected with 7-core MCF links. Fibre cores in
different MCF links that are directly connected without any wavelength switching in the
intermediate nodes are defined as bypass cores. As shown in Figure 1, a bypass link is set
up between node A to node F by connecting bypass cores directly to node C and node D.
Similarly, other bypass links can be established between different nodes. As an example,
to further illustrate, several cores in node C are configured as bypass cores, including node
A to node E and node B to node D. The residual cores as shown in node D are used to
achieve the Route-and-Select ROADM, such as the bypass link from node B bypassed node
C and connected to RS ROADM in node D.

Figure 1. Concept of bypass-core configuration in an exemplary optical network with 7-core fibres. (A–F) are the node
names. The color lines are the bypass links.

The following sections will illustrate the detailed node structure including bypass
connection and traditional WDM fibre links, programmable virtual topology, and hard-
ware requirements.

3.1. Programmable ROADM Node Structure with Bypass Connection

The programmable ROADM node with bypass connection is shown in Figure 2.
The node includes bypass configuration through core switching and WDM routing/selection
based on Route-and-Select (RS) ROADM. To achieve the required configuration, all fibre
cores are connected to a large-port-count fibre switch (LPFS) based on the architecture-
in-demand (AoD) concept [20]. The WSSs and other components that are used for RS
ROADM are also connected to the fibre switch to synthesize the RS ROADM, shown in
Figure 2 separately on the top and the bottom two parts. A fixed degree ROADM can be
used to replace the synthesized ROADM by connecting the ROADM as one subsystem for
RS ROADM and the other subsystem for bypass connection. Figure 2 shows a 2-degree
node which is a proposed node structure with four 13-core MCFs. Inside the node, the
13 cores in MCFs are regarded as 13 single mode fibres. Every core of fibre-in and fibre-out
is connected to the AoD-based optical fibre Switch. The LPSF can reconfigure connections
between different ports to achieve different selections of the proposed ROADM. As shown
in Figure 2, the bypass connection part is on the top part of the node, which can directly
connect every two cores of fibre-in and fibre-out. The other components are used to syn-
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thesise Route-and-Select ROADM for the residual fibre cores. Route-and-Select ROADM
in the programmable node deploys 2-layer WSSs in the Figure 2. The first-layer WSSs
demultiplex channels from every core of the input MCFs to select the destination cores
in that node. WSSs in the second layer is used for multiplexing channels from different
cores in the first-layer WSSs to the destination MCFs. The implementation of ROADM
requires low port-count WSSs, which can bring the benefits of reducing hardware devices
and saving the cost. Several functions are attached in the traditional Route ROADM part, it
includes EDFAs, Couplers, Rx/Tx, and Functions/Subsytems. Based on the AoD concept,
the RS ROADM can be reconfigured in terms of input fibre cores and the corresponding
add/drop configurations.

Figure 2. Detailed node structure including bypass connection and Route-and-Select ROADM.

3.2. Programmable Virtual topology

To demonstrate the promotion of optical network performance of core switch, 6-node
topology optical network which is shown in Figure 3 has been used for analysis. There
are four three-degree nodes and two two-degree nodes with 8 multicore fibres used in the
whole network. The number of cores in every MCF was assumed as 13 and the fibre-core
switch can select different numbers which can be controlled by a centralized controller.
Due to there being only six nodes in this optical network, the pairs of transmitting and
receiving nodes are including three types: neighbor pairs, one-hop pairs, and two-hop
pairs. As mentioned above, the programmable ROADM can dynamically distribute the
number of bypass connection cores and WDM RS cores, which can be seen as different
virtual topologies. Three different topologies with different bypass connections are used
to illustrate the virtual topology. The difference between these topologies is the number
of bypass links and where to add them. One-hop core switch was proposed to explain
the nondirect two-node whose shortest physical path needs two MCFs and goes through
one internode, such as node 0 and node 2. Furthermore, two-hop core switch can be
seen as the nondirect two-node whose shortest physical path needs three MCFs and goes
through two internodes. Due to there being only six nodes in the proposed optical network,
the maximum hop is two.
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Figure 3. Three different Virtual topologies, named topology 1, 2, 3. The number of one-hop and two-hop bypass connection
cores is separately for 1:1, 2:1, 2:0.

In Figure 3, the three different virtual topologies come from using different cores to set
up the bypass connection. Topology 1 shows that one core is used for one-hop pair nodes
with one core for two-hop pair node bypass connection, while topology 2 presents two
cores that are used for one-hop pair-nodes and one core is used for two-hop pair nodes.
As for topology 3, only two cores are used for one-hop pair nodes bypass connection.

3.3. Hardware Requirements in Different Topology

In ROADM systems, switching devices, such as WSSs, contribute to most parts of the
cost. The cost depends on the number of WSSs as well as the total number of port count in
WSSs. Based on the 6-node topology, the total system cost is estimated by calculating the
required number and the total port count of WSSs. With the bypass connection, the required
WSSs and total WSSs ports are reduced dramatically. To roughly get the hardware saving,
the WSS number and total port number in different topologies should be calculated as
shown in Table 1. Firstly, the number of cores used for bypass connection in three different
virtual topologies has been calculated. After that, the WSS number and the total ports
number are presented. As shown in Table 1, comparing with the fully flexible/basic
topology, topology 1 could save 7.7% WSSs while the total port number saves 12.6%.
Meanwhile, topology 2 and 3 save a little more than topology 1 which has been given the
exact percentage in the table. Furthermore, as shown in the last column, the maximum port
number in WSSs was calculated in each topology. Comparing with the other three proposed
topologies, the fully flexible topology needs an unpractical large-scale WSSs. As mentioned
above, the maximum total port count of practical WSSs is limited around 30 so that under
the existing conditions, the fully flexible topology cannot be achieved. Besides, the cost
of WSSs will be rapidly increased with the port number increasing. In practical networks
with more nodes and large core number MCFs, more hardware can be saved based on the
proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system.

Table 1. Comparison of hardware request between four topologies.

Topology Bypass Core/WDM Core WSS Number Total Ports Number Maximum Port Number

Fully flexible topo 0/104 416 10296 41
Topo 1 15/89 38−7.7% 9000−12.6% 33
Topo 2 27/77 360−13.5% 8028−22.1% 25
Topo 3 24/80 368−11.5% 8352−18.9% 25

4. Simulation Results

Simulation analysis was used to demonstrate that an optimal virtual topology with
bypass connection can be found to replace the fully flexible topology in optical network
and saving a lot of hardware devices. To assess the optical network performance, Blocking
Probability is used to evaluate the performance, including bandwidth blocking probability
and traffic blocking probability. Both blocking probabilities are simulated and analyzed.
Bypass connection would reduce the wavelength switch in the node so that the bandwidth
continuity request will be reduced. To begin with this simulation, the assumed config-
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uration should be set. The number of cores in one multi-core fibre (MCF) is 13 and the
supposed topology is a typical 6-node core optical network as mentioned above. Assuming
the whole bandwidth in one core is 2 THz and every slot is 12.5 GHz, there are 160 slots
in one core based on every traffic can be randomly generated from 12.5 GHz, 25 GHz,
37.5 GHz, 50 GHz, 100 GHz, and 200 GHz corresponding with 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 16 slots.
In addition, bidirection has been considered in this simulation, and it appears that the
2 THz bandwidth is only for the unidirection in one core and the 4 THz assumed used to
present bidirection bandwidth. Meanwhile, the cross talk and attenuation could not be con-
sidered as mentioned above there are several methods to compensate them. Furthermore,
the distance between every two nodes is assumed 40 km so that EDFAs should not be used
in the whole optical network.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed network with programmable ROADM
combined fibre/core switch with WDM routing/selection node, the traffic blocking proba-
bility and bandwidth blocking probability of the same traffic request based on different
topology should be given. The blocking probability can be seen as the ratio of the amount
of rejected traffic and traffic bandwidth which cannot be transmitted network to the total
amount of traffic and the traffic bandwidth in the whole optical network.

4.1. Traffic and Bandwidth Blocking Probability Results in 6-Node Topology

In this section, the traffic request of 6-node core optical network is the same and
randomly generated with the ratios of direct-link pair nodes, one-hop pair nodes, and two-
hop pair nodes are 1:1:1, 3:2:1, and 6:3:2; three scenarios are separately named traffic request
1, 2, and 3. Regarding every traffic request, four topologies can be simulated to deal with
the data. Four topologies are including the basic fully flexible physical 6-node optical
network topology and three different virtual topologies with bypass connection, including
topology 1, topology 2, and topology 3 as mentioned above.

In Figure 4a,d, they show that the traffic blocking probability and bandwidth blocking
probability of four topologies were based on traffic requests 1. The unit of the horizontal
axis is Erlang, which is a unit of traffic load and equals the traffic arrival rate times traffic
duration. Here we assume all traffic arrives at the same second and only lasts for 1 s [21].
Traffic request 1, which can be seen as a random traffic request, means that the probability
of different traffic requests including direct-link pair-nodes, one-hop pair-nodes, and two-
hop pair-nodes is equal or 1:1:1. It is obvious that the basic topology is the best one to deal
with the data, but the other three topologies appear acceptable performance. Focusing
on traffic blocking probability in Figure 4a, virtual topology 2 shows similar performance
as the other two topologies while saving much more cost than others so that practically
this cost-saving and similar performance topology can be used. As for Figure 4b,e, they
show the simulation data on blocking probability based on four different topologies with
traffic request 2, as well as Figure 4c,f show the results of four different topologies dealing
with traffic request 3. Similar performance with less cost is what all researchers try to get,
which can demonstrate that the bypass connection added in the programmable ROADM
can improve the hardware efficiency and save hardware cost. To explain this benefit in
detail, the wavelength fragmentation which can be reduced by adding the fibre-core switch
should be considered as the reason. To illustrate the wavelength fragmentation, the RS
ROADM part should be stated. An accepted traffic through RS WDM part needs allocating
the same bandwidth in every passed core of MCFs which called bandwidth continuity so
that fibre-core switch path does not have this limitation, which can reduce the wavelength
fragmentation. As bandwidth blocking probability shown in Figure 4, it shows much
better performance than traffic blocking probability, especially in traffic request 2 and 3.
Topology 1 and 2 have almost the same bandwidth blocking probability as fully flexible
topology in Figure 4e,f.
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Figure 4. Traffic blocking probabilities and bandwidth blocking probabilities. The traffic request ratio between Neighbor
pair-nodes:one-hop pair-nodes:two-hop pair-nodes is 1:1:1, 3:2:1, 6:3:2, respectively shown in (a,d), (b,e), (c,f) named traffic
request 1, 2, 3. Three bypass connection topologies are corresponding with Figure 3 Topology 1, 2, 3.

4.2. Traffic and Bandwidth Blocking Probability Results in NSF Topology

The proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system is evaluated in the National Science
Foundation (NSF) network. In the NSF network, 7-core MCFs are used for the simulation.
As shown in Figure 5a, bypass links are set up based on numbers of neighbor nodes,
to ensure direct connections are available between two neighbor nodes of the current node.

Figure 5. (a) NSF topology. (b) Traffic and (c) Bandwidth blocking probabilities in NSF topology.

Random traffic is used for the simulation. Heuristic routing wavelength/core assign-
ment (RWCA) algorithm is used to evaluate the blocking probability.

Figure 5 shows the NSF topology and the results of blocking probability in NSF
topology network by comparing between fully-flexible setup and the proposed setup with
bypass configurations. In both traffic and bandwidth blocking probability as shown in
Figure 5b,c, the proposed solution shows similar performance as the fully flexible setup.

The simulation results in Figures 4 and 5 suggest the proposed SDM/WDM ROADM
system has an acceptable performance by comparing with the fully flexible topology in
terms of traffic and bandwidth blocking probabilities. In addition, the proposed system
reduces the total cost by roughly calculating the required quantity of WSSs and the total
port number.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a programmable SDM/WDM ROADM system is proposed for MCF-
based multidimensional optical networks. The ROADM system introduces reconfigurable
fibre-core bypass connections to generate different virtual topologies based on network traf-
fic. The design reduced the required number and port count by using spectrum switching
devices significantly by comparing with traditional ROADMs. The design takes account of
the vast resources provided by the MCFs and provides a practical solution for wavelength
switching. Our simulation analysis shows that the proposed SDM/WDM ROADM system
provides acceptable performance as the fully flexible ROADM that treats all fibre cores as
individual SMFs while saving considerable cost. The SDM/WDM ROADM design also al-
lows dynamic reconfiguration based on network traffic and provides full compatibility with
the current SMF-based networks. It is believed that the proposed SDM/WDM ROADM
system provides a potential solution for future multidimensional optical networks.
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Abstract: To meet the growing demand for wireless capacity, communications in the Terahertz (THz)
and optical bands are being broadly explored. Communications within these bands provide massive
bandwidth potential along with highly directional beam steering capabilities. While the available
bandwidth offers incredible link capacity, the directionality of these technologies offers an even
more significant potential for spatial capacity or area spectral efficiency. However, this directionality
also implies a challenge related to the network’s ability to quickly establish a connection. In this
paper, we introduce a multi-tier heterogeneous (MTH) beamform management strategy that utilizes
various wireless technologies in order to quickly acquire a highly directional indoor free space optical
communication (FSO) link. The multi-tier design offers the high resolution of indoor FSO while
the millimeter-wave (mmWave) system narrows the FSO search space. By narrowing the search
space, the system relaxes the requirements of the FSO network in order to assure a practical search
time. This paper introduces the necessary components of the proposed beam management strategy
and provides a foundational analysis framework to demonstrate the relative impact of coverage,
resolution, and steering velocity across tiers. Furthermore, an optimization analysis is used to define
the top tier resolution that minimizes worst-case search time as a function of lower tier resolution
and top tier range.

Keywords: beamforming; ultra-dense wireless networks; heterogeneous networks (HetNets); optical
wireless communication (OWC); indoor free-space optics (FSO)

1. Introduction

The continuous growth in demand for wireless capacity projects the use of spectrum
into the sub-mm, Terahertz (THz), and optical bands. Extreme directionality is a unique
characteristic of THz and optical wireless communications that can be exploited in future
ultra-dense networks [1–5]. Component technologies exist for short range (1–10 m) indoor
free space optical communications (FSO) with steering capabilities, instantaneous coverage
on the order of 1 cm2, and rates exceeding 400 Gb/s [6]. Research in THz communications
is driven by similar potential; however, this research area is still building momentum and is
mostly dominated by photonic approaches at this time [7,8]. In general, the challenge is that
directional systems require beam management to establish and maintain link connectivity
for quasi-static (i.e., portable) and mobile devices. In this paper, we introduce a multi-tier
heterogeneous beam management strategy that reconciles the nature of highly directional
indoor FSO links and the dynamic beam management needed to maximize network
performance for multiple mobile users. While this paper highlights the use of indoor
FSO as the highest resolution tier, it should be noted that the modular design of the
multi-tier approach could be applied to other highly directional technologies (e.g., THz
communications).

Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, 3627. https://doi.org/10.3390/app11083627 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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We propose a multi-tier heterogeneous (MTH) beam management strategy that bene-
fits from the resolution and steering velocity of various component technologies (Figure 1).
The multi-tier design offers the high resolution of indoor FSO links while the millimeter-
wave (mmWave) system narrows the FSO search space and relaxes the requirements of the
FSO network in order to assure a practical time-frame to search through the device space.
Heterogeneous integration allows for optimization of traffic distribution based on device
context-of-use. This heterogeneous multi-tier design enables high resolution indoor FSO links
as components of a high-performance access network serving mobile users and overcoming
anomalies such as occlusions, handover, device rotation, and steering/scanning latencies.

The proposed design does not intend to compete with mmWave architectures that
exist today; rather, it seeks to establish how dense networks of highly directional indoor
FSO links can coexist and work collaboratively with forthcoming mmWave technologies. In
addition, the MTH architecture is envisioned under the overarching coverage of a broadly
available RF small cell (RFSC). This highlights the design’s potential to add supplemental
capacity to conventional microwave systems (e.g., WiFi). Furthermore, we envision a mod-
ular integration of the tiers within the MTH architecture. This modular design can benefit
from beam management improvements at each tier and, accordingly, this manuscript does
not attempt to optimize each tier individually. Rather, we consider the implicit benefit of
a heterogeneous multi-tier approach to indoor FSO beam management and highlight the
relative performance gains related to the coverage and resolution at each tier. In particular,
we provide the following primary contributions within this manuscript:

1. A detailed description of the MTH beam management strategy including key require-
ments for pointing/acquisition/tracking, multi-tier beam refinement, heterogeneous
beam management, and configuration/deployment of the system

2. A foundational analysis framework that offers a qualitative visualization of relative
performance in terms of coverage, resolution, and steering velocity across tiers

3. An optimization analysis to define the top tier resolution that minimizes worst-case
search time as a function of lower tier resolution and top tier range

Figure 1. System-level view (left); and depiction of a single zone (right). Instantaneous coverage is defined as the coverage
for a specific orientation/emission configuration (beam width, angle, etc.). Potential coverage is defined as the achievable
coverage over all configurations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we pro-
vide background and motivation for Indoor FSO and multi-tier heterogeneous beamforming.
Section 3 then introduces the requirements of a system implementing MTH beam management.
Sections 4 and 5, respectively, introduce our analysis framework and preliminary results related
to optimization of the link acquisition process. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Motivation

The number of mobile devices and the performance requirements of applications
requiring network access continue to drive an unabated growth in wireless traffic [9]. The
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increasing device density and per-device data demand continues to drive requirements for
area spectral efficiency [b/s/m2] or volumetric efficiency [b/s/m3]. The directionality and
dynamic control of steerable wireless technologies in the mmWave, THz, and optical bands
offer massive potential for improvement of both area spectral efficiency and realizable
system capacity [10–13]. In particular, exploiting narrow optical beams for local end-user
wireless access can provide data densities and user-experienced data rates that far surpass
5G specifications. This is technically feasible based on the demonstrated potential of steered
beams and the inherent signal density of focused light [6,14–20]; however, many research
challenges exist at the network and system levels. These challenges must be addressed in
order to realize the potential of such indoor FSO networks in practice.

Figure 2 demonstrates the breadth of characteristics for various wireless technologies
and use-cases for current and future wireless devices. The left image represents the
tradeoffs in directionality and coverage of various wireless technologies. Generally, the
high resolution of directional communications offers the potential for massive gains in
area spectral efficiency; however, the reduced instantaneous coverage also implies unique
challenges when considering network provisioning for multiple dynamic users [21–23].
The right image of Figure 2 depicts the potential alignment of technologies with wireless
devices that have various data demand and mobility characteristics. Applications such as
interactive cloud-based services, video sourcing, augmented reality, and virtual reality have
unique usage characteristics that vary greatly in terms of mobility and demand. These novel
applications are changing the way that we interact with wireless networks. Furthermore,
we expect unforeseen applications to contribute to the device and traffic dynamics in
the coming years. This device heterogeneity motivates our vision of a heterogeneous
multi-tier system, depicted in Figure 1, where the unique characteristics of various wireless
technologies are optimally aligned with the characteristics of the wireless devices that they
are connecting [24–26].

Figure 2. Generalized evaluation of link technology characteristics (left) and a context-of-use based analysis of preferred
link technologies (right). We consider VLC as LED-based systems for both lighting and communications. FSO is broadly
categorized as fixed building-to-building FSO or short range steerable FSO for indoor communications. Range directly
related to potential coverage. Resolution is inversely related to instantaneous coverage. Absence of + or − indicates that the
technology is typically non-steerable.

2.1. Background and Existing Literature

Fiber optic and FSO communications are two proven high-data-rate technologies, each
with successful commercial adoption; however, both are typically used with persistent
point-to-point links. Indoor optical wireless communications technologies (e.g., visible
light communications or LiFi) are also beginning to see commercial acceptance; however,
these systems are typically static emission systems without beam steering due to lighting
requirements in the common dual-use paradigm (i.e., systems that provide both data
communications and indoor illumination). Furthermore, these systems do not approach the
extreme directionality of pencil-beam FSO links. Thus, novel architectures and protocols
are needed at the system level in order to address the challenge of connecting mobile
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and quasi-static users in dynamic environments using highly directional optical beams.
At the scale of cellular networks, heterogeneous beam management techniques have
been introduced in the literature in order to provide a method of coordination between
macrocell and microcell base stations [27–31]. However, this heterogeneity is typically
considered in the context of scale rather than wireless technology. In other words, the work
referenced in [27–31] primarily considers spatial tiers of similar RF mmWave technologies
that are collectively managed to avoid interference. Our vision considers the heterogeneous
integration of microwave, mmWave, and Indoor FSO technologies at the scale of indoor
wireless networks. Considering optimal tier alignment, mobility-aware networks have
also been presented at the cellular level in order to assign resources based on mobility
context [32,33]; however the scale of indoor FSO networks implies the need for novel
methods that account for translational and rotational motion at higher resolution. Work in
the area of heterogeneous radio and optical wireless networks has similarly introduced
the idea of mobility aware or context aware resource allocation [26,34,35]; however, this
has typically applied to the distribution of traffic across static RF small cells and static
directional optical cells.

2.2. System View

Figure 1 shows our system vision where multiple user devices (UDs) receive and
transmit data to overhead multi-element access points (APs) using a combination of low
GHz/microwave transmission from RFSCs, mmWave directional communications, and nar-
row electronically steered laser sources. The mmWave APs create multiple coverage zones
within the broader coverage of the RFSC. The indoor FSO links may be co-located with
mmWave APs or configured as sub-zones in the potential coverage range of a mmWave AP.
Each wireless technology has unique resolution and range that impacts the corresponding
instantaneous and potential coverage (defined in Figures 1 and 2). Along with steering ve-
locity, these characteristics define the time needed to scan a coverage zone. High resolution
is ideal in terms of area spectral efficiency; however, resolution is inversely related to the
scan time. The multi-tiered design allows for multiple levels of coverage—addressing the
indoor FSO signal acquisition through beam refinement as well as providing various access
tiers for UDs with different mobility traits. The radio resource control (RRC) manages
the various beam configurations and resource allocation in order to bridge between the
network and medium access control (MAC) layers.

3. MTH Beam Management Protocol

The MTH beam management protocol aims to allow multiple mobile UDs to establish
and maintain a connection with fast initial access and seamless connectivity. Accord-
ingly, the protocol must account for pointing, acquisition, and tracking (PAT) at each
directional tier; heterogeneous beam refinement and handover across tiers; allocation of
beams/resources in multi-UD environments; and zone configuration/deployment strate-
gies. The protocol design must also account for physical parameters including: beam width
variation, resolution, range, and transition rates at each tier; number of elements and layout
of elements in each tier; and control plane feedback latency.

3.1. Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking (PAT)

Each directional tier must account for the well known PAT requirements of directional
communication technologies [36]. Pointing addresses the the need to direct an element’s
emission towards the desired UD. Pointing protocols may require the AP to scan for
available UDs or use an alternative communication medium to make the system aware
of the UD’s presence [37–39]. After the pointing process has determined the UD’s general
direction, the acquisition process iteratively adapts the beam emission profile (i.e., width
and direction) in order to concentrate emitted signal on the receiver. With an established
connection, tracking monitors the UD’s movement and potentially adapts the emission
profile to maintain the link [40]. There are obvious tradeoffs between narrow and broad
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emission. Wider emission simplifies tracking for small scale variations in the UD’s location.
Narrow emission can increase system capacity, but it requires more frequent adaptation
and high speed feedback to accommodate the small scale movement.

3.2. Multi-Tier Beam Refinement

A high-level depiction of the beam refinement and link selection protocol for a single
UD is shown in Figure 3. The three-tier beam refinement begins with the UD connecting to
the RFSC and progresses through the course resolution directional tier (e.g., mmWave) and
the fine-resolution indoor FSO tier. Prior to beginning the acquisition process for a higher
resolution tier, the UD assesses its current mobility traits and application requirements
(e.g., reliability, security, etc.) in order to make a decision about moving to the next tier. For
example, a quasi-static UD that is currently in motion is likely to postpone transferring to a
higher resolution tier. Similarly, a UD running a latency-constrained application may opt to
remain in Tier 2 if the Tier 3 connection has intermittent outages—even if the link capacity
is higher in Tier 3. Outages are more likely in Tier 3 due to the resolution of the FSO link
and the fact that optical wireless communications have a higher potential for occlusions.

Figure 3. Multi-Tier Heterogeneous (MTH) beam refinement protocol. Device assessment compares UD mobility character-
istics and application reliability requirements with next tier characteristics prior to acquiring a higher resolution link.

3.3. Beam Management

A basic instantiation of the MTH protocol can assume that individual UDs operate
with a greedy approach and attempt to connect to the tier with highest resolution and
link capacity; however, UD mobility, reliability/security requirements, and other device
characteristics can also be considered when determining the tier that maximizes average
throughput. An extension of the single-UD protocol would account for aggregate system
capacity and resource allocation across multiple UDs. To couple the beam management
across tiers for both single-UD beam refinement and multi-UD network configuration,
the MTH beam management protocol should sit within the radio resource control (RRC)
between the Network/Internet layer and the Link layer (Figure 4). This abstract view of
the protocol implementation demonstrates the importance of tight integration with both
the Data link/Physical layers and the Network layer. The protocol must integrate with
the Data link/Physical layers in order to manage the PAT process across tiers. It should
also integrate with the Network layer in order to manage routing of data traffic across tiers
during beam refinement and/or accommodate resource allocation decisions in scenarios
where the optimal tier is related to the UD context-of-use.
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Figure 4. MTH radio resource control for beam management in the TCP/IP 5-layer model.

3.4. Zone Configuration

Optimal system deployment should account for zone configuration—including the
number of elements per tier and the coverage associated with each element. The obvious
motivation for multiple elements is to provide an opportunity for multiple simultaneous
links; however, multiple elements also impact coverage and redundancy. Providing Tier 3
access throughout the Tier 2 zone requires a single element to steer to any location within
the zone. To relax this requirement, the indoor FSO network may be deployed to only cover
a portion of the zone or, alternatively, be configured with sectors or subzones assigned to
different elements (Figure 5). The challenge with sectors is that the protocols must account
for additional transitions as UDs move between sectors (i.e., from subzone to subzone).
Distributed elements also add redundancy and mitigate outage concerns. When elements
are distributed, potential coverage regions can overlap without leading to contention due
to the small instantaneous coverage. This provides redundancy in the potential links for a
UD to connect to, as we demonstrated in [19].

Figure 5. Potential coverage, instantaneous coverage, and associated multiple access strategies for single element (top left),
multi-element (top right), and sectored multi-element (bottom left) steerable FSO links as well as a sectored multi-element
zone with distributed elements (bottom right).

4. Analysis Framework

In this paper, we highlight a specific focus on the optimization of the beam refinement
process. We aim to allow UDs to connect to the highest resolution/maximum throughput
tier while minimizing access delay — both during initial access and upon occurrence of an
outage. The heterogeneous beam refinement allows the Tier 2 search to occur while other
UDs use Tier 3 for communication. Furthermore, a variety of search techniques (RSSI, ToF,
AoA, etc.) may be used, and the protocol may avoid connecting to the middle tiers during
beam refinement in order to speed up access to the higher tier.

Our preliminary analysis focuses on the ideal relationship between range (i.e., poten-
tial coverage), resolution, and steering velocity at each tier. To demonstrate the optimization
problem, consider a three-tier beam refinement strategy where each tier narrows the search
space to the area covered by a single configuration, and the next tier searches over the
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space covered by a single configuration of the previous tier. Assuming non-overlapping
configurations, the worst case search time is

Ts = Td + t2n2 + t3n3 = Td + t2α2β2 + t3α3β3 (1)

where Td is the RFSC’s device discovery time, ti is the time to switch between configurations
for tier i, and ni is the number of configurations in the ith tier. With the assumption of non-
overlapping configurations, we can define ni = αiβi where αi and βi are the resolution and
range of tier i, respectively. We define the tier resolution as the number of configurations
per unit area and the range as the total area covered by the tier. These parameters are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. MTH analysis parameters.

Parameter Description

Ts Maximum Search Time
Td Discovery Time (Tier 1)
ti Configuration Switching Time (Tier i)
ni Number of Configurations (Tier i)
αi Tier i Resolution [configurations/m2]
βi Tier i Range [m2]

Assuming that the search space of tier i + 1 is equal to the instantaneous coverage
(i.e., area covered by a single configuration) of tier i, then βi+1 = 1/αi. In other words,
tier i narrows the search space to an area covered by a single configuration and tier i + 1
searches this space. Accordingly, Equation (1) can be rewritten as either of the following:

Ts = Td + t2α2β2 + t3
α3

α2
(2)

Ts = Td + t2
β2

β3
+ t3α3β3 (3)

The key observation in this analysis is the impact of α2 (or, similarly, β3). Specifically,
there is an ideal resolution of Tier 2 that minimizes Ts and this resolution is dependent on
the range of Tier 2 and resolution of Tier 3. Furthermore, the relative importance of β2 and
α3 is dependent on the relative switching speeds of Tiers 2 and 3. To determine the optimal
Tier 2 resolution, we must determine α2 that minimizes Ts for given Td, t2, t3, β2 and α3.
Observing Equations (2) and (3), we can find the rate of change of Ts with respect to α2 and
β3, respectively.

d
dα2

Ts = t2β2 − t3
α3

α2
2

(4)

d
dβ3

Ts = −t2
β2

β2
3
+ t3α3 (5)

Given that Ts is a convex function for α2 ∈ R>0, we can set the derivative from Equa-
tion (4) to zero and solve for the positive value of α2 (i.e., Tier 2 resolution) in order to find
the value of α2 that minimizes Ts. We can similarly observe Equation (5) in order to view
the impact in terms of β3 (i.e., Tier 3 range or, similarly, Tier 2 instantaneous coverage).
Following this process, we find the optimal Tier 2 resolution and Tier 3 range in Equations
(6) and (7), respectively. Given that βi+1 = 1/αi for this specific problem formulation, we
recognize the direct relationship between the optimal Tier 2 resolution and Tier 3 range.
As such, the optimal value for β3 could be directly derived from knowledge of α2 (or vice
versa). However, the inverse relationship of the derived results in Equations (6) and (7)
demonstrates that the general relationship holds and offers a sense of validation. Further-
more, the direct relationship implies that all relevant information can be defined by either
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α2 or β3; however, each can be used to better visualize the relative performance impact
under different operating conditions (as seen in Section 5).

arg min
α2∈R>0

(Ts) =

√
t3α3

t2β2
(6)

arg min
β3∈R>0

(Ts) =

√
t2β2

t3α3
(7)

Under the given assumptions, these results could be used to define the ideal mmWave
(Tier 2) emission profile for a system with known FSO emission profile and FSO/mmWave
configuration switching times along with a specified coverage area. However, these
simplifying assumptions are obviously limited in terms of practical application since a
more realistic system would account for configuration overlap and non-uniform coverage,
feedback and pipelined scanning, and other protocol characteristics. Accordingly, these
results are intended primarily for qualitative analysis in order to observe the relative impact
of various system parameters.

5. Results and Analysis

To observe the relative impact of the parameters, we evaluate the search time for a
few scenarios where the switching time of the Tier 3 FSO link is faster than, equivalent to,
or slower than the switching time of the Tier 2 mmWave link. To provide a more general
analysis, all results are depicted in time relative to the switching time of the mmWave link
(i.e., t2). Without loss of generality, we also assume Td = 0 since the Tier 1 discovery time
is a constant offset independent of the other parameters.

The first results, depicted in Figure 6, illustrate the search time when the FSO tier
can switch between configurations much faster than the mmWave tier (i.e., t2 = 100t3).
The plot on the left shows the search time versus α2 and the plot on the right shows the
corresponding results as a function of β3. In each plot, results are shown for combinations
of β2 ∈ {9, 25} and α3 ∈ {625, 2500, 10, 000}. These Tier 3 resolution values represent
FSO links with instantaneous coverage of 16, 4, and 1 cm2, respectively. When the Tier
2 resolution is low, we can see that the search time is heavily influenced by the Tier 3
resolution (i.e., the third component of Equation (2)). This implies that the Tier 2 scan
completes quickly and most of the time is spent searching within Tier 3. Conversely, as
the resolution increases there are more Tier 2 configurations in a given space and fewer
Tier 3 configurations within the instantaneous coverage of a single Tier 2 configuration;
therefore, the scan spends most of its time in Tier 2. Accordingly, the search time is heavily
influenced by the Tier 2 range (i.e., the second component of Equation (2)). This is similarly
seen in the right plot where search time is heavily influenced by Tier 2 range when Tier 3
range is small and heavily influenced by Tier 3 resolution when Tier 3 range is large.

In Figure 7, we demonstrate the impact of relative switching times—specifically, we
show results for scenarios where: (a) switching between FSO configurations is 10× faster
than switching between mmWave configurations; (b) FSO and mmWave switching times
are equivalent; and (c) switching between FSO configurations is 10× slower than switching
between mmWave configurations. The key observation here is that the trends are similar;
however, increasing the time to switch between FSO configurations or reducing the time to
switch between mmWave configurations shifts the optimal Tier 2 resolution to the right
and, accordingly, reduces the optimal Tier 3 range. Intuitively, this makes sense since
reducing the relative performance of Tier 3 implies that the system should increase the
utilization of Tier 2.
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Figure 6. Maximum search time for MTH protocol as a function of Tier 2 resolution (i.e., α2) and Tier 3 range (i.e., β3) when
t2/t3 = 100.
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Figure 7. Maximum search time for MTH protocol as a function of Tier 2 resolution (i.e., α2) and Tier 3 range (i.e., β3).
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Lastly, Figure 8 highlights the impact that Tier 2 range, Tier 3 resolution, and relative
switching times have on the optimal Tier 2 resolution (or, similarly, Tier 3 coverage). The
obvious observation is that the three sets of figures appear similar; however, the color bar
range shows that relative switching time has an impact on magnitude of the outcomes. As
FSO switching becomes faster, Tier 3 can explore a larger space in a similar time, therefore
the optimal Tier 2 resolution (i.e., α2) decreases and the optimal Tier 3 range (i.e., β3)
increases. Observing the impact of β2 and α3, we can see that larger spaces (i.e., larger
β2 values) increase the optimal Tier 3 range in order to distribute the additional required
search time across both tiers. Increased Tier 3 resolution drives the FSO link towards
pencil-beam emission, requiring more Tier 3 configurations over a given area; thus, the
optimal Tier 2 resolution increases to again better utilize Tier 2 in the search.

To reiterate the point from above, this analysis presents a qualitative example of the
tradeoffs; however, quantitative analysis depends on the uniformity of coverage, hardware
characteristics (e.g., steering velocity), and the feedback latency of the control messaging
protocol between AP and UD, which may be pipelined. Accordingly, this analysis demon-
strates tradeoffs in design parameters, but the optimal search time ultimately depends on
the protocol characteristics.

Figure 8. Optimal Tier 2 resolution (i.e., α2) and Tier 3 range (i.e., β3) for systems where relative switching times are related
by: t2/t3 = 10 (top); t2 = t3 (middle); and t2/t3 = 0.1 (bottom).
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we provide a thorough overview of the requirements and considerations
for a novel multi-tiered heterogeneous beam management strategy that promises to: (a)
improve traffic distribution across technologies; and (b) improve initial access time of a
steerable indoor FSO network. In particular, we introduce a high level beam refinement
protocol that accounts for device characteristics and link reliability before moving to a tier
with higher directionality. The protocol also aims to improve indoor FSO acquisition time
by taking advantage of the unique characteristics of directional technologies operating at
different tiers. To evaluate the relative impact of various system parameters, we developed
a qualitative analysis framework for the proposed MTH beam management strategy. This
framework was used to demonstrate tradeoffs in the design decisions and derive an opti-
mization analysis that minimizes the worst-case search time in a three tier implementation.
While the presented evaluation is intended primarily for relative comparison, the anal-
ysis motivates a tighter coupling and integration of various directional communication
technologies within the future wireless communications ecosystem.
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Abstract: A novel low-cost and energy-efficient approach for reaching 40 Gb/s signals is proposed
for cost-sensitive optical access networks. Our proposed design is constituted of an innovative low-
complex high-performance digital signal processing (DSP) architecture for pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM-4), reuses existing commercial cost-effective 10-G components and eliminates the need of a
power-hungry radio frequency (RF) component in the transmitter. Using a multi-functional 17-tap
reconfigurable adaptive Volterra-based nonlinear equalizer with noise suppression, significant improve-
ment in receiver optical power sensitivity is achieved. Results show that over 30 km of single-mode
fiber (SMF) a link power budget of 33 dB is feasible at a bit-error-rate (BER) threshold of 10−3.

Keywords: passive optical network; digital signal processing; feedforward equalization; decision
feedback equalization; noise suppression

1. Introduction

Today’s fastest standardized passive optical network (PON) is the 25 Gb/s per lane
Ethernet PON [1]. Driven by bandwidth hungry applications such as high definition video
services and virtual reality, a higher lane rate PON is under study by Telecommunication
Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-T) [2]. An
alternative approach is to increase the lane count by ultra-dense wavelength division
multiplexing (UWDM) with central office consolidation and extended geographic coverage.
On this topic, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.3cs super PON
standard under development supports a 50 km reach and a larger than 1:64 split ratio but
requires a wavelength router in the field. As the attractiveness of PONs is very sensitive
to cost and power consumption, it is highly desirable that high speed PONs leverage the
optical component ecosystem of today’s mature 10 Gb/s PONs, where intensive efforts
have been made by the research community [3–14]. Higher spectrally efficient modulation
schemes and advanced digital signal processing (DSP) must be employed to achieve such
targets. Examples include chirp managed non-return-to-zero (NRZ) [3], electrical/optical
Duobinary [4–7], four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) [3,7–10,13] and PAMs
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with even more amplitude levels [15], as well as more complex multi-carrier [5,9,11] or
multi-band modulation schemes [12].

Notably, PAM-4 has been chosen as the format for high speed Ethernet standards [16]
for data center (DC) applications due to its implementation simplicity. High-volume PAM-4
chips are commercially available. However, at >25 Gb/s bit rates, implementing PAM-4
with simple linear equalizers [7,8,17,18] to support a transmission distance of 20 km over
a single-mode fiber (SMF)—as required in access networks—using only 10-G optoelec-
tronics [7], is extremely challenging, unless higher bandwidth transmitters or receivers
(e.g., 25 G photodiodes [8]), or a dedicated chromatic dispersion compensation module [4]
are adopted. It has been shown that reach extension is possible by mitigating system and
component nonlinearities using DSP without changing the optical infrastructure [18,19].

It is worth mentioning that, alternatively, there are research studies proposing to
employ coherent-lite technologies [20–23]. Coherent reception enables a much higher
achievable transmission capacity as well as longer transmission distances but requires a
higher number of devices. However, the work presented in this paper is limited to simple
direct detection (DD) applications using PAM-4 at the C-band. Although previous DD
PAM-4 systems with improved capacity [24,25] have been demonstrated, they required
the use of sophisticated neural network (NN) nonlinear equalization [24], or an O-band
where chromatic dispersion is much smaller [25]. Moreover, none of the previous DD
PAM-4 demonstrations considered a simpler nonlinear equalization architecture with
noise suppression.

This work proposes a novel 40 Gb/s lane rate PON architecture that includes a high-
performance DSP unit, 10-G optoelectronics and at the same time eliminates the need for a
power-hungry radio frequency (RF) driver from the transmitter. Thanks to the adoption
of shared bi-directional optical amplifiers (OAs) in the optical line terminal (OLT) site, as
standardized in the 10-G lane PON, the optical launch power can be maintained at a high
level in order to guarantee a high optical power budget. The technical challenge is that the
nonlinearity attributed to signal–signal beating upon square-law detection must be tackled
and traded off with the carrier-to-signal power ratio (CSPR) of the modulation scheme.
Our novel DSP approach uses a nonlinear adaptive DSP with zero overheads at the receiver
side to effectively tackle the nonlinearity issue. The nonlinear DSP can be further simplified
and flexibly reconfigured, guaranteeing a low-cost and low-power receiver. Such a PON
has the capability of full C-band tunability with 100 GHz channel spacing, positioning it
as an attractive solution for 40 Gb/s lane rate PONs, and hence, enabling PON links with
>1.6 Tb/s link capacity (e.g., by using 48 WDM channels of 40 Gb/s transceivers over the
whole C-band). Here, experimental demonstrations were performed using a single channel
40 Gb/s PAM-4 signal transmission over 20 km (30 km) SMF with a link power budget of
38 dB (30.7 dB), at a pre- forward error correction (FEC) bit-error-rate (BER) of 10−3. In
addition, when a simpler KP-4 FEC with a BER threshold of 2.2 × 10−4 was considered, a
link power budget of 33 dB (27 dB) was achieved after a 20 km (30 km) SMF transmission.

2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1a illustrates the experimental setup and Figure 1b depicts the detailed archi-
tecture of the nonlinear equalizer. In the transmitter, an offline PAM-4 signal is generated
after a 2-tap symbol-spaced digital pre-distortion and a Nyquist shaping with a roll-off
factor of 0.45. The generated signal is loaded into a 16 GHz, 80 GS/s digital-to-analog
convertor (DAC) with an output swing of approximately 250 mV. Without using any driver
amplifier, a 10-G tunable transmitter assembly (TTA) consisting of a tunable laser operating
at 1543.3 nm and a differentially driven InP Mach–Zehnder intensity modulator (MZM)
with a bandwidth of approximately 11 GHz [8] is driven by the DAC output directly.
Following the MZM, a tunable optical band-pass filter (OBPF) mimicking an optical mul-
tiplexer with a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 40 GHz is adopted and its output is
amplified by a booster Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The OBPF has a 2nd order
super Gaussian filtering profile. A variable optical attenuator (VOA) at the output of the
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EDFA optimized the launched optical power into the fiber link, thus, always providing
the lowest BER. After transmission over an SMF link of up to 30 km, a combined optical
receiver consisting of a VOA, a pre-amplifier EDFA, a 40-GHz bandwidth OBPF mimicking
an optical de-multiplexer with identical configuration of the transmitter OBPF, and a 10-G
p–i–n photodiode- transimpedance amplifier (PIN-TIA) is utilized to detect the received
optical signal. The PIN-TIA has a bandwidth of roughly 11 GHz and its input power is
adjusted and optimized by a prior VOA. The detected PAM-4 signal is then converted into
a digital signal by analog to digital convertor (ADC) sampling at 80 GS/s and the following
DSP is conducted offline.

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup of a 40 Gb/s lane rate next generation passive optical network
(NG-PON) downstream link using pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) and the diagram of the
receiver digital signal processing (DSP). (b) Detailed architecture of the nonlinear equalizer.

The detailed process of offline DSPs for the receiver is also presented in Figure 1.
The clock recovery obtains the optimum sampling phase and then a re-sampler down-
samples the signal into 2 samples per symbol. A following blind nonlinear feedforward
and decision feedback equalizer (FFE/DFE), together with a noise suppression (NS) filter,
is then adopted to combat both linear and nonlinear effects from the low-bandwidth
components and fiber link. After symbol-to-bit mapping, the BER prior to forward error
correction (FEC) is the result of a one-on-one comparison between the transmitted and
the recovered bits. The adaptive nonlinear equalizer (NLE) is the core of the receiver
DSP, which is indicated in Figure 1b. The proposed reconfigurable NLE has the capability
to combat both linear and nonlinear distortions as well as to suppress the signal noise.
The DSP is operated in a completely blind manner with zero overhead. As indicated in
Figure 1b, the nonlinear equalizer consists of both a Volterra FFE, a DFE and an NS filter to
recover the symbols.

The cost function adopted for the optimization of the coefficients is the least mean
square (LMS), which is expressed as:

ŷ′[k] = ∑M−1,N
i=0,j=1 (aiy[k − i]− bjŷ′[k − j])

+∑M−1
i=0,j=i aijy[k − i]y[k − j]− ∑N

i=1,j=i+1 bijŷ′[k − i]ŷ′[k − j]
−∑H

h=1 ph(y′[k − h]− ŷ′[k − h])

(1)

where M, N, and H are the FFE, DFE and NS filter orders, and y and y’ represent the FFE
input and output, respectively. ŷ′ is obtained from a hard decision of y’. Only linear and
the 2nd-order Volterra kernels are considered to maintain a low level of complexity. ai(bj)
and aij(bij) are the linear and nonlinear FFE (DFE) tap coefficients, respectively. ph is the
NS filter tap coefficient. The idea of the NS filter is to predict the noise of the current FFE
output sample based on the past H noise samples and the predicted noise is then subtracted
from the signal sample. The past noise samples can be estimated via y’[k-h] -ŷ′[k-h] thanks
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to the decision feedback. The nonlinear DSP has excellent reconfigurability by switching
ON or OFF the DFE and NS filter and part of the taps with lower weights can be disabled,
depending on the channel conditions and transceiver power requirement.

A low complexity 10G-Ethernet PON (EPON) FEC Reed-Solomon [RS(255,223)] with
14.35% overhead, 6.56 dB net coding gain and a threshold BER of 10−3 is assumed here [26].
Considering the superior performance of the proposed NLE, a 5.84% overhead KP-4 RS(544,
514) FEC with a threshold BER of 2.2 × 10−4, widely adopted in high speed Ethernet links,
can also be used [27].

3. Experimental Results at 20 km Transmission

The eye diagrams of the modulator output shown in Figure 2 exhibit strong eye
closure and asymmetry with smaller lower eyes. The degradation of the signal quality
caused by the MZM is obvious by comparing the eye diagram with the DAC output eye
diagram. The latter is much more open and the apertures are more uniform, although a
slight eye closure is observed due to the DAC bandwidth limitation. The eye diagrams
of the detected signals are also shown in Figure 2, in which they are completely closed,
regardless of the fiber transmission distance. This is a direct result of the joint effect of
limited transceiver bandwidth and fiber dispersion.

 

Figure 2. The eye diagrams (10 ps/div time resolution) obtained at the output of the DAC (marker A),
the modulator (marker B), and the photodiode (marker C), respectively.

Figure 3a identifies an optimum operating point that is far below the linear regime,
which is verified by the BER versus modulator bias voltage curve presented in Figure 3b.
Considering a small differential driving signal swing of about 500 mV, which is about one
ninth of the Vπ of the MZM, a bias closer to the null point brings about a lower CSPR
(namely, a higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) for a fixed optical power by suppressing
optical carrier) but stronger signal–signal beating interference upon square-law detection
at the same time. The optimum bias gives rise to the best trade-off between CSPR and
beating interference. This leads to a low optical output power, but it can be amplified by a
booster EDFA. This configuration is critical to reduce the transceiver cost and power due
to the avoidance of an RF driver in each channel since the EDFA cost can be shared by
all channels.

Figure 4a presents the BER versus the received optical power performance under
various receiver DSP configurations for an SMF length of 20 km. With only a linear FFE
with an identified optimum tap count of M = 8, the BER improves slowly with increasing
optical power but an error floor appears at a BER level of 5 × 10−5. The use of DFE with
an optimum tap count N = 4, in addition to FFE, shows a performance enhancement,
especially in lowering the error floor. Based on the optimum FFE and DFE tap counts, the
2nd-order nonlinear terms given in Equation (1) are additionally introduced, requiring a
total number of 44/10 FFE/DFE taps according to Equation (1). It is obvious that nonlinear
equalization brings a tremendous improvement in both the power sensitivity and error
floor. Further improvement is achieved by using an NS filter, which is more significant
at lower BERs. Overall, a total optical power sensitivity improvement of approximately
2 dB (4 dB) is obtained at the 10-G EPON FEC (KP-4 FEC) threshold BER of 1 × 10−3

(2 × 10−4), respectively.
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Figure 3. (a) The Mach–Zehnder intensity modulator (MZM) transfer function and the identified
optimum modulation regime in the inset block and (b) bit-error-rate (BER) vs. modulator bias voltage
for optical back to back case.

Figure 4. (a) BER vs. optical power performance using different equalization approaches for transmission of 20 km
single-mode fiber (SMF) and (b) power spectral densities. (c) Histograms of signals corresponding to DSP configurations
marked in BER curves with −25 dBm optical power. (d) Received simulated histograms for avalanche photodiode (APD)
case (w/o receiver EDFA) with and without DSP at −25 dBm optical power.
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The improvement enabled by the receiver adaptive DSP is firstly attributed to—as
indicated in Figure 4b—the nonlinear equalization, that effectively mitigates the signal–
signal beating interference due to fiber dispersion and square-law detection, leading to
approximately a 3 dB reduction in noise power. Secondly, the nonlinear response of
the MZM near to the null bias point can also be significantly compensated by nonlinear
equalization. This is identified by comparing the histograms shown in Figure 4c of the
equalized signals of linear and nonlinear equalization cases under the same optical power:
nonlinear equalization reduces the frequency of amplitudes distributed in the threshold
regimes, leading to reduced errors on the following hard decisions. Moreover, Figure 4c
also indicates that the nonlinear equalized PAM-4 signal shows even more amplitude space
between each level. The NS filter not only significantly suppresses the noise distributed in
the frequency range beyond 10 GHz but also whitens the noise power spectral density.

It is also shown in Figure 4a that it is possible to significantly reduce the FFE/DFE
and NS filter taps, and hence, the filter complexity, without sacrificing the performance of
20 km SMF transmission. This is achieved by disabling the taps whose values are below
the average of the corresponding tap category.

The pre-amplified receiver could potentially be replaced by an avalanche photodiode
(APD) in the downlink system for cost-efficiency reasons, but the corresponding sensitivity
penalty will typically rise to ~5 dB in this case [7,8,12]. However, if dynamic biasing of the
APD is used, it is expected that the sensitivity can be reasonably improved [28].

4. Simulation Results at 20 km Transmission

Due to the absence of a high-bandwidth APD in our laboratory, we performed realistic
simulations using the VPIphotonics Design Suite platform (VPItransmissionMaker) to
predict the impact of a realistic APD in the proposed setup. For our simulations, we used
two cases, the first being identical to the experimental setup using the EDFA and a PIN with
a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). While the second replaced the latter components with a
single APD + TIA. For simplicity, we used an 8 tap FFE in the DSP unit for comparison with
the corresponding experimental measurements with a simplified DSP. A total of 220 symbols
were used for effective BER Monte-Carlo simulation. The simulation parameters for
the PAM-4 with the APD set-up were identical to [8], while the following additional
parameters were considered in the simulation: a single-polarization system was used using
an standard SMF (SSMF) with attenuation, chromatic dispersion, chromatic dispersion
slope and a Kerr nonlinear index of 0.2 dB/km, 16 ps/(km × nm), 0.08 ps/km × nm2,
and 2.6 × 10−20m2/W, respectively. For both EDFAs, the noise figure was set 6 dB. For the
PIN and APD, the thermal noise was set at 1 pA/

√
(Hz), the dark current at 10 nA and

the responsivity at 0.9 A/W. The avalanche multiplication factor for the APD was 2.5. The
bandwidth limitation of the modulator and PIN/APD was simulated using Bessel low-pass
filters of the 3rd order, while the TIA was modelled with a 4th filter order. Gaussian OBPFs
of the 2nd order were also simulated. Identical PAM-4 parameters to the experiment were
used, with a current noise spectral density of 10 nA/

√
(Hz). The laser linewidth was set to

10 MHz and its relative intensity noise (RIN) was set to −130 dB/Hz at a measured power
of 1 mW. The laser average power was set to 10 mW, while the side mode separation was
set to 200 GHz and the side mode suppression ratio to 100 dB. The MZM was assumed to
be ideal with an insertion loss of 6 dB and extinction ratio of 30 dB.

In Figure 4a, together with the experimental traces from Section 3, the simulated
results are depicted for the case of an 8 tap FFE at 20 km of transmission. Figure 4d shows
the received histograms for the afore-mentioned simulated DSP case without using an
equalizer. Our simulated results designate the following: (1) An implementation penalty of
~0.4 dB is observed at the KP4 FEC-limit when compared to the experimental curve, mainly
induced from the electro-optical components; (2) A ~4.3 dB sensitivity penalty is observed
when using an APD without receiver pre-amplification, confirming the prediction reported
in [7,8,12].
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5. DSP Analysis and Experimental Transmission-Reach Limitations

The simplification of the NLE filter taps is illustrated in Figure 5. Note that for the
simplified DSP case, the equalization runs again after the taps below the threshold are
disabled from the complete DSP. On convergence, the survived taps show different values
compared to their complete DSP counterparts since the interaction between taps changed.
Taking the nonlinear FFE term as an example, Figure 5 shows that the most significant
nonlinear terms are the square terms and the product terms between most adjacent symbols,
which corresponds to the nonlinear FFE coefficient ai,j for |i − j| ≤ 1. The product terms
between symbols further away from each other are negligible and can be eliminated to
reduce computational complexity. It is observed that the penalty of the simplified nonlinear
FFE/DFE, relative to the full nonlinear FFE/DFE, increases slightly with increasing the
fiber length beyond 20 km. This is because of the increased fiber dispersion and stronger
distortion (as shown in Figure 2), and the fact that a small part of the eliminated nonlinear
product terms shown above are no longer negligible. It is noticeable that both the FFE
and DFE terms show that more weighted taps survived via simplification. While for the
NS filter, the tap significance was changed slightly via simplification. This is because the
change of the FFE/DFE taps has an influence on the noise correlation. Overall, the total tap
count is reduced by 75% (from 44/10/10 to 10/4/3 taps). The simplified DSP makes the
receiver comparable to a commercial simply equalized clock and the data recovery (CDR)
of PAM-4 as regards the complexity and power dissipation.

Figure 5. Feedforward and decision feedback equalizer (FFE/DFE) and noise suppression (NS) filter tap coefficients for full
DSP and simplified DSP cases with 20 km SMF at an optical power of −21 dBm.

Figure 6a summarizes the optical power sensitivity at the threshold BERs of both
of the proposed FECs for various fiber lengths under two receiver DSP configurations:
8/4 tap FFE/DFE without 2nd-order terms, and a simplified 10/4/3 tap FFE/DFE/NS
filter with both linear and 2nd-order terms as well as the NS filter. It clearly shows that
when compared with a linear FFE/DFE, 2nd-order Volterra nonlinear equalizations with an
NS filter considerably enhance the receiver sensitivity and that the gain is more significant
at longer fiber distances. The linear equalization fails to support 30 km SMF transmission
for both FECs.

Considering a launch power of 12 dBm, Figure 6b presents the achievable link power
budget, subject to the DSP configurations in Figure 6a. As references, three different
high value power budget specifications from 10 G EPON standard are illustrated. It
indicates that the proposed 40 Gb/s PAM-4 PON can achieve a link power budget of 39 dB
(33 dB) and 37 dB (27 dB) for 20 km (30 km) SMF transmissions by using the 10 G EPON
FEC and KP-4 FEC, respectively. The system can support PR30 and PR40 power budget
specification with 20 km and 25 km distances, respectively, under all DSP configurations.
Only the FFE/DFE/NS configuration together with 10 G EPON FEC can support PR50
by considering a 25 km reach. It is worth mentioning that the pre-amplified receiver may
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be replaced by an APD in the downlink system for cost reasons and the corresponding
achievable power budgets will be ~7.5 dB less [7,8,12]. In this case, the PR30 power budget
(20 km reach) can still be achieved. When dynamic biasing APD is used, it is expected that
the power budget can be reasonably improved [28]. In the case of using an APD without a
receiver EDFA, simulations in Figure 4 have revealed that 20 km reach can be achieved and
so it can cover the PR30 power budget as depicted in Figure 6b.

Figure 6. (a) Receiver sensitivity and (b) the corresponding power budget at different fiber lengths of the 40 Gb/s PAM-4 system.

6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a unique low-complexity and energy-efficient 40 Gb/s PAM-4
PON system using a novel high-performance DSP unit and a 10-G transceiver without
requiring a power-hungry RF-driver. The DSP consisted of a low complexity reconfigurable
blind adaptive Volterra-based nonlinear FFE/DFE, integrated with an NS filter as a receiver
equalizer to alleviate various linear and nonlinear effects from the components and the fiber.
The results revealed that a link power budget of 39 dB and 37 dB for 20 km (30 km) SMF
transmission was feasible at a BER threshold of 10−3, respectively. Up to a 75% reduction
in the DSP complexity is feasible without performance degradation. The 17-tap NLE has
a complexity that is comparable with a commercial equalized CDR. Simulation results
revealed that an APD can potentially be used to avoid pre-amplification, thus, enabling
greater cost and energy efficiency in modern PONs, while simultaneously covering the
PR30 power budget at 20 km.
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Abstract: Telecom operators’ infrastructure is undergoing high pressure to keep the pace with
the traffic demand generated by the societal need of remote communications, bandwidth-hungry
applications, and the fulfilment of 5G requirements. Software-defined networking (SDN) entered in
scene decoupling the data-plane forwarding actions from the control-plane decisions, hence boosting
network programmability and innovation. Optical networks are also capitalizing on SDN benefits
jointly with a disaggregation trend that holds the promise of overcoming traditional vendor-locked
island limitations. In this work, we present our framework for disaggregated optical networks
that leverages on SDN and container-based management for a realistic emulation of deployment
scenarios. Our proposal relies on Kubernetes for the containers’ control and management, while
employing the NETCONF protocol for the interaction with the light-weight software entities, i.e.,
agents, which govern the emulated optical devices. Remarkably, our agents’ structure relies on
components that offer high versatility for accommodating the wide variety of components and
systems in the optical domain. We showcase our proposal with the emulation of an 18-node European
topology employing Cassini-compliant optical models, i.e., a state-of-the-art optical transponder
proposed in the Telecom Infrastructure Project. The combination of our versatile framework based on
containerized entities, the automatic creation of agents and the optical-layer characteristics represents
a novel approach suitable for operationally complex carrier-grade transport infrastructure with
SDN-based disaggregated optical systems.

Keywords: disaggregated optical networks; software defined networking; optical network emulation

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of Internet traffic that we are currently experiencing [1,2] is based
on the expansion of cloud services and the huge amount of traffic supported by the content
delivery networks (CDNs) [1]. This clearly increases congestion issues in communication
networks, with particular emphasis in the core and backbone segments [3]. Furthermore,
the global crisis of COVID-19 has revealed the need for remote communications in both the
social and business spheres [2,4]. This crisis has become an incipient increase in video-call-
related traffic through the use of applications such as Zoom [5], Microsoft Teams/Skype [6]
or Cisco Webex [7]. Finally, these challenges are compounded by the need to meet the
performance specifications for the fifth generation Internet (5G), where it is planned to
obtain (a) a scalable management environment that enables the dynamic deployment of
cloud-based applications, (b) a reduction of approximately 20% in operational costs and
(c) total latency to the user of less than 1 ms [8].

The combination of all these challenges requires drastic changes in the way transport
network resources are controlled and managed, moving away from traditional network
management techniques. Under this umbrella, software defined networking (SDN) and
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network function virtualization (NFV) emerge as key technologies to address the above
challenges in an efficient way. In this work we will put the light on SDN.

SDN is becoming a consolidated technology for network management that encom-
passes a set of techniques aimed at the management of networks that focus mainly on
one basic principle: decoupling the decisions made at the control plane with respect to
the actions taken at the data plane [9]. This principle allows unprecedented degrees of
flexibility in the system, because the network switches and routers become simple for-
warding devices that send and receive traffic, while the logical control of the network can
easily be centralized on an external controller [10]. Conversely to traditional vendor-locked
communication networks, SDN technology brings to network operators, among other
benefits, the capability to: respond to challenges (such as big traffic fluctuations due to
major sport or public events), operate their network in a cost-effective manner, evolve the
network infrastructure, foster innovative solutions [10].

Relevant for optical networks, SDN is a powerful enabler to control and manage the
wide variety of network elements with particular photonic transmission and switching
characteristics inherent of the optical domain [11]. In this context, software-defined optical
networks (SDONs) aim to exploit the flexibility of SDN control to support network appli-
cations with an underlying optical network infrastructure [12]. Within SDON, software
models dedicated to the characterisation of optical elements, devices and systems are of
utmost significance to enable the creation of software agents. In this regard, an agent is
assumed to be a light-weight software that translates the necessary commands to permit
communication between the SDN controller and the optical device placed in the optical
data plane. Consequently, agents play a relevant role in disaggregated optical networks.

Horizontal disaggregation in optical network is aimed at decomposing the optical
data in its single components [13]. Disaggregated optical networks (DONs) leverage this
idea to be presented as a new technology in optical networks and brings synergies with
the SDN paradigm. Under this umbrella, several cooperative projects, such as Open
Config [14], Open ROADM [15] or Telecom Infra Project [16], have been arising for the
last years, with the target of providing unified models of optical devices. Thus, allowing
the deployment of complex optical network architectures through the use of vendor-
independent devices. This fact is remarkable because it avoids one of the most challenging
traditional issues in optical network implementations, the vendor islands. The inherent
independency of vendor equipment obtained in the aforementioned projects is mainly
based on using a specific modelling language, namely, the Yet Another Next Generation
(YANG) one [17]. YANG offers the possibility to consolidate in a common language and
a catalogue of rules the definition of the main characteristics of device models that can
be used in software agents. In SDN-based DONs the communication between the agents
generated based on YANG models and the SDN controller (via South Bound Interface,
SBI, in the canonical SDN architecture) usually relies on the NETCONF protocol [18].
The YANG/NETCONF symbiosis provides the ideal breeding ground not only for the
development of optical devices that facilitate vendor interoperability but also for the
development of software tools that emulate the real behaviour of such devices, which is
basic in the early stages of the development of new devices and network planning. Further
details on the YANG/NETCONF usage for optical networks and additional alternatives
for SBIs can be found in [19].

1.1. State of The Art

The literature has a growing number of works focused on SDN DON and optical
network emulation. However, studies that consider both topics from the application layer
to the data plane are scarce. One interesting starting point to link SDN and DON is to
put the light on the SDN controller. Some works like [13,20,21], embrace this approach,
first by proposing a model-driven design of a SDN controller and, second, upgrading the
functionalities of the SDN controller ONOS to support disaggregated optical networks.
Such new capabilities include YANG models compatible with NETCONF-based SBIs that
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communicate with the optical devices. In [22], this idea is expanded to not only be applied
to the controller but also to a high level of abstraction that comprises the control plane
in multi-domain disaggregated optical networks. Furthermore, a monitoring and data
analytics architecture is proposed in [23] to monitor optical disaggregation.

On the other hand, several studies focus on the data plane, precisely on modelling
devices in the context of DON. For instance, YANG models and their implementation,
via agents, of (SDN-enabled) sliceable bandwidth/bitrate variable transceivers (S-BVTs)
have been presented for partially [24] and fully disaggregated optical networks [25]. One
of the most important actors in optical networks is the reconfigurable optical add/drop
multiplexer (ROADM) that implements the add and drop capabilities in optical nodes.
They are addressed within the DON scope in [26,27]. Additionally, focusing on the data
plane, [28] reports a gap analysis on physical-layer parameters of YANG models available
in the OpenConfig, OpenROADM and OpenDevice projects for estimating the quality
of transmission (QoT). In addition, this work is complemented by a proof of concept
focusing on the reception of the relevant parameters from an OpenConfig muxponder in
the application layer for planning purposes.

Relevant in the context of data-plane initiatives, it is worthwhile mentioning GNPY [29]:
the open-source planning tool for the data plane in optical networks. GNPY is based on
the Gaussian Noise (GN) model [30], and reported validation results in large-scale optical
transmission testbeds [31]. In particular, [31] reports the GNPY validation in a mixed-fibre
test-bed at Microsoft labs in which transponders of eight different manufacturers operated
in the C-band reaching a propagation distance of 1945 km. Relevantly, GNPY has also
been considered as an assistance tool for the computation of impairments in optical-layer
paths on top of SDN controllers [32]. Nonetheless, these efforts are scarce in the literature
because optical-layer awareness is commonly considered as stand-alone planning tools
separated from operational aspects addressed by SDN controllers.

The next stage towards emulating a DON environment is device virtualisation that
exploits the benefits provided by YANG models of devices, which is also explored in
the community. A network virtualisation architecture for open (partially) disaggregated
network uses the concept of device hypervisor in virtual networks by using OpenROADM
data models [33]. Furthermore, another common approach for adding virtualization to
DON-based devices is to implement their related agent in a virtual machine (VM)/container
that can emulate a realistic behaviour of the optical device. This eases the instantiation and
the management of the virtual entities with a computer or a server. Those VMs/containers
must be configured to enable the SBI communication implementing the interaction with
the SDN controller [13].

Finally, it is also worthwhile mentioning comparable initiatives to our proposal such as
the software-defined packet-optical network emulator [34], which is based on an optical ex-
tension of the popular packed-oriented network emulator Mininet [35]. Relevantly, ref. [34]
proposes a software suite capable of emulating optical-layer QoT performances such as
OSNR, gOSNR and BER, and report its impact to the SDN controller. This emulation is
based on augmenting packet in traditional Mininet instances with wavelength/channel
information, which is used in modified instances of Open vSwitch. In fact, the entire
Mininet-Optical emulation relies on a software structure that invokes the Open vSwitch
instances as Python processes. Consequently, this approach diverges from realistic deploy-
ment/production scenarios in which optical systems are managed/controlled by its own
light-weight software agent in dedicated physical or virtual resources.

1.2. Motivation and Previous Work

The state of the art in SDN DON and optical devices’ emulation reveals that the
community is pushing considerably in this direction. YANG-based models in accordance
with the NETCONF protocol are efficient approaches towards minimizing or even removing
the drawbacks of the so-called vendor islands. Thus, there are ongoing projects to provide
unified models for optical devices. However, to the best of our knowledge, optical device
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emulation is in its early stages. Only some of the analysed works assume a scenario where
SDN DON emulation tackles from the highest application layer down to the data plane.
Handing over control and management of emulation to the application layer will permit
a more precise optical network design and an automatic deployment of software agents
related from device catalogue at the request of the user. Moreover, as pointed out in
the data-plane initiatives in the previous subsection, interactions between realistic agent-
based SDN implementations and data-plane models are scarce. In fact, the challenge of
these initiatives relies on the combination of physical-layer modelling commonly devoted
to off-line planning tools with operation-based systems such as SDN controllers. The
complementary nature of those systems makes the development of a DON emulator a
difficult and challenging task. Such context is the starting point that motivates this paper
with the aim at contributing to achieve a such challenging goal.

This work is a significant follow-up of an open line started in [36], in which we
reported our preliminary progress towards an optical emulation framework built on
automatic agent creation. In particular, ref. [36] focused on a specific use case of an 18-
node European topology with nodes based on open packet transponder (Cassini [37]) in
which we were able to modify parameters such as optical launch power, wavelength, and
modulation format. Here, we extend that work and present a substantial evolution of
our Containerized Framework for emulating SDN-DONs with special attention to the
coexistence of the Kubernetes-based [38] master nodes server–client architecture and a
new automatic agent creation framework using NETCONF in the SDN controller–optical
agent interaction irrespective of the YANG model used. Additionally, to test the practical
feasibility of our proposal, a proof-of-concept is also presented.

1.3. Structure of the Paper

The rest of the paper is structure as follows. In Section 2, all the software tools needed,
and the methodology followed are exposed. Section 3 is aimed at showing the proof-of-
concept proposed to evaluate the proposal. Section 4 reports the results obtained with our
framework accompanied with their discussion. Concluding remarks and future directions
of our work are highlighted in Section 5.

2. Proposed Architecture for SDN-DON Emulation

In this section, we present all the details required to define and configure our proposal
for the SDN DON emulated framework. First, we expose a summary of the previous
work that feeds this proposal. Then, we present the general architecture that permits
the automatic deployment of emulated SDN DON, the core of this work. This section
concludes with configuration considerations that are required to set up the framework.

2.1. Legacy Work

In the previous work presented in [36], we reported our preliminary advancements
towards an optical emulation framework for automatic creation of agents in SDONs.

As seen in Figure 1a, this architecture comprises three main elements: the ONOS SDN
controller [39]; a pool of software agents that emulate the interaction with optical devices,
in this case, Cassini transponders; and the API gateway.

ONOS is chosen to play the role of the SDN controller, and is configured with the
required modules and YANG drivers to interact with the optical devices or agents in the
data plane via NETCONF protocol. A pool of agents emulates a realistic environment
of a DON data plane; those agents are implemented in docker containers and they are
created automatically by the API gateway REST-based interface according to the topology
specification given by ONOS.
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Figure 1. Architectural details of the previous work [36] (a) General overview of the architecture for automatic creation of
agents in a software-defined optical networks (SDONs) environment; (b) Detailed view of the components in an optical
network agent.

The other key point of this work is the structure of the optical network agent, depicted
in Figure 1b. The software agents in the pool are virtualised entities within their respective
Docker container. In addition, each agent includes four components: (i) the OpenConfig
YANG model of Cassini transponders, (ii) the connection manager (i.e., the Netopeer2
NETCONF server) that enables connectivity with the controller, (iii) a database to store
the configuration files and (iv) a software engine to detect and interact with changes in
the configuration files. It is relevant to mention that the last three elements belong to the
same subsysem, a Sysrepo framework aimed at automatic creation of YANG-based agent
configuration. The Netopeer2 server is built in the Sysrepo framework and it provides
the adequate NETCONF-based server for interacting with the SDN client. The Netopeer2-
Sysrepo symbiosis provides benefits in the automatic creation of YANG agents but they
have a closed and short catalogue of YANG-based optical device models that limits the
scalabilty of a SDN DON emulation framework.

2.2. Advanced Automatic Deployment of Emulated SDN DON

The main target of this work is to enhance the dynamicity and the scalability of the
automatic deployment of an emulated SDN DON environment. To achieve this challenging
objective, we leverage the previous work focusing on two major and significative changes:
(i) automatic container management by Kubernetes and (ii) a novel scalable agent definition.

2.2.1. General Architecture

Figure 2a showcases the general architecture of our proposal for an advanced auto-
matic deployment of an emulated SDN DON framework. As it can be seen in the figure, the
main difference with the legacy work is to leverage Kubernetes functionalities to manage
and automatize the creation of agents, thus, minimizing the dependency of the API gateway.
The other key contribution is the novel structure of the optical agent, shown in Figure 2b,
facilitating the scalability and the emulation of a wide catalogue of YANG-based optical
models. Further details of the structure of the agent are elaborated in next subsections.

This architecture is targeted to maximize the automation and the scalability of the
emulation framework trying to exploit the benefits of a dynamic management and or-
chestration of the containerized optical agents. Moreover, two architectural decisions in
our implementation deserve further description. First, it is worthwhile mentioning that
we choose to employ docker containers because of they are more lightweight in terms of
resources than VMs. We leverage on the fact that containers share the operating systems
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whereas VMs aim at emulating virtual hardware. Given that docker containers share the
operating systems, docker applications consume a portion of the resources compared to
a VM. Second, our architecture considers one docker container per agent for a realistic
emulation of a carrier-grade deployed scenario. In particular, telecom operators commonly
deploy control architectures that handle distinct geo-located optical nodes with dedicated
computing resources for service deployment (e.g., in the edge computing paradigm) while
also devoting part of those resources for the control of the network infrastructure. In this
context, optical resources are managed and operated with a per-node computing element
that receives and sends commands from/to the SDN controller while interfacing the hard-
ware at the data plane. Hence, our proposal aims at emulating such conditions with an
independent and isolated entity, i.e., docker container, per software agent as in the case of
distinct geo-located optical nodes.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Architectural details of the proposal: (a) General overview of the architecture for the Advanced Automatic
Deployment of an emulated software-defined networking (SDN) disaggregated optical network (DON) framework; (b)
Schema of the elements in a generic optical network agent.

2.2.2. Kubernetes-Based Agent Management

In this work we propose to manage the agents’ docker containers through Kuber-
netes. The choice of Kubernetes is based on the necessity of providing scalability and
intelligent computational management in order to support large scale SDN DON emulated
scenarios. Kubernetes has a wide range of benefits for virtualised systems that could
help to accomplish the expected targets, e.g., service discovery and load balancing, stor-
age orchestration, automated rollouts and rollbacks or self-healing just to mention a few.
Moreover, Kubernetes is currently one of the most popular DevOps tools for container
management, hence with a large support in the community [38]. Additionally, Kubernetes
and Docker are complementary technologies, Kubernetes orchestrates one or more hosts
that run containers, and Docker is the technology that starts, stops, and also manages those
containers. In our model, Docker is a low-level technology orchestrated and managed
by Kubernetes.

To complement the justification about why Kubernetes is key in our proposal, we
present a present a representative use case. Consider a need to emulate a full SDN-based
DON scenario assuming realistic functionalities, with multiple optical nodes and at each
node multiple optical devices such as, transponders, wavelength selective switches, EDFA
amplifiers or optical channel monitor. Just considering a 25-node optical network and for
these four types of devices, 25 × 4 = 100 agents are needed, in the most favourable case
assuming only 1 device per type and node (in reality this number is much higher). For
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this case alone, managing 100 agents instantiated in virtual machines or virtual containers
without intelligent management, the scenario is completely unaffordable for one single
personal computer, computationally speaking. This is where Kubernetes comes in; this tool
not only provides intelligent management of containers (agents), but its automatic load
balancing and the minimization of the usage of computational resources, both features
related to scalability, among others, are basic to allow the emulation of realistic and large-
scale SDN DON scenarios. Thus, one of the major benefits that Kubernetes brings to our
work is that it allows the emulation of complex SDN DON scenarios running on a single
laptop, this way exploiting the potential usability and exploitation of our framework (e.g.,
teaching, academia, SDN DON pre-deployment phases, etc.).

From an implementation perspective, we follow a traditional master nodes approach.
A Kubernetes cluster is made up of one master and one or more nodes, as can be seen in
Figure 3. Both master and nodes are Linux hosts that run on anything from VMs, bare
metal servers, to private and public cloud instances.

 

Figure 3. The Kubernetes master nodes-based architecture.

The Kubernetes master is composed of a set of small services that conform the control
plane of the cluster and it can be externally accessed by the kubectl service, a RESTful API
or a graphical dashboard, all managed by the kube API-server. The configuration and
status of the cluster gets persistently stored in the etcd, while the controller implements the
functionalities for controlling the Kubernetes cluster, such as, the node controller or the
endpoints controller. Finally, the Kubernetes master offers the possibility to monitor new
workloads and assign them to the nodes.

Still regarding Figure 3, the nodes can be seen as clients in a server–client architecture,
with the master as server. The nodes are where the containers are hosted in correspondence
to the agents in our framework. Within the nodes, there are independent spaces to run
the containers, called pods. One node can have several pods and in each pod several
containers. This approach is totally in line with network slicing, essential for 5G-aware
deployments [40], being this fact another solid reason to choose Kubernetes as agent
manager in a SDN DON emulation framework. Note that the server–client architecture,
in correspondence with the Kubernetes master nodes (also illustrated with blue dashed
arrows in Figure 2a), coexists with the client–server structure used in NETCONF protocol
in correspondence with SDN controller–optical agent container (illustrated in solid red
arrows in Figure 2).

Concerning Kubernetes integration as part of the Advanced Automatic Deployment
of Emulated SDN DON oversees agents’ management. First, the configuration for creating
containers (e.g., agents) can be performed by three different ways: via script by using
the kubectl service, manually from dashboard or remotely through the Kubernetes API.
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Once the containers are up and running in one or multiple pods, the Kubernetes Master
is in charge of managing the computational resources according to the workload and the
specifications stated in the configuration phase.

2.2.3. Versatile Agent Definition

The second major contribution of this work is a novel definition of versatile optical
agents that can be automatically instantiated. We present a generic definition of agents
suitable not only for specific YANG models belonging to specific projects (e.g., Telecom
Infra Project [37]) but also for all optical models that can be defined using the YANG
language. This novel structure is decisive in the sense that a user can evaluate scenarios
with a potentially infinite number of optical devices under the same emulation framework
irrespective of their vendor, technology, or type. Therefore, this new functionality is critical
not only to emulate DON scenarios with realistic current data models, but also to be
compatible with all future data models using the YANG language.

Figure 2b depicts the structure proposed for a generic agent that emulates the role
of a software entity in charge of governing optical devices. It is composed of four major
components, a NETCONF server, a YANG validator, an XML (eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage) /JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) config database and the files of the YANG
model necessary to emulate an optical device, all coming from open-source initiatives and
they are implemented in one single Docker container. Further details follow:

• NETCONF server: it provides NETCONF connectivity with the SDN controller with
the aim at avoiding dependency of existing agent automation framework, similarly to
the Sysrepo in the legacy work. In this work, the NETCONF skeleton is given by the
Choppsv1 library [41] that supports both the creation of NETCONF clients and servers,
however it does not provide the full implementation of the server. The pyangbind
module complements the server, because it permits the generation of automatic code
from YANG files, the validation of XML calls, essential in NETCONF-based communi-
cations and XML/JSON conversion amplifying the potential for connectivity [42].

• YANG validator: pyang is Python-based library playing the role of a validator, trans-
former, and generator of YANG code. It can be used for validating YANG modules,
YANG modules transformation into different formats, and code generation from
modules. This module is key to provide potential scalability and generalization [43].

• XML/JSON config database: it stores the configuration files related to the configura-
tion of the agent for the different functional states, such as boot or running.

• YANG model files: finally, a set of YANG files that define the behaviour required to
emulate an optical device. They are validated by the pyang module.

From a global point of view, it is worthwhile to indicate the interaction among the
components described above. First, YANG models are provided, e.g., such as Cassini
transponder models. Then, agents leverage on the YANG validator based on pyang
for the creation of the NETCONF skeleton within the NETCONF server. Notably, it is
worth recalling that SDN controllers commonly include a series of drivers that implement
NETCONF client functionalities for interacting with the agents via NETCONF protocol.
This interaction, on the agent side, will leverage on the pyangbind module for XML/JSON
validation. Then, also in the NETCONF server side, custom instructions are implemented
for interacting with the data plane. Finally, we report the interaction between control and
data signals flow among the components in the next subsection. For instance, Figure 8 will
showcase the interaction between agents (data plane) when connectivity is requested from
the SDN controller (control plane).

3. Proof-of-Concept Configuration

In order to test and evaluate the emulation framework of this work, in this section we
propose a proof-of-concept that integrates the key elements of the entire architecture. Here
we detail the configuration and settings for performing such proof-of-concept.
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The proof-of-concept follows the design exposed in Figure 2a, with three main actors:
(i) ONOS playing the role of SDN controller that interacts and configure the emulated
optical data plane (set of agents in this case), (ii) Kubernetes, in charge of the management
of the Docker containers where the optical agents are implemented, and finally (iii) the
data plane, represented by the set of agents emulating the software that governs the optical
devices. For the sake of simplicity, we only use an agent of Cassini transponder according
to the OpenConfig project. All the evaluation system has been deployed and executed in a
high-performance laptop (Intel 8th generation i7 with 8 logical cores, 32 GB of 2400 MHz
DDR4 RAM and 1 TB of SSD). Further details follow:

• Agent definition and integration: a specific docker container is built to integrate the
architecture proposed and described in Section 2.2.3 for an automatic agent deploy-
ment. The set of YANG files that replicate the behaviour of a Cassini transponder are
extracted from the GitHub repository of the OpenConfig project [44]. Precisely, the
files openconfig-terminal-device.yang, openconfig-if-ethernet.yang and openconfig-types.yang
are stored in the YANG file catalogue of the agent container.

• Kubernetes configuration: following the structure presented in Figure 3 Kubernetes
Cluster is installed in Linux, an Ubuntu distribution, and it is composed by one master
and one worker node and one pod in this worker node. Agents’ creation and configura-
tion are driven by the deploy.yaml file, see Figure 4, where it commands the deployment
of the Docker containers. The service kubectl is the one to execute the deployment of
the agents where results of such deployment are presented in the next section.

 

Figure 4. Containers deployment configuration script for Kubernetes.

• ONOS: we chose a virtualized distribution of ONOS (version 2.3.0) in a Docker
container. The installation using Docker also permits to open the necessary ports
for this proof-of-concept in one single command as presented below. Port 8181 is
used for external communication with ONOS via GUI, port 5005 is a Java debugger
port, port 8101 permits command line interface (CLI) communication via CLI and the
port 830 permits NETCONF-based connectivity. Finally, once the container is up and
running, pertinent “apps” must be activated to enable the expected functionalities
within the SDN controller framework: “odtn-service”, “roadm” and “optical-rest”.

docker run -t -d -p 8181:8181 -p 8101:8101 -p 5005:5005 -p 830:830 –name onos onospro-
ject/onos:2.3.0

• Topology definition: the topology is defined in a JSON file so that it can be interpreted
by ONOS. Seven metrics can be set “Devices”, “links”, “hosts”, “Apps”, “ports”,
“regions” and “layouts”. In this work we only use the objects “device” and “link”.
Each device object is linked to each container previously deployed by indicating
some specific fields, such as IP of the container and port to enable NETCONF con-
nectivity, ONOS driver or map location, as can be seen in the exemplary definition
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if Figure 5a. Moreover, the links define the interconnection between two agents by
setting their IP and ports, type of connection or bidirectionality, among others as
depicted in Figure 5b.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Topology details in the JSON configuration file: (a) Device definition; (b) Link definition.

Once the file is ready, it is sent via ONOS NBI API to inform the details of the
topology. Topology definition and JSON file creation are performed manually in this
proof-of-concept emulating the 18-nodes European Optical Network. Future works will
target the automatization of this procedure.

4. Results

This section collects and analyses the results obtained in the deployment of the proof-
of-concept focusing on the main points of our proposal for an Advanced Automatic
Deployment of Emulated SDN DON. The execution of this experiment is performed
following the statements proposed in Section 2 and configured according to Section 3.
Given the lack of complex SDN DON emulators in the literature (see Section 1.1) that can
not only emulate such scenarios but also interact with it in a realistic way, the objective of
this proof of concept is not aimed at evaluating the performance of our framework, but to
highlight the feasibility and functionality of our proposal. All the results exposed in this
section are obtained after the configuration stage is properly completed.

The first stage of the running workflow in this proof-of-concept is to show the per-
formance of Kubernetes in the agent/container management. Figure 6 illustrates the
18 containers of the Cassini agents properly running according to the configuration file
(deploy.yaml) defined under the Kubernetes umbrella.

One of the main benefits of managing Docker containers with Kubernetes is that the
computational resources of the host are efficiently used to balance the workload of the
containers according to their computational needs and performance. Once all the containers
are up and running, the next stage is to bind the containers to the proposed optical topology
by sending the JSON configuration file via ONOS API. At this point, ONOS recognizes
the query and the topology is tied to the containers by assigning the existing agents to
the nodes defined in the topology file and links are created to interconnect the nodes. As
can be seen in Figure 7, ONOS shows the emulated 18-node European optical network
topology in which each node corresponds to a Cassini agent.
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the CLI of Kubernetes showing 18 running agent containers.

 

Figure 7. Emulated optical topology deployed on ONOS.

The functionality of the agents deployed in this emulated framework is not only
related to the optical topology discovery from the SDN controller side, but also they can
perform other common network tasks. Figure 8 illustrates how two containers establish
real TCMP-based package traffic flows leveraging the deployment of the Emulated SDN
DON framework.

 

Figure 8. Real traffic flows between two ports of two different nodes.
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In a similar way than a real optical device, our emulation framework permits to
retrieve the status of the emulated devices in real time regarding their current configuration
or other functional metrics. Figure 9 showcases an exemplary query requested by the
SDN controller via NETCONF protocol about the status of the configuration of an optical
agent (namely, emulated Cassini transponder) in a specific instant of time. In particular,
the agent is queried about its current target-output, current-output, and current-input
optical powers.

 
Figure 9. Snapshot of NETCONF-based queries about the status of the configuration in an optical
agent commanded from ONOS.

The functionality of the deployed agents is not only limited to configuration and status
queries, the SDN controller can also change physical parameters of emulated devices in
the same way as for a real optical device. Figure 10 is a proof of the performance of this
procedure by using the CLI of ONOS to change the output power in an optical port for a
specific Cassini transponder.

 

Figure 10. Snapshot of NETCONF-based queries to change the output power of the laser in an
emulated optical agent commanded from ONOS.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we presented an emulation framework that leverages on a combination
of SDN and container management with Kubernetes for the emulation of both control-
and data-planes of disaggregated optical networks. Our legacy proposal was reviewed
including the architectural details and the classical optical network agent structure that
leveraged on the Netopeer2-Sysrepo framework. Then, we presented the Containerized
Framework for emulating SDN-DONs paying special attention to the coexistence of the
server–client architecture based on Kubernetes master nodes and the client–server struc-
ture that used NETCONF in the SDN controller–optical agent interaction. We further
detailed the software agent structure which includes NETCONF server, YANG validator,
XML/JSON config database and YANG models, whose combination offers versatility for
accommodating the wide variety of optical components and systems. The implementa-
tion of the agents in this emulating system was deployed in Docker containers allowing
advanced and efficient management by Kubernetes. We described all the configuration
and settings for performing the proof-of-concept that consisted in an 18-node European
topology with Cassini transponders. We reported the successful status request and config-
uration settings of optical-layer parameters such as transmitted and received optical power.
Given the successful interaction between the control and data plane positions, our proposal
demonstrates an adequate approach for managing an operationally complex carrier-grade
transport infrastructure with SDN-based disaggregated optical systems.
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Abstract: Because of the advancement of 5G, mobile devices, and broadband, the development
of optical network technologies has received increased research attention. However, studies have
mostly focused on the technical or market aspects rather than employing a macroscopic perspective to
reveal the technology distribution of optical networks and the development trends in their key fields.
Given that technologies disclosed by standard essential patents (SEPs) are the key technologies that
determine the standards in relevant industries, we used SEPs optical networks as the basis of analyses
and constructed a technology network. Therefore, the contribution of this study lies in bridging the
research gap between two studies, using the perspective of SEPs to observe the key technologies in
leading industry standard-setting. In addition to the aspects of technologies and markets addressed
in existing studies, this study primarily discusses technology distribution and trends in optical
networks. The results reveal that transmission of digital information, wireless communication
networks and multiple communication are the key technical fields in developing optical networks,
with wireless communication devices and digital information transmission being the main focus in
recent years. Considering the gradual standardization of future optical network technologies and the
fierce competition between manufacturers in SEP applications, relevant industries and universities
should cooperate in key technical fields for research and development as well as in talent cultivation
to facilitate the development of key technologies and industrial standards in optical networks. The
current results may serve as a reference for both industry and academia with regard to research and
development resource allocation.

Keywords: optical networks; standard essential patents; patent analysis; network analysis;
technical analysis

1. Introduction

Optical networks are a means of communication that applies signals encoded onto
light to transmit information in various telecommunication networks. According to a
report by MarketsandMarkets, the optical interconnect market is projected to grow from
USD 9.0 billion in 2020 to USD 17.1 billion by 2025; it is expected to grow at a compound
average growth rate (CAGR) of 13.7% from 2020 to 2025 [1]. Optical networks have had
revolutionary effects on the telecommunication industry and play an essential role in the
digital age. They have large transmission capacity and provide excellent confidentiality;
optical networks have become the main communication method in cloud computing and
‘Internet of things’ applications [2–4].

Optical networks have been extensively applied and incorporated in multiple indus-
tries, and this technology has progressed considerably. For example, it has been applied
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in quantum and optical communication [5,6], including quantum optics, a research field
that discusses the quantum behavior of light. Photons are used to transmit wave functions
to reduce the problem of information distortion caused by environmental interference.
Another example is the application of SiO2 to the field of optical materials [7,8]. The
advancement of 5G, mobile devices, and broadband have also promoted the development
of optical network technologies. The use of optical networks increases data bandwidth
and reduces energy consumption per unit, which limits network latency and the number
of disconnections, enables the connection of more networking devices, and improves the
interaction and connection between them.

Accordingly, optical networks are widely applied in multiple technical fields, such as
optics, communication, semiconductors, materials, artificial intelligence, and computing.
However, relevant studies have mostly focused on technical discussions [5–8] or market
research concerning optical networks [1,9] rather than on their technology distribution and
development trends from a macroscopic perspective. Moreover, few studies have explored
the technical trends in optical networks from the aspect of standard essential patents (SEPs).
Given that technologies disclosed by SEPs are the foundation and also the key technologies
that determine standards in relevant industries, we observed the development trends of
these technologies from the perspective of SEPs.

In this study, we focused on the SEPs of optical networks and constructed a technology
network of SEPs. Many studies have predicted technology development by using patent
data [10,11] and applied them to conduct patent landscape analyses [12,13] because patent
data are one of the most direct indicators for observing technology trends. Specifically,
SEPs are where standards and patents overlap. The technologies disclosed are the indis-
pensable standards in the industry; they are cited by subsequent technologies and have
influence on the industry’s technological development. For example, the telecommunica-
tions technology standards in optical communication are mostly established by the third
generation partnership project (3GPP) members. The standard technologies approved by
3GPP members are submitted to the standard setting organizations (SSOs), which publish
them as telecommunications technology standards. As such, we attempted to address two
research gaps. First, we examined the key technologies that determined the standards
in these industries. Second, unlike the literature that focuses on discussions from a tech-
nical or market perspective, we explored technology distribution and trends in optical
networks and constructed a technology network of SEPs to more effectively elucidate the
key technologies protected by SEPs.

In brief, we analyzed the technology trends and key technologies of optical network
patents according to a technology network of SEPs and discussed the key technologies in
optical networks as standards in the relevant industries. The current findings may serve as
a reference for governments, academia, and relevant professional industries.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Current Development of Optical Networks

Because of the rapid development of mobile devices and the Internet of things, users
have growing demands for network transmission. Hence, the provision of efficient trans-
mission has become a major concern in network development, where optical networks
play an essential role. Optical transmission technology has developed rapidly over the
past thirty years through three main technological innovations: time division multiplex-
ing (TDM) technology based on electrical multiplexing, optical amplification technology
combined with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology, and digital coherent
technology [14]. Literature has used photonic technologies [15,16] and semiconductor
optical amplifiers [17,18] to discuss 5G optical communication. However, at present, the
technology development of 6G is gradually attracting attention. The development of op-
tical communication technology should not be restricted to photonics or semiconductor
optical amplifiers. Currently, the main focus in the development of optical networks is on
optical fiber cables, optical devices (including chips), optical communication equipment,
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and optical modules. Optical fiber cables are the transmission channels for optical com-
munication. Optical devices are the functional devices developed based on photoelectric
effects, with functions such as sending and receiving information, WDM, amplifying,
switching, and system management. They form the core of optical transmission systems
and can be categorized into active optical devices and passive optical devices. Optical
communication equipment is composed of optical devices, including an optical terminal
transceiver and a switch. Optical modules are crucial devices that perform the conversion
between optical signals and electrical signals in optical communication systems and play
a major role in data centers and mobile broadband. The production process is as follows:
first, optical chips and other components are combined into an optical device, and then the
optical device is encapsuled as an optical module (e.g., a light source, an optical detector,
or an amplifier).

Optical networks have vast future business potential in various application fields
(e.g., 5G, artificial intelligence, data centers, and photonic integrated circuits.) How to
combine optical network technologies with the development and application of 5G and
artificial intelligence has attracted increasing attention in academia and the professional
industry [19,20]. Currently, the focus is on the high transmission rate, low latency, and
high bandwidth of 5G wireless communication, which can be applied to popular industries
including artificial intelligence and unmanned self-driving automobiles. Furthermore, be-
cause of the immense growth of data, data centers are no longer limited to a few computer
rooms; instead, they increasingly comprise groups of data center clusters. Such data centers
function collaboratively and exchange tremendous amounts of data instantly, which creates
a demand for data center interconnect. Data center interconnect equipment has unique
requirements such as small size, low power consumption, large capacity, and high speed;
optical interconnects have been introduced to provide said characteristics because of their
high bandwidth, low power consumption, and reconfigurability [21]. Photonic integrated
circuits have the potential to transmit vast amounts of data in a low-cost manner and
have had a revolutionary influence on medical technology, photoelectric sensing, solar
battery components, far-infrared light source, and light display. Photonic integrated circuit
technologies combine optics, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor technology, and
advanced encapsulation techniques. If they are compatible with the semiconductor manu-
facturing process, the cost of optical integrated circuit chips can be reduced even further.
In addition to optical communication, photonic integrated circuits can be widely applied
for processor interconnections or the core interconnections of multicore processors [22].
Accordingly, optical networks have been employed in cross-field applications and exhibited
output values with high growth. Therefore, in this study, we analyzed the technology
development of optical networks and identified the current key technologies from the
perspective of SEPs by conducted network analyses. The analysis method is elaborated in
the following section.

2.2. Network Analyses of Technologies Licensed with SEPs

SEPs can be regarded as the intersection of standards and patents. The value of SEPs
in both technological development and business highlights SEP-protected technologies
as essential standards and key methodologies in relevant industries. This study differed
from past studies—which only adopted the perspective of patents [23]—in that it adopts
SEPs, closer to industry standards and industry technology trends, to observe the devel-
opment of optical networks. In addition, research indicated that companies with SEPs
possess considerable market power because they determine the technology standards in
the market [24]. Thus, we conducted technology network analyses from the aspect of SEPs.
Past studies have used the co-classification approach to identify key participants in the
network, thereby identifying whether a participant is a star or a gatekeeper [25,26]. Consid-
ering that a single patent may correlate with multiple technical fields (patent classification
numbers), we employed a co-classification approach to define the relationship between
these fields [27,28] and established a technology network accordingly. Participants at the
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center of a technology network provide a key node, or a node that receives much attention.
From the perspective of social networks, the value of a network node depends on how
centralized the node is in the network. On the basis of the technology network of SEPs, we
further conducted centrality analyses to examine the key technologies in optical networks.

3. Research Design

3.1. Search Strategy and Data Source

In this study, we adopted the IPlytics platform as the data infrastructure for SEPs data.
IPlytics connects data on over 90 worldwide million patents, 4 million standards documents
and 280k declared standard essential patents and pooled patents [29]. We examined
the key technologies according to the SEPs from 2015 to 2019 by using the following
search conditions: ((TTL/optical network) or (ABST/optical network) or (ACLM/optical
network)), which yielded 465 SEPs. Among them, TTL, ABST, and ACLM, respectively,
denote the optical network keywords in title, abstract, and claim in patent documents. We
classified the technologies in the technology network by employing the Cooperative Patent
Classification (CPC) system implemented by the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) and the European Patent Office (EPO) in early 2013.

3.2. Centrality Analyses

We searched for the key technologies in the technology network of SEPs by employing
centrality analyses. The measurement methods are specified in the following sections.

3.2.1. Closeness Centrality

Closeness centrality is the reciprocal of the distance between a node and all other
nodes. A node closer to other ones has a higher degree of closeness.

Cc(Pi)
−1 =

n

∑
j=1

d
(

Pi, Pj
)

with i 
= j

where d
(

Pi, Pj
)

is the distance from Node i to Node j.

3.2.2. Eigenvector Centrality

In eigenvector centrality, the centrality of a node is related to the number of its adjacent
nodes and also the centrality of its adjacent nodes. A node has higher centrality when it
connects with those with higher centrality; that is, the eigenvector centrality of adjacent
nodes is inequivalent.

Ce(Pi) = λ−1
n

∑
j=1

aijCe
(

Pj
)

where Ce(Pi) and Ce
(

Pj
)

are respectively the eigenvector centrality of Node i and Node j;
aij is the node that enters the adjacency matrix A; λ is the maximum eigenvalue (a constant)
of the adjacency matrix A.

In this linear function, eigenvector centrality is a linear combination where the central-
ity of a single node is regarded as that of all other nodes [30].

3.2.3. Fragmentation Centrality

Fragmentation centrality refers to a fragmentated network with reduced cohesion
when a node within is removed. After the node is removed, if the proportion of nodes
that cannot be connected to each other is small, the network remains stable, which implies
that the node has less significance. In this study, we referred to Borgatti [25] and applied
distance-weighted fragmentation for measurement.

C f (Pi) = 1 −
2 ∑i>j

1
d(Pi ,Pj)

n(n − 1)
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where d
(

Pi, Pj
)

is the distance from Node i to Node j; n is the total number of nodes.

4. Results

4.1. Patent Search Results

With the advancement of optical network technologies and the increased attention
to SEPs in various countries, the number of SEPs optical networks has grown yearly. The
development trend is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Growth trend of standard essential patents (SEPs) optical networks. Note: One hundred was applied as the
number of SEPs in the base year (2015). In subsequent years, the growth index was (the number of SEPs of that year/the
number of SEPs in the base year) ×100. Therefore, in 2019, the growth index was nearly 600 which means that it was
approximately six times the growth index of 2015, which was 100. The cumulative number of SEPs denotes the accumulated
number of SEPs each year.

Figure 1 illustrates that, compared with the number in 2015, SEPs optical networks
have increased approximately six-fold by 2019. We further examined the distribution of
the patent offices that granted SEP applications (Table 1).

Table 1. Patent offices that granted SEPs.

Ranking Patent Office Frequency Percentage

1 WIPO 185 39.78%
2 CNIPA 96 20.65%
3 EPO 69 14.84%
4 USPTO 38 8.17%
5 KIPO 27 5.81%

Note: World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) patents refer to the patent cooperation treaty patents
granted by the International Bureau of the WIPO; CNIPA: China National Intellectual Property Administration,
Beijing; EPO: European Patent Office, Munich; USPTO: United States Patent and Trademark Office, Alexandria;
KIPO: Korean Intellectual Property Office, Daejeon.

Table 1 demonstrates that approximately 40% of the SEPs were granted by the WIPO.
This indicates that most applicants plan to file patent applications in multiple countries. To
simplify the application procedures, they only apply to the WIPO rather than to the patent
office of each country.

4.2. Technology Network Analysis

Figure 2 depicts the network model of the key technologies, and Table 2 lists the CPC
code of each key technology.
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Figure 2. Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) three-tier network diagram of laser and optical technologies. Note:
The size of each node indicates the number of nodes connected to it; the thickness of the arc denotes the strength of
the connection.

Table 2. Top 5 CPC codes for optical networks.

CPC
Closeness
Centrality

CPC
Eigenvector
Centrality

CPC
Fragmentation

Centrality

H04L 15.500 H04L 0.448 H04L 0.552
H04W 14.500 H04W 0.419 H04N 0.551
H04B 12.167 H04B 0.340 H04W 0.532
H04N 12.000 H04J 0.304 H04B 0.513
H04J 11.667 H04Q 0.261 H04J 0.510

Table 2 reveals that H04L, H04W, H04B, and H04J are the top five technical fields in
terms of closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality, and fragmentation centrality;
Appendix A displays the definition of each CPC code. This suggests that transmission
of digital information (H04L), wireless communication networks (H04W), transmission
(H04B), and multiplex communication (H04J) were the key technologies in optical networks
during the period under study.

4.3. Post Analysis: Yearly Changes of the Key Technologies in SEPs Optical Networks

We subsequently inspected the yearly changes in the key technologies in SEPs optical
networks to understand the technology trends. The results of the analysis are depicted in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Yearly changes in the key technologies in SEPs optical networks. Note: The cumulative number of SEPs denotes
the accumulated number of SEPs each year.

Figure 3 illustrates that H04W and H04L technologies have exhibited high growth
in recent years, which signifies that wireless communication devices and digital infor-
mation transmission have gained attention with the development of 5G and the Internet
of things. Looking into the future, we can expect that, as 5G or even 6G develops, the
application of communication technologies will become more common in people’s lives,
such as the Internet of Vehicle. Therefore, many companies co-established the Innovative
Optical and Wireless Network, using photonics network and digital twin computing as
their core technology. In sum, from Figure 3 and from the industry trend of forming
alliances, we can predict that in the future how to integrate optical networks with wireless
communication devices and digital information will be a major trend of the industry’s
technological development.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Discussion and Implications

In this study, we conducted network analyses to explore the key technologies in SEPs
optical networks. The empirical results revealed that transmission of digital information,
wireless communication networks, transmission, and multiplex communication are the key
technologies in optical networks. Relevant professional industries have noted the increase
in data volume and the demand for transmission speed and have thus emphasized the
strengthening of digital information transmission. The number of hyperscale datacenters is
increasing worldwide. These datacenters mainly provide services such as cloud computing,
social media, software or platform services, and content transmission. Modules in optical
networks that are capable of rapidly processing large amounts of information are thus
crucial in such datacenters. At present, 100 G single channel has become the norm in
the market, and the recent research and development of 400 G single channel is also
promising [31,32].

In terms of transmission and multiplex communication, optical multiplexing is a
perennial research focus [33,34]. Wavelengths used for optical multiplexing are specified
in channel spacing grids issued by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and the International Telecommunication Union. This signifies that technologies in
optical networks are highly valued by the ISO. In 2020, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute of the Industry Specification Group established the Fifth Generation
Fixed Network (F5G) and proposed an industry prospect, Fiber to Everywhere, which
defines the five work items, namely F5G use cases, landscape of F5G technology and
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standards, definition of fixed network generations, architecture of F5G, and F5G quality of
experience [35]. Accordingly, optical network technologies are gradually being standard-
ized, and the competition between manufacturers of SEPs is becoming fiercer.

In terms of theoretical contribution, research on optical networks have mostly focused
on technical [5–8] or market [1,9] aspects rather than employing a macroscopic perspective
to reveal technology distribution of optical networks and the development trends in
their key fields. Additionally, few studies have explored the technology trends of optical
networks from the perspective of SEPs. However, observing the technology distribution of
optical networks from the aspect of SEPs has become increasingly relevant because such
technologies are gradually being standardized. Therefore, we adopted SEPs as the research
focus in expectation of addressing this research gap.

Furthermore, we introduced a technical map for optical networks to provide relevant
industries and universities with valuable information. We analyzed the focus of technology
development in a technology network of SEPs and disseminated information on research
and development resource allocation and talent cultivation to industries and universities,
respectively. With the development of optical networks, relevant industries should recruit
technical talent in key technical fields and also cooperate with academia to increase rel-
evant research and further cultivate technicians. The results of this study revealed that
transmission of digital information, wireless communication networks, transmission, and
multiplex communication are they key fields in optical networks. Relevant industries and
universities can cooperate to enhance the development of optical networks and advance
the key technologies that contribute to industrial standards.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research Directions

We examined the key technologies in optical networks from the perspective of SEPs.
However, SEP applications proceed slowly; therefore, they only reveal the indispensable
standard technologies but not the latest ones in the market, which is a considerable lim-
itation of this study. We adopted the more mature CPC classification code to categorize
the technical fields. The classification code only indicated the fields that require long-
term funding and talent cultivation but neglected the detailed development process of
the fields (e.g., the latest development trend of dense wavelength-division-multiplexed
passive-optical-network, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, and space division
multiplexing). Hence, follow-up studies may conduct content analyses on individual
patents to increase the depth of the research. Second, this study adopted the perspective of
SEPs to discuss the focus of optical networks in the industry’s standard stetting. Through
the observations of this study, we can see that optical networks have had substantial growth
in the industry standard setting. In recent years, there have been 465 SEPs. Regarding
standard stetting, the number of SEPs on wireless communication devices and digital
information transmission increased most quickly. However, future studies should inves-
tigate more detailed sub-topics and focus on expanding the key sub-topics reported by
this study, such as wireless communication devices, digital information transmission, and
multiplex communication, thereby integrating them into bigger categories. Consequently,
the identification of the trend and need for talent development will attract the interest of a
wider community. Moreover, we explored the global key technologies protected by SEPs
from a macro-level perspective. Nevertheless, the motivation and necessity of filing SEP
applications vary because technologies have different attributes and are developed under
different industrial environments (e.g., electrical machinery, apparatus and energy have
fewer SEPs [36]). We have only analyzed the technical fields disclosed by standard-setting
organizations and SEPs. Future studies may employ data from other patent offices (e.g.,
the USPTO or EPO) to more precisely predict the development trends of novel technologies
in optical networks.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Definition of CPC categories.

CPC Categories Meaning

H04B Transmission
H04J Multiplex communication

H04L Transmission of digital information, e.g.,
telegraphic communication

H04N Pictorial communication, e.g., television
H04Q Selecting
H04W Wireless communication networks
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Abstract: 5G and its evolution towards 6G is unlocking new use cases that will require the recon-
sideration of the existing network architectures and its operation. As the network will be required
to support new service types and radio protocol splits, the traditional physical point to point con-
nections will need to be replaced with a transport network up to the antenna site to guarantee low
latency services and high bandwidth. Optical based transport is a key enabler to realize such a
convergent network, where the traditional fixed infrastructure in use for mobile services and mobile
infrastructure should also support enterprises services. The Software Defined Network (SDN) and
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) technology plays a key role to evolve towards digitalization.
It allows to simplify the creation of new services and to implement a real decoupling between the
infrastructure and the network functions that run virtually, on generic processing units located
everywhere in the network. Supporting automation is a key requirement that traditional optical
technology is not able to meet. In this paper the reference scenarios for the access network are pre-
sented with the analysis of their requirements and the enabling optical solutions based on integrated
silicon photonics.

Keywords: 5G; beyond 5G; SDN; NFV; convergent network; Xhaul; integrated silicon photonics;
tunable filters; ROADM

1. Introduction

5G and its evolutions enable new use cases such as industrial automation, mission
critical Internet of Things (IoT), and advanced consumer services like virtual reality, aug-
mented reality, and gaming with outstanding user experience. These new use cases will
create additional revenue streams for Communication Service Providers. However, these
new services require an adaptation of the network and its operations. In order to provide
a good level of connectivity everywhere and among every point, the traditional network
segments are evolving towards “one network” where the mobile infrastructure will be able
to support any service, including enterprises, and the fixed infrastructure will evolve to
also support mobile traffic. Such a new network segment where 5G mobile transport, fixed
access, and vertical services converge is often referred to as Xhaul [1,2].

To comply with low latency use cases, some mobile core network functions need
to move to the access. Traditional big data centers, in regional network segments, will
be replaced by smaller ones, located closer to the antenna sites. Moreover, the transport
network is evolving, replacing point to point physical connections, common in the access
area, with rings, tree o simple mesh transport networks.

The mobile core network is evolving as well, becoming cloud native to allow new
services to be created faster and in a more agile way. However, while some network
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functions will run on generic processors, other functions will remain implemented on
dedicated hardware and managed as regular physical network functions (PNF).

In addition to 5G and IoT, other technologies, such as the Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV), will contribute to deeply transform
the business of new digitalized industries. SDN facilitates the management and configura-
tion by applying the software approach in all network operations. NFV allows to decouple
the network functions from the proprietary hardware appliance, by using functions as
Virtual Machines (VMs). Moreover, NFV uses Information Technology (IT) to partition the
networks into virtualized building blocks that link up to produce communication services.
As soon as industries introduce virtualized and software-defined infrastructure to expand
their business in the digital economy, network automation will become essential to re-scale
and re-purpose their operations.

The concept of “one network” targets End-to-End (E2E) network management, en-
compassing the entire network: radio, transport, and cloud resources. The access network
segment will require not only higher bandwidth and lower latency than today, but also
a higher level of automation, comparable with that of the other segments. Today optical
communication technology can meet in principle high bandwidth and low latency require-
ments, however an enhanced level of automation is needed to enable the realization of
networks that are managed E2E automatically as “one network”. Moreover, just scaling
down in performance and cost the optical technology used in today metro and aggregation
networks could be insufficient, since the capillary distributed terminations of the new
access network will demand much smaller equipment size, energy consumption, and cost.

Silicon photonics are promising for this purpose, but they have been utilized, so far,
mainly for datacom applications, e.g., to provide internal high bandwidth connectivity
in data centers, that present different requirements with respect to telecom applications.
Achieving a high level of automation at a suitable cost and size is one of these requirements.
There are promising research results addressing this aspect [1] but not yet large-scale
industrial investments.

In this paper, we will discuss the new transport requirements in the access network,
focusing on an implementation based on integrated silicon photonics. In Section 2 the
reference network scenario and the main requirements are reported; in Section 3 a survey
of silicon photonics technology is presented with the main challenges and potentialities;
Sections 4 and 5 provide two examples of novel enabling silicon photonics components
and their design issues: tunable optical filters and Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop
Multiplexers (ROADM), respectively. Conclusions are in Section 6.

2. Reference Network Scenario and Main Requirements

The transport network requirements depend on both the E2E services to support,
such as IoT, and the type of radio architecture. In a radio split architecture, the different
layers of the protocols stack are allocated in different nodes, instead of being all in the same
base station. Figure 1 reports a reference scenario for an access network able to support
mobile transport features with alternative radio splits, concurrently supported. As shown
in Figure 1, common topologies in this access area are Passive Optical Networks (PON)
and ring optical networks.

In this scenario, the antenna sites are connected to the Central Office (CO) using
different radio interfaces, each one corresponding to a different protocol split: CPRI [3],
which is the most critical in terms bandwidth and latency requirements; eCPRI [4], which
requires less bandwidth but has similar latency requirements of CPRI; and S1 [5] and F1 [6]
that have less demanding bandwidth and latency specifications. The CO hosts both VNFs
and PNFs (Physical Network Functions). For the sake of simplicity, in Figure 1, the radio
interfaces are shown in the ring topology case, but the same traffic applies to the PON.

An efficient transport infrastructure should be able to accommodate different services,
as well as different radio split options. This concept is usually referred as Xhaul [7]. In [7],
alternative Xhaul implementations are reported, including a case where PON physical
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infrastructure is used, but not its Time Division Multiplexing Access (TDMA) protocol.
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) has several advantages for the implementation
of an Xhaul infrastructure: it is transparent to the different radio interfaces, it maximizes
the transported capacity over optical fiber and has low latency [7]. However, a key aspect
for enabling the path towards NFV is to provide a suitable level of automation. Automation
in PON and rings presents peculiar requirements that will be better detailed in the next
sections.

 

Figure 1. Reference scenario for access network segment.

2.1. WDM Overlay in PON

In most cases, network operators would like to reuse installed PON infrastructure to
carry mobile traffic. This allows to exploit the existing infrastructure, saving the high cost of
new installations. The topology of a PON is point-to-multipoint, i.e., a “tree” that connects
the CO with end user sites through a power splitter. A WDM overlay on a PON [8] is a good
solution to support several radio splits, especially in the case of low latency requirements
and high bandwidth traffic, such as CPRI and eCPRI [9]. With the WDM overlay, the same
fiber transmits the PON upstream and downstream channels and the WDM channels over
a separate spectrum [8]. Figure 2 shows a PON with WDM overlay. The distance between
CO and antenna site depends on the operator infrastructure: it is typically 5–10 km in
densely populated areas.

Figure 2. PON with WDM overlay [8].

Bidirectional operation (i.e., using a single fiber for both propagation directions) is
another important feature of the network scenario in Figure 2. It simplifies the network
installation and configuration, that can be done “plug and play”, without taking care of the
different fibers used in uplink and downlink.
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The key device to provide a first level of automation in such a network is a full tunable
Transceiver (TRX), at least at the PON termination site. As shown in Figure 2, the WDM
comb is transmitted from the CO to the antenna site, where a tunable optical filter at the
receiver selects the right wavelength. Today, most WDM networks make use of fixed
optical filters, which impacts inventory and network configuration complexity. To reduce
the TRX cost, direct detection is preferable to coherent transmission [10]. The bit rate of
interest in an Xhaul network to carry CPRI and eCPRI channels is 25 Gb/s [11]. Tunable
direct detection TRX at 25 Gb/s are commercially available but they support tunability only
in the transmission function, by means of tunable lasers. All current technologies to realize
tunable filters at the receiver, such as Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [12] or
liquid crystals [13], are not complaint with the TRX requirements in terms of size and cost.
Tunable TRXs developed for the New Second Generation PON (NG-PON2) only support
4–8 WDM channels [14,15] while the number of channels should be much higher in a fully
automated Xhaul network, for example 20 WDM channels with 100 GHz frequency spacing,
according to the ITU-T standard frequency grid. As shown in Figure 3a, a conventional
TRX, where only the transmitter is tunable, works only if it receives one wavelength that
has been previously selected (e.g., from a MUX in the Figure 3a). This is due to the fact that
it cannot select the wavelength from an ingress WDM channel comb. Hence a conventional
TRX does not work in a PON infrastructure based on power splitters, where no wavelength
selective optical devices are present (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the compatibility of a fully
tunable TRX with a power splitter. In this case a tunable filter is integrated in the TRX
module in front of the receiver.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. TRX functional architectures. (a) tunable TRX transmission only [15,16]; (b) Full tunable
TRX.

Integrated silicon photonics is a promising technology for realizing cost effective
tunable filters for fully tunable TRX. Details about this technology, design options and
technological challenges, will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

2.2. Ring Networks

As shown in Figure 4, CO and antenna sites can be connected by a WDM ring. In this
kind of network, to ensure the compatibility of well-established protection mechanisms
and the optical components widely used in metro networks (transceivers, wavelength
multiplexers, and demultiplexers, optical amplifiers, etc.), the use of two fibers, one for
each propagation direction, is common [16].

Also, in this Xhaul case, different radio split options must be supported concurrently.
Since this scenario is expected to be used for centralized radio access network deployments,
where based-band processing is pooled among geographically distant Remote Units (RU),
the distance between the CO and the antenna site is usually 10–20 km, compatibly with the
latency requirements of the fronthaul interfaces.

In such centralized scenario, 25 Gbit/s channels from the antenna sites may be ag-
gregated (using a packet or circuit switch) in 100 Gbit/s WDM channels. With Dual-
Polarization Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (DP-QPSK) this requires a bandwidth (BW)
of at least 37 GHz to the ROADMs in the ring. In Figure 4, only the ROADMs are shown;
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the electrical switch is out of the scope of this analysis, more details about it can be found
in [7].

ROADMs are unusual in traditional access networks but here they are essential to
assure the level of automation in network operation that SDN and NFV technology require.
De facto the ROADMs allow to dynamically and automatically configure functions of
wavelength bypass for traffic not to be processed locally, wavelength add or drop for
local traffic and wavelength routing toward adjacent rings, e.g., used as further stage of
aggregation. Up now, ROADMs are used in aggregation and long-haul networks, to deal
with high amounts of aggregated traffic and long distances.

Hence, the ROADMs used in current optical metro long-haul networks are based on
high performance but expensive Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS) [17]. Alternative,
less expensive and power efficient technologies are required to address the use case of the
access network. Integrated silicon photonics is a promising technology to realize small
size, low cost ROADMs that operate over a distance much shorter than long-haul. In
Sections 3 and 5 details about the use of silicon photonics to realize ROADMs for radio-
access segment are disclosed.

 

Figure 4. Ring topology [7].

3. Silicon Photonics Devices in Optical Transport: Challenges and Opportunities

Silicon photonics is a photonic integration technology that can exploit standardized
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication processes to produce
optical components in high volumes with low manufacturing costs. Its transparency to
wavelengths longer than 1.1 μm makes silicon an attractive material for optical devices
that work in the 1.3 and 1.55 μm wavelength windows. Silicon photonic chips can include
various functional blocks such as optical waveguides, variable optical attenuators, optical
bandpass filters, optical switches, amplitude and phase optical modulators, and wavelength
multiplexers and demultiplexers. However, there is a long road ahead before silicon can
achieve, in photonics, the pervasiveness it has in digital integrated circuits. In particular,
considerable research effort is spent on the following interwoven design issues: achieving
low coupling loss between a silicon photonics chip and input and output optical fibers;
coupling input light having an unknown polarization state to silicon photonics chips that
can only sustain linearly polarized light, along the Transversal Electric (TE) propagation
mode; including optical amplification functionalities on chip to mitigate coupling and
propagation losses, and embed light sources; realizing cost effective packaging processes
suitable of productions in high volumes.
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3.1. Coupling and Polarization Control Issues in Silicon Photonics Devices

There are two techniques commonly used to connect a silicon photonic component to
an optical fiber: edge coupling and surface grating coupling [18]. An edge coupler adapts
the spot size of the light beam in optical fiber to the smaller spot size in the silicon circuit.
Edge couplers have high coupling efficiency (i.e., low coupling loss), large bandwidth and
are independent of the polarization state of the input light. However, since the polarization
state of the input light is unknown in many applications, a dual polarization design for the
photonic circuitry is often necessary, enabled by a polarization splitter and rotator [19]. In
a Grating Coupler (GC), a diffraction grating is realized by periodically notching a silicon
waveguide, so that light within a certain wavelength range is diffracted off in the direction
of the connected optical fiber [20,21]. This mitigates the need for accurate alignment
between silicon chip and fiber, facilitating the testing of the circuit and, consequently, its
fabrication process. The combination of GCs and micro-lenses has been proposed [22] to
further decrease the required precision to alignment and bonding, that adds significant
cost to the packaging. Several GC designs exist, some of them able to deal with an arbitrary
input polarization state. An example is the Polarization Splitting Grating Couplers [21],
where input light in two orthogonal linear polarization states is directed into two different
orthogonal waveguides in the silicon photonic circuit. These may commonly have insertion
losses in a range of 3–5 dB but state of the art components may reach values close to
2 dB [23,24].

Active polarization alignment, based on silicon photonics polarization controllers,
was also proposed as alternative to the dual polarization design, e.g., based Mach–Zehnder
interferometers with phase shifters [25]. However, no “endless” operation, i.e., the capabil-
ity to deal with any arbitrary polarization variation without causing service interruption,
was demonstrated so far with practical system configurations. Moreover, fiber Polarization
Mode Dispersion (PMD) makes impossible for a single controller to simultaneously recover
the polarization of all channels in a WDM system.

3.2. Integration Issues of Optical Amplifiers and Active Sources in Silicon Photonics Devices

One issue with silicon is that it is a bad light emitter, due to its indirect bandgap,
making it very difficult the realization of light sources and optical amplifiers. The inte-
gration of silicon with materials of the III–V groups, such as Indium Phosphide (InP), is
a solution commonly adopted for the realization of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers
(SOA) and lasers on chip. Amplifiers provide additional power budget and allows to
compensate for or mitigate the device insertion loss, which is primarily due to the coupling
with input and output optical fibers. The high insertion loss is an issue that so far prevented
silicon photonics to become widespread in optical networks, although it offers tremendous
opportunities for cost reduction and enhanced flexibility. CMOS-compatible ROADMs
are an example of silicon-based optical device enabling such a new network [26]. The
integration of silicon with III-V materials for achieving optical gain is made it difficult by
the mismatch of the crystal lattice in the two materials. Despite this, techniques have been
developed for integrating InP SOAs on silicon [26]. In the so-called flip-chip integration,
micro-packaged SOA assemblies are individually aligned by a flip-chip bonder with a
silicon grating coupler, by means of active alignment techniques that use an auxiliary
laser beam. A disadvantage of the flip-chip bonding is that a sub-micrometric alignment
precision is required for coupling the laser beam, slowing down the production process
and leading to significant impact on the device cost. Silicon III-V bonding at wafer level is
an alternative integration technique. It consists of molecular bonding of III-V materials on
top of a patterned Si-on-Insulator (SOI) layer. This process is more efficient than flip-chip
bonding because it can be performed at die or wafer level, but it complicates the device
structure and requires enhancements to the standard CMOS-compatible processes.
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3.3. System Applications Enabled by SOAs Integrated in Silicon Photonics Devices

Since SOAs can be integrated in a silicon photonic circuits, they allow to replace
bulky and expensive Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) in optical networks. In an
ideal implementation, optical amplifiers will be no longer present as separate blades or
boxes, but they will be fully integrated in multi-functional silicon photonics subsystems
including optical switches, wavelength multiplexers, optical receivers, and so on. Examples
of applications enabled by silicon photonics circuits containing SOAs are optical receivers
with integrated SOAs, to operate at low input powers in a Passive Optical Network
(PON) [27,28], and Dense WDM (DWDM) systems with SOAs used as line optical amplifiers
in ROADMs [29]. However, this comes at a cost. It is known that SOAs typically have
fast, sub-nanosecond, response times, which, combined with their non-linearity, may cause
signal distortions [30]. For similar reasons, the use of SOAs is problematic in DWDM
systems, where they introduce significant Cross-Gain Modulation (XGM) penalty [31]. Due
to XGM, the gain experienced by a DWDM channel depends on amplitude and bit pattern of
the other channels. Multi-channel non-linear effects, such as cross-phase modulation (XPM)
and Four-Wave-Mixing (FWM), can further impair the crosstalk between channels [32].
For all these reasons, SOAs are typically used in single channel systems, at the transmitter
output or the receiver input of a single channel transceiver, to increase the transmitted
optical power or improve the receiver sensitivity, respectively. In DWDM systems, the
XGM can be avoided operating in the small signal gain regime, i.e., with low input powers,
where the SOA gain is insensitive to fluctuations of the input power. However, with low
values of input power, the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) noise generated by the
SOA is significant, reducing optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) and system power budget.
An example of SOA operating in small signal gain regime is its use at the receiver input
in a PON, where the received optical power is limited by the presence of lossy passive
splitters. This case will be analyzed in more detail in Section 4.

Designing an amplified silicon photonic circuit requires to carefully model how the
SOA behavior is affected by the silicon cavity characteristics, i.e., cavity size, facet re-
flectivity, maximum pumping current that is possible to use, etc. This poses additional
challenges with respect to stand-alone SOAs. Design guidelines for integrating SOAs in
silicon photonic circuits are provided in [30], for a SOI chip with the flip chip bonded SOAs.
The numerical analysis used a multi section cavity model and was then experimentally val-
idated in a 32 channels DWDM system. In [28], it is shown that the usual travelling-wave
assumption for the SOA is no longer valid, due to unavoidable non-perfect mode matching
at the interface between the spot-size converter and the SOA, and even small reflections
need to be taken into account. So, a Nearly Traveling Wave (NTW) model was developed.
Polarization insensitiveness was achieved by means of dual a polarization design with two
SOAs placed at the two output of a polarization splitting (GC). The impact of the ASE noise
was estimated in the worst-case polarization condition, i.e., when the signal is all in one
of the input polarizations and only noise was present in the orthogonal one. The results
in [29] indicate that a maximum residual facet reflectivity of 4 × 10−4 for a chip-bonded
SOA leads to a power penalty below 2 dB in a polarization-diversity twin SOAs receiver.

Working in small signal gain regime is not always possible when SOAs are used as line
amplifiers and in this case special care must be paid to limit the XGM. Design guidelines are
given in [27], using as an example a 12 channels DWDM system with five ROADMs node
in a ring network. The ROADMs are silicon photonics chipsets that use silicon micro-ring
resonators as wavelength switching elements, controlled Mach–Zehnder interferometers
for protection switching and silicon variable optical attenuators for loss equalization. Input
SOAs are flip chip bonded to the silicon photonic chipset to compensate for device and
fiber loss. The total power at SOA input was −1.2 dBm, corresponding to −12 dBm of
channel power. The results in [27] show that it possible to use SOAs as integrated line
amplifiers, but with limitations in terms of number of SOAs in the network (up to 5, in the
example in [27]) and their gain (about 10 dB in the same example). This reduces maximum
number and length of the fiber spans, but these limitations remain compatible with the
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requirements discussed in Section 2. For example, a SOA gain of 10 dB would allow to
allocate 5 dB for the ROADM insertion loss of 5 dB and further 5 dB of fiber span loss,
corresponding to a fiber length 20 km, with an attenuation coefficient of 0.25 dB/km. With
5 ROADM nodes, the total length of the ring would be 100 km, well beyond the typical
distance of a metro access network [30].

3.4. Silicon Photonics in Optical Transceivers and Laser Integration Issues

An area where silicon photonics is already successful in the market is that of optical
transceivers. However, even with a silicon photonic implementation, significant advances
are required to meet the needs of 5G deployments that will require a throughput in the
order of Terabit/s and power consumption of few pJ/bit/s [1,31]. This will probably
call for co-packaged solutions where photonic transceivers are integrated in a multi-chip
module with digital Integrated Circuits (IC). Integration of silicon photonics with III-V
lasers is crucial also here: in [33], a co-packaged 1.6 Tb/s (4 × 400 Gb/s) silicon photonic
engine is described. In [34], a co-packaged engine based on silicon photonics integration
with III-V quantum dot lasers on a large-scale wafer is proposed. The throughput ranges
from 800 Gb/s to 3.2 Tb/s, using 100 Gb/s Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) or 200 Gb/s Order—
4 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM4). Silicon photonics can also be helpful to decrease
the cost of DWDM high-speed TRX. For example, a cost-effective coherent receiver based
on a silicon photonics 120◦ hybrid has been demonstrated in [35]. As a second example,
in [36] 224 Gb/s were transmitted on a single wavelength over 10 km of fiber using a Stokes
receiver and an integrated silicon nitride optical dispersion compensator.

To support computationally insensitive applications, such as baseband processing in
massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems and Terabit/s packet switching, the
density of Integrated circuits (IC) per surface units is expected to remarkably increase in
modern Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). This leads to an increase in the devices operating
temperature, especially in applications where active cooling is problematic for cost, size, or
power consumption constraints, such as outdoor radio units. One known advantage of
silicon photonics is its capability of operating at high temperatures [37]. However, lasers
are needed anyway in optical transceivers and they are notoriously very temperature
sensitive. Quantum dot lasers can in principle operate at high temperatures and can be
integrated with silicon photonics devices [38] but in field operation and high yield need
to be demonstrated yet. Using Remote Laser Sources (RLS), where the laser is placed far
from the PCB thermal hotspots and is externally coupled to an optical transceiver hosting a
silicon photonics modulator, is an alternative to quantum dot lasers. Separating the laser
from the rest of the transceiver leads to negligible additional cost over short link distances
(in the order of 1 m). The main cost contribution is due to the Polarization Maintaining
Fiber (PMF) needed to connect laser and modulator. Over longer distances (in the order of
10 m or higher), using PMF is instead unpractical, due to cost. In those cases, special RLS
arrangements [39] can be used to face the changes of the light polarization state during the
propagation over a Standard Single Mode Fiber (SSMF) link. They unavoidably lead to an
increase in cost that anyway remains lower compared to alternatives (e.g., active cooling),
at least until quantum dot lasers will become available in large scale.

3.5. Thermal Management in Silicon Photonics

Thermal management represents one of the main challenges of silicon photonics. This
aspect has important impacts in the use of tunable optical components, since lasers and
optical filters based on resonant optical elements are controlled via the thermo optic effect.

Currently, the approach adopted in transceivers with a tunable laser source is the use
of solid state thermo-electric coolers (TEC), also indicated as macro-TEC, together with
resistive heating elements for fine-tuning each laser. The TEC acts to maintain a reference
temperature of the photonic chip: a temperature sensor monitors the temperature at a
given location in the chip and the measure is used in a feedback control, generally based
on a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) algorithm, that operates the TEC. The heaters
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then are used to independently set the local temperature that corresponds to the desired
frequency of operation of each laser in the chip. This method is not optimal from the point
of view of power consumption and packaging, especially in the perspective of obtaining a
higher integration level. A different approach that promises a more efficient temperature
control and a higher potential for dense integration consists in the use of micro-TECs [40,41].
These are micron-size coolers that are placed in proximity of the hot-spots, minimizing the
parasitic thermal resistance between the heat source and the thermoelectric cold junction.
The coefficient of performance (COP) of micro-TECs is estimated to be about 0.8 COP,
against the 0.3 value of traditional macro-TECs.

An alternative approach to the use of TECs is the use of a more complex feedback
loop based on the monitoring of the local temperature and the adaptation of local heater’s
power. Temperature monitoring can be performed directly, with thermal photodiodes [42],
or indirectly by inferring the thermal shift from the output power [43] or the data signal [44].

The tuning precision of the micro-heaters can be conveniently set to meet the maxi-
mum tolerated deviation from the laser nominal frequency. For example, an optical filter
or switch based on a micro-ring resonator (MRR), having a typical radius size of 6 μm,
has a 0.01 nm precision (1.25 GHz at 1550 nm) on the central frequency, for a temperature
control precision of 0.1 K. This calculation refers to a Silicon on Insulator platform (SOI),
the value of the thermo-optic coefficient of silicon is CS = 1.86 × 10−4 K−1. However,
the actual frequency deviation depends on the speed of the feedback control mechanism,
i.e., in the actuation of the heater power change following a monitoring measurement.
The control speed must be able to follow the temperature fluctuations that, for various
reasons, the chip can undergo. It is possible to achieve a stronger stability to tempera-
ture fluctuations with materials such silicon nitride, which has thermo optic coefficient
CN = 2.51 × 10−5 K−1 [45]. Alternatively, larger radius MRRs can be designed. Both these
options allow to achieve a higher precision of the tuning mechanism, but at the expenses
of a reduction in the tuning range.

3.6. Is Silicon Photonics Promise of Cost Reduction and Ease of Integration, When All Issues Are
Considered, Significant Enough to Make Silicon Photonics a Game Changer?

In the previous sections, we have introduced silicon photonics as the photonic integra-
tion technology with the highest potential for reducing the cost of optical components in
communications systems, ideally making costs and volumes comparable to those of ICs in
consumer devices. We also discussed the performance gaps that remain to be filled before
this goal can be achieved, in terms of coupling issues with optical fiber, polarization control
issues, integration issues with semiconductor optical amplifiers, and issues in interfacing
silicon photonics devices with laser sources. Solving those issues will require significant
technology advances and, indeed, if silicon photonics will really be able to meet its cost
reduction promises is still an open question across the scientific community and, even
more, across the industry. We think that, despite the outstanding difficulty of some of those
challenges, they can and will be eventually won, based on the solutions we outlined in
the previous sections. These will be further detailed in the next sections for two specific
use cases (full tunable transceivers and reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers). The
major obstacles to the success of silicon photonics are not technical, in our opinion. The
lack of widely accepted standards and design libraries, contrary to electrical ICs, and the
difficulties of setting up an economically sustainable business model, appear to play a
major role. Silicon fabs are reluctant to divert resources from a profitable consumer market
to products with much lower volumes and more uncertain business. On the other hand,
telecommunication systems vendors seldom have all the competences in house. Even so, a
vertical production model, where everything is made in house, from design to production,
passing through prototyping and sampling, could hardly be sustainable in absence of cer-
tain selling volumes (that, in turn, cannot be guaranteed in absence of products, creating a
detrimental vicious circle). Avoiding an impasse calls for alternatives, creative multi-player
models, where: (i) industry can leverage on design competences provided by universities
and research centers, (ii) sampling and prototyping are supported by publicly funded
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pilot lines, and (iii) standardization organizations facilitate the availability of multi-vendor
interoperable solutions based on standard libraries and design practices.

4. Tunable Filters in Silicon Photonics for Full Tunable Transceivers

It has been discussed in Section 2 how tunable optical filters have a key role in
PON networks with WDN overlay, when embedded in a WDM transceiver before the
photodetector. Tunable optical filters introduce flexibility in the planning of the network
and its upgrade, and enable software (SW) reconfiguration, reducing inventory costs.

Presently, commercial tunable filters are mainly based on Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS), miniaturized electro-mechanical elements that allow wavelength selec-
tion by moving a micro-mirror. However, the power consumption of MEMS based filters
may be excessive for integration in pluggable modules [12]. Furthermore, the cost of MEMS
based filter is high for the scale of the application in scenarios such as 5G access networks
and data centers. The high cost is due to due to their complex mechanical structures based
on free space optics and 3-dimensional movements of micro-mirrors. In addition, there are
few solutions allowing the fabrication of MEMS based filters through CMOS compatible
processes (which are available in a standard electronic production line). This may prevent
a reduction in costs even for large volume fabrication.

A second solution available in commercial products is thin film filters. These are
stacks of dielectric layers with thickness equal to a quarter of the central passband wave-
length, where wavelength tuning is achieved by varying the incident angle of the incoming
light beam. The properties of the filter are determined by the number of layers and the
optical properties of the dielectrics. Commonly used materials are silica (SiO2) as the
low-index layer and tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) as the high-index layer. The typical size
is 2 mm2. The three main deposition techniques are used to achieve performances com-
patible with DWDM filtering applications, they are: ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD),
plasma-assisted deposition (PAD), and ion beam sputtering (IBS). However, the power
consumption of thin film filters may be excessive for the scale of the application scenario
and the cost of thin film filters (due to the fabrication process and the cost of the controls
associated to incidence angle variation) is relatively high for 5G access networks [46]. In
addition, thin film filters with tunable functions cannot be integrated in a silicon photonic
chip with standard CMOS compatible processes, and the footprint of the filter is large
compared to the total area of a photonic chip.

For this reason there is the need to explore new solutions for the realization of tunable
optics that are compliant with size and consumption requirements of, e.g., common plug-
gable modules, such as SFP28 [47] and are compatible with production in volumes at a cost
comparable with the current module price.

Silicon photonics provides a viable solution to produce tunable filters with small
footprint and reduced consumption that are potentially integrable in small form factor
transceivers. Furthermore, the compatibility with CMOS production lines in use for
integrated electronics allows the reduction in production costs with respect to commercial
filter solutions based on MEMS and thin film filters. Potentially, SOAs can be integrated
for increased power budget in an efficient way [30,31].

The requirements for the use of tunable optics in the scenarios outlined in Section 2 are
to operate on a wide spectral range of deployed WDM network: to achieve full functionality
the offer of channels should be increased from the actual number of 4–8 channels [15] to
about 20 bidirectional channels. As discussed in Section 2, the spacing of the channels
should be 100 GHz with a minimum filter BW of 37 GHZ.

For the deployment of WDM on the existing system apparatus, the filtering function
should not impact the power budget of the line, therefore optical amplifiers such as SOA
may be included in the chip design to compensate for the insertion loss introduced by the
filter. This is a fundamental implementation point since the integration of SOA must be
compatible with volume production. Issues related to SOA integration on silicon were
widely discussed in Section 3.
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Examples of optical parameters for a 25 Gbit/s tunable transceiver are given in Table 1,
based on the reference scenarios set out in Section 2.

Table 1. Optical parameters for a 25 Gbit/s tunable transceiver.

System Parameters Value Notes

Data Rate 25.78125 Gbit/s

Modulation format NRZ OOK

DWDM channel spacing 100 GHz

DWDM channels 191.4–193.5 THz Downstream
194.0–196.1 THz Upstream 1550–1570 nm

TRX Form factor SFP28

TRX Power consumption 1.5 W

BER 5 10–5

Rx Parameters

Min channel input power −18 dBm

Min Optical Channel BW (−0.5 dB) 37 GHz

Interchannel cross-talk −20 dB Defined as in [48]; all DWDM channels
on; all channels set at equal power.

Min OSNR at photodiode (0.1 nm) 25 dB Dependent on SOA noise figure

Min PDL 1 dB

Tx parameters

Min Tx output power 0 dBm Launch power in fiber

Min extinction ratio 6 dB

Different approaches are possible for the design of the silicon photonic filter in the
TRX. In the following we consider different TRX architectures with alternative options
for the filter elements and the method employed for coupling with the input–output fiber.
Figure 5 shows two possible architectures for a tunable transceiver including fiber coupling,
a polarization diversity scheme, optical amplifiers and add and drop tunable resonators.
The WDM input is split into two sub-bands that correspond to the portion of the band
dedicated to the transmission channels from the transmitter (TX) and the reception channels
at receiver (RX).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Tunable transceiver architectures with polarization diversity schemes and fiber coupling with integrated band
splitter (a) and external band splitter (b). EC: edge coupler, PS: polarization splitter, PR: polarization rotator, F: add and
drop resonator filter, DPGC: dual polarization grating coupler, PIC: photonic integrated circuit.
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In this scheme the two sub-bands represent two halves of the operating BW of the
transceiver. This operation can be performed by an element integrated in the photonic chip
(PIC), as in Figure 5a, or an external band splitter, as in Figure 5b, e.g., a commercial band
splitter based on thin films [49].

The advantage of the external splitter is in the reduction in the BW that must be
coupled to the photonic chip, which can represent an advantage in the fabrication of the
fiber coupler. Additionally, integrated band splitters are a type of photonic element that
has not yet been implemented. However, the design of integrated solutions is desirable
since the use of an external band splitter might increase the footprint and consumption of
the tunable transceiver.

The resonators accomplish the filtering function, adding or dropping a resonant wave-
length that can be tuned, e.g., via thermo-optic variation of the refraction index of the
resonator [50]. These can be micro ring resonators (MRR), comprising multiple micro
rings [51], reflector resonators based on Bragg Gratings, such as Distributed Feedback
Bragg Reflectors (DFBR) [52] which comprise coupled Bragg gratings and a multi-mode in-
terferometer (MMI), or ring assisted Mach–Zehnder interferometers [53]. The requirement
for these resonators is to have a free spectral range (FSR) that is larger than the operating
range of the filter so to select a single wavelength within the range. This requirement
is challenging for the design since it may require tight fabrication tolerances to the so-
lutions based on micro rings, with precise control of the coupling in the add and drop
waveguides [54].

Figure 5 shows two options for the fiber-PIC coupling: the input fiber in Figure 5a is
coupled to the chip via edge coupler, whereas the output fibers in Figure 5b are coupled via
dual polarization grating couplers. The choice of the type of couplers in this architecture
is determined by the bandwidth of the input and output spectrum; this is approximately
40 nm for the input coupler, therefore wide-band element, such as an edge coupler, may be
preferred. On the other hand, the output couplers in this configuration operate just on one
half of the BW (TX or RX) and have more relaxed constraints on the passband, that can be
easily ensured by a DPGC. It must be noted that state of the art DPGC based on SiN-on-Si
can presently reach a 1 dB bandwidth of at least 29 nm, with insertion losses of around
2.4 dB and 0.2 dB polarization dependent loss (PDL) [24]. The BW can be further extended
over 40 nm by exploiting a design based on SiN-on-Si platform and back mirrors as shown
in [25], where a value of 70 nm was achieved for a single polarization grating coupler.
Therefore, the functional group comprising Edge Coupler (EC), Polarization Splitter (PS),
and Polarization Rotator (PR) in Figure 5a can be substituted with a wide bandwidth DPGC
(WB-DPGC) as shown in Figure 6.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Tunable transceiver configuration with interleavers, wideband DPGC and (a) external TX and RX or (b) integrated
TX and RX. WB-DPGC: wide band dual polarization grating coupler.

Another design option consists in replacing the band splitter elements with solutions
that operate with two interleaved sub bands. This requires an appropriate spectrum
management: it is possible, e.g., to associate all odd channels to the TX and the even
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channels to the RX, using a filter with the appropriate FSR (equal to twice the channel
spacing). This architecture solution is shown in Figure 6a.

This kind of interleaved solutions requires both the input and the output couplers to
be wideband. However, band splitters based on this scheme may consume very low power
since they need minimal temperature stabilization to keep the interleaver comb filter in
place.

Finally, Figure 6b shows an architectural solution where TX and RX are integrated in
the transceiver. In this architecture, laser source, modulators, and photodiode are integrated
in the photonic chip and electronic divers and amplifiers can be connected to these elements
through wire bonding or integrated on top of the PIC e.g., in a 3D integration scheme [55].

In the following, it is described a design implementation of an architecture of the
type shown in Figure 6b, which does not include the integrated SOA. The SOA can be
easily integrated according to the integration process described in [56,57], enabling III–V
integration at the backside of standard silicon photonics wafers. A detailed implementation
is given in Figure 7. The filtering function at the receiver input is operated by a set of 4
coupled micro-ring resonators, whose parameters have been optimized to achieve a flat
central BW of 37 GHz at −1 dB and a rejection BW of more than 25 dB. The resonator has
FSR of 25 × 0.8 nm = 20 nm, corresponding to 25 WDM channels with 0.8 nm (100 GHz)
spacing.

Coupling of the Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC) with fibers is performed using
surface grating couplers:

1. The external modulated tunable laser is fed to the chip via a Polarization Maintain-
ing (PM) fiber, coupled with a Single Polarization Grating Coupler (SPGC) to the
integrated TX ring.

2. The Single Mode (SM) fiber duplex, comprising the TX output and the RX input to
the tunable filter is coupled to the chip via a DPGC.

3. The output of the RX tunable filter is coupled out from the chip to a Single Mode fiber
(SMF) pigtailed with a DPGC, to reach an external avalanche photo detector (APD).

4. The dual polarization grating couplers separate the two orthogonal polarization
components (named TE and TM in Figure 7) of an input light into two TE polarization
components propagated by two separate waveguides.

 

Figure 7. Scheme of a design based on a 4 rings resonator for the RX filter and a simple ring
resonator for the routing of wavelengths from the TX. The DPGC on the left is a duplex fiber port:
UL wavelengths are fed to the fiber and DL wavelengths are fed to the PIC. The DPGC on the right
couples the output of the filter to the APD.

In this design, the input from the modulated external tunable laser is sent to the SM
duplex fiber port via a ring filter, through the drop port (‘TX Ring’) that is tuned to the
optical wavelength of the laser. The TX Ring has a FSR of 6 × 0.8 nm; this low FSR design
is possible thanks to a wavelength management strategy that is implemented according to
the wavelength plan described in Figure 8. The wavelength plan comprises two groups
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of channels for the Uplink (UL) and the Downlink (DL): a first group of 20 T channels,
from λ1 to λ20, are spaced by 0.8 nm on the lower C band spectrum, and a second group of
twenty Rx channels, from λ21 to λ40, are spaced by 0.8 nm in the upper C band spectrum.

Figure 8. Scheme of the spectrum management for the design solution of Figure 7 with a TX Ring filter having FSR of 4.8 nm
and RX filter having an FSR of 20 nm.

A 0.8 nm guard band, consisting in one unused channel, separates the highest TX
channel λ20 from the lowest Rx channel λ21. The wavelength plan assumes that Tx and Rx
wavelengths from a given Optical Network Unit (ONU), e.g., ONUi, are paired as λi/λI + 20,
respectively, for the TX and RX channels (i.e., λ5 TX paired with λ25 RX, λ7 Tx paired with
λ27 RX).

As shown on Figure 8 for the case of ONU5, when the TX filter is tuned to λ5 for
inserting the external laser, there will not be any impact on the light received at the RX,
having wavelength λ25.

With such a small FSR, a large micro-ring radius of 20 μm can be used. The coupling
coefficients of the rings are set to minimize the laser add loss to 0.5 dB, while the through
loss seen by the RX signal on its way to the tunable receiver is kept below 0.3 dB (see
Figure 5a). When using a ring filter for adding the laser light, one should minimize the
nonlinearities of the ring: this is achieved by using a low Q ring (2000) which minimizes
the power within the ring.

The RX filter is more complicated as it requires to have a 20 nm FSR. A single ring
cannot be used due to the flatness requirements, BW and extinction specifications; the
design is based on 4 coupled rings.

For the realization of both TX and RX filters, one needs to consider the dispersions
that characterize the fabrication process. The Silicon on Insulator (SOI) thickness variation
(±10% of the SOI thickness) accounts the most in the ring performances variations. This
adds on to the width variation of the waveguides. Figures 9 and 10 show the range
of performance variation calculated via Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for each filter,
assuming a dispersion in the coupling coefficients of ±10%. These assumptions were
verified in a first fabrication run with a set of rings with different coupling coefficients.

Figure 9. Spectral response of the TX drop and through filter ports according to MC simulations.
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The estimated footprint for the photonic chip comprising filters, couplers and addi-
tional monitor photodiodes is 2.5 × 3.7 mm, where the RX (APD and amplifiers) and TX
(modulators and tunable laser) are external.

Figure 10. Spectral response of the RX filter according to MC simulations.

5. ROADM in Silicon Photonics

As reported in Section 2, low cost, reduced size ROADMs are a key technology for
providing the right level of automation in the access network segment. Tunable filters can
be used to operate the wavelength selection in a ROADM [58]. When used in ROADMs,
tunable optical filters relieve operators from deploying and storing many variants of fixed
optical add drop multiplexers (OADM) where each fixed OADM corresponds to a specific
group of wavelengths by replacing the fixed OADMs with a single reconfigurable device.
This leads to advantages in network planning simplification and saving of costs for the
acquisition and maintenance of backup components, which are necessary to cope with
possible failures, as failures can be addressed with a single tunable device.

Different WSS technologies exist, based on Microelectromechanical Mirrors (MEMS),
Liquid Crystal (LC) on glass and Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) [59,60]. LCoS technology
dominates current WSS shipments because it can support flexible channel plans. However,
LCoS devices are polarization dependent, they need a polarization diversity configuration.
Additionally, cost, size, port isolation, and crosstalk remain major design challenges.
ROADMs architectures based on WSS, that reduce cost and fiber connections, with respect
to traditional solutions, are reported in [61]. However, they are far to meet the requirements
of the network scenarios presented in Section 2, for which a truly low-cost ROADM node
is essential.

Silicon photonics are the best candidates for such networks due to its characteris-
tics of easy integration with control electronics, miniaturization, mass producibility, and
potential for high yield and low cost in the well-established CMOS production infrastruc-
ture. In [1,25,62] examples of system-on-chip ROADMs, referred as Mini-ROADM, are
presented. An example of architecture for the Mini-ROADM is depicted in Figure 11.

This device has two-line ports, referred as east and west line port, for operation
over two fibers rings. It presents two independent structures, one used for adding WDM
channels to send the output line port, and the other used for dropping channels from the
input line port. In a prototype realized at Ericsson Research, each structure comprises
8 ports to add and drop an equal number of 200 GHz spaced WDM channels in C band. A
similar design can be generalized to a higher number of 100 GHz spaced channels. Such a
two-way Mini-ROADM can be also enhanced to operate over a larger number of ways: for
instance, a 4-way ROADM can be realized by connecting 4 of these structures [63]. In the
Mini-ROADM, optical channels are added and dropped by silicon micro-ring resonators
(MRR) as wavelength-selective switching elements that also acts as an optical filter.

Each wavelength switching element is implemented by two-coupled MRRs with a
slight resonance offset, set to obtain 40 GHz optical BW at −1 dB. The measured adjacent
channel isolation is larger than 20 dB.

Silicon photonics MRRoptical filters have multiple advantages respect to other types
of filter technologies since they are low cost, have low power consumption, and have a
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very small footprint in the range of micrometers. However, they are resonant devices,
quite sensitive to temperature variations, and for operating correctly in the system the
wavelength resonance needs to be stabilized.

Figure 11. (a) Block diagram of the realized mini-ROADM, (b) photonic chip, (c) control board.

Two possible methods can be adopted for MRR resonance stabilization:

1. Use of a temperature control circuit to keep the temperature of the entire PIC at a
pre-determined value by using an off-chip thermo-electric cooler (TEC). The TEC is
used as the actuator that is driven by a feedback control (usually a PID), together with
an integrated temperature sensor

2. Use of an active tuning circuit to lock the MRR resonance to the carrier wavelength
by using a micro-heater as actuator on top of the MRR.

Method (1) has the advantage of requiring electronic circuits with limited complexity
but it requires more power to stabilize the whole PIC temperature.

Method (2) requires control circuits with higher complexity, with respect to approach
(1), but has the advantage of requiring very low power, of the order of few mWatt per MRR.
Additionally, the package is simplified by the absence of the TEC.

In the design of the mini-ROADM the approach (1) was preferred for its implementa-
tion simplicity. The temperature stabilization circuit required 1–2 W power to provide an
accuracy of 0.1 C and a response time of the order of 1 ms.

Each structure in the mini-ROADM has a polarization diversity architecture, with
a double-polarization grating coupler at the input that adapts the random polarization
of the input signal to the device’s main propagation mode. At the output ports, the two
polarization components are recombined before coupling to the optical fibers. A previous
version of this device was realized with a single polarization, as it was made insensitive
to the input polarization with an integrated polarization controller [62,63]. However,
with a single polarization controller the operation requires a low PMD, since different
WDM channels, though launched with equal polarization, arrive with random polarization
alignment at the input like port. Therefore, a dual polarization architecture is preferred.

The PIC of the mini-ROADM prototype has a size of 5 × 5 mm (see Figure 11b). The
PIC is mounted on a control board (see Figure 11c) to provide functionalities, such as the
adjustment of MRR heater currents for performing channel add or drop, and setting the
propagation direction of each individual wavelength at the 1 × 2 switch placed at the add
port (Figure 11a). Each switch reverts the propagation direction, e.g., for traffic protection
in case of fiber break. This allows to implement well-known ring protection mechanisms
without duplication of the optical interfaces at each add or drop port.
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The control board is equipped with two Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) with
a gain of 23 dB and maximum output power of 20 dBm, one for each bus in function of the
working direction of the wavelengths along the network. The high gain and output power
compensate the high coupling loss of the prototype, due to the non-ideal grating coupler
fabrication process. They can be considerably lower in an engineered device. Integrated
SOAs can be also considered but they have the limitations discussed in Section 2.

The spectrum of one the MRR is shown in Figure 12a, for a channel passing through the
MRR and a dropped channel. The measured drop loss is 1.8 dB, excluding the polarization
grating coupler losses. The maximum drop loss difference from the first to the last channels
is about 1.5 dB.

The resonance frequency is plotted in Figure 12b versus different voltage values
applied on the MRR heater. The curve in Figure 12b shows that the efficiency of tunability
is 35 μW/GHz.

In Figure 12c is shown the spectral output of a single channel in three different
operating conditions: (i) all heaters are switched off (‘no heaters through/drop’ in the
legend) (ii) only the channel heaters are enabled, all the other channels are switched off
(‘only double ring heaters through/drop’ in the legend); and (iii) both the channels heaters
and all the other channels heaters are enabled (‘all heaters through/drop’ in the legend).

With the current silicon photonics technology, it is possible to expand the number of
WDM channels up to 24 but supporting denser frequency spacing (e.g., 50 GHz) would
require technological advances to improve the wavelength stability of the micro-rings.

As final remark, optical attenuators can also be integrated at the input of the add
channel ports to adjust the transmitted optical power so that the WDM channels are
equalized at the line output port (attenuators shown in Figure 5 but not implemented in
the prototype discussed here). This would allow to avoid big power mismatch between
bypass signals and added signals, and related crosstalk issues.

Figure 12. (a) Transmission spectrum, (b) Resonance frequency, (c) Output spectrum in through or
drop filter conditions.
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6. Conclusions

The evolution to 5G and beyond promotes novel technologies for the network such as
SDN and NFV that allow a decoupling between the hardware resources and the services.
This paradigm enables the digitalization of the network and facilitates the creation of
services. The low latency requirements of the E2E services has enabled the replacement of
big data centers located in regional area with smaller ones located near the access. Hence
the access network is evolving in a converged network to support 5G mobile transport,
fixed access, and vertical services. This network is typically named as Xhaul. A higher
level of automation is required in all segments of the network, which is evolving to a
converged network, able to support all service types. These will include the Xhaul segment
and will be managed as “one network”. Optics is the promising technology to meet the
requirements of high bandwidth and low latency of 5G and beyond and offer a high level
of automation suitable for SDN and NFV paradigm. However, due to the high capillarity
of the equipment used in the Xhaul segment, the cost and the size of the optical nodes
needs to be reduced, with respect to the case of the metro network segment. Integrated
silicon photonics is a promising technology to achieve the cost and power consumption
targets in the access segment. This technology was born for data center applications and
has now reached a maturity level such to be suitable for telecom applications. De facto
the SDN and NFV paradigm for Xhaul represents a concrete business case to push the use
of integrated silicon photonics and accelerate the necessary investments to assess its use
in the telecom segment. In this paper two main reference architectures for RAN access
network are considered: PON and ring topology. Concrete technology solutions based on
integrated silicon photonics are described for each architecture, that enable the realization
of key optical components such as tunable transceivers and ROADMs with reduced cost
and size. Overall, two network scenarios have been considered, such as WDM overlay
PON and rings. For DWDM over PON, the use of silicon photonics is essential to realize
pluggable transceivers, fully tunable both in transmission and receiver directions. For
DWDM ring, the integrated silicon photonics is the key technology to realize a pluggable
ROADM supporting 20 bidirectional channels. The main challenges are to realize such
equipment have been discussed such as: size, power consumption, and cost to support
20 channels, and be integrable in a suitable form factor. Moreover, for the ROADM the
open issue is the use of SOAs which can limit the number of channels.

The technical analysis carried out in the paper demonstrates the applicability of
integrated silicon photonics in telecom applications and highlights the main challenges to
be addressed.
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Abstract: The integration of Software Defined Networking (SDN) technologies in Passive Optical
Networks (PONs) would provide great advantages to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Network
Operators, since they can optimize the network operation and reduce its complexity. However, some
tasks regarding online service and network configuration strategies are difficult to move to external
SDN-controllers since they are time-critical operations. However, the control of some of these policies
by SDN techniques could lead to better network and management configuration in a centralized and
automatic way. As a consequence, we propose and experimentally test the integration of an OpenFlow
approach over legacy Gigabit Passive Optical Networks (GPONs), which allows moving some global
service configuration policies to an external SDN controller implementing an SDN management layer
that adjust these strategies according to dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of services
in residential users. The viability and efficiency of our approach are demonstrated using a GPON
testbed and proposing a new business scenario for ISPs and Network Operators.

Keywords: software defined networking (SDN); gigabit passive optical networks (GPONs); online
service configuration policies; experimental validation

1. Introduction

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging and open communications tech-
nology that allows an abstraction and separation of the control and data planes. This
separation permits an efficient control of the network and higher scalability and manage-
ment automation [1,2]. Then, SDN allows the network to be intelligently and centrally
controlled using software applications, so operators can manage the network consistently
and comprehensively, regardless of the underlying network technology. Then, with SDN
a part of the datapath resides on the switches and routers of the network, but there is a
central controller that makes high-level routing decisions over them using protocols such
as OpenFlow [3], NETCONF [4], or RESTCONF [5].

Due to these advantages, the integration of SDN in Passive Optical Networks (PONs)
is gaining high importance, and its implementation to provide different functionalities is
being proposed extensively by many authors. In addition, it is worth noting the importance
of PON technologies in the deployment of current access networks worldwide. Indeed, the
FTTH Council in the latest news of December 2020 states that 202 million homes passed
with FTTH/B by 2026 in Europe compared to 88.1 million in 2019 [6]. Moreover, the
FFTH/B penetration is expected 73.3% in 2026 (43.3% in 2019). In this network context,
PON technologies will become predominant in the coming years, going from 48.4% in
September 2018 to 73% in 2025 [7].

Due to these factors, much attention is being paid to investigate the integration of
SDN technologies in PON infrastructures. In this way, many research papers try to emulate
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an SDN behavior on PON legacy equipment, so that PON devices can become SDN-
controllable devices using SDN protocols [8–14]. In contrast, other proposals focus on
moving certain features of current PON devices to external SDN controllers to achieve
a centralized SDN control of the network, for example, bandwidth allocation policies
or PON devices registration [15–23]. In this way, PONs are Point to MultiPoint (P2MP)
networks based on a tree topology between the Optical Line Terminal (OLT) and the Optical
Network Terminals (ONTs). In the upstream channel, from the ONTs to the OLT, PONs
show a multipoint to point topology and every ONT shares the same transmission channel.
Therefore, a MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol is required inside this channel in
order to avoid collisions among data from different users (ONTs). Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation (DBA) based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), is the most used
strategy to share the channel capacity among ONTs (users) cycle by cycle, since the OLT
dynamically distributes the available bandwidth depending on the current demand of
users (ONTs) and its contracted services. The cycle time is the total time in which all ONTs
connected to the PON transmit in a round robin discipline (TDMA).

As it can be noticed, the allocation process inside PON infrastructures is made between
the OLT and the ONTs cycle by cycle, so its global outsourcing to an external SDN controller
can cause an inefficient network performance in the bandwidth allocation process due to
the latency between the SDN controller and the OLT, since SDN controllers are outside
PONs at a certain distance. However, it could be worth that some decisions regarding
DBA policies, such as the maximum bandwidth assigned to specific services (such as voice,
video or data), can be managed by the SDN controller to provide an efficient and global
SDN network management and configuration of the PON, although these policies do not
imply the cycle-by-cycle control of the bandwidth allocation process, which would cause
low efficiency due to the distance between the SDN controller and the OLT.

As a consequence, in this paper, we propose designing and implementing an SDN
management layer over a GPON testbed able to deal with some service configuration
strategies, such as the maximum allowed bandwidth to services, according to the real-
time QoS requirements of network subscribers (ONTs). These global policies do not
require a cycle-by-cycle communication between the SDN management layer and the OLT,
thereby not degrading performance despite the distance between the SDN infrastructure
and the PON. In contrast to other existing approaches, that most of them propose service
provisioning or DBA policies by means of simulation models, we demonstrate the feasibility
of moving specific strategies over a legacy GPON testbed which has implemented an end-
to-end SDN solution using the OpenFlow protocol and SDN virtual switches (Open Virtual
Switch, OVS) [24] connected to OLTs and ONTs, all of them controlled by an external
SDN controller, in our case OpenDayLight (ODL) [25]. Therefore, we propose both a SDN
solution over a GPON testbed and the implementation of an SDN management layer that
deals with service configuration policies inside the GPON testbed. In fact, we propose
that the SDN management layer can be able to provide and configure real-time Internet
services and their associated maximum bandwidth to users that contract Internet plans
according to their real-time demand and contracted bandwidth requirements using the
SDN controller and the OpenFlow protocol. Furthermore, we check the viability of our
proposal by designing a new business model for network operators and providers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the state of the art regarding the
integration of SDN in PONs. Section 3 explains the experimental implementation of our
SDN approach over GPONs and the description of the online service configuration policies
over our network scenario. Section 4 presents the experimental results and discussion of
our SDN-GPON proposal using a particular business model. Finally, in Section 5, the most
relevant conclusions obtained in this experimental study are shown.

2. State of the Art

Many researches are focusing on the integration of SDN in PONs. On the one hand,
some studies integrate OpenFlow switching paradigms in the PON control layer. In this
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way, authors in [8] propose a SDN-OLT solution in GPONs using virtual switches and
the OpenFlow standard in order to emulate a SDN layer in the OLT. In addition, authors
in [9] propose to implement virtual switches inside ONUs able to select OFDM channels
for TWDM-PONs. Other proposals regarding virtual switches for PONs were proposed
in [10] to improve the efficiency and flexibility for data center networks, especially for intra-
datacenter communications. The papers [11] describe an SDN-controller to simultaneously
manage several SDN-OLTs in PON infrastructures. Other researches are working on
mapping OpenFlow messages to native PON configuration commands [12] and defining
extensions of the OpenFlow standard for PONs technologies [13]. In addition, the Open
Source Virtual OLT Hardware Abstraction (VOLTHA) project [14] proposes to abstract
PONs as programmable Ethernet switches that can be controlled by an SDN controller and
therefore, to manage its network configuration and devices (OLT, ONTs).

On the other hand, issues related to the Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) or
the registration and management of ONTs are difficult to cover with SDN in PONs, due
to the latency between the SDN controller and the OLTs. In this line, authors in [15]
propose the SIEPON architecture where the ONT registration process and some global
DBA policies are moved to an external SDN controller, since they are not time-critical
operations. Authors in this paper describe the simulation model and they analyze some
network parameters such as the delay and the throughput performance by a simulation
study. In addition, authors in [16] describe a novel SDN architecture for EPONs integrating
a reprogrammable DBA module inside the SDN controller in contrast to the hardware DBA
modules (inside OLTs) existing in traditional PONs. In this proposal, an SDN controller
deals with several DBA algorithms and it deploys them in the OLT according to the network
global status and the traffic demands of ONTs. This proposal and the results are supported
with simulations. Authors in [17] experimentally demonstrate a novel SDN architecture for
remote unified control with SA-FS to dynamically provision and adjust services according
to the real-time Quality of Service (QoS) demand. Regarding TWDM-PONs, authors in [18]
designed a novel software-defined solution to fulfil QoS requirements using a centralized
SDN controller that dynamically allocates bandwidth and wavelengths to users. This
model and the algorithm’s performance are supported with simulations. In the same way,
paper [19] describes a new SDN architecture and bandwidth allocation policy to guarantee
QoS requirements in TWDM-PONs. Therefore, it can be noticed that most of the research
related to DBA strategies or online service reconfiguration policies controlled by SDN are
implemented using simulation models, but they have not been tested in real PON network
environments with legacy equipment.

Although we do not focus on protection and energy savings in PONs, it is worthy
to mention that other research works on the use of SDN in PONs have considered those
aims. For instance, authors in [20] developed an experimental SDN architecture to allow
protection and dynamic service provisioning in a multi-wavelength PON in coordination
with a core SDN-based network, and authors in [21] propose moving the power control of
OLTs and ONTs to the SDN controller to achieve energy savings. Finally, SDN solutions are
also applied in Virtual PONs (VPON), such as authors in [22] that carry out a simulation
analysis of a novel software-defined Hybrid Passive Optical Network (HPON) architecture
proposed over multiple VPONs managed by a priority-based DBA mechanism called
SPB-DBA. In addition, the Flex PON architecture proposed in [23] defines a full-service
Software-Defined Solution to provide a flexible and a programmable service provisioning
in VPONs. In the article, authors experimentally demonstrate flex link using Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) technologies.

Therefore, it can be stated that the integration of SDN technologies in PONs could
provide great advantages to network operators, since they can optimize the network
operation and reduce the network complexity. However, some tasks regarding online
service and network configuration or dynamic bandwidth allocation are difficult to move
to external SDN controllers since they are time-critical operations, although some of these
policies can be very interesting to be managed by SDN controllers to provide a more efficient
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control in PON architectures. As a consequence, we propose and experimentally test an
SDN solution over legacy GPONs, which allows moving some global service configuration
policies to an SDN controller by means of programming an external SDN management
layer that dynamically adjusts these policies according to the stipulated dynamic QoS
requirements of residential users. This proposal can enable new business models for
network operators and providers, so the viability of our solution is demonstrated proposing
a new possible business scenario for users and operators. However, other business models
can be applied with our strategy to exploit the possibilities it offers. Finally, our proposal
also demonstrates the feasibility of moving some QoS services and network configurations
out of the PON network to an external SDN controller. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time that a real-time reconfiguration service policy is experimentally tested in a
legacy GPON using SDN techniques apart from the approach described in [17]. However,
in the architecture presented in [17] they build a new OpenFlow-enabled OLT node with
an embedded OpenFlow agent. To control this network architecture, authors propose
extending the existing OpenFlow protocol to interact with the main characteristics of PONs
(such as guard time, bandwidth, time slot, ONU identification) and the architecture permits
dealing with the DBA algorithm inside the OLT. In contrast, in our proposal, we use the
real OpenFlow standard that does not allow the control of PON parameters in its flow rules.
Moreover, legacy GPON equipment does not permit modifying the DBA algorithm, since
it is integrated in a chipset inside the OLT. Therefore, we propose a different solution using
existing technologies to provide a realistic network scenario with legacy and commercial
GPON equipment.

3. Experimental OpenFlow Proposal over Legacy GPONs to Allow Real-Time Service
Reconfiguration Policies

3.1. Implementation of a SDN Approach over Legacy GPON Equipment

We propose integrating a SDN approach into commercial GPONs using the OpenFlow
standard together with the ODL controller and a set of OVSs connected to GPON devices,
OLTs and ONTs, to emulate a SDN layer on these devices. Among the different SDN
controllers, we have deployed OpenDayLight (ODL), although other OpenFlow compati-
ble controllers could be deployed. For instance, ODL and ONOS are quite featured SDN
controllers, since they show high modularity, good productivity, effective for large scale net-
works and a good Graphical User Interface (GUI) [26,27]. Moreover, both are open source
and benefit from a large developer and user communities under the Linux Foundation Net-
working. Moreover, ODL can support so many applications, such as new IoT southbound
interfaces, that could make it one of the most important future SDN controllers [26]. As a
consequence, we selected ODL in our proposal, although other high-performance SDN
controllers, such as ONOS, could be deployed in the same way. In this network scenario,
the ODL controller will be able to manage the GPON configuration and its services/profiles
according to the stipulated QoS requirements by sending OpenFlow messages to every
OVS, as it can be observed in Figure 1.

Therefore, we deploy an OVS (Central OVS, COVS) on a computer connected to the
OLT to implement a SDN layer on the OLT to manage the GPON downstream channel
(traffic coming from outside the GPON). In the same computer, a router and a DHCP server
were installed to control the IP addresses of the connected ONTs. Moreover, we deployed
OVSs (Residential OVS, ROVS) on mini computers connected to each ONT to implement
and SDN layer on the ONTs to manage the GPON upstream channel (traffic coming from
network subscribers). It can be noticed that in the future, the Openflow switches (COVS
and ROVS) should be integrated inside OLTs and ONTs (SDN based OLT/ONT), but as
commercial GPON equipment do not support SDN it is necessary to emulate a SDN layer.
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Figure 1. The software defined networking (SDN)-OpenFlow scenario implemented in the gigabit passive optical networks
(GPONs) testbed.

In order to dynamically control our SDN-GPON approach, we have implemented an
SDN management layer controlled by ISPs or Network Operators that communicates with
SDN controllers (a single ODL controller in our case) to modify the GPON configuration
according to the real-time QoS requirements and the traffic conditions. Therefore, the
SDN controller/s and the management layer belong to ISPs/Network Operators that
provide Internet connections and services to their residential subscribers, such as data
(Internet), VoIP (Voice over IP), and HDTV (High-Definition TV). Therefore, the ODL
controller sends OpenFlow messages to the different OVSs (OLT, ONTs) following the
instructions of the SDN management layer to configure the QoS requirements of services
(e.g., guaranteed bandwidth). These instructions are kept in entries (called flows) of the
OpenFlow tables that are created and modified by the SDN controller, so that each entry
corresponds to specific service QoS requirements. The flow tables are real-time modified
and sent by the ODL by means of flows (one flow corresponds to one entry) encapsulated
in OpenFlow messages to the different OVSs when QoS requirements or services should be
updated in OLTs and ONTs. Each flow has several matches (match conditions), so each
provides a condition that must be met in the packets to be part of the flow, that is, a filter
condition for packets at each OVS. In our SDN approach, packets are filtered with the MAC
address of the ONT to distinguish the traffic of each residential user. Furthermore, as one
service in GPONs must be configured for both channels (upstream, downstream) two flows
must be created in the ODL, one sent to the corresponding user through its COV (with
the downstream QoS requirements) and another to the corresponding ROVS (with the
upstream QoS requirements). In addition, since a maximum bandwidth is assigned to each
service as an important QoS requirement (Internet, Video, VoIP) to control, for example,
the guaranteed bandwidth, this parameter is reflected in the OpenFlow standard using
meters [28] which are directly associated with the flows of the said service. Therefore, a
meter measures the rate of packets and controls the maximum rate of its associated flow,
so it controls the maximum bandwidth associated with the corresponding service of one
residential user.

3.2. Design of a SDN Management Layer to Control Service Reconfiguration Policies on the
SDN-GPON Model

As it was said before, we have deployed an OpenFlow-GPON scenario to propose
moving some time-critical service reconfiguration policies to an external SDN controller
that provide a full SDN control of the GPON network operation and configuration. In
order to do it, we have programmed an SDN management layer that interacts with the
ODL controller, which is responsible for periodically monitoring the demanded bandwidth
of residential users (ONTs traffic) and to apply real-time policies to efficiently reconfigure
the maximum allocated bandwidth of their contracted services, as it can be observed in
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Figure 2. Indeed, our approach configures Internet services and their associated maximum
bandwidth to users according to real-time bandwidth requirements of users by means
of flows that are sent by the SDN controller following the instructions of the SDN man-
agement layer. Our OpenFlow-based proposal provides several advantages for ISPs and
network operators. First, although legacy OLT/ONT devices are built compliant with the
GPON standard, many times the management software and the Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) provided by vendors to configure the network are quite different, thus
causing interoperability and compatibility issues between the equipment of different ven-
dors. Therefore, our OpenFlow proposal permits controlling the legacy GPON equipment
of different vendors since every device (OLT, ONT) understand the same protocol, that
is OpenFlow, due to the emulated SDN layer implemented on each of them, as it can be
observed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Block diagram of our OpenFlow approach over GPONs to apply external service configura-
tion policies.

Secondly, our proposal allows simultaneously controlling several SDN controllers and
GPONs using the same SDN management layer in a centralized, efficient, and dynamic
way. Then, as it is shown in Figure 2, the SDN management layer can deal with a set of
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GPONs sending configuration instructions to its corresponding SDN controller. Moreover,
in our approach, any SDN controller capable of understanding the OpenFlow protocol
can be deployed in the network scenario (ODL, ONOS), since the SDN management layer
is able to interact with every controller. As a consequence, these advantages optimize
the network operation and reduce its complexity, since our approach allows remotely
controlling and allocating flows to provide and configure services in GPONs in a dynamic,
programmable, centralized, and unified way.

Therefore, to carry out this dynamic control, the SDN management layer needs to
know the packet statistics of every OVS (COVS, RVOS), so these statistics are periodically
sent by every OVS to the ODL and the ODL to the SDN management layer. These statistics
are sent in specific OpenFlow messages, called OFPM_METER messages, which contain the
number of packets and bytes processed by the meters inside the OVS, the number of packets
and bytes deleted, and the time the message is sent. Then, the SDN management layer is
continually executing a dynamic bandwidth management program, which is listening to
the messages sent by every OVS so when the program receives a message, it extracts the
different statistics of the message together with the MAC address of the corresponding
residential user (ONT). These data provide the real-time demanded bandwidth of each
user, since one OVS is located at each residential home just before the ONT. In order to
calculate the mean requested bandwidth using these OpenFlow statistics of the different
residential OVSs (ROVSs), fixed sliding windows that store this information are used, one
for each service of the residential subscriber. Each sliding window contains N samples
(win_size), and its operation is represented in Figure 3. As it can be observed, each sample
contains the total number of bytes sent by the ONT

(
BytesONTi ,servicej

)
of one specific

service that passes over the ROVS, and the time in which that statistics was received
(tN , tN+1, tN+2, . . .). Each time a sample is inserted, the estimation of the mean requested
bandwidth (in Mbps) for the specific residential user and service is updated with every

sample of the window
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
request

)
. To calculate the term

(
B

ONTi ,servicej
request

)
, at a certain

instant, the mean is done with all the Bytes
ONTi,servicej values contained in the samples and

the time they were sent. Moreover, the first sample of the queue will be discarded when
the maximum duration of the window is exceeded, that is, win_size samples. Sliding
windows show a good performance, since they contain the updated requested bandwidth
of residential users and their services.

Figure 3. Operation of the sliding window implemented in the algorithm.

The process of assigning bandwidth to users (ONTs) and their services inside PON
architectures is led by the OLT. Then, DBA algorithms (based on TDMA) are the most
widespread methods, since the OLT allocates bandwidth to users in a dynamic way depend-
ing on the priority of the contracted services of users and its real-time demand. In this way,
among the different bandwidth assignation disciplines, the DBA algorithm implemented in
the OLT in our GPON testbed (as well as in legacy GPONs) follows a limited scheme, one
of the most widespread policies in PONs due to its high efficiency and easy operation [29].
In this scheme, the OLT gives the required bandwidth to each service (servicej) of one
ONT (ONTi) in one cycle as long as its demand is lower than an established maximum
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bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
max

)
in Mbps, which consists of a minimum guaranteed bandwidth(

B
ONTi ,servicej
guaranteed

)
that has to be ensured plus an extra best effort or non-guaranteed band-

width
(

B
ONTi,servicej
e f f ort

)
, which is optional and only depends on the configuration made by

the operator or service provider inside the DBA (Equation (1)).

B
ONTi ,servicej
max = B

ONTi ,servicej
guaranteed + B

ONTi ,servicej
e f f ort (1)

In case the user asks for more than this maximum, the algorithm will allocate at
most this maximum value. In this way, the DBA algorithm in the OLT must ensure the
guaranteed bandwidth and it may provide non-guaranteed bandwidth in case GPON re-
sources are available. In contrast, if the demanded bandwidth is lower than the guaranteed
bandwidth, the algorithm will offer this demand. Therefore, a limited scheme makes the
cycle time adaptive depending on the updated demand of every ONT.

Therefore, in our OpenFlow approach, the bandwidth is not only controlled by the
DBA algorithm in the OLT but is also managed by the SDN layer to provide a tighter control
of this process. The SDN layer limits the maximum bandwidth for each residential user
(and services) and the global available bandwidth at both channels of the GPON (upstream,
downstream). In this way, the DBA is configured to treat residential users equally, but
allocating bandwidth considering real-time traffic demands, as the differentiation and
the fulfilment of bandwidth guarantees is provided by the emulated SDN layer imple-
mented on GPON devices (OVS). Therefore, the OVSs (ROVS, COVS) drops those packets
exceeding the maximum assigned bandwidth at each channel. In this way, the maximum
associated with each service

(
BONTi ,servicej

max

)
can be dynamically modified according to

specific bandwidth allocation policies implemented by ISPs/Network Operators, allowing
a real-time bandwidth reconfiguration according to the real-time requested bandwidth
of residential users. Consequently, we propose an online service reconfiguration policy,

in which users contract a guaranteed bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
guaranteed

)
and it can be offered an

extra maximum according to the priority and conditions of the contracted Service Level
Agreement (SLA) up to a maximum limit

(
BONTi ,servicej

max

)
. Therefore, users do not need to

request more bandwidth whenever they need it, but it is the external SDN management
layer that monitors changes and decides to increase or decrease the bandwidth of residen-
tial users at a given time. Under this network scenario, the external SDN management layer
by means of the ODL controller transparently gives a user some bandwidth in excess if it
demands it and there is enough capacity in the GPON. Then, a bandwidth management
program (located in the SDN management layer) is constantly listening for the arrival of
OpenFlow messages (OFM_METER) and collecting the value of the demanded bandwidth
of the sliding window that corresponds to one service of one specific ONT, calculating the
average of the said window in real-time, as it can be observed in the flowchart of Figure 4.

Every time the sliding window updates the mean requested bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
request

)
an

instance is launched to the service reconfiguration policy to detect if the average bandwidth
of the window is higher than the current maximum bandwidth, called BONTi ,servicej

max, updated in our
algorithm. To do this, the algorithm first connects to the internal database that stores the

maximum bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
max

)
and the guaranteed bandwidth of the contracted

service. In the next step, the management program must assure the user an assigned rate

always greater or equal than the basic contracted bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
guaranteed

)
in case the

residential user demands it. Then, the program must verify that the requested bandwidth(
B

ONTi ,servicej
request

)
does not exceed the maximum contracted bandwidth

(
B

ONTi ,servicej
max

)
. If all

the conditions are met, the bandwidth management algorithm makes sure that the avail-
able resources are enough for the requested new bandwidth. In that case, the algorithm
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modifies this value
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
max,updated

)
, updates the database, and sends a request to the ODL

controller to add new flows to the corresponding ONT (COVS, ROVS) with the new QoS
requirements and discard the existing flows with the old QoS requirements. Otherwise,

the maximum bandwidth
(

B
ONTi ,servicej
max,updated

)
is not updated and no commands are sent to the

ODL controller.

 

Figure 4. Flow chart of the implemented service reconfiguration policy.
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Therefore, it could be very appealing that some online service management strategies
can be moved out of the OLT to be centralized and controlled by the external SDN manage-
ment layer. In addition, it avoids the synchronized time required in PON devices each time
a service reconfiguration is made over the OLT and the ONTs. Then, we propose that the
external SDN management layer could have implemented different service reconfiguration
strategies. Finally, this approach avoids modifying the legacy GPON layer and it provides
the full functionality of the integrated OpenFlow solution.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

To demonstrate the efficiency of our approach we have defined a new business model
for ISPs/Network Operators and we check its viability using a legacy GPON. In fact, we
have set up a network scenario which offers different priority SLAs based on flexible
Internet plans so that users contract a fixed guaranteed bandwidth (basic bandwidth) plus
an extra bandwidth, and when network subscribers demand this extra bandwidth and
there are available resources, it can be given at the expense of a special pricing. Contrary to
most of the proposed online service reconfiguration policies or DBA algorithms managed
by SDN which are implemented with simulations, we have experimentally demonstrated
our proposal using a GPON testbed with legacy equipment.

4.1. Description of the Legacy GPON Testbed

The commercial GPON (Figure 4) used to demonstrate the viability of our approach
consists of an OLT (SmartOLT 350 of Telnet-RI vendor [30]), that supports 2.5 Gbps at the
downstream channel and 1.25 Gbps at the upstream channel. The GPON testbed shows a
tree topology configuration with a single splitting level. In this way, the OLT is connected
to the optical splitter by means of three spools of Standard Single Mode Fiber (SMF) of
different lengths (total length of 20 km). Then, the splitter (1:8) is connected to every ONT
using SMF distribution fibers and the distance to each ONT is configurable, from 100 m
up to 5 km, using a connection panel, as it can be noticed in Figure 5. This configurable
network scenario allows setting up realistic situations where ONTs are located at different
distances from the Central Office (OLTs). Finally, the GPON is equipped with L3 (with
router functionalities) and L2 (without router functionalities) ONTs that comply with the
ITU-T G.984.x/G.988 recommendations. The ONT models are the Wave Access 3021 (L3)
and the Wave Access 512 (L2) [30]. Finally, in our particular approach, we attach computers
(mini computers) to build routers with flexible capabilities by means of OVSs. For our
experimental study, we connect five ONTs, two L2 ONTs, and three L3 ONTs.

 

Figure 5. Real structure of the GPON testbed and its devices.
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4.2. Description of the Case of Use

In our case of use, the policy that dynamically manages the maximum bandwidth allo-
cated to services of residential users is implemented and demonstrated. As an example, we
design Flexible Internet Plans differentiated by a basic bandwidth (guaranteed bandwidth)
plus an excess bandwidth (Table 1). In case the basic bandwidth is below 100 Mbps, the
excess bandwidth is considered as 20% of the basic (Basic Internet Plan), while if the basic
bandwidth is higher than 100 Mbps, a 30% of excess bandwidth is considered (Premium
Internet Plan). These maximum rates are calculated independently for the upstream and
downstream bandwidth although they are symmetric. It should be noted, that although
the proposed Internet plans in our case consider a certain amount of the basic bandwidth
(20% and 30%), the operators and ISPs could stipulate other levels or conditions for the
excess bandwidth. Then, these Flexible Internet plans ensure a fixed basic bandwidth to
residential users plus an extra bandwidth, so that while users do not require this extra
bandwidth it will be free to use transparently among other users who have greater band-
width needs, so there is greater control over the total available bandwidth to distribute it in
real-time and efficiently between all users, thus making the most of all network resources.

Table 1. Flexible Internet plans offered by Internet service providers (ISPs)/network operators.

Flexible Internet Plans Basic Bandwidth Excess Bandwidth

Basic Flexible Plan ≤100 Mbps +20% Mbps
Premium Flexible Plan >100 Mbps +30% Mbps

4.3. Selection of Parameters in the Sliding Window

The first analysis regarding the sliding window used to calculate the average requested
bandwidth of residential users, compared the response time of the dynamic bandwidth
algorithm considering different window sizes. The optimal performance of the algorithm
implies an optimum choice of some parameters, such as the size of the sliding window,
which contains the last samples of the requested bandwidth of users. Then, if the number
of samples is too large, the sliding window may contain quite old values of the requested
bandwidth which can make the algorithm not react fast enough when changes in traffic
conditions appear. In contrast, if the size of the sliding window is very short, the real-
time estimation of the mean requested bandwidth cannot be reliable as the number of
samples is not enough. Then, Figure 6a–d show the time that the algorithm takes to
react when the associated bandwidth of one network subscriber (ONT) is being modified
according to its real-time demands, considering different window sizes (5, 10, 20, and
30 samples). All the graphs are represented with Wireshark that can capture real- time
network data [31]. As it can be observed in Figure 6c, the window of 20 samples has a
response of approximately 16 s, while higher windows sizes such as 30 samples (Figure 6d)
add a delay of approximately 20 s. In contrast, if low window sizes are considered, five
and 10 samples (Figure 6a,b), the response time is lower, 8 and 12 s, respectively.

However, a too small window can be more sensitive to possible transmission peaks
and fluctuations, as it can be seen in Figure 7. As a consequence, to test our dynamic service
reconfiguration algorithm, a 10-samples window is chosen since the delay and the fluctua-
tions are low and its performance is quite similar to high window sizes (20/30 samples).
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Figure 6. Test done on the size of the sliding window: (a) Five samples; (b) 10 samples; (c) 20 samples; (d) 30 samples.

Figure 7. Real-time fluctuations on the average throughput due to a fall in the transmission rates.

4.4. Analysis and Results of the Algorithm Performance of the SDN Management Layer

To validate and analyze the performance of the algorithm experimentally, we have
considered the availability of the two Flexible Internet Plans (Basic and Premium) pre-
viously mentioned, and we have assumed that a network subscriber (one ONT in the
testbed) contracts a Flexible Internet Plan (Basic or Premium) and changes its real-time
bandwidth demand, whereas the remaining four ONTs in the testbed contract a static
Internet Plan. The experimental analysis was carried out at both channels, but in this paper,
only the results of the upstream channel are presented for lack of space. However, the
performance of the downstream channel is similar. This study should be considered as a
proof of concept, since a typical PON will have a higher number of ONTs (e.g., 32–64) with
varying demands than we have in our testbed. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that a real-time reconfiguration service policy is experimentally tested
in a legacy GPON using SDN techniques.

The Basic Flexible Internet plan consists of a guaranteed bandwidth of 100 Mbps plus
an excess bandwidth of 20% (that is 20 Mbps), and the Premium Flexible Internet plan
shows a guaranteed bandwidth of 150 Mbps with a 30% of excess bandwidth (45 Mbps),
both symmetric services. Therefore, for the Basic Internet plan, as shown in Figure 8, the
subscriber (ONT) that contracts this plan begins to transmit at 100 Mbps (60 s), and during
the following intervals of 5 min (300 s) increases the transmission rate first to 110 Mbps,
then to 120 Mbps, and finally to 130 Mbps, ending with a final period transmitting again
at 100 Mbps. In addition, Table 2 indicates the transmitted bandwidth at the different
interval times and the bandwidth expected to be offered to the residential user at each
interval, according to the performance of the online service reconfiguration algorithm.
Since the basic contracted bandwidth is equal to 100 Mbps (Table 1), the excess bandwidth
is expected to increase up to 20% of this value (Basic Flexible Plan), so the maximum
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bandwidth assigned to the user will be 120 Mbps, whenever the user demands it and there
is enough available bandwidth. Therefore, in the fourth interval (660–960 s), although
the user demands 130 Mbps, the maximum assigned bandwidth is limited to 120 Mbps
(Table 2).

Figure 8. Real-time evolution of the requested bandwidth for the residential user that contract the
basic flexible Internet plan.

Table 2. Demanded and received bandwidth for the basic flexible Internet plan.

Interval Time
User Transmission Rate

(Mbps)
Expected Allocated
Bandwidth (Mpbs)

0–60 s 100 Mbps 100 Mbps
60–360 s 110 Mbps 110 Mbps

360–660 s 120 Mbps 120 Mbps
660–960 s 130 Mbps 120 Mbps

960–1020 s 100 Mbps 100 Mbps

Then, Figure 9 shows the real-time evolution of the allocated bandwidth for the service
of the ONT measured using Wireshark when the algorithm is working. Therefore, in the
first Interval (0–60 s) the service is not modified, since the transmitted rate is equal to
the basic contracted bandwidth (100 Mbps). In addition, it can be observed that at the
beginning of each interval, a short step appears due to the reaction time of the OVS to a
change in the user’s transmission rate, as the OVS needs a few seconds (around 5–7 s) to
notice an increase. If we analyze each interval one by one, in the second (60–360 s), where
the residential user demands 110 Mbps, we observe the first step, followed by the time
the algorithm needs to process the real-time demanded bandwidth of the sliding window,
and then the instant where the algorithm provides the offered bandwidth to 110 Mbps
(its bandwidth demand). The third Interval (360–660 s), where the user demands a rate of
120 Mbps, the result is similar and 120 Mbps are given (the maximum excess bandwidth).
However, in the fourth interval (660–960 s) the residential user increases its demand
up to 130 Mbps, but the algorithm limits this demand, since the maximum bandwidth
associated with this Internet plan is 120 Mbps. Finally, in the last interval (960–1020 s),
the user decreases its demand to 100 Mbps, so the algorithm assigns this bandwidth
instantaneously. Consequently, it can be noticed that the algorithm implemented in the
SDN layer shows a fast and stable response according to the contracted Internet plans of
residential users. Moreover, it should be noted that DBA algorithms may need extra time
to react to changes in the transmission rate of users as well as the OVS.
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Figure 9. Real-time evolution of the allocated bandwidth for the residential user with the basic
flexible Internet plan.

For the Premium Internet Plan, we consider a residential user that contracts an Internet
service, which consists of a basic symmetric service of 150 Mbps plus an excess bandwidth
of 30% (in that case 45 Mbps or more). However, in that case, the transmission rate of the
residential user starts at 150 Mbps for 60 s and after that, it is increased in five min intervals
(300 s). It has been considered that in each interval the bandwidth demand is increased by
20 Mbps, so that the evolution of the demanded bandwidth in the different period times
is 150, 170, 190, 210, and finally 150 Mbps again. All these levels are reflected in Table 3,
which represents the demanded bandwidth by the user in the different time intervals and
the expected bandwidth that will be received according to the algorithm’s performance.

Table 3. Demanded and received bandwidth for the premium flexible Internet plan.

Interval Time
User Transmission Rate

(Mbps)
Expected Allocated
Bandwidth (Mpbs)

0–60 s 150 Mbps 150 Mbps
60–360 s 170 Mbps 170 Mbps

360–660 s 190 Mbps 190 Mbps
660–960 s 210 Mbps 195 Mbps

960–1020 s 150 Mbps 150 Mbps

Unlike the previous case, now the residential user has a basic bandwidth higher than
100 Mbps, in which the corresponding Internet Plan may provide an excess bandwidth
of 30%, so the maximum bandwidth that could be assigned is 195 Mbps, as observed in
Table 3 in the interval 660–960 s. Therefore, the algorithm will create new flows based on the
average bandwidth of the window, until reaching the maximum established of 195 Mbps.
Figure 10 represents the real-time evolution of the allocated bandwidth for the service of
the ONT measured using Wireshark. During the first period of change 60–360 s, in which
the requested transmission rate is 170 Mbps, the algorithm shows two small steps and
two transition zones between them just after offering this requested bandwidth. As it was
mentioned before, the first step corresponds with the time required by the OVS to detect
the change in the transmission rate of the user. Meanwhile, the algorithms process the data
of the sliding window and send the order to the ODL controller to change the maximum
bandwidth. Then, the second step corresponds with the time that the OVS needs to receive,
process, and update the new flow sent by the ODL with the new transmission rate (meter)
so the OVS becomes unstable during this period of time. Finally, the OVS updates the new
maximum permitted bandwidth to 170 Mbps, that is the real- time demanded bandwidth.
For the second period of change and the third, the performance of the algorithm is similar.
Therefore, it can be noticed that the algorithm is able to dynamically evolve the allocated
bandwidth according to the stipulated QoS requirements although the OVS needs a certain
time to react to real-time changes in the transmission rate of users. In the same way, typical
DBA algorithms inside OLTs probably also take time to deal with real-time changes in the
transmitted traffic of residential users.
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Figure 10. Real-time evolution of the allocated bandwidth for the residential user that contract the
Premium Flexible Internet Plan.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed and experimentally tested an OpenFlow-based ap-
proach over a legacy GPON to allow real-time service configuration policies applying SDN
techniques. In this way, we have implemented an external SDN management layer able to
communicate with SDN controllers, in this case ODL, to send orders through OpenFlow
messages that configure and modify Internet services in residential users connected to the
GPON. In particular, the SDN management layer can configure real-time Internet services
and their associated maximum bandwidth to users according to their real-time demand and
contracted bandwidth requirements. These service configuration policies do not require a
cycle-by-cycle communication between the SDN management layer and the OLT, thereby
not degrading performance despite the distance between the SDN infrastructure and the
PON. Therefore, our approach provides a global network management and configuration
of legacy GPONs using OpenFlow. Results have shown that the SDN management layer
efficiently implements online service reconfiguration policies over residential users and
their services demonstrate a good performance in terms of speed and efficiency, since it
responds quite quick to real-time bandwidth requirements and fluctuations of bandwidth
transitions are not very important.

This SDN proposal could provide great advantages for the GPON network and
configuration. In fact, the approach allows ISPs or network operators to simultaneously
control GPONs that belong to different providers, avoiding interacting with specific APIs
of equipment from different manufacturers and minimizing compatibility problems. In
our approach, every PON device can understand the OpenFlow protocol, since we have
emulated a SDN layer over each device and consequently the SDN management layer
interacts with SDN controllers (ODL in this case) in a transparent and automatic way. Even
more, the implemented solution allows simultaneously controlling several SDN controllers
and GPONs from the same SDN management layer in a centralized, efficient, and dynamic
way. Finally, our approach allows moving global service configuration strategies out of the
PON intelligence to an external SDN management layer which dynamically adjust these
types of strategies according to the real-time QoS requirements, permitting ISPs/Network
Operators to enable new business models for residential users. As a consequence, these
advantages optimize the network operation and reduce its complexity, since it permits
remotely controlling and configuring service profiles (Internet, VoIP, Video) in a dynamic,
programmable, centralized, and unified way.
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Abstract: Four variants of elastic optical data center network (DCN) architectures based on optical
circuit switching were proposed in an earlier study. The necessary and sufficient values of frequency
slot units (FSUs) per fiber required for these four DCNs in the sense of there being strictly nonblocking
(SNB) were derived, but no results in the sense of being rearrangeable nonblocking (RNB) were
presented. In reality, only limited bandwidths are available, and reducing the value of FSUs per
fiber has become a critical task to realize nonblocking optical DCN architectures in practice. In this
paper, we derive the sufficient value of FSUs per fiber required for the four DCNs to be RNB by two
multigraph approaches. Our results show that the proposed RNB conditions in terms of FSUs per
fiber for a certain two of the four DCNs reduce their SNB results down to at least half for most cases,
and even down to one-third.

Keywords: data center networks; elastic optical networks; rearrangeable nonblocking (RNB);
edge-coloring

1. Introduction

Recently, high transmission speed between the servers in data centers [1] has become an increasing
requirement to meet the needs of current applications such as cloud computing and data mining.
To support such high transmission speed, various data center network (DCN) architectures have
been proposed [1–4]. One among them integrates an electronic packet switching (EPS) network and
an optical circuit switching (OCS) network [1,2,4]. In such a hybrid electrical/optical architecture,
both the EPS and OCS networks connect to each top-of-rack (ToR) switch simultaneously, where EPS
serves small flows and OCS serves big flows. It has been shown that such a hybrid electrical/optical
architecture reduces the power consumption and the operating expense [5,6].

An elastic optical network (EON) [7–11] is a candidate for being the OCS part of a DCN [2]. In
EONs, flexible frequency grids proposed by ITU-T [12] are used, and a different number, say m, of
adjacent frequency slot units (FSUs) are assigned to an optical connection, where m is usually upper
bounded by a value, say mmax. The bandwidth of an FSU is 12.5 GHz [12], and a connection is called an
m-slot connection if it is assigned m adjacent FSUs. Four variants of optical DCN architectures based
on elastic optical switches, called DCN1, DCN2, DCN3 and DCN4, were proposed in [13]. The four
DCN architectures are similar to wavelength-space-wavelength (W-S-W) networks [8–10], which are
Clos-like architectures, but they do not adopt costly tunable wavelength converters as W-S-W networks
do. In addition, the maximum number of connections generated from each input fiber in the four DCNs
and W-S-W networks is limited due to the different components used. This leads to the nonblocking
conditions derived for these four DCNs being different from those derived for W-S-W networks.

When a network is called nonblocking, it is in reference to the nonblocking traffic assigned to
the network [14]. To prevent excessive blocking of connections, the network should be nonblocking.
A network is called strictly nonblocking (SNB) if a connection will never be blocked by existing
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connections, and a network is called rearrangeable nonblocking (RNB) if a new connection can be
accommodated by rearranging some existing connections [14]. An RNB network is also defined as one
where any set (or frame) of connections can be routed simultaneously. The necessary and sufficient
number of FSUs per fiber required for these four DCNs in the sense of their being SNB were given
in [13], but no results in the sense of being RNB were proposed.

The four DCNs usually require a great number of FSUs per fiber to be SNB, especially when mmax

is growing. However, the resource of FSUs per fiber in practical systems is limited since for the EON
switches, and the C-band has only around 350 available FSUs (1530–1565 nm). Reducing the value of
FSUs per fiber is a challenging task, and this issue has been studied in various research on EONs [8–11].
In order to reduce the value of FSUs per fiber to realize nonblocking optical DCN architectures in
practice, we studied the four DCNs in the sense of being RNB in this paper, and derived the sufficient
number of FSUs per fiber by adopting two multigraph approaches. Our results show that two of the
proposed RNB conditions reduced the SNB results significantly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief review of the four DCN
architectures and introduce the notations used in the paper. In Section 3, we prove the RNB conditions
for the DCN1 and DCN3 networks. In Section 4, we prove the RNB conditions for the DCN2 and
DCN4 networks. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries and Notations

In this section, we will review the four elastic optical DCN architectures proposed in [13] and
introduce the notations used in this paper. The four elastic optical DCN architectures require
bandwidth-variable, waveband-selective switches (BV-WSSs) [15,16], bandwidth-variable space
switches (BV-SSs), passive combiners (PCs) and ToR switches. Both BV-WSSs and BV-SSs, the
latter of which consist of BV-WSSs and PCs, can switch wavebands with flexible bandwidths without
spectrum conversion capabilities. Each ToR switch consists of q bandwidth-variable transponders
(BVTs), which are divided into two parts: the transmission part, denoted by BVT-T, and the receiving
part, denoted by BVT-R. The part of each ToR switch consisting of q BVT-Ts (or BVT-Rs) and a PC (or
BV-WSS) is denoted by ToR-T (or ToR-R) (see Figure 1). A BVT-T can use any m consecutive FSUs of its
output; i.e., the frequency of its output is arbitrarily tunable. In addition, a BVT-T is connected to a
BVT-R in a strict one-to-one manner, and thus a BVT-T does not simultaneously send connections to
two or more BVT-Rs. All connections generated from the same ToR switch occupy different FSUs, so
that all of them can be sent through one fiber connecting the ToR-T (or ToR-R) to the OCS network.

PC

BVT-T 1...
BVT-T q

BVT-R 1...
BVT-R q

BV-
WSSOCS

ToR-T ToR-R

 

Figure 1. A ToR switch consisting of q BVTs.

The DCN1 architecture, denoted by DCN1(r, q, k), is given in Figure 2a. A DCN1(r, q, k) network
contains one r × r BV-SS and r ToR switches, each of which consists of q BVT-Ts (or BVT-Rs) and is
attached to an input (or output) fiber with k FSUs of the BV-SS. The DCN2 architecture, denoted by
DCN2(s, r, q, k), is a variant of DCN1(r, q, k) and is given in Figure 2b. A DCN2(s, r, q, k) network
contains one r × r BV-SS and r groups of s ToR switches, which are combined by one PC into (or
directed from one BV-WSS to) one input (or output) fiber connecting to the BV-SS. We use ToR-T (or
ToR-R) u-i to denote the ith ToR-T (or ToR-R) in group u, where 1 ≤ u ≤ r and 1 ≤ i ≤ s. The DCN3
architecture is denoted by DCN3(r, q, k, p), and it contains p r × r BV-SSs and r ToR switches (Figure 3a).
The output (or input) fiber of ToR-T u (or ToR-R v) is connected to one BV-WSS (or PC) which connects
to the uth input (or vth output) of each BV-SS. Finally, the DCN4 architecture is denoted by DCN4(s, r,
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q, k, p), and it is obtained from a DCN2(s, r, q, k) network by adopting p BV-SSs to connect ToR-Ts and
ToR-Rs (Figure 3b).
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Figure 2. (a) A DCN1(r, q, k) network and (b) a DCN2(s, r, q, k) network, where each ToR-T (or ToR-R)
consists of q BVT-Ts (or BVT-Rs), as given in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. (a) A DCN3(r, q, k, p) network, and (b) a DCN4(s, r, q, k, p) network, where each ToR-T (or
ToR-R) consists of q BVT-Ts (or BVT-Rs), as given in Figure 1.

The four DCN architectures serve m-slot connections with m ≤ mmax. To guarantee that each fiber
occupying k FSUs is sufficient to carry connections served by all BVT-Ts, the value of k is assumed to
be k ≥ qmmax (or k ≥ sqmmax) for the DCN1 and DCN3 (or DCN2 and DCN4) architectures. An m-slot
connection from a BVT-T in ToR-T u (or ToR-T u-i) to a BVT-R in ToR-R v (or ToR-R v-j) in a DCN1 or
DCN3 (or a DCN2 or DCN4) is denoted by (u, v, m) (or (u-i, v-j, m)), where 1 ≤ u, v ≤ r and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s.

FSUs in each fiber are numbered from 1 to k. To set up a connection (u, v, m) (or (u-i, v-j, m)), the
same sets of m adjacent FSUs must be found in both the fiber connecting ToR-T u (or ToR-T u-i) with
one BV-SS and the fiber connecting this BV-SS with ToR-R v (or ToR-R v-j). If those sets do not exist,
the connection is blocked. The necessary and sufficient values of k for DCN1 to DCN4 in the sense of
being SNB were given in [13]. We quote the SNB results for the DCN1 and DCN2 networks in Lemmas
1 and 2 for further comparison in Sections 3 and 4.

Lemma 1. A DCN1(r, q, k) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax is SNB if and only if

k ≥ kSNB = 2(q − 1)·(2mmax − 1) + mmax (1)

Lemma 2. A DCN2(s, r, q, k) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax is SNB if and only if
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k ≥ k′SNB = 2(sq − 1)·(2mmax − 1) + mmax (2)

3. RNB DCN1 and DCN3 Networks

In this section, we first consider the RNB DCN1 network and then the RNB DCN3 network. In
order to derive the sufficient value of k for a DCN1(r, q, k) network in the sense of being RNB, we
propose a multigraph approach and a routing algorithm in the following.

3.1. Multigraph Approach and Routing Algorithm

Given a DCN1(r, q, k) network and a frame F of connections, we propose Multigraph Approach A,
given below, to convert the DCN1(r, q, k) network for frame F into a multigraph GF.

Multigraph Approach A:

Let each left vertex u (or right vertex v) in multigraph GF be ToR-T u (or ToR-R v) of the DCN1(r,
q, k) network. In multigraph GF, there is an edge connecting vertexes u and v if there is an m-slot
connection from a BVT-T in ToR-T u and it is destined to a BVT-R in ToR-R v, i.e., (u, v, m) (see Figure 4a).
Note that we call GF a multigraph [17] because multiple connections between ToR-T u and ToR-R v are
allowed, and thus there could be more than one edge connecting vertexes u and v in GF.
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Figure 4. Given a DCN1(4, 3, 9) network and a frame F of connections (1, 1, 3), (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 2, 2),
(2, 4, 3), (3, 1, 1), (4, 3, 2) and (4, 4, 2): (a) The corresponding multigraph GF constructed by Multigraph
Approach A. Note that GF is edge-colored by colors 1, 2, and 3 (marked in red), and left and right
vertices are marked in blue and black, respectively. (b) A routing of connections in frame F according
to Routing Algorithm A in association with the edge-coloring of GF.

In Property 1, we show that GF is q-edge-colorable.

Property 1. Given a DCN1(r, q, k) network and a frame F of connections, let GF be the corresponding
multigraph constructed by Multigraph Approach A. Multigraph GF is q-edge-colorable.

Proof. Let Δ(GF) be the maximum degree of GF. Since each ToR switch consists of q BVT-Ts and q
BVT-Rs, at most q m-slot connections can be generated from a ToR-T (or destined to a ToR-R). Thus, we
have Δ(GF) ≤ q. From the construction of GF, we can see that GF is a bipartite multigraph. In addition,
GF is q-edge-colorable according to graph theory [17] if GF is a bipartite multigraph with Δ(GF) ≤ q. �

In a DCN1(r, q, k) network, we use Iu (or Ov) to denote the fiber connecting ToR-T u (or ToR-R v)
and the BV-SS, where k ≥ qmmax and 1 ≤ u, v ≤ r. In addition, we partition each fiber with k FSUs into
q parts, each of which consists of mmax consecutive FSUs. Each part is called a window, and these q
windows, denoted by Wl for 1 ≤ l ≤ q, are numbered from 1 from left to right. We use |Wl| to represent
the size of window Wl, and also use Iu,l (or Ov,l) to represent the lth window in fiber Iu (or Ov) for 1 ≤
u, v ≤ r and 1 ≤ l ≤ q.
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Recall that GF is q-edge-colorable (Property 1). Let colors 1, 2, . . . , q be adopted to edge color GF.
We route each (u, v, m) for the RNB condition [14] using Routing Algorithm A given below.

Routing Algorithm A:

Connection (u, v, m) is routed in windows Iu,c and Ov,c if color c is assigned to the corresponding
edge of (u, v, m) in GF (see Figure 4b).

3.2. RNB Sufficient Conditions

A sufficient value of k for a DCN1(r, q, k) network in the sense of being RNB is derived in
Property 2.

Property 2. A DCN1(r, q, k) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax is RNB if

k ≥ kRNB = q·mmax (3)

Proof. This property holds if Routing Algorithm A is feasible, and Routing Algorithm A is feasible if
each m-slot connection can be carried by the corresponding windows. Since m ≤ mmax, each m-slot
connection can be carried by any window Wl if |Wl| = mmax for 1 ≤ l ≤ q, which implies that each fiber
has k = q·mmax FSUs. Therefore, when Routing Algorithm A is applied, a DCN1(r, q, k) network with k
≥ q·mmax is RNB. �

Comparing Equation (3) with Equation (1), we have kRNB/kSNB ≤ 1/2 for mmax ≥ 2 and q ≥ 3.
Property 2 implies that kRNB reduces the SNB DCN1 result given in [13], namely, kSNB, down to at
least half for most cases. In addition, numerical results are given in Table 1 which show that kRNB can
reduce kSNB down to as low as one third, for example, the cases with mmax ≥ 6 and q = 4, and the cases
with mmax ≥ 4 and q ≥ 8.

Table 1. Numerical results of k required for being an SNB or RNB DCN1(r, q, k) network for m-slot
connections with q = 4, 8, 10 and 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax, where kSNB and kRNB are given in Equations (1) and
(3), respectively.

mmax
q = 4 q = 8 q = 10

kSNB kRNB kSNB kRNB kSNB kRNB

2 20 8 44 16 56 20

4 46 16 102 32 130 40

6 72 24 160 48 204 60

8 98 32 218 64 278 80

10 124 40 276 80 352 100

The sufficient condition for being an RNB DCN1(r, q, k) network (Property 2) is also the necessary
condition if only one connection rate mmax is considered (Property 3).

Property 3. Suppose only one connection rate, mmax, is considered. Then, the DCN1(r, q, k) network is
RNB if and only if k ≥ kRNB = q·mmax.

Proof. The sufficient condition of this property is true since it is a special case with one connection rate
of Property 2. In addition, the necessary condition holds when q connections (u, u, mmax) for 1 ≤ u ≤ r
are generated from each ToR-T u. �
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From the architectures of the DCN1 and DCN3 networks (see Figures 2a and 3a), we can see that
a DCN1(r, q, k) network for k ≥ q·mmax functions the same as a DCN3(r, q, k, p) network with p = 1.
Thus, we derive Property 4 immediately.

Property 4. A DCN3(r, q, k, p) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax and k ≥ q·mmax is
RNB if p ≥ 1.

Proof. This property is true for two reasons: i) a DCN3(r, q, k, p) network with p = 1 functions as well
as a DCN1(r, q, k) network, and ii) a DCN1(r, q, k) network for k ≥ q·mmax is RNB (Property 2). �

For a DCN1(r, q, k) (or DCN3(r, q, k, p)) network, recall that the resource of FSUs per fiber in
practical systems is limited, namely, k ≤ 350. This implies that to have an RNB DCN1(r, q, k) (or DCN3(r,
q, k, p)) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax in the real word, we also need q·mmax ≤ 350
due to Property 2 (or Property 4).

4. RNB DCN2 and DCN4 Networks

Similar to Section 3, we first consider the RNB DCN2 network and then the RNB DCN4 network.
For the DCN2 network (Figure 2b), Iu-i (or Ov-j) is used to represent the fiber connecting ToR-T u-i (or
ToR-R v-j) and the uth PC (or vth BV-WSS), and I’u (or O’v) is used to represent the fiber connecting the
uth PC (or vth BV-WSS) and the BV-SS for 1 ≤ u, v ≤ r and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s. Next, we will propose Multigraph
Approach B and Routing Algorithm B for the DCN2 network in the sense of being RNB by modifying
Multigraph Approach A and Routing Algorithm A, respectively.

Multigraph Approach B:

Given a DCN2(s, r, q, k) network and a frame F of connections, multigraph G’F is constructed in
the following way. Let each left vertex u (or right vertex v) in G’F be the uth (or vth) group of s ToR-Ts
u-i (or ToR-Rs v-j) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s. An edge is added between two vertexes u and v in G’F if there is an
m-slot connection from the uth ToR-T group destined to the vth ToR-R group (see Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Given a DCN2(2, 2, 2, 8) network and a frame F of connections (1-1, 2-1, 2), (1-1, 2-2, 1), (1-2,
1-1, 2), (1-2, 1-2, 1), (2-1, 1-1, 2) and (2-2, 1-2, 2): (a) The corresponding multigraph G’F generated by
Multigraph Approach B. Note that G’F is edge-colored by colors 1, 2, 3 and 4 (marked in red font), and
left and right vertices are marked in blue and black, respectively. (b) A routing of connections in frame
F according to Routing Algorithm B in association with the edge-coloring of G’F.
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Since each group of ToR switches can generate at most sq m-slot connections, we derive that Δ(G’F)
≤ sq, and thus G’F is sq-edge-colorable [17]. Let colors 1, 2, . . . , sq be used to edge-color G’F. We adopt
Routing Algorithm B, shown below, to route each (u-i, v-j, m) in association with the edge-coloring of
G’F for the RNB condition.

Routing Algorithm B:

Connection (u-i, v-j, m) is routed in windows Iu-i,c, I’u,c, O’v,c and Ov-j,c if color c is assigned to the
corresponding edge of (u-i, v-j, m) in G’F (see Figure 5b).

Similar to Properties 2–4, we have Properties 5–7, as follows.

Property 5. A DCN2(s, r, q, k) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax is RNB if

k ≥ k’RNB = sq·mmax (4)

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Property 2. �

Property 6. Suppose only one connection rate, mmax, is considered. Then a DCN2(s, r, q, k) network is
RNB if and only if k ≥ k’RNB = sq·mmax.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Property 3. �

Property 7. A DCN4(s, r, q, k, p) network for m-slot connections with 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax and k ≥ sq·mmax is
RNB if p ≥ 1.

Proof. From the topology of the DCN4 architecture (see Figure 3b), we can see that a DCN4(s, r, q, k,
p) network with p = 1 and k ≥ sq·mmax functions as well as a DCN2(s, r, q, k) network. According to
Property 5, the property holds immediately. �

Comparing Equation (2) with Equation (4), we have k’RNB/k′SNB ≤ 1/2 for mmax ≥ 2 and sq ≥ 3.
Property 5 implies that k’RNB reduces the SNB DCN2 result given in [13], namely, k’SNB, down to at
least half for most cases, and even down to one third. In addition, numerical results are given in
Table 2, which shows that k′RNB can reduce k′SNB down to as low as one third, for example, all the
cases with mmax ≥ 4, s = 3 and q ≥ 4. Again, due to the limited resource of FSUs per fiber in practical
systems, to have an RNB DCN2(s, r, q, k) (or DCN4(s, r, q, k, p)) network for m-slot connections with 1
≤ m ≤ mmax in the real word, we need sq·mmax ≤ 350 due to Property 5 (or Property 7).

Table 2. Numerical results of k required for being an SNB or RNB DCN2(s, r, q, k) network for m-slot
connections with s = 3, q = 4, 8, 10 and 1 ≤ m ≤ mmax, where k’SNB and k’RNB are given in Equations (2)
and (4), respectively.

mmax
s = 3, q = 4 s = 3, q = 8 s = 3, q = 10

k’SNB k’RNB k’SNB k’RNB k’SNB k’RNB

2 68 24 140 48 176 60

4 158 48 326 96 410 120

6 248 72 512 144 644 180

8 338 96 698 192 878 240

10 428 120 884 240 1112 300
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5. Conclusions

Four variants of elastic optical DCN architectures, called DCN1, DCN2, DCN3 and DCN4, were
proposed in [13]. The four DCNs in the sense of being SNB usually require a large number of FSUs per
fiber. To reduce the value of FSUs, we considered the four DCNs in the sense of their being RNB in this
paper. We proposed two multigraph approaches to firstly prove the sufficient number of FSUs per
fiber for these four DCNs in the sense of there being RNB. Our results show that the proposed RNB
conditions in term of FSUs per fiber for the DCN1 and DCN2 networks reduce their SNB results down
to at least half in most scenarios, and even down to one third. In addition, we show that the sufficient
condition for an RNB DCN3 (or DCN 4) network is exactly the same as that derived for an RNB DCN1
(or DCN 2) network. The proposed multigraph approaches can be applied to all Clos-like architectures
for studying RNB conditions.
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Abstract: A silicon photonic 3-dB power splitter is one of the essential components to demonstrate
large-scale silicon photonic integrated circuits (PICs), and can be utilized to implement modulators,
1 × 2 switches, and 1 × N power splitters for various PIC applications. In this paper, we reported
the design and experimental demonstration of low-loss and broadband silicon photonic 3-dB power
splitters. The power splitter was realized by adiabatically tapered rib waveguides with 60-nm shallow
etches. The shallow-etched rib waveguides offered strong coupling and relaxed critical dimensions
(a taper tip width of 200 nm and gap spacing of 300 nm). The fabricated device exhibited an excess
loss as low as 0.06 dB at a 1550-nm wavelength and a broad operating wavelength range from 1470 nm
to 1570 nm. The relaxed critical dimensions (≥200 nm) make the power splitter compatible with
standard fabrication processes of existing silicon photonics foundries.

Keywords: silicon photonics; 3-dB power splitter; low-loss; broadband; shallow-etched
rib waveguides

1. Introduction

Silicon photonics has emerged as a powerful technology for optical networks in datacom and
computercom with the commercial success of silicon photonic transceivers [1–3]. In the past decade,
silicon photonics has been rapidly matured with the process standardization and the process design kit
(PDK) development of silicon photonic foundries [4,5]. Large-scale silicon photonic integrated circuits
have been demonstrated for a variety of applications, such as photonic switches [6–8], optical phased
arrays (OPAs) [9–12], and programmable photonic processors [13–17]. A 3-dB optical power splitter
is one of the key components to build high-density integrated photonic devices with multi-channel
and parallel processing. A 3-dB optical power splitter can be employed in integrated Mach-Zehnder
interferometers (MZI) to demonstrate intensity modulators or 1 × 2 switches [18–20], where the light
traveling in a waveguide is split into two arms, the sensing and the reference arms. The optical power
uniformity between two arms is extremely significant, which has motivated us to design a compact,
low-loss, and excellent power uniformity optical power splitter. The 3-dB power splitters can be
also utilized to demonstrate 1 ×N splitters [9,12,21,22]. Notably, low-loss and uniform 1 ×N power
splitters are essential devices for large-scale silicon photonic OPAs. Various silicon photonic 3-dB
power splitters have been demonstrated with multimode interferometers [9,12,22–24], directional
couplers (DCs) [25], asymmetric waveguide-based phase control [26], adiabatic couplers with S-bend
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based Y-branches [27], and parameterized Y-junctions [28], which typically exhibit non-negligible
excess losses or limited bandwidths.

Recently, low-loss and broadband power splitters based on adiabatically tapered waveguides have
been reported [29,30]. However, these power splitters were designed with silicon strip waveguides,
which cause tight mode confinement and weak coupling strength between waveguides. As a result,
the designed critical dimensions (CDs) such as tapered tips and waveguide-gaps (30~50 nm), are beyond
the deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography limit of typical silicon photonics foundries. In this paper,
we reported the experimental demonstration of power splitters based on adiabatically tapered silicon
rib waveguides. The shallow-etched rib waveguides offered relatively strong coupling and relaxed
critical dimensions (CDs ≥ 200 nm), which allowed the device dimensions to be compatible with
standard processes of existing silicon photonic foundries. The demonstrated device had a low excess
loss of 0.06 dB and a wide operating wavelength range over 100 nm (1470~1570 nm). The fabrication
tolerance analysis confirmed that the proposed power splitter is fabrication insensitive within a large
deviation range of ±50 nm for both the width and gap.

2. Device Design

As the proposed power splitter is based on the adiabatic coupling of tapered waveguides,
the coupling strength of the waveguides is a key parameter to achieve a compact device design.
The strong coupling can readily be obtained by reducing the gap spacing between the waveguides.
However, small gap spacing beyond the lithography limit prohibits a wide spread of applications of the
device. An alternative way to achieve strong coupling is to utilize shallow-etched rib waveguides for
enhanced mode overlap. Figure 1 shows the coupling strength of two identical waveguides for different
waveguide types: (1) Silicon strip waveguides and (2) silicon rib waveguides. The thickness and width
of the waveguides were chosen to be 220 nm and 500 nm, which well supported the single TE0 mode
for both types of waveguides. The partial etch depth of the rib waveguide was 60 nm. The result clearly
shows that the rib waveguides had stronger couplings than the strip waveguides. The gap spacing
dimension can be relaxed for the rib coupled-waveguide. Therefore, we chose rib waveguides for our
power splitter design to achieve DUV lithography-compatible CDs. Shallow-etched waveguides also
provided low propagation loss, owing to the small mode overlap with the sidewall roughness.

Figure 1. Coupling strength versus gap of two types of waveguide structure. Structures in red and
grey are silicon (Si) and buried oxide (BOX), respectively.

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the proposed 3-dB power splitter, consisting of one input
waveguide and two output waveguides. A 2-μm-thick buried oxide (BOX) layer (n = 1.444 at 1550 nm)
is in grey. The silicon rib waveguides (n = 3.476 at 1550 nm), with a thickness of 220 nm and a
partial etch depth of 60 nm, are in red. The input waveguide and the two output waveguides had
identical dimensions. Using eigenmode expansion (EME) solver, the device design was optimized.
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The waveguides were linearly tapered from the tip width (w1) of 200 nm to the waveguide width
(w2) of 700 nm. The gap spacing between waveguides was designed to be 300 nm. In order to
design the taper length, we investigated the transmission with the taper length sweep, as shown in
Figure 3a. The taper length was chosen to be 40 μm, at which the transmission converged to −3.03 dB.
Although our current design employed the linear taper, the taper length can be significantly reduced
by utilizing the optimal curvature of the taper [31]. The spectral responses of the designed device were
also simulated using the FDTD (Finite-Difference Time-Domain) solver. Thanks to the adiabatically
tapered waveguides, the broad operation bandwidth over the 200-nm wavelength range was confirmed,
as shown in Figure 3b. The normalized E-field intensity profile of the device is presented in Figure 4,
which confirms symmetric 3-dB power splitting characteristic.

Figure 2. Schematic of 3-dB tapered rib waveguide optical power splitter. Structures in red and grey
are silicon (Si) and buried oxide (BOX), respectively.

Figure 3. Simulated transmission result. (a) Taper length span; (b) wavelength sweep over
200-nm bandwidth.

Figure 4. The E-field intensity profile of 3-dB optical power splitter. The field values in the legend are
normalized values.
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3. Experimental Results

The silicon photonic 3-dB power splitters were fabricated in an 8-inch wafer-scale silicon process
facility using deep-UV (DUV) lithography. The designed power splitters were implemented on an
8-inch silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a 220-nm-thick device layer and a 2-μm-thick buried
oxide (BOX) layer. First, we deposited a 70-nm-thick layer of Tetraethyl Orthosilicate (TEOS) by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) as a hard mask layer. Then, we deposited patterned
rib waveguides with DUV lithography, and a 60-nm-deep shallow etch on the silicon device layer.
Strip waveguides were also implemented by subsequent DUV lithography and silicon full etch. Finally,
the remaining oxide hard mask layer was removed by wet etching.

In order to characterize the fabricated power splitter, we used cascaded six stages of the 1 × 2
3-dB power splitter, as shown in Figure 5a. We employed vertical grating couplers to couple light into
the fabricated device. The coupling loss of the grating couplers was measured to be ~6.0 dB from a
back-to-back grating coupler pair on the same chip. The input power is P, and the cascaded output
powers were then P/2, P/4, P/8, P/16, P/32, and P/64, respectively, as indicated in the Figure 5a. Figure 5b
shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated power splitter, which confirm
a good agreement with the device design. The nominal waveguide width and gap were observed to be
740 nm and 340 nm. The fabrication deviation from the design was below 50 nm. For the experimental
characterization, we used a linear array of polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers with 127-μm pitch to
guarantee consistent coupling losses from optical ports of the cascaded power splitters. TE-polarized
light was coupled to the fabricated device through grating coupler array. The transmission of each
stage was measured at the wavelength of 1550 nm and plotted as a function of the number of splitters,
as shown in Figure 6a. The transmission of the single power splitter was measured to be −3.06 dB
from the linear regression. The excess loss was estimated to be 0.06 dB (= 3.06 dB − 3 dB). The spectral
response of each stage is shown in Figure 6b, exhibiting the broad operating bandwidth over the
wavelength range of 100 nm from 1470 nm to 1570 nm. The transmission of each stage (one splitter,
two splitters, etc.) was normalized to the transmission of a back-to-back grating coupler pair.

 

Figure 5. (a) Cascaded six-stage structure for excess loss measurement. (b) Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images of fabricated optical power splitter.
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Figure 6. Experimental results (a) for excess loss at 1550 nm and (b) normalized transmission in
broad bandwidth.

4. Discussion

The strong coupling of the rib waveguides enabled the device design with large CD (200 nm),
which was compatible with typical existing silicon photonics foundries. It was noted that the top
oxide cladding could be added without significant changes in the device’s performance. We also
investigated the fabrication tolerance of the device using EME simulations. Figure 7a shows the
calculated transmissions of the power splitter with the deviations of the waveguide width and the
gap from the optimum designs, confirming good fabrication tolerance of our power splitter design.
The calculated excess loss of the device exhibited an excess loss as low as 0.07 dB, even with considerable
fabrication variations (dark and light purple regions). For example, the excess loss of the power splitter
can be below 0.07 dB as long as the waveguide width and gap are controlled within the fabrication
variations of ±50 nm, which can be readily achieved from commercial silicon photonics foundries.
For our fabricated device (the corresponding dimensions for waveguide width and gap spacing of
740 nm and 340 nm, respectively), the excess loss was expected to be lower than 0.07 dB. Our measured
excess loss of 0.06 dB agrees well with this fabrication tolerance study. In addition, the tolerance
simulation for the tip width was also performed. The excess loss was below 0.05 dB as long as the tip
width was controlled to be smaller than 300 nm, as shown in Figure 7b.

Figure 7. Fabrication tolerance to deviation (a) of the waveguide width and the gap and (b) of the tip
width of the power splitter using EME simulation.
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Table 1 shows the summary of previously reported experimental power splitters and this work.
Power splitters based on adiabatically tapered waveguides exhibited relatively low excess losses
compared to other types. Whereas adiabatic power splitters with strip waveguides suffered from their
small CDs, adiabatic power splitters with shallow-etched rib waveguides are promising in large-scale
integrated photonic devices, considering their low loss (0.06 dB) and relaxed CD (200 nm), which are
compatible with typical existing silicon photonics foundries.

Table 1. Summary of parameters and performances of reported power splitters and this work.

References Dimension
Excess Loss
(at 1550 nm)

Wavelength
Bandwidth

Critical
Dimension

Splitter
Type

[21] L = 200 μm 0.15~0.6 dB 100 nm 150 nm Arc-Shaped
[22] L = 10 μm 0.6 dB 60 nm 200 nm Tapered Branch
[23] 2 μm × 3.6 μm 2.5 dB 300 nm 200 nm MMI
[24] 1.2 μm × 2 μm 0.27 dB 80 nm 200 nm MMI
[25] LTaper = 100 μm 1 dB 100 nm 200 nm Adiabatic Tapers
[26] LDC = 31.4 μm 1 dB 88 nm 200 nm DC
[28] 1.4 μm × 2.3 μm 0.36 dB 40 nm 200 nm Y-junction
[30] LTaper = 5 μm 0.12 dB 70 nm 30 nm Adiabatic Tapers

This work LTaper = 40 μm 0.06 dB 100 nm 200 nm Adiabatic Tapers

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated low loss, broadband, and fabrication-insensitive silicon photonic 3-dB power
splitters based on adiabatically tapered rib waveguide. The shallow-etched rib waveguides were
employed to make the critical dimensions of the designed device larger than 200 nm. The compact
power splitter with the taper length of 40 μm exhibited a low excess loss of 0.06 dB and a broad
bandwidth over a 100-nm wavelength. The design compatibility with existing silicon photonics
foundries and good fabrication tolerance enable the wide usage of the power splitter on a variety of
silicon photonics applications. Thanks to its low loss, the proposed power splitter can favorably be
integrated to demonstrate large-scale photonic integrated circuits.
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